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Your turntable probably
deserves abetter pick-up.
If you've spent afair amount of time and money on your
audio system, it's likely your turntable is ready for the new
MMC 20CL cartridge. You do need atonearm which can track
successfully at one gram, one that has its own resonance well
damped, and one which features minimal horizontal and
vertical friction. Many of today's higher quality units meet these
criteria; the one you own is probably among them.

The MMC 20CL, arefreshing
perspective in cartridge design.
Critical acclaim has identified the MMC 20CL as an exceptional
cartridge. It is. It will not only give you more music from your
records, but will ensure that those records last significantly
longer. However, it is not one of those `astounding breakthroughs' that always seem to be hovering around cartridge
design. No, while the 20CL does incorporate new thinking, new
materials and new manufacturing methods, it should be
reasonably viewed just as it is: simply one step closer to the
theoretical ideal. When we gave Europe its first stereo cartridge
25 years ago, we knew that someday we would have the 20CL.
Our approach to cartridge engineering tells us that 25 years
from now we will have something significantly better.

Single crystal sapphire,
because the cantilever is critical.
Unlike aluminium and beryllium, single crystal sapphire
transfers the motion of the stylus tip without adding any
measurable vibration, and hence distortion, of its own. The
absence of this vibration and flexibility in the cantilever means
the undulations in the record groove are transferred exactly
and generate an exceptionally accurate electrical signal.
Music is no longer lost between the stylus tip and the
armature. Your records yield up their music with new
clarity, definition, and spaciousness.

Reducing effective tip mass,
Bang & Olufsen S
engineering tradition.
As early as 1958, our research demonstrated
that effective tip mass (ETM) was the single
most influential factor behind record wear
and the loss of high frequency sound
information. While some manufacturers
are now beginning to realise the
importance of this specification,
only Bang & Olufsen can look back
upon acontinuous chain of improvements in this critical area. Today,
the MMC 20CL with its Contact
Line, naked diamond, ultra-rigid
sapphire cantilever, and the
patented Moving Micro Cross
armature features an ETM
value of only 0.3mg.

Bang&Olufsen
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited
Dept C, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE
ffl•

Low inductance,
output remains constant
regardless of load.
As you know, low inductance in acartridge is
directly related to the strength and constancy of
the electrical signal fed to your preamplifier
input. What you may not know is that the
MMC 20CL has an inductance among the
lowest of all high quality cartridges available
today. This is due to adesign which
incorporates an exceptionally powerful
permanent magnet and coil cores of very low
permeability. This design results in very low
cartridge induced noise. Subsequently you
receive an excellent signal-to-noise ratio
without having to use auxiliary equipment.

Individually
calibrated.
When you manufacture very high quality
cartridges, each unit must be tested — not
one out of two, or ten, or twenty, but each
one. This is why, when you purchase the
MMC 20CL, you will receive the test
results for your individual cartridge.
These results include: output voltage,
channel balance, channel separation,
tracking ability, and afrequency
response graph for each channel.

Brand leader.
The MMC 20CL is Bang & Olufsen's brand
leader in the field of pick-up cartridges.
It is part of acomplete pick-up range called the
MMC 20 Series. Other models use the same
cartridge chassis matched to avariety of
stylus types, suitable for less highly- specified
tone arms. Prices range from about £16.00 to £70.00.
All MMC 20 Series pick-ups are available
with standard 1
/"mounting bracket or with the
2
ultra-lightweight universal plug-in connector.
Send the coupon today for descriptive literature,
including our free Technical Design Story on the
MMC 20 Series.

This time
make the
right
connection
Give your turntable what it deserves.
The MMC 20 CL with our new universal
connector can be mounted directly
onto most high quality tonearms.
IBM

Please send me details of your MMC 20 Series of pick-ups, plus my free copy of the MMC Technical Design Story and
technical reviews.
Name
Address

--c-,ó-w--E-NT-s.
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COVER
Two loudspeakers and afew copper
pipes. Why? Well, someone in our
editorial team noticed that the tweeter in
Celestion's SL6 speaker has acopper- like
diaphragm, and as we had apair in for
review ( see page 37) it seemed anice idea
to echo the copper in aphotograph. So
we purchased 1
/2cwt of pipes ( they're very
old-fashioned in the scrap- metal
business), cleaned them up abit and
composed this picture. At least it's
unusual.
Photo: Roger Phillips

The Great Australian ballad singer Peter
Dawson was born just one hundred years
ago, and if you haven't heard any of his
records you haven't lived
(gramophonically, that is).
Everyone kept playing his famous 78 rpm
recording of The Floral Dance on acoustic
gramophones at arecent record fair at
the Fairfield Halls, in Croydon, and in this
issue Donald Aldous outlines the Peter
Dawson story (page 73). Note,
incidentally, the HMV emblem stuck on
the microphone at this recording
session.
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Every major hi-fi manufacturer
on show under one roof.
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Sunday 7th Feb. 10am to 6pm
TRADE ONLY: Thursday 4th 3pm to 8pm,
Friday 5th 10am to 3pm
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The bare bones
of aBasik music
system.
Nothing fancy about it,
we've scaled it down to the
basic essentials, to fundamental
simple engineering design and
manufacture that will provide
consistent faithful sound
reproduction.
The cheapest independent
arm and cartridge that will do
the job. There's no better way to
spend £40 + VAT than on the
Basik. Real value and
performance to go with your
Linn Sondek LP 12.

Linn Products Ltd. Sondek Division,
235 Drakemire Drive, GLASGOW G45 9SZ. Tel: 041-634 0371(101ines) Telex: 77301.
ANS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.

trenoret TMC TEN

moving coil cartridges
out-price them all!
Check the specs for yourself. Compare the performance, the price and the guarantee
of the entirely new Tenorel TMC TEN with other moving coil cartridges.
SPECIFICATION

Output
Freq. Res:
Separation
Tracking
Weight
Stylus
Guarantee

TENOREL
TMC TEN

DYNAVECTOR
10X Mk.2

MAYWARE
MC3L

SATIN
M117E

2.5mV
20Hz-35kHz
25dB
1.5gm±0.3
6.5gm
ELL.
10 years

2.3mV
20Hz-20kHz
25dB
1.8gm±0.3
9.5gm
ELL.
1year

2.5mV
10Hz-50kHz
25dB
1.8gm±0.3
6.9gm
L.C.
1year

2.5mV
20Hz-22kHz
25dB
1-2gm
9.2gm
ELL.
1year

R.R.P.

£68.60 £49.60 £49.90

...for the only moving coil cartridge
with aten year guarantee against
electrical and mechanical defect.
Available at main Hi Fi retailers
nationwide.

t
6
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Sole U.K.Distributor
Condor, Woodman Works, Durnsford Road, London SW19
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GYRODEK
John Michell has long been respected, even by
his competitors, for producing products of consistent high quality, engineering finess and
elegance, but always there has been the
underground view that the decks were never
quite as good as the very best in terms of sound
quality! Needless to say that this was not aview
held by Subjective Audio. The GYRODEK is
Michell's statement - his finest achievement with
an exceptional sound quality that stands comparison against Linn, Logic, Oracle & Trio. This
is the deck that we had been waiting for for over
2years and all the development works was carried out in that time. The deck you see before
you, and in our new studios, is the culmination
of hundreds of hours of listening, adjustment
and painstaking effort. Beautifully engineered,
this unit would grace any system and it's totally
British - apart from the motor.
Audition it now at Subjective Audio - by appointment. £589.00 inc vat with tone arm board.

TRIO KX/50 CASSETTE
We have spent many frustrating hours auditioning " budget" cassette machines in a hope of
locating at least one that was worthy of it's price.
We had become so accustomed to the superiority of the Nakamichi range and some of the better Teacs that we had frankly given up hope,
but the arrival of the amazing TRIO KX/50
changed all that.
Dolby of course, plus Touch- Key control and
with METAL facility - all at just £ 79•00 inc vat.
Our demonstration unit, despite hours of work,
has maintained its original high quality of recording and reliability so far has been 100%.
Our price includes carriage & insurance within
the U.K. with our standard policy of afull refund
if not satisfied after 7 full days' audition.
Hear this machine at Subjective Audio - now!
£79.00 inc vat.

REVIEWERS??
Are they merely vultures feeding off the efforts
(and errors) of others - or do they fulfil a
necessary function in protecting the hapless
customer from the rapacious manufacturer and
retailer?
We feel the truth lies somewhere in between,
probably tending toward the vulture!! From the
reader's standpoint, the extent to which any
review will guarantee his long term satisfaction
will depend on the integrity of the manufacturer.
Aspects such as quality of construction, consistency and the ability to maintain standards
after years of usage are rarely, if ever, discussed.
Unfortunately, some manufacturers appear
tempted to produce specific review samples with
exceptional measured results rather than optimum sound quality, in order not to run contrary to the reviewers well-known and publicised prejudices.
On the other hand, products with little technical
finess that are patently sub-standard from any
measurement standpoint, but produce a
fashionable sound - just the way the reviewer
demands that it should, is palmed off on to the
luckless reader as " Audiophile" or " State of the
Art". It is, of course, easy to criticise,
so in order to justify the above statement,
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO must come up with a
viable alternative - and we think we have. Interested, intrigued or just cynical? look out for
our comment in next month's issue.

SURPRISE OF THE MONTH No. 1
My Meridian M1 system was out on aweekend
home loan recently and, deprived of its pleasure,
Ifelt it was an excellent opportunity to re-assess
other far less esoteric products. My first attempt
was the best and was listened to for over 11
hours that weekend - avery pleasant surprise!
Sadly, the magnificent LECSON AC1/AP1
amplifier is no longer available but stands as
afitting testament to British being Best in both
sound quality and elegant, industrial design. The
other units are highly respected in their own
fields and are aclassic example of the resulting
sound being greater than their individual sum
parts.
Lecson AC1/AP1 amplifier
Harbeth HL1 Mk/3 speakers
Walkerdek CJ/55
Goldring IGC cartridge
Linn Basik arm

MERIDIAN M/3 ACTIVES
There is no doubt that, in the public's mind, the
name Meridian is synonymous with the " Active
Speaker" movement. With their years of experience, they have, in the M/3, produced a
speaker of diminutive proportions, but staggering performance. Powered by two 105 type
amplifiers, this speaker can be optimised for
free-standing usage, or bookshelf applications
where 103db can be achieved. These speakers
never ' shout' at you, yet they produce a razor
sharp stereo image and exceptional detail, and
as such, we feel they lead the way in truly small
units designed as primary or secondary systems.
We have been able to audition these units for
many months and have found them fatigue-free
on all source material and totally consistent between batches!
A recommended partnership would be the
Linn/lttok/Dynavector Karat combination, or the
cheaper Walkerdek/Basik/Goldring IGC
combination.
The M/3 speakers and stands are on continuous
demonstration and in stock - at Subjective Audio
at just £485 • 00 per pair inc vat, leads and power
amps. Carriage free within the U.K.
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(1976)
(1980)
(1981)
(1981)
(1981)

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
a) Classical
Scherazade

String Sonatas

SURPRISE OF THE MONTH No. 2

No doubt it will be some time, if ever, that this
unit is produced in a form acceptable to the
public, however, we feel privileged that we were
selected to have the first audition and when you
consider that its projected sale price in 1982
is just £ 179.00 inc vat, we feel that its possible
arrival could force many reviewers to re-assess
the merits of the so called ' super amps'.
Intrigued? then please contact us for details in
March ' 82.

Rossini

Argo 2K-26/27

Beethoven Songs
Martin Hill
Loiseau DSLO-535
b) Less Classical
Peter Skellern
"Astaire"
Mercury 9109-702
"Jazz"

Ry Cooder
Warner K/56488

Steeleye Span
"Below the Salt"
Chrysalis CHR/1008
We hope that each month we will be able to
select at least 6 records suitable for wholehearted recommendation, based on our own
criteria. For inclusion here, these records must
have been consistently popular with customers
and staff alike, show excellent recording technique, definition and dynamics, etc. and, by far
the most important of all, be capable of keeping
YOU in your seat and preventing you from being distracted by insignificant considerations!!
Needless to say that any of these recordings
will demonstrate the full potential of your system.

HELLO TO.
Pro- Ac. A range of fantastic passive
loudspeakers for the true connoisseur. We are
proud to have been appointed major London
retailers for the units and we shall be having
the " Studio 3" and the " Tablet" on demonstration at our new premises from mid February
1982.

GOODBYE TO . .
Well, we part company this month with G.H.
Hadcock and Electrocompaniet.

SMALL PRINT?
a)

b)
c)
d)

e)

A well-known figure in the Hi Fi world recently
re-acquainted himself with us after a notable
absence - and brought with him his one and
only product, a pre amp known as the " Music
Fidelity". This unassuming unit provided some
of the finest and most lucid sounds on complex
material we had ever heard and on solo performance, the sound was without peer! Needless
to say that the external appearance was shabby - in the best British traditions and the internal wiring, that of an obvious amateur BUT his
design is obviously that of a genius because
of the sheer clarity and beauty of the sound
produced.

Rimsky Korsakov
Philips 6500-410

Demonstrations of excellent performance
and quality are still available, but strictly by
appointment.
Access and/or Barclaycard payments are
now accepted with no additional charge.
Export enquiries will still be answered within
24 hours.
Vast amounts of very interesting literature
on us, and the products we represent will
still be forwarded to you within 24 hours
of us receiving your requests and A/4
stamped, addressed envelopes.
Our " Sale" price list, including numerous
bargains in used, ex display or new items,
is still available to those who write or phone.

THE TEAM ...
Howard Popeck, Chrissy Popeck, Steve
Daniels, Linda Thatcher . . . and not to forget
the other team members, all of our suppliers
whom we proudly represent, and who so eagerly
and unselfishly support us;
Meridian, A & R, Lentek, TVA, Trio
Technology, Threshold, Crimson, Carver,
Albarry, Quad, Linn Products, Oracle,
Logic, Michell, Walkerdek, Fidelity
Research, Syrinx, Sumiko, Koetsu,
Nakamichi, SME, Swallow, Audio Note,
Dynavector, Goldring, Elite, Gale and
Harbeth ... Thank you.

THE COMPANY
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
59 Grovelands Road
Palmers Green
London N13, England.
Tel.: ( 01) 886-7289.
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"you read it son...
....we'll play it

reviews have their place,
but please don't be foolish
enough to part with hard
earned money on the written word alone!
It is essential that you make your own subjective comparisons.
At Superfi we offer you an unrivalled opportunity to do so,
and at prices that may come as avery pleasant surprise indeed!

Stuerf

° NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 412137/8
LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075
DERBY 6THE STRAND, SADLERGATE 361384
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When you're ready
to " face" the music
we have atip
for reduced
distortion
The hyperelliptical stylus tip, acclaimed for its low
distortion and high trackability, is now available in awhole
series of Shure pickups. Whether you're seeking to
reproduce the full dynamic range of today's new
superdiscs, or simply to obtain maximum listening
pleasure from treasured records in your collection, you'll
find an HE pickup with the combination of features and
performance that best meets your needs from the list
below:
V15 Type IV
Perfectionist's Choice! With unprecedented trackability.
ultra- flat response. Dynamic Stabilizer. low effective stylus
mass.
V15 Ill- HE
One of the best-selling pickups ever! Performance second
only to the V15 Type IV — but at a more modest price.
M97HE
Top- of- the- line features and excellent performance at an
intermediate price. Features Dynamic Stabilizer and SIDEGUARD stylus protector.
M97HE-AH The HeadlinerTM
All the design and performance of the M97HE plus the
simplicity of plug-in connection. Allows instant attachment
to the tone arm of most turntables.
M95HE
Features high trackability. flat frequency response. lowloss/high output magnetic pole piece, at a modest price.

The HE Family:
Hyperelliptical-Equipped

M75HE Type 2
NEW!
The first time HE stylus offered in such a low price range!
High trackability. and excellent performance.

MV3OHE
grams

V15 LT
1: grams

V15 Type Ill-HE
1-1 4
1grams

M97HE-AH
(with attached headshell)
.34-1; grams

M97HE
grams

M97 LT
11 grams

M75HE-J Type 2
NEW!
Designed to deliver the best performance from heavier
tracking tone arms. Exceptionally modest price.
V15LT & M97LT ( Linear Tracking Models)
NEW!
Get the most from advanced technology linear tracking
turntables! Performance comparable to V15 Type IV and
M97HE ( respectively).
MV3OHE
Sleek, integral pickup/carrier arm combination for use with
SME Series Ill and SME Series MIS tone arms. Performance
similar to V15 Type IV

For more information about Shure pickup
cartridges please write to us at the address below

Setting the World Standard in Sound

eShure

M95HE
grams

4
3-1;
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M75HE Type 2
4-1; grams
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,M75HE-J Type 2
1!, - 2,
1 grams

Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road
Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL MED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS

Zerostat Pistol red . . £6.50
D4 Record Cleaner
£6.50
Z- Track Damper. . . . . £8.99
D4 Fluid 1oz. . ..... 99p
SC-2Stylus Cleaner
13.60
6oz. £4.75 16oz. £8-99
Disc Organiser. . . . . . . £8-95
Disc Kit complete £22.95
GOLD EN LEADS
VRP Record Sleeves ( 10) .£1.95
2 Phono 2 Phono 0.5m . £5.50
2 Phono 2 Phono 1m . .£6.30
2 Phono -2 Phono 2m . .£7-25
5 DIN- 4 Phono 1m
£8.99
Postage and Packing 50p per order
METROSOUND TEST TAPES ( I
, & P50p)
Azimuth Reel £4.70 Dolby Reel £4.00
Dolby Cassette £2.95
Limited Supply only

THORENS TURNTABLES (Carriage £5.00)
TD16011 BC Turntable without arm. Your choice of pickup arms may be
fitted and we will gladly advise. SPECIAL OFFER £ 109.95.
TD160C The reintroduction of apopular model. Ready fitted with the
low mass Thorens arm. SPECIAL OFFER £155.00.
TD160 Super Upgraded "Audiophile" version of the TD160 11 BC.
Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted. SPECIAL OFFER £149.95.
TD104 Mk11 Complete with arm. 33 & 45 rpm plus fine speed adjustment & strobe. SPECIAL OFFER £84.00.
TD105 Mk11 As TD104 but semi-auto arm operation. S.P. OFF £99.00.
TD115 Mk11 Complete with low mass arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm coupled
withfine speed control & stroboscope. Semi automatic SP. OFF £164.00
TD126 111 BC. Turntable without arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm with fine speed
control & stroboscope. Arm of yourchoice may befitted. SPOFF. £217.00
TDI25 111 CReady fitted with low maàs arm. Sem i
auto operatio n . SP.
SPECIAL OFFER £310.00
Thorens conversion kit to upgrade '
TD160 11' £25.00 post free.
We also stock spa re belts£1.78 P&P 50p - headshel I
s - arm tubes etc.
PICKUP ARMS PURCHASED FROM US CAN BE FITTED
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
HAFLER AMPLIFIERS

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR645
FR64FX Tonearms
P0 A
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100 .. . . £99.95*
ASP1/ASP 11 ARM Tubes .£19.95
AT1010
£119.95'
AT1120
£89.95.
HADCOCK
GH220 S special offer. . £87.00
GH228 Type ' E' . . . £69-95'
1ml. Silcone Fluid £2.07
2ml. Silcone Fluid
£3.34
MAYWARE POST FREE
Mark IV Arm
£79.35
Formula 4 Mk III
£ 59.80'
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series I
II
£113-50'
SME Series IIIS
£81-50'
Damper for IIIS
£12-75
CA1 Arm for Series Ill. . £17-95
3009 R Arm
£130-40'
3012 R
£136-is'
FD 2R Damper £15-50
3009 II Fixed Head . £
6495'
3009 II Detachable £69.95*
54 Headshell
£10-00
S2 Headshells
£7.50
S2R Headshell
£9-00
FD200 Fluid Damper
£21 - 75
Damping Fluid Refil
£3.55
Reducing Fluid
£2.14
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head. . . . £84.35*
LMF-2 Detachable. . . . £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . . £36.75*
'Post: £ 1.00; Other Items 50p

85p PER FOOT

SS-3IC

£243.00

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £12.95 Double Albums £19-95
Full UK range stocked, many new titles-Ask for list
P&P £1 - 00 per order any quantity

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
£9.90
£9-95
£15-95
£16-95
£ 9.00
£5.00
. f5.00

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA - 1
£27-50
Matching Pack MM
£4.95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£24.95
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand pair
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator PP! 2
£21-00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£12-50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty (6 amp) 6/4 £17-50
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1.76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
£2.45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2P
£7.50
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£11-99
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp- 19/1
£17.60
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each . 90
Speaker Switching Unit: 2way-2/2
£6.75
Speaker Control Centre-Screw. 24/1 or DIN, 24/2 . £16-95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN 22/1
£17-00
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way DIN 23/1
£ 21-00
Tape Switching Unit, 2way Phono 22/2
£22-00
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way Phono 23/2
£27.00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£15.95
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKII HC2
£1495
Headphone Adaptor 2way 5/3
£8.95
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
f1 495
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£5.95
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£5.50
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£5.95
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1
£19-95
Dust Cover Renovation OCR- 2
£3-90
Tape Head Cleaner Spray 100 gm
£2.70
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
£2.20
Record Cleaner Spray 100 gm
£2-35
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6 white
per metre .35
4mrn Spade Terminators ( Pack of 4) 40/4
£2.20
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8. Black or White
per metre - 70
P&P on cable-£1-00 per order. Other items 50p per order

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at Nov 1981. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E & OE.

I()

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

"DEMONSTRABLY BETTER"

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS ( Carriage Free)
ss -iIC
158.00
SS- 110 IC
£97.00

AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
AT606 Heavy Duty Feet Kit
PDQ11 Cleaning System
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm
AT610a 2Phono 2Phono 1.5m Gold Plated

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

MONSTER CABLE

Kit form or assembled
DH- 101 & DH- 110 Pre- amps DH200&DH500 Power Amps
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST

SS-2IC
£160.00
SA- 1Spectrom Analyser .£124.00

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

P 8. P £1 -00 PER ORDER

ACCESSORIES

ADC ' Pro-Gram' Stylus scales
£21-00
ADC LMG-I headshell. . .£4.60
Allsop 3cassette cleaner. .£2.99
Mayware Protractor £3.45
Shure Stylus Scale
£ 5.99
MONITOR AUDIO SOUND CABLES
Flat 3.6m pair
£11-50'
7-5m pair
£20.95'
10m pair
23-75'
The Mat - by Audio- Ref.
18-95'
G. A. Glass Soundisc. .
14.95'
Elite Planer Matter
Post Free. . .
£23-00
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair
15-00'
0M-10 Diskmat
£8-50'
Disk 22 Mat
£12-99'
Stylus Microscope £2-95
Protractor
£2-95
Headshell-Mag alloy
Copper-litz wires . . . . . .£5.95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
RC- 410 Clamp
£9.99
Ag 99L Headshell Wires . £3.40
RC- 100 Cleaner
£7.95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10-95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£4.99
Pixall II Roller
£ 5.75
Pixall Refils
- 90
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill
£3-50
Permostat Jumbso Refills . £6.95
Microsorber feet, per set £9.90
'Postage £ 1.00 Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & P Et 00
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01 POST FREE
19.50
ATH03
£13-95
ATH05
fil95
ATH07
£65.00
STAX
STAX SR.44 Complete . £67.00
STAX SR.6
£53-40
STAX SRX3'
£102.35
STAX LAMBDA'
fuels
STAX SIGMA'
£175-00
•
Energiser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER . £39,00
SRD7 SB ENERGISER . £52.00
SROX ENERGISER
£62.30
YAMAHA
YH100
£39-95
HP1
£29-50
1
1P3
£15-95
SENNHEISER
HD222
..
£31-50
H0400
£12.99
HD414X
£21-90
HD424X
£31.50
HD420
£25.90
HD430
£35-50
HD224X
£39-50
WHARFEDALE
lsodynamic 102
£24-90

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI

REPLACEMENT STYLI

ADC Phase IV
£42-00
RS IV
£ 21 - 00
ADC Phase III
£30.00
RS Ill. . £14-00
ADC Phase II
£18-50
RS II . . . £9-00
ADC Phase I
£12-00
RS I ..... . .£6-00
ADC ZLM Improved. . . . . £57-14
RSZ Improved. £26-53
ADC XLM Ill Improved . . . £36.29
RSX Improved. £18.35
ADC VLM III Improved . . . . £25.04
RSV Improved. £15-08
Elite EEI 700
£49.00
EE1 350.
£29.00
Elite EEI 500
£36-00
EEI 550
£23.00
Elite EEI 400
£23.00
EEI 450
£11.00
Elite EEI 300H . . £13.99
EEI 300H
£7-00
Fidelity Research FR101SE .. £44.00
S101SE
P.O.A.
Glanz Full Range
PO A
Glanz Styli
P0 A
Goldring G900E . . ....
£16.50
0140E
£9.95
Goldring 0900 'IGC' .
P.O .A.
0140 IGC . . £29.75
Goldring G920 ' IGC'
£29.95
0170 IGC
£16.50
Goldring G910 ' IGC'
PO A
0160 IGC
£29.75
Grado FTE + 1
£8.95
FTE/S ... .£8.00
Grado FCE+1
£10-95
FCE+
£9.50
Grado F3E+. . £14- SO
F3E+
£13-50
Grado F1+ .... . . . . £35.95
F1+
£28-50
"Grado Trade- up-Grade. Trade up your old Grado any model or condition- for one of the new models. You pay only the stylus price.
Grado Gt Super"
116.95
GT Super Stylus . 112.71
Grado Gc Super*
121.95
GC Super Stylus . 114.46
Grado GF3 Super*
£29.95
GP3 Super Stylus .£22.46
J.V.C. Z2E
£38-33
Z2E . . . . . . . . £19-90
J.V.C. X2
£69.51
X2/X1 . . . . . £37-50
Nagaoka MP10*
£73-00
N-10MP
£ 5-50
Nagaoka M P11
'
£15-00
N-11MP
£7.00
N-15MP
Nagaoka MP15*
£31-00
£22.00
N- 20M?
Nagaoka M P20'
£37-00
£25.00
N- 30M?
Nagaoka M P30"
£ 46.00
£35-00
N 50MP
Nagaoka MP50 . . £74-oo
£ 52-00
'Nagaoka Special Offer
Free Magally Headshell-while stocks last!
£31 -00
Ortofon SME 30H . . . . . . £79.95
L3OH
£31-00
Ortofon Concorde 30 . . . £41-00
CL30
£21-00
Ortofon Concorde 20 . . . . £31-00
CL20
£10-00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£21-00
CLIO
£10-00
Ortofon Concorde Std
£19.75
Std Stylus
£31-00
Ortofon LM30/H
£37-00
CL30/L3OH
£21-00
Ortofon LM20/20H .
£28.00
CL20/L2OH
£13.00
Onofon LM15
£19.95
L15
£10-00
Ortofon LM10
£14.95
CLIO
£11-25
D1OE II
Ortofon VMS10E. . .. £16-90
£6-50
05E11
Ortofon VMS5E11 £8-95
05E11. .
. . . . .£6.50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in . . £11.75
020E Mk Iand II . £15-50
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£23-50
Upgrade your VMS20 with a 030 II Stylus
030 II . . . . . . . £22-00
Ortofon VMS30 11 . . . £29-90
NF15E Mk I & II . .£8-95
Ortofon FF15E II
£9 90
081
£33.60
Stanton 881$
£ 59-95
D6800EEE
£18.80
Stanton 681 EEE
£32.00
0680 . . .... £13-99
Stanton 680E E
£19-95
D5100EE £10-40
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
05100E
£13-80
Stanton 500E
ell - 75
Stanton 500A
£10.75
D5107A
£6-60
N44E
£ 5-95
Shure M44E
£9-60
N55E
£6-95
Shure M55E
£10-95
N75EJ Type 2. . . £7.65
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£15-90
•N75H - EJ Type 2 £11-70
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
£18.30
N75ED Type 2 . £12-70
Shure M75ED Type 2
£18.20
'N75HE Type 2
£13-99
£20-75
Shure M75HE Type 2
•Upgrade your Shure M75 with a new " HE" Stylus
N95EJ
£9.45
Shure M95EJ
£16-75
N95ED
£16-50
Shtire M95ED
£24.75
N95HE
£17.10
Shure M95HE
£25.40
N97EJ
£10-65
Shure M97EJ
£ 25.75
N97H E
£20.70
Shure M97HE
£37-95
N97HE
£20.70
Shure M97HE-AH £39-95
Shure V15 Ill
£54.00
VN35E
£17.45
Shure V15 III HE. . £61-99
VN35HE
£18.55
Shure V15 IV SP.OFF
£71.00
VN45HE
£25.60
Shure MV3OHE ( SM EIII) . £89-99
N3OHE
£23.25
N97LT
.£21.50
Shure M97LT`
£36.95
VN45LT
. f24.50
Shure V15LT*
£73.50
*For technics linear tra cking turntables

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

Audio Tech AT3200XE. . £34.95
Audio Tech AT3100XE. £25115
Audio Tech AT31E
E. . . . P.O.A.
Audio Tech AT32E . . . . P.O.A.
Mayware MC- 3L
£49.45
Mayware MC- 2V
£69.00
Mayware MC- 2C
£49-45
Osawa 0S60
£99.95
Osawa 0S7OL
£179-95
Entre -1
£80.00
Lentek MC Pre-amp £49-00

Post 50p
Dynavector 1jX11
£49.90
Dynavector 20All £86.25
Dynavector DV50A. . . £76-95
Dynavector Ruby £92.00
STM 72 Transformer
£19.95
Ortofon MC2011 Sp off. £75-00
Ortofon MCA- 10
£58.50
Elite MCP555 . . . . £147-00
Elite MC 555
£98.00
Elite MC Pre- amp . £82.00
Fidelity Research
P0 A

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES
Trade-in or trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn), for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge: these exchange
prices
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 10X1M11. . . £29-95
Dynavector 20A MkII . . £53-75
bynavector Karat Ruby . £59.95
Dynavector 208 Mk11 . . £61-95
Ortofon 2
Shure TTR 110

TEST RECORDS
£8-00
£4.25

post 65p
HFS 81. ...
Shwe TTR 115

.£4.95
£5-00

ELITE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p
ADC XLM VLM
Stanton 500
Stanton 680/681

£26-00
£17-00
£23-00

Onofon M15 . . £29.00
Onofon VM S20
£23-00
Ortofon FFI5
£17-00
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MAETO
IS HERE!
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IV+ MC-2V

TONE ARM & CARTRIDGE

82 BRAND NEW
SEE US IN ROOM 245
AT AUDIO '82

at
Clarkston Toll
Glasgow
041-638-8252

Costs one quarter of the
lttok/Black Koetsu (AL)

Come and hear the
musik
made by Linn, Naim and Rega
amongst others!
From the people who
brought you

Russ Andrews High Fidelity

Sounds just as good!
Did we hear impossible?
Phone for comparative demonstration via
the all revealing Quad ELS-63 speakers.
Free cohesive ' Platter Mat' with every arm
+ cartridge.
(
Send Retailers Receipt).

Limited

34 NORTHUMBERLAND STREET
EDINBURGH
Tel: 031 557 1672

Mayvvare Ltd.
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middx. HA8 9UH. Tel: 01-9589421

Quad ESL 63 — Linn Isobarik & Sara — Heybrook HB 3 — QLN — Mission— Rogers — IMF—

THE "SIEGFRIED IDYLL"...

• •

was a never intended by poor old Wagner to be accompanied by high-lift

cam & valve bounce. Panting diesel engines totally ruin Mahler's "SchlussSzene aus Goethes Faust II". The Pink Floyd's "Welcome to the Machine"
could have been written specially for Donnington Audio.
We have traded from the hub of Newbury's busy shopping centre for the
past 21
2 years, and while High Streets may be awfully good fun for
/
Supermarkets, Banks, Building Societies & Shoe Shops, they're definitely
not suitable places in which to listen to music.
It is really impossible to listen ppp because of all the ff

traffic.

Keen eyed readers will observe that we have moved into the peace and
tranquility of the country, courtesy of alittle village called KINGSCLERE,
about 5miles south-east of Newbury on the A339.
At last — our surroundings match the quality of our stock.
DONNINGTON AUDIO
16 SWAN STREET
KINGSCLERE NR NEWBURY

Tel. KINGSCLERE 45973
Closed Mondays

— Linn Sondek — Heybrook TT2 — Walker — Oracle — Dais
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UNRIVALLED PERFECTION

In the beginning we gave you
the GL 100 AM
NOW we give you THE NEW M 100
When we first introduced our GL 100AM
tube amplifier, it was internationally acclaimed
as the best in the world and we said that nothing could
surpass it. WE WERE WRONG
GL Products latest tube amplifier the NEW M-100
has! Not only in looks but also in performance.
For those who know and appreciate the difference
the NEW M-100 must be the answer.

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES ONLY
TO:
G. L. PRODUCTS LID.,
Hambledon Road,
Denmead, Nr. Portsmouth,
Hants. Tel: Waterlooville ( 070-14) 5031
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SALE

•
Compact Monitor Loudspeakers

STARTS 20.1.82

Two new models of
exceptional performance
using the " in-line"
configuration with wide
frequency response and
superb imagery.

MOST ITEMS REDUCED
Here are some of the Sale Prices.
AIWA Micro
System 501 +
AP D50
£459.00
AIWA Micro
System 304
£215.00
AIWA carry
combo inc. case £255.00
AIWA APD50
£119.00
HITACHI
SDT118
£185.00
HITACHI Video
Portable
£689.00
JVC X1 System
incl. Spkrs
£369.00
£149.00
RS33L
AX4
£167.00
AX3
£139.00
KDA7
£199.00
KDA11
£78.00
E5 mini system
£529.00
Panasonic SG 165 £392.00
Panasonic SG 240 £295.00
Panasonic
SG 2200
£169.00
Panasonic
SG 2220
£245.00

PANASONIC
2800 Rack
system
PIONEER X330
PIONEER X550
PIONEER SX700
PIONEER SX600
SONY Z1
system
SONY TCFX2
SONY FCFX3
SONY PSLX2
SONY SLC5
TECHNICS Z11
TECHNICS Z22
TECHNICS
system 80
TECHNICS
SLDL1
TECHNICS
SLD202
TECHNICS
RSM205
TECHNICS
RSM215

CM2 is an efficient
two-driver system using
our soft domed tweeter
and 8"bass/midrange unit.
Minimum power
requirements only 1
0watts
per channel RMS.

£325.00
£269.90
£369.90
£117.90
£89.90
£417.00
£86.90
£99.00
£73.00
£419.90
£349.00
£439.00

CM3 is a sophisticated
three-driver design using
our soft domed tweeter,
Bextrene 4" midrange and
8" bass unit.
The rearward radiation of
both bass and midrange
drivers is absorbed in
seperate and tapered
cabinet sections.
Minimum power
requirements 20 watts
per channel RMS.

£799.00
£142.00
£78.00
£75.00

Both models are finished
in real walnut veneer and
have self-coloured brown
acoustic foam fronts.
Light beechwood trim
(as shown) is optional.

£82.00

FOR SALE PRICE ON OTHER OTHERS PLEASE RING

CLEARANCE PRICES
Clearance prices still available on following.
MONITOR AUDIO: - MA84/MA6 - AR14 Spkers TANNOY 145/165 - LUX L2/T2/T12/PD277 - JVC
JRS401/JRS600/0L5 - SONY TCK44/MODULE 1 YAMAHA CR420/CR1020/CT710 - ITC800D TECHNICS
SLQ2/ST51/SLD2/RSM673/RSM65 AIWA ADM800 - SONY CR F320.

Please send me details of your speakers,
Ambisonic UHJ records and decoders.
NAME:
ADDRESS •
N

ezJ-A0e,,, je11 2

Field

Eastcote,

End

29

Road

41 2/414

Pinner

01-868 2946
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Road

Wembley

Middlesex
Tel:

e

Middlesex
Tel:
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01-903 9506

Westbourne Street High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel High Wycombe 35576

IMF
ELECTRONICS

Video Index helps you choose!
Over 800 new titles have been added to the latest
edition to bring you around 3000 films to choose from.

NEIL DIAMOND meets JAWS

Categories
include:
*FEATURES
*HORROR
* CLASSICS
*MUSICSHOWS
*MUSICALS
*CHILDRENS
*SPORT
*GENERAL
INTEREST
*ADULT

VIDEO INDEX
N
o 4 The Video
owners guide to films and
programmes — ON SALE
at your newsagents,
bookshops and all good
video dealers— £1.50.

VVInter 4981
No 4

THE VIDEO OWNERS GUIDE 10 FILMS AND

A.

INKXODESt
•Loveat Net SIN>
«
ANI9Itt at the OMNI.

Or send £ 1.80 (including
postage and packing) to:
Subscription Department, Link
House Magazines (Croydon)
Ltd., Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA
A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

Ten good tips for you...
Even the best amplifiers and loudspeakers need a
clean, accurate source if they are to give the
greatest listening pleasure. Improve your listening
pleasure by using one of the new LogBellex
cartridges, manufactured using the latest
design and construction techniques. With
achoice of ten models, from budget
priced movifig magnet cartridges to
moving coil designs for ultimate sound
reproduction, there is aLogBellex
cartridge for you.
LogBellex cartridges give you superior
sound at affordable prices. That is why, if you
want the best from your records, you simply have to...

...listen to

LCG Main
The Better Cartridge Range

I

1

Tannoy Distribution Limited
Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde
I Scotland ML5 4TF
Please send me details on the
LogBellex range of cartridges.

I

Name
Address

s_

HFIJN
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IT ISN'T HOBSON'S
CHOICE
Never has there been a bigger choice in
turntables than there is now. From the
REGA PLANAR 2 (
f114.90) to the
ORACLE/SUMIKO/KOETSU (f2,000).
Never has it been more necessary to find
and consult a reliable and competent dealer
on whom you can rely to provide a wide
choice of models with ample facilities and
peripheral equipment, to enable the
demonstration to cover as far as possible
your hi-fi ambitions and aspirations.

[INN
SONDEK

We have on demonstration, for example, seven LINN
SONDEK LP12's with the following arms fitted:REGA, BASIK, GRACE, MISSION, HELIUS, SYRINX
and ITTOK, to provide you with the fairest possible
comparisons of your selected pick-up arm.
Linn Sondek LP12 with Basik
Linn Sondek LP12 with Ittok/Asak
Dais & Helius
Rega Planar 3
Heybrook TT2/Basik
Walker CJ55 & Linn BaSik
(arm/cart)
Thorens TD160 & Rega arm
Logic & .Mission or Helius arm
,Linn LP12 & Mission 774
Oracle FP64FX & Koetsu Black

f386.00
£800.00
f549.00
£148.50
£291.00
£184.00
£174.00
£449.00
£489.00
£1,363.00

CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CELESTION SL6 NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION
. equipment
..‘.,
I;
•o
—

W.A.

Ej 1011
.c
a+
3 401 Indthdown Rood tlyeepool 1,13 3JJ
Telephone 03I-733 6859

L

for excellence in mound

ri

Lunch 1-215 Closed Wednesdays

ff/M

HP Terms
Visa Barclaycard
Access
Keith Monks record cleaning service.
Widest range of specialist Audiophile records.

STRATHCLYDE
TRANSCRIPTION
DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
Midton Road, Howood, Johnstone
Renfreirshire, pAo AC
Telephone Kilbarchan 5151 ( 6 lines)

Send S.A.E. for full fist.
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Editorial and Advertising offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE
CROYDON, CR9 2TA.
Telephone: 01-686 2599
Telex: 947709

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
Deputy Editor
JOHN ATKINSON
MUSIC EDITOR

IVOR HUMPHREYS
RECORDS EDITOR
GEOFF JEANES
ART EDITOR
CHRISTINE STAPLETON
CONSULTING EDITORS
PETER GAMMOND (
Musical)
DONALD ALDOUS (
Technical)
MUSICAL ADVISERS
ARTHUR JACOBS 81
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
(Classical)
PETER CLAYTON (
Jazz)
TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
SECRETARY
SUE FENNER
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
NEIL TERRY
ADVERTISEMENT SALES
MARTIN MILES
CHRISTINE BAIGENT
PUBLISHER
PAUL MESSENGER

We regret that technical and
editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone.

EDITORIAL COMMENT
It is sometimes difficult in this confined
monthly space to say everything that
one intends with sufficient clarity to avoid
ambiguity, and when 800 well-chosen
words become littered with printing errors
(as happened last month due to pressures
arising from an industrial dispute at our
typesetters) there is anatural inclination
to give up altogether, for fear of being
ridiculed for illiteracy as well as branded
for imprecision. However, we shall plod
on for the time being, noting in passing for
the fastidious that the two least
comprehensible of January's errors were
'rgh' for ' rich' and ' o4 87p' for '- 87p'.
That 87p, it may be recalled, was the
estimated pre- VAT price of arecording
normally retailing at £4.69, assuming
usual royalty, copyright and recording
costs, but no large-scale manufacturing
expenses and consequently much
reduced overheads and profits, and also
no distribution, promotion or marketing
charges. The mass- production element,
we argued, will probably have to face a
process of attrition as copying moves
from factory to home in anew era of
domestic electronics, the primary function
of professional recording then being to
generate aset of Copy Masters for public
access. On one reckoning such access
should be free, although every service or
product must of course be paid for in the
end; but it could perhaps be as free' as TV
or radio programmes, which we pay for
partly through advertising ( whose
expense ends up thinly scattered over the
prices of goods) and partly through a
license fee which is still less than £ 1.00 per
week.
If we assume that by hook or by crook
home tape copying will continue to
increase and that even atape levy can be
no more than astop- gap before the arrival
of more sophisticated data- storage
systems, it becomes obvious that big
upheavals in the economics of music are
unavoidable. An interesting straw in the
wind is reported from Los Angeles by Beth
Jacques on page 19. Here, it is proposed to
make digital master recordings available
to the home via asatellite- plus- cable
distribution system, so that subscribers
may make their own digital duplicates at a
total cost, including tape, below that of the
equivalent LP. What is not mentioned is
that even if subscribers are bound by
contract not to make further copies, some
inevitably will, thus re- opening the
present tape copying loophole with its
alleged drain on record company income.
Also, the possibility of intercepting and
decoding the radio satellite transmissions
will no doubt be pursued. On the face of it,
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such things could prevent abold new
approach to the relaying of music ever
getting off the ground. But the fact that
such ascheme has even been thought up
is asignificant pointerto the future.
As already hinted, we would prefer that
future to be moulded in the spirit of Pe blic
Service Broadcasting, which has done so
much to widen musical horizons in
Britain; but if not quite in that mould, then
at least by an advertising supported
scheme which avoids the burden of atax
or fees ( or their evasion) on the act of
domestic recording. Whatever happens,
some means must be found to pay
musicians afair rate for their work and to
ensure that afull spectrum of music still
gets recorded— including the abstruse or
expensive items which are at present
subsidised by the larger sales of popular
music. We already get avery broad band
of material— musical, dramatic and artistic
—from our radio and television services,
and it is surely not beyond British or
European ingenuity to devise some
means of adding asteady stream of music
of all sorts, live or from digital Masters,
with the home recordist in mind as well as
once- only listeners.
More watching of feature films is done
these days in front of the TV screen than in
cinemas, the television companies raising
the necessary money from advertising or
licence funds to pay suitable hire fees,
which eventually get back to the actors
and film makers. Why not asimilar set-up
for music, with the record companies
(much pruned down and geared simply to
record)supplying the broadcasting
authorities with Copy Masters for
appropriate fees? Such payments could
cover performance, production,
recording, overheads and profits, divided
between interested hirers around the
world at the first playings; but after that, it
could be afree-for-all. Anyone with the
facilities could make his own copy at the
time of transmission, and would be free to
sell further copies if he could find
customers. Competition would be related
to the quality differences between
contenders on the open market, but the
music itself would be free once those
initial hire fees were paid.
As noted here last April, we accept the
principle of free access to paintings and
literature via our museums and libraries,
while leaving everyone free to buy his
own reproductions or books if he wishes,
so why not apply the same criteria to
recordings of the performing arts? The
analogy is not exact, but surely it's near
enough?

July- December). Price £3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5.50 for apair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFNURR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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Mark Levinson
The American Mark Levinson
gear has an almost legendary
reputation in Europe to be the
'ultimate' in music reproduction.
We remember well our first experience of the Levinson $40,000
system — six massive 25 watt
class-A amps driving speakers
consisting of a pair of stacked
Quad electrostatics with a Kelly
ribbon tweeter ( minus its horn) in
an immaculate oak frame, backed
up by two huge subwoofers, with
24in. Hartley drivers. Sound
source was aStuder tape machine
with Levinson- modified electronics. Only the naïve would ask
about value for money, but the
sound was certainly something
else. Harman UK will be importing
Mark Levinson electronics — but
not the speakers — and will be
demonstrating them at the Audio
T show this month. Details — if
you have sufficient disposable
income — from Harman (Audio)
Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks.
SL2 500. Tel: 0753 76911.

ProAc & Celef

One of the more highly recommended speakers to emerge last
year was Stuart Tyler's ProAc
Studio 3, which used the expensive, but very high power, ATC
drive- units. The original ATC units
used Alnico magnets but the increasing world shortage of coinage metals has forced ATC to
use ceramic magnets instead. The
measured performance of the
Studio 3 doesn't appear to have
been impaired and the model
remains near the top of our list of
favourites. Price of the new version is £850.
As well as anew larger version
of the Domestic II Super, the

Domestic Ill Super at £ 185, Celef
have introduced a new speaker
which uses a specially treated
polypropylene-coned 8in. woofer
coupled with a 1in. soft-dome
tweeter with ferrofluid damping.
The £285 LC1 uses an inert baffle
made from a synthetic material
called ' Medite': this is said to
reduce colorations due to baffle
resonances. All prices plus VAT:
details from Celef Audio Ltd, 130
Thirsk
Road,
Borehamwood,
Herts. Tel: 01-207 1150.

Logic Levels
Logic have increased the price of
the dm101 turntable to £345 to
accommodate detail changes to
design. The major change concerns the suspension system,
which is now based on a new
principle which they've called the
Logic Mass Centre System. This
permits control of ' all the various
inertias of asuspended subchassis assembly to be controlled at
desirably low frequencies which
have a minimal effect on the
record/stylus interface'. Improvements in dynamic range, bass
extension, pitch and image stability are claimed. Other mods include a new bearing material,
lubricant and motor mounting
arrangement. Existing dm101 s
can be updated with aretrofit kit
retailing for £48.99.

San Francisco Audio
The expanding army of HFN/RR
readers on the US west coast may
like to know that the Northern
California Audio Society now has
over 100 members and is growing
fast. Our correspondent Nate Garfinkle is very active there and
meetings are interesting and wellattended. Details from: NCAS, PO
Box 14156, San Francisco, CA
94114.

New Castle
Castle have introduced two new
loudspeakers. The Dover (£210) is
a two-way — tweeter midrange/
upper bass (60-3500Hz) and alow
bass ABR (42-60Hz) — design
using Castle- manufactured drivers and although it has been made
for export for same time, this is its
UK debut. The Tyne (£ 105) is also
atwo-way design but without an
ABR.
Details from Castle Acoustics
Ltd, Shortbank Road, Skipton,
North Yorks BD23 2TT. Tel: 0756
5333.

New Beam
Tangent Acoustics' designer John
Greenbank, responsible for the
XLR2 model reviewed by Alvin
Gold for HFN/RR last November,
has left that company to set up on
his own. The new company, Beam
Acoustics, will be producing a
small range of speakers, available
in passive or active forms at £ 175
and £ 193 per pair respectively.
Details from Beam Acoustics, 3
Sidney Gardens, Haslingfield,
Cambridge CB3 7NA. Tel: 0223
872264.

QL/1 Pyramid

"AUDIO
e

cte
lic) Friday 5th, 10am-8pm Thursday Feb 4th (trade only) 10am3pm (trade) and 3pm-8pm ( public).Friday 5th, 10am-8pm Saturday 6th and 10am-6pm Sunday
7th; and venue is, as usual, the
Holiday Inn, Swiss Cottage.
whelmingly an export affair. The
CR 501 is available in white laminate or wood veneer finish. Full
details
from:
KMAL,
26-28
Reading
Road
South,
Fleet,
Aldershot, Hampshire. Tel: 02514
20567.

Zenit PU

Not to be confused with the Zen
m-ccartridge, which is distributed
by Moth Marketing, a new
Japanese low output cartridge,
the Zenn MCZ-7, is now available
in the UK. Features are a high
quality ridged Boron cantilever, a
line-contact Vital stylus, a dual
damping system to compensate
Professional
record
cleaning for temperature changes, and
machines from Keith Monks (Au- high purity oxygen-free copperdio) Ltd have a reputation as the wire used for the coils. Retail price
most thorough and reliable of is £ 169: for further details, contact
such
devices.
Their
well- Ralph Allen at Tapehand Ltd, 68
established Mk II model is used by Windmill Road, Croydon, Surrey
some large dealers to provide a CRO 2XP. Tel: 01-684 0014.
disc cleansing service to customers, but is rather too massive and
expensive for record libraries,
small radio stations, or even hi-fi London area readers might well
fanatics. But KMAL now have be interested in an audio rumnews for the latter group: the mage sale to take place on SunMonks CR501 semi-professional day Jan 31st. 'Audiojumble' —
machine, with a more compact featuring antique wireless, speakshape and a price tag of ers, valve amps, CB sets, compo£395+ VAT. Using the same oper- nents, etc etc — starts at midday
ational principles as its bigger and takes place at The Gandhi Hall
brother and retaining the Mk II's (inside the YMCA building), 41
large vacuum pump for max- Fitroy Square, London ( near Totimum drying efficiency, the new tenham Court Road tube station).
model represents a move to ex- Admission will be 80p: proceeds
pand KMAL's activities in the UK to Help the Aged. Details from Ed
home market, their record cleaner Lord, 67 Liverpool Road, The
business having so far been over- Angel, London N1 ORW.

Clean Records

Audiojumble

Dual Problems

We noted the new Swedish QLN
Model 1 speakers in our Harrogate Show report last October.
Imported by Absolute Sounds,
these are small pyramid-shaped
units using two drivers, a 1in.
ferrofluid damped dome tweeter
and a 6 in. polymeric bass/mid
driver in aheavily damped 25 mm
thick particle board enclosure.
Frequency response is I: 2dB across
65 Hz-20kHz and the bass roll-off
is smooth ( only 6dB down at
30 Hz). Sensitivity is 86 dB for
1W/1 kHz at 1m, the dimensions
are 350 mm ( high) x250 mm
(width and depth) the finish black
or brown Nextel and the price
£299 inclusive. Absolute Sounds,
42 Parkside, London SW19.
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With the absence of any hard
information available concerning
the Cunard Show, it would appear
that the Audio 82 exhibition, organised by dealers Audio T and AT
Labs and now is its third year, will
be the major London 1982 Show.
The list of exhibitors includes a
healthy
smattering
of
big
Japanese names but, perhaps
more importantly, nearly all the
interesting UK manufactureres
will be there. The HiFi News &
Record Review road show, fresh
from a weekend of demonstrations illustrating recorded balance and the evolution of stereo
at the Bespoke show, will also be
there, so do drop in and see us.
Dates and times are 3-8pm Thursday Feb 4th (trade only) 10am3pm ( trade) and 3pm-8pm ( pub-

To reassure readers that the UK
economy is not the only one to be
suffering, we received the following press statement from Dual
importers, Hayden Laboratories.
On 25th November 1981 Dual
Gebrüder Steidinger GmbH &
Company released a press
statement in Germany which,
in essence, means that the
Dual Company is presently
trading under receivership,
but, we stress, still trading and
not bankrupt.
Talks are in progress with
several
major
Electronic
Manufacturers regarding the
continuity of the Dual brand
name and product line. It
should be remembered that
Dual supplies a vast proportion of the German hi-fi market
and has high percentage mar-

ket penetration in other countries including the UK. In view
of this it is certain that the Dual
brand name will continue.
Furthermore, we have been
assured of the continuity of
supplies, service facilities and
other such logistic back-up as
is necessary. '
Hayden
Laboratories
Limited have every confidence
in the situation and the continuance of the Dual brand.
This does rub in the fact that the
UK hi-fi market, despite its high
opinion of itself, is just not large
enough to influence international
design philosophies. The excellent budget Dual CS505 turntable
may well sell in good numbers to
hi-fi enthusiasts in the UK, but it is
what the technologically uneducated mass market wants which
governs the fortunes of large
companies. We hope that Dual's
situation is satisfactorily resolved.
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Sony Tape
Just too late for inclusion in our
blank cassette tape survey, Sony
have introduced a new high- bias
Group II formulation. Called UCXS, it is claimed by Sony that it is
more sensitive than any other
Group II tape, the reason being
the development of anew ' microfine' magnetic particle which
gives the tape avery high retentivity of 1800 gauss— apparently the
highest for a Group II type. Each
cassette incorporates asection of
head-cleaning tape at either end
and bias requirement would
appear to be the same as that for
Sony's CD. On abrief audition, the
new tape certainly gave fine results with an apparently flat response using a machine biased
for TDK SA.

Recordings via
Digital Satellite
A method of bringing digital recorded music directly into the
home for listening or taping is
being developed in Los Angeles at
a cost of between 16 and 20
million dollars.
Dubbed ' Home Music Store' the
system, which sends digital music
via satellite down a cable TV
channel into the consumer's
home, from astudio which will be
built in Los Angeles, began test
operations at the end of 1981.
There is no video component in
HMS, which offers five stereo
audio listening channels. Each of
the channels is linked to a music
format, which includes contemporary pop and classical/show

Elite Townshend 2000
Speaker
We have been following with
interest the evolution of Max
Townshend's Elite loudspeaker
system. The original prototype
combined a line-source array of
Ted Jordan 50mm aluminium
cone drivers with four bass drivers. The design had atremendous
dynamic range capability with the
line source giving stable lateral
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music. Six hundred hours of
music a month will be offered in
each format. An additional mono
preview channel features 600
further hours of promotional and
feature material. The system
offers two ' sales/record' channels
via adecoder box, which the user
rents for around £4. The cost of
each album is around £2.60, and
to purchase a recording the customer calls a toll-free telephone
number which is answered by a
computer. The consumer tells the
computer the number of the •
selection he wants, the time of
day he wishes to record, and his
credit-card number. At the specified time the recorder box activates and the music is recorded
on cassette. The box then shuts
off and bills the consumer.
The HMS is gaining favour
among record companies here,
who see the system providing
hard market research and giving
'gravy' profits. Information about
actual purchases either just before or during the first weeks of an
album's release will be available
to record companies for the first
time. 'The consumer doesn't care
how he gets the music, he just
wants it,' said a spokesman for
one multinational record company, adding that with this system
there are no returns on product, or
manufacturing costs. An additional system to allow non-cable users access to the service is currently under development.
Home Music Store was developed by William von Meister,
who has created other television
communication systems including 'The Sourcer', allegedly the
first accessible data- base in the
United States.
Beth Jacques
imagery, but we were somewhat
bothered by the high frequency
end. A lot of work has gone into
the design in the last year and the
final production version, the Elite
Townshend 2000, is appreciably
different from those early prototypes. The line-source array of
50mm units are still there,
mounted in their own enclosure;
the bass below 200Hz is handled
by four 5in. units firing in pushpull
to
minimise
distortion,
mounted in avented braced plywood enclosure veneered with
walnut; but the HF is now handled
by aribbon unit, crossing over at
10kHz, 6dB/octave. The speaker is
available in both active and passive form; the latter has the crossover mounted in a case sitting
under the speaker in a special
stand. Inductors used are large
air-cored units, internal wiring is
via QED 79-strand cable, connection is via the same massive
terminal posts as used by Max for
his power amps, nominal impedance is 4 ohms, and the power
handling is 150 watts continuous.
The active version uses two Elite
Townshend 650, 100 watt stereo
power amps — one channel driving the bass units and the other
the mid and top. The electronic
crossover, in asimilar case to the
Elite preamp, sits with the power
amp under the speaker. Price of
the passive version will be around
£1350: full details from Elite
Townshend, 32 Cottimore Lane,
Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12
INF. Tel: 09322 46850.

Seen publicly for the first time at
Harrogate ( although from the superlative finish you'd hardly believe that it was then still in
prototype form) John Nlichell's
new Gyrodek comes in as the
flagship of his unique and stylish
range of turntables. A nocompromise unit, the Gyrodek
employs several novel engineering solutions to the problems of

to keep the tension on the three
supporting springs constant. In
other words, regardless of the
arm, it and its mounting plate
combine to total around 1kg (the
weight of the heaviest arm likely
to be employed, the FR64fx). The
system can also cope with two
arms if this is required.
One of the most striking innovations about the new deck is the

mass distribution, arm mounting
and record/platter coupling typical of JM's clear-sighted engineering approach. A suspended subchassis design, the massive platter uses the familiar gold-plated
peripheral brass weights, but
whereas the record used to be
supported somewhat casually on
top of these, they now hang from
the platter leaving the top surface
free and uncluttered. As in all
Michell designs, the platter is
belt-driven around its circumference, powered here by a superb
25VAC Papst motor which runs at
around 150Orpm. Speed change is
manual. The subchassis itself is a
huge aluminium casting weighted so as to balance out symmetrically about the centre spindle.
Mounting plates for various topend arms are specifically tailored

marvellously simple vacuumcoupled mat system supplied
with it. Whereas previous versions have relied on complicated
ducting arrangements through
the centre spindle to apply the
vacuum (eg the Lux), the Michell
applies it from above via asmall
bellows module which sits on the
record label. Air beneath the disc
is evacuated through the gap between the centre spindle and the
vinyl. The mat itself is plain rubber
with asoft, raised lip to form aseal
with the record run-in groove.
Three radial channels assist the
flow of air to the centre. The mat is
self-adhesive for attaching to the
platter. The first truly universal
vacuum mat, it will be available
separately for around f30. A patent
application is in hand, of course
so copiers beware!

Tannoy UK, OK?

be involved in hi-fi manufacturing: Harman bought back JBL last
year and a Danish group bought
Ortofon; Tannoy remained the
last individual company to obtain
their freedom.

Classic loudspeaker manufacturers Tannoy announced in December that amanagement group had
completed the acquisition of Tannay's business and substantially
all of the assets from Chicagobased
conglomerate
Beatrice
Foods Co. Tannoy, previously
part of the Harman UK group, had
been owned by Beatrice, along
with JBL and Ortofon, ever since
Sidney Harman had to dispose
of his assets when he took a
post with the Carter administration. Beatrice were not happy to

Record Industry
Problems
At the AES on December 8th,
supported by colleagues, Gerald
Reynolds of Nimbus. Records
gave atalk/demonstration around
the title ' Some Dilemmas Facing
the Record Industry'. In this he
dealt with many problems, current and forthcoming, including
aspects of the digital/analogue
'war'.
Mr. Reynolds believed Nimbus
was the only small company engaged in recording and research
with its own pressing plant. Estab-

AIM Service
Mixer and recording electronics
manufacturers AHB ( Allen and
Heath Brenell Ltd) have appointed
Music Laboratory as their main
warranty and service agents. The
range of AHB gear will be on
permanent dem at Music Laboratory Showroom, 72-74 Eversholt
Street, London NW1.
lished 25 years ago, it was originally in Birmingham but in 1975
moved to a refurbished country
mansion
near
Ross-on-Wye
which incorporates astudio holding 20. They have been recording
in surround sound since 1970 and
favour the use of a Sound Field
microphone,
stereo
being
obtained via a UHJ matrix. This
was illustrated via disc, being of
baritone with piano and said ta be
quite difficult to record at the
peaks — the musical quality was
in fact excellent.
Problems these days can start
right at the lacquer, up to 40% of
which have to be rejected, whilst
continued on p.25
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"Such nice people to deal with'
WICKS - WHERE PEOPLE
AND PRICES MATTER!
When customers come to Wicks we like to think - in fact
we know- that customers leave our shop more tKan satisfied
with the service we give. Why? Well we are very selective in the
staff we employ, they are all Hi Fi enthusiasts eager to share
their own experiences and give unbiased advice on Hi Fi and
audio reproduction and help in choosing just one piece of equipment
or acomplete stereo system with equal enthusiasm
ORDERING BY TELEPHONE To
reserve equipment in stock, lust ring
Colchester (0206) 78807 and well hold
it for you ( or 48 hours giving you time
to call personally or send your
settlement by poi ,.Telephone Call
always welcome.
Colchest .
er ( 0206) 498421314

lICEiViSo ANA, • ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH • AIVVA •
CELESTION • FERGUSON
FISHER • HITACHI • KEF
•
•REVOX
1/11/4.4:4/0eclH.IP
•
A NASONIC
e

SANe
SUI • SONY
SHE • TECHNICS •
TANDBERG • YA

rM ANY MOREANDMAN A

ORDERING BY POST Simply write telling ris what you
want enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover cost plus
£.5 delivery charge by Securicor.
CREDIT FACILITIES Make use ol your
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD. Ghee us your
number by phone - do it before 12 noon
and we will guarantee same day despatch.
Come and see our complete range of VIDEO
EQUIPMENT. including Recorders. Cameras.
Tapes. etc.

PART
EXCHANGE
WELCOME

DEMONSTRATIONS
Our staff have an
intimate knowledge of
all the Hi Fi apparatus' _
we stock. A comprehensive range of equipment on permanent
demonstration.

— THE HOME
Anything
OF ALL THAT IS
considered
BEST IN HI-FI
To personal
Callers only
AUDIO VIDEIO
a lkek
ETC
FOR
DISCOUNT
HI-FI

GUARANTEE. Everything from Wicks
is COVered by the manufacturer's own
guarantee usually 1or 3years. During
tne guarantee period. we well semme
use equi pment free ol charge. Il you
return the goods wa a carrier. you pay
lie lgrward carriage, we pay the return.

D. T. WICKS & CO., 49 55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX
TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (
0206) 49842 3 4
After hours

Colchester 42166

1elephone

Orders

Colchester

78807

A message from Eulipion
The essence of any real demonstration of hi-fi
equipment lies in the ability of the dealer to set up ameaningful
demonstration.
In our showroom and demonstration rooms we
demonstrate systems with only one pair of loudspeakers present.
We can prove that the presence of other loudspeakers has a
deleterious effect on the sound quality.
So whatever your requirements for asound system whether you're spending £300 or oc, try and visit our showrooms
and allow us to prove our competence and experience in selecting,
installing, servicing and demonstrating the finest selection of
hi-fi equipment in an ideal environment, created especially for
you..
You will find that we stock alarge range of equipment
which includes:LINN: MERIDIAN: A&R: ORACLE: RE VOX: SYSTEMDEK

EULI

AL DIO
LY THE BEST

MISSION: STAX: FIDELITY RESEARCH: KOETSU
SANSUI: TRESHAM; and a specialised selection of super
discs from Nautilus, Original Masters, Digital, CBS, - full
range on request.

81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU
061-225 4448 or 061-248 2606

Write or phone for full details of our HP terms
20
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SP»
Pant I
Barry Fox examines the
historic experimental
work on sound and
reproduction performed
in the ' 30s.
HIS year marks the 50th. anniversary of
Thi-fi
and stereo recording. During the
Winter of 1931/1932 engineers from the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in America used
adventurous new techniques to capture the
sound of Leopold Stokowski conducting the
Philadelphia Orchestra on disc record. The
quality they achieved was remarkable for the
time. At first the recordings were in mono, but
on March 12 1932 Bell engineers were
present during aconcert of Russian music
given by Stokowski, and recorded two short
test excerpts in stereo. This unambiguously
pre-dated the first orchestral stereo
recordings made in Britain by Alan Blumlein.
It was on January 19, 1934, when Sir Thomas
Beecham was conducting Mozart's ' Jupiter'
Symphony at Abbey Road Studio One for a
routine mono recording session, that
Blumlein took the opportunity to record some
short extracts using his experimental stereo
equipment.
The engineer in charge of the Bell Labs
experiments was Arthur Keller, and both
Keller and Blumlein filed patents on the
stereo techniques used for their tests.
Excerpts from both the Blumlein-Beecham
and KellerStokowski recordings have
recently been transferred onto modern LP
format, so it is hardly surprising that interest,
turning to controversy, has been aroused
over who exactly did what, first and when. In
the June 1981 issue of Wireless World Reg
Williamson appealed to ' historically
knowledgeable fellow readers to come to the
rescue and settle once and for all the question
of who, Blumlein or Keller, rightfully deserves
public credit for the first invention of stereo
recording as we know it today.
While Alan Blumlein died during the war
while testing radar equipment in abomber
which crashed, Arthur Keller is very much
alive. Although he retired from full time
employment with Bell Labs in 1966 he has
recently been working on apart-time
consultancy basis for Bell in New Jersey. In
an effort to establish the truth about who
invented modern stereo, I
visited Arthur
Keller and searched back through the many
contemporary patents and journals which
catalogue his work of fifty years ago. For
those who like aneat and tidy ending to a
story, I'm afraid there isn't one. ' Everyone
now always asks me about Blumlein' Arthur
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Keller told me. ' I'd never heard of him until
the 1950s and I'm sure he had never heard of
me'. In the late 20s and early 30s the time was
ripe, in both Britain and the USA, for the
development of high fidelity recording
techniques and stereo reproduction. As so
often happens, two researchers working in
complete ignorance of each other's interests
came up with similar ideas at around the
same time.
There is probably no documentary
evidence now available which freezes in time
the mental processes of Keller and Blumlein
sufficiently clearly to establish which of those
equally far-sighted minds first hit on the idea
of two- channel stereo recorded in asingle
groove cut with 45/45 modulation. The story
of how Blumlein arrived at his answer to the
problem has already been told in HFN/RR
(August and September 1977 issues). Now,
as afiftieth anniversary tribute, we can tell the
Bell Labs story. But it isn't just astory of hi-fi
and stereo disc recordings. It's the story of
how Bell Labs in the USA, working with
probably the widest research brief ever given
to an audio laboratory, turned the film
industry upside down, opened the door to
high quality live sound reinforcement and
made the direct transmission and recording
of sound in high fidelity stereo apractical
possibility.
The fact that Bell Labs in the USA, like EMI
in Britain, succeeded in stimulating only
limited commercial interest in their
achievements is another interesting facet of
the story. Fifty years ago the researchers at
both EMI and Bell Labs were decades ahead
of theirtime, and deep in afinancial
depression which prevented exploitation of
their ideas. This of course is why it is so
difficult and pointless, now, to try to establish
who exactly did what first. The only thing that
matters is that they did it. If Bell Labs are now
achieving wider recognition of their efforts of
50 years ago than EMI have achieved for
Blumlein's work, then this is simply atoken of
the greater respect shown by Bell for its
history than EMI.
Arthur Keller was brought out of retirement
by Bell Labs to sift through the company
archives and select material for two
comemorative albums of Stokowski's work
with Bell in the Winter season bridging 1931
and 1932. Out of six thousand early
recordings stored in the Bell Archives, Keller
uncovered 120 Stokowski fragments, and

used techniques to be described later in these
articles to produce two LPs of commendable
quality. These are notavailable in the shops.
The recordings were made for experimental
purposes only, often without the knowledge
of the musicians involved, so there is no
copyright clearance for commercial release.
But the two records have been circulated to
libraries, laboratories, audio magazines and
others with aprofessional interest in audio
history. Their high audio quality and the bold
historical claims made in the sleeve notes
(e.g. '
another Bell Labs innovation from the
era was stereophonic recording and
reproduction') have created considerable
publicity in the audio industry and have been
responsible forthe interest and controversy
mentioned above. Contrast this, if you will,
with what Thorn- EMI has done with the
original Blumlein recordings.
Blumlein's first tests, the so-called ' walking
and talking' recordings where Blumlein used
astereo system to record his assistants
talking while walking round aroom at the
Hayes laboratories in the early 30s, have
never been made available to the public. The
historic stereo recording of Sir Thomas
Beecham remained unissued for years, but
finally appeared, buried and virtually
unpublicized, on one disc of amassive and
very expensive boxed centenary tribute to
Beecham. This was issued by World Records,
the EMI subsidiary. But not only was the
Blumlein stereo issue virtually unpublicized,
it was also amost unsatisfactory transfer.
There is not enough ' difference' information
for good stereo, there is atonal imbalance
between channels, and the music seems to be
asemitone too high in pitch. Many people
believed that the transfer had in fact been
made in mono with the slight illusion of
stereo created only by channel imbalance
and random surface noise.
The EMI- World Record disc was cut at
Abbey Road from atape which had been
previously copied from avinyl pressing made
from the original Blumlein discs. But as these
discs had the stereo information in
vertical- lateral format ( ratherthan modern
45/45 format) the signals had to be passed
through amatrix to produce two- channel
stereo. Even the noted record producer
Anthony Griffith admitted to me that he was
disappointed with the stereo effect,
especially when compared with the Bell Labs
Stokowski reissues. Michael Kennedy of

Arthur Keller demonstrates some early disc equipment
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LOUDSPEAKER
It is over twenty five years since we, at MUSIC IN THE HOME, acclaimed
QUAD's original Electrostatic Loudspeader, and this remarkable design .
remained our automatic top choice for avery long period. More recently,
however, although loudspeakers of amore conventional kind have shown
significant progress, not only in performance but also in terms of
compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to
the QUAD ELS. At last, after agestation period of some 18 years (which
ought to secure it aplace in 'The Guinness Book of Records'!), QUAD have
unveiled their ELS 63 and we invite you to spend some time in its company at
our studio, where we are sure you will agree it was worth waiting for.
With the QUAD ELS 63 we now demonstrate the remarkable PINK
TRIANGLE turntable—a 'state of the art' design of the highest excellence,
ideally suited to complement the naturalness of the ELS 63 and of the
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the finest Colour TV sets and Video Recorders. We have also decided, after
aquarter of acentury, to discontinue LNE RECORD REVIEW, our regular
Saturday afternoon recital. Instead, you can ' listen at leisure' to the QUAD
ELS 63 and to other loudspeakers, not least the magnificent little,
BBC-designed LS3/5A which has been out 'best-seller' for the past six years
and continues to astonish all who visit our studio.

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077
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World Records was also concerned and
anxious to ensure that any future issue would
show the Blumlein original to its best effect.
The EMI studios at Abbey Road promised to
investigate the matter, but after well over a
year nothing had been heard. The general
consensus of opinion amongstthose who are
familiar with cross- pair stereo recordings,
and have now heard the Stokowski Bell
issues, is that even if the EMI-WRC transfer is
in stereo it cannot be doing full justice to the
Blumlein originals.
There is asimilar sad tale to be told over
EMI's handling of the stereo sound test film
made by Blumlein in the mid 30s at Hayes.
Blumlein recorded stereo on an optical
soundtrack split down the middle, in a
manner very similar to that used by Dolby
Labs today. The original Blumlein film, now
nearly 50 years old, was on nitrate stock.
Nitrate film is not only dangerously
explosive, it is also auto- destructive. It just
disintegrates into goo and then dust. The
snag is that no-one knows how long nitrate
stock will last. But fifty years is an optimistic
estimate, even when storage conditions are
ideal (
ie. in acold vault). And several years
ago the Blumlein nitrate film was simply
sitting in acupboard in an office at Hayes.
Apartfrom probably being illegal, as asafety
hazard, it was certainly immoral to keep such
an archival treasure in such acasual way.
For several years now EMI have been
taking about transferring the film onto
modern safety stock, or having someone else
transfer it. The news in 1981 is the same as the
news was in 1980, ' action is being taken'. But
worryingly EMI ( now Thorn- EMI) now argue
that the 50 year old film is in ' good condition'
so there was ' no great panic' to transfer it.
Under the circumstances is it any surprise
that Bell Labs, with its get-up-and-go attitude
towards the preservation of our audio
heritage, should be attracting more publicity
than Thorn- EMI? Perhaps the British
company could divert some of the vast profits
previously made on the Beatles, and now
being made on the sale and rental of
Japanese made video equipment, to produce
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afitting tribute to the pioneering work of Alan
Blumlein. After all, it was Blumlein's work
that made EMI's future possible, whereas Bell
Labs' pioneering work on the technology of
hi-fi disc recording brought little or no
financial reward. The US company is
primarily in the business of providing a
telephone system.
The story of how Bell Labs' interest in high
fidelity and stereo reproduction falls neatly
into three separate chapters: the birth of
sound films or 'talkies', the development of a
high quality system for the direct
transmission and reproduction of live sound,
and the parallel development of ameans of
recording sound prior to reproduction. It's
important first to understand alittle of Bell
Labs' background. The telephone was
invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876.
He was aScotsman who emigrated to North
America.
Within afew years atelephone network,
called the Bell system, was growing up in the
USA. In 1882 Western Electric became the
manufacturing unit for the Bell system, and
three years later the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company ( AT&T) was organised
and became the parent company of both Bell
and Western Electric. Although research into
telephone technology continued, it wasn't
until 1925 that AT&T centralized all its
research and development work at
laboratories on West Street in New York City.
This central R&D department was Bell
Telephone Laboratories, known ever since as
Bell Labs. Between 1941 and 1967 Bell Labs
moved out to New Jersey.
Some of the most famous names in audio
worked for Bell Labs, first on West Street and
then out in New Jersey. Harvey Fletcher
(remember the Fletcher- Munson curves for
human hearing?)was there until 1949 as
Acoustical Research Director; Harold Black
invented feedforward and negative feedback;
Harry Nyquist was reponsible for nearly 150
patents in his 37 years with Bell; Hendrik
Bode worked with Black and Nyquist on
feedback; John Johnson gave his name to
random noise in electronic circuits; Arthur

Schanlow and C.H. Townes invented the laser
in 1958; John Bardeen, Walter Brattain and
William Shockley won the 1956 Nobel prize
for their 1947 invention of the transistor; A.H.
Bobeck worked on magnetic bubble memory
in 1966; and Lloyd Espenschied and H.A. Affel
developed the coaxial cable in 1929. The list
of Bell Labs achievements, of which these few
are taken almost at random, would fill abook.
By 1920, using condenser microphones,
valve amplifiers and loudspeakers ( which
were in reality nothing more than
loud- speaking telephone ear- pieces), Bell
engineers had made areasonable electronic
public address system. In March 1921 125,000
people heard President Harding's inaugural
address through apublic address system
installed by Western Electric. But
gramophones, or phonographs, still
reproduced sound purely acoustically. Work
at Bell Labs on an electrical recording and
reproduction system gathered momentum
after World War I. But it did not finally come to
fruition until the mid twenties, thanks mainly
to the work of Harrison and Maxfield. These
Bell researchers analysed the analogies
between mechanical and electrical systems
and proposed practical techniques derived
from telephone technology. Around 1926
electrical recording took over from acoustic
recording.
The cinema, however, remained silent.
This was mainly because it had proved
wholly impractical to fill acinema with
intelligible sound using an acoustic
reproducer. Nevertheless many people tried.
Between 1900 and 1926/27, when the sound
film boom finally started, there were literally
dozens of short films made with loosely
accompanied soundtracks derived from
acoustic gramophones. Not surprisingly, the
results were unsatisfactory, so no-one took
sound films seriously. Stanley Watkins, who
for many years was aco-ordinating engineer
at Bell Labs, broadcast about his experiences
on the BBC exactly twenty years ago and later
wrote some reminiscences of those
pioneering days which appeared in the
November and December 1966 issues of HFN.
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Bell Labs

In the twenties the Bell Labs management
was looking for bright young graduates to
work for the company. They sent out
recruiting lecturers to universities and these
lecturers often took with them asilent
animated film which explained how
electronic valves worked. Someone soon had
the bright idea of synchronizing an electronic
phonograph with the film to give the lecturer
abreather. It was first tried in Woolsey Hall at
Yale University in October 1922. But the
synchronization was loose, simply a
commentary held in step with the picture by
an operator watching two dials. So Bell
engineers started work on asound- on-disc
system which could provide
lip-synchronization. An electrical gear
technique, derived from that used to control
the lock gates on the Panama Canal, was
developed. A Bell Labs sound film explaining
the commercial relationship between
Western Electric and the Bell telephone
system, was made and shown at the Hotel
Astor in New York on February 13th. 1924.
Note well, however, that although the system
provided lip sync it still relied on adisc record.
Other Bell engineers were looking at amore
elegant solution, which involved recording
the sound as well as the pictures on asingle
length of film. This was in fact an old idea but
it had never been made to work satisfactorily.
Before the sound-on-film system was
made to work, the Bell engineers showed off
their sound-on-disc system in New York to a
string of movie moguls from Hollywood.
Almost without exception they thought the
idea was aclever and amusing toy, but turned
it down. The exception was Sam Warner, of
the Warner Brothers. He came, liked what he
saw and heard, and persuaded his brother
Harry Warner to back the production of a
sound film. The Western Electric
manufacturing wing of Bell Labs was making
the necessary equipment, but it was decided
to form aseparate company. They brought in

an entrepreneur called Walter Rich, and
formed the Vitaphone Corporation. Together,
Vitaphone and Warners produced Don Juan,
the world's first genuinely commercial sound
film picture. It starred John Barrymore but
wasn't atalking picture. It was amusical, with
the singers accompanied by the 107 strong
New York Philharmonic. Making the film was
no joke. Each disc was 16in. in diameter and
ran at 33Varpm to give ten minutes playing
time. This corresponded with the length of a
reel of film, running at 24 frames per second
or 90 feet per minute. the sound was
direct-cut onto disc in unbroken 10 minute
takes, so there was no chance of editing out
any mistakes!
Incidentally, there is some room for dispute
over how these parameters ( 24 frames per
second, 33 1/
3rpm and 16in. diameter) were
arrived at. According aUS patent applied for
in 1925 and granted ( as USP number 1637
082) to Joseph Maxfield of Western Electric in
1927, there is an optimum relationship
between groove pitch, disc size and running
speed. At that time 16in. was the maximum
disc size which the commercial pressing
plants could handle. Arthur Keller cites
Maxfield's theoretical study as the reason
why 33 1/
arpm was chosen for a16in.
Vitaphone disc, but Stanley Watkins recalled
the decision as purely empirical. In the early
days of film- making the photographic
emulsion was slow, so the film had to be run
slowly through the camera to give adequate
exposure. But it had to be run faster through
the cinema projector to prevent flicker on the
screen. Vitaphone engineers asked around
the New York cinemas and came up with the
average running speed of 24 frames per
second. Because 16in. was the maximum disc
size which the pressing plants could handle,
this necessitated adisc speed of between 30
and 35rpm if asingle disc was to hold all the
sound necessary for asingle 1,000 foot reel of
film. The 33 1/
arpm figure was chosen because
it tied in neatly with the mechanical gearing
used for synchronization.
Don Juan opened on August 6th 1926 and

thought good discipline for both
artist and engineer. Some exattenuation of stereo below 150 cerpts from 12in., 45rpm discs of
Hz on transfer to disc spoils organ piano, a small brass ensemble
recording. It was felt that the disc and awind, string and percussion
is inherently better than any tape group showed how effective the
recording media. It was then de- direct process could be.
Turning to digital recording itmonstrated how apiano could be
'ruined' by application of bass cut, self, it was thought this must
removal of stereo, compression, proliferate if only due to the- adetc, after which it was shown how vent of the Compact Disc, but it
much variation could arise with was felt that a non-linear use of
cello sound, involving a 78 rpm the latter's 16 bit coding would be
Gerald
Reynolds'
mono ( very forward but clean), an preferable.
L.P. (very boxy; „ far too much main objection to digital as curreverberation) and aNimbus ver- rently used was a roughness at
sion ( good but loopy') all illus- lower levels that is on the bordertrating
the
importance
of line of hearing (which, however,
should be improved by dither).
appropriate ambience.
Concerning methods of record- Some demonstrations were given
ing, Nimbus has sold 500 com- of digital ( 16 bit) vs analogue
parison disc sets, in which apiano (30in./s)recording, first driven
is recorded a) analogue direct b) hard, when the digital gave a
analogue via tape 8t c) digital. 'rattle' on brass whereas the anaCustomers'
preferences were logue was just ' muddy', and then
resp. 50%, 35%, and only 15% for using piano at low levels with the
digital [ afact borne out by HFN/ output lifted 40 dB for ease of
RR's QM last January — Ed]; there comparison; the digital was 'fuzwas also strong approval for one zy' ( and much worse with gross
side cut direct at 78 rpm. Some of changes in noise using 14 bits)
their 12in. L.P.s were now cut at 45 whilst the analogue remained
rpm, which with modern cutting clean with aconstant background.
control could give 30 mins. play- Mr. Reynolds concluded with the
ing time, albeit sometimes diffi- apparently provocative statement
cult to press. Editing was avoided that the effective dynamic range
except where asingle error occur- of current analogue recording
red in an otherwise fine perform- equals that of digital!
This presentation stimulated a
ance, but direct-cutting was

News continued from p.19
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was very successful. Although there was no
dialogue in the film, it was preceded at each
showing by ashort filmed speech from the
screen by that guardian of the American film
industry's morals, Will Hays. One night
someone put on abanjo record instead of the
Hays speech record. This further stimulated
research into aworkable sound-on-film
system!
Flushed with success over Don Juan, the
Warner Brothers made The Jazz Singer. It
was intended as amusical, with sub-titles
instead of speech. But Al Jolson ad-libbed
that nauseating sequence with his mother.
There's no accounting for taste, and
audiences lapped it up. Over the next couple
of years all the movie moguls who had
scorned the idea of talking pictures had to
swallow their pride and jump on the talkie
bandwagon. Soon after. the whole industry
moved over to sound-on-film and all manner
of commercial squabbles ensued, mainly
centring on patents owned by Fox Studios.
Although fascinating in its own right, this has
no bearing on the current story. What matters
here is the work that Bell Labs put into the
improvement of disc recording to benefit the
sound of the Vitaphone system.
At the Bell Laboratories headquarters in
New Jersey, visitors can listen to the sound of
excerpts from the original 1926 soundtrack of
Don Juan. The sound, dubbed onto tape from
a16in. 33 1/
arpm lateral cut Vitaphone disc, is
very boxy. Alongside it there is adub from
The Jazz Singer of ayear later. The sound is
only slightly better. Both have adynamic
range of around 30dB and abandwidth of
around 4.5kHz. But alongside the film tracks
there's ademonstration of sound dubbed
from some discs made by Bell Labs in 1931
and 1932, using vertical or hill-and-dale
recording. The sound is like chalk and cheese.
Dynamic range has been extended to 60dB
and bandwidth to 10kHz. These are
representative of the recordings now
re- issued for archival use by Bell Labs. Next
month we shall see how they came to be
made •

variety of questions and comments. Asked why musicians
were ' sold' on digital recording,
the speaker said it sounded clean
at high levels and its rougher
effect at low levels was initially
missed. He warned, however, that
microphone choice could have
repercussions that could override
other more subtle factors. On
choice of maximum recording
levels he said they used Shure
and Ortofon cartridges and cut to
suit their tracking abilities. Acetate ( lacquer) replay results were
considered a good indication of
those available from the vinyl,
improved in clarity due to inertia
of the aluminium base but alittle
down on HF response.
During the demonstrations the
background noise was very low
and free from ticks. Asked how
this was achieved, the answer
was more or less ' great carel',
with avoidance of stiction of stamper separation. On print-through
the disc medium was thought less
prone than tape; it mostly arose
from overdeep grooves, whilst
pre- and post-echo can be induced during electroplating. Cutting of speech could be difficult
and its nature did not allow grove
spacing control, but 45 mins/side
at 33 1/3 rpm could be achieved.
Pressed on the digital/analogue
problem, Mr. Reynolds said a

small company such as Nimbus
could have little influence on developments such as the Compaa
Disc, but in cooperation with
prominent designers they were
working on improved electronic
hardware such as A- D and D-A
convertors. Asked if digital limitations lay in the choice of 16 bits or
asampling rate around 44.1 kHz,
he replied ' probably equally'.
Square-wave tests show poor results, but digital filters might help.
Various opinions were expressed
about digital matters, but for low
levels at least the experts assembled strongly recommended alittle dither for minor error reduction.
Rex Ba/dock
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CAN'T EVEN GET TO HEAR A REGA,
LET ALONE BUY ONE ???
To be frank, without the REGA agency Subjective
Audio had a distinct " gap" in its range of low
cost high quality turntables.
We had of course strongly recommended the
Michell Focus 1deck, but coupled with its own
excellent arm it was still not an economic rival
to the PLANAR 3. But with the arrival of the
LINN BASIK arm and cartridge, the PLANAR
3, superb as it is now, has for the first time, a
viable rival.
Suffice to say that combined expertise of Michell
Engineering and Linn Products Ltd is on
continuous demonstration, along side the PLANAR
3. At just £ 181.00 inc. vat, fully assembled and
tested, the MICHELL/BASIK is the finest value
for money combination we have ever heard.
a)

Demonstrations are strictly by appointment.

b)

Access and/or Barclaycard payment accepted at no
additional cost — order via our answering machine
24 hrs a day !!

c)

Should you purchase the Michell/Basik from us and
are not entirely satisfied, we will give you a 100%
refund if returned to us within 7 days in perfect
condition.
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WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER
*superb Galaxie " 17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low-Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM.4 to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre-surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD

AERIALS

59 Grovelands Road
Palmers Green
London N13, England.

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day — Luton 39561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

Tel. (01) 886-7289

BROADCAST AND COMMUNICATIONS

WILMSLOW
11:100

RECEIVER 150 kHz-30 MHz

The firm for Speakers

We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG 7700M communications receiver
and made several well thought out modifications for broadcast use while retaining
all the original features: 12 memory channels; mains or battery operation option; IF
bandwiths 2.7 kHz, 6kHz, 12 kHz; digital frequency and time display; timer for
unattended recordings or external switching; all modes including NBFM with
squelch; advanced noise blanker. Used for quality monitoring by broadcasters this
receivercovers all the broadcast bandsfrom long to shortvvavesaswell as thewhole
HF communications, amateur and CB spectrum. Versions from £400 + VAT.
Ring or write for full specifications of this • Peak Programme Meters and
Drive Circuits 'Stabilizer—Frequency Shifter For Howl Reduction ' Stereo
Disc Amplifiers • 10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier ' Peak Deviation Meter
and Chart Recorders ' Moving Coil Preamplifier.

SURREY ELECTRONICS

The

Forge,

Lucks

Green,

Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG. Tel: 04866 5997

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
THE DIY SPEAKER PEOPLE
COME AND SEE AND HEAR AND TALK
PASSIVE
NETWORKS
FOCAL UNITS
TOTAL KITS
ELECTRONIC
NETWORKS

PASSIVE AND
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS ON
DEMONSTRATION
ROOM 100

For those unable to come, send for our mail order list ( PL13) to our
retail outlet: Falcon Electronics, Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norwich,
Norfolk NR14 8JT. ( Large SAE 15 1
2 p please)
/
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Just

will bring you the la:est Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications
of

HiFi

and

PA

Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,

Cabinet Kits. .

1000 items for the constructor.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS.
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CABINETS — PLUS MICROPHONES —
AMPLIFIERS — MIXERS — COMBOS — EFFECTS —
SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS — IN-CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC. ETC.
* Lowest prices — Largest stocks *
* Expert staff — Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *
of our listening lounge.
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *
* Access •

(ne

Visa •

litineeninleg
MaG
The firm for Speakers

American Express accepted *

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmlsow, Cheshire

r:31

SK9 1AS

•

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'
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New transmitting
masts at
Wrotham

Angus McKenzie

ON December 11th 1981 the BBC at last
switched over to their new aerial installation
at Wrotham, covering Radios 2, 3 and 4
national networks. Radio London had been
transferred a month or so earlier to Crystal
Palace. In addition to complicated new aerial
arrays, six new transmitters were also installed at Wrotham, each having drive units to a
BBC design. Each transmitter has an output
power of 20kW, and each network has two
transmitters. Each group of three transmitters has the outputs combined into one thick
co-axial cable, which then feeds three groups
of aerials around the new tower. On each
tower face there are 10- X-shaped aerials, five
driven from each transmitter group. Each of
the aerials is constructed as shown in the
photograph, the total effect being to give a
surprisingly accurate omni-directional pattern, which is, in effect, slant polarised, giving
equal signal strengths in both vertical and
horizontal planes. The total effective radiated
power for each network becomes 240kW, in
effect 120kW in horitzontal and vertical
planes respectively. The aerial is approximately 60ft higher than before at approximately 500 ft above ground level.
The new transmitters are much smaller
than the old ones, and thus there is plenty of
room in the transmitter hall for two more
networks, each with two more transmitters,
for feeding into the same combiners when
necessary. This room has been provided to
allow for the eventual independent transmission of Radio 1together with an additional
network. The entire installation has, of
course, been 'Very costly ( around £ 1my but
has been provided to give a very greatly
improved VHF service in the SE for car radio
and battery portable VHF reception. The
installation entirely teplaces the original
Wrotham installation, which had been in
service for over 30 years. The change-over
was accomplished without loss of service.
About 18 months ago Itested many stereo
car radio systems, and used alocal route over
different types of terrain to get an idea of how
different sets performed in what is frankly a
difficult area of North London. Even at best,
stereo reception was barely adequate, whilst
at worst there was so much fading and
multipath distortion as to make it of doubtful
entertainment value, although mono was just
about acceptable even at worst. A few days
after the change-over we drove around my
area in an extended loop covering even more
difficult terrain, to see what difference the
change to vertical polarisation would make to
reception. Ican, without question, report that
the improvement is dramatic, for at no
location was music from Radio 3 below
entertainment value, and only two or three
times did the signal drop, for not more than a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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second, to produce a brief ' chuffing' sound.
At best, the stereo signal was up to 16dB
better than the old, and at worst Icannot
believe that the signal would be less than
12dB improved.
Ithen asked various friends to listen to FM
radio reception, and all reported asubstantial
improvement, both in cars and on transistor
portables. The increased signal strengths on
vertical aerials will mean that many people
who have previously given up VHF as being
hopeless should now find it better than ever
before on portable radios, etc. So if you are in
this position, do try VHF again. The BBC
expect to modify many of their transmitter
installations in asimilar way throughout the
UK, so if you are not in the SE, don't despair.
About two months ago Ichecked signal
strengths from the old Wrotham installation
on three VHF aerials at my location, using an
HP RF spectrum analyser tuned to Band II. On
performing the same check since the changeover, readings are very close indeed horizontally, within experimental error. Ialso checked the vertical signal strength on a VHF

might be of interest. Medium and long wave
reception on transistor portables and almost
all tuners and receivers is but atravesty of
what is actually broadcast, despite the fact
that the EBU requests all AM transmissions to
be limited to 4.5kHz response at HF to avoid
spillage between adjacent stations. Most MW
transmissions are heavily compressed, and
judging by the various MW tuners that Ihave
heard, quality has been poor. Iwas recently
loaned, by Trevor Brook, a heavily modified
Yaesu FRC7700 receiver, in which his company ( Surrey Electronics, telephone 04866
5997) have redesigned the RF circuits including the mixer, the AGC circuits and audio
putout circuits, to improve dramatically the
overload performance and distortion, particularly on AM. These modifications were
made to provide a reasonably inexpensive
receiver to professional specifications for
monitoring and re- broadcasting purposes.
The receiver covers frequencies from below
60kHz to 30MHz in 1MHz bands, and facilities
include digital frequency read-out, S meter,
digital store of 12 frequencies and selection of
SSB, LW, AM (three bandwidths) and FM.
The quality of long and medium wave
broadcasts was far superior to that of any
receiver that Ihave checked in many years,
for in so many communications receivers the
AM quality is poor — adequate for the
purposes of speech communication rather
than music. The Yeasu, though, gives a
quality which shows MW to be rather better
than Ihad realised for some years. Icannot
under any circumstances recommend the
receiver without these modifications, which
are only available from Surrey Electronics.
The receiver is available in two versions, one
with the basic RF and audio mods built in, and

Technics ST-S8
tuner with
variable
selectivity

discone aerial at 75ft and found to my
astonishment that the vertical component
was very nearly equal to the horizontal one,
despite the fact that the discone has avery
much lower gain, the extra received signal
benefiting by the greatly increased height of
the discone. At aguess Iwould estimate the
vertical component at the 75ft height above
ground to have been up to 20dB stronger than
before. It would thus be reasonable to expect,
in various locations, between 12 and 20dB
improvement on car and transistor radios
having vertical aerials.
Although this column has normally dealt
with FM radio, Ihave received so many letters
/
over the years
concerning the best
possible AM reception, that some
recent experiment
with asuperb
professional
modern
receiver

X-shaped
aerials on the
new 88C
Wrotham
mast

the other rather more expensive but including improved mains filtering and wiring, and
a balanced 600 ohm output for feeding
professional audio equipment. The basic
version, which might be of great interest to
many readers, costs just under £400 (+ VAT).
Note that whilst the Yaesu 7700 has an FM
facility, this is only suitable for receiving
narrow band FM below 30MHz, for example
FM CB radio in the new allocated band. Two
useful accessories are available from all
Yaesu dealers, the FRT 7700 aerial tuning unit
and the access filter unit which allows one to
filter out MW frequencies if you wish to
receive LW, or are very close to atransmitter.
Whilst on another trip to Japan very
recently, my colleague and Isaw an interesting new Technics tuner, the model ST- S8
quartz synthesiser FM/AM digital tuner, in
which they would seem to have taken my
comments in FM Radio very much to heart
concerning narrower selectivity. Technics
showed us that adjacent channel selectivity
was substantially better than that of the
Revox B760, which Ihave previously regarded as very good, allowing one to receive
weak stations only 200kHz sway from much
stronger ones. The distortion is claimed to be
0.4% at worst• at full deviation at 1kHz,
whereas it is of course much lower in the
widest selectivity position. It seems that at
last Japanese manufacturers are waking up
to what we actually need in Europe, and I
hope that my remarks concerning improvements in MW reception will also bear fruit.
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SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
IF YOU have any book tokens left over from
'your Christmas or New Year gifts, here are
two volumes that would grace any audiophile's or music- lover's bookshelves.
In some of the more rarefied hi-fi technical
circles, the CA Which? surveys are looked
upon a little sniffily, but this snobbery can
arise from alack of understanding of the aims
of the Consumers' Association. CA run comparative and user tests, plus large-scale
surveys of products, offering unbiased valuefor- money buying advice to subscribers,
from whom the bulk of their income is
derived. HFN/RR offers similar treatments of
hi-fi items, but aimed of course at the more
technically knowledgeable enthusiasts. Unlike the Which? reports, written in simple
language, this magazine caters for hi-fi devotees who know what the jargon means.
Yes, we do get most of our income from
advertisers, but they have no influence on our
reviews or writers, who are sometimes very
critical.
This introduction leads me to some comments on a book Ihave just received. Called
The Which? Guide to HiFi, it is edited by
Brian Guthrie and published jointly by CA and
Hodder & Stoughton at £ 5.95, and is a
splendid example of CA's activities. Of
course, hi-fi can be as complicated a subject
as one wishes to make it, as stated in the
introduction to this CA text. The overall
author Quentin Deane goes on to remark that
there is, perhaps, no other range of consumer
goods attended by as much technical and

quasi-technical marketing data as hi-fi.
Continuing in this vein, Mr. Deane expresses the view that hi-fi manufacturers have, by
and large, chosen the technical route to
persuasion — aided and abetted, it must be
said ( in his view), by many of the pundits
writing in hi-fi magazines.
Among hi-fi heavyweights who have
assisted in the preparation of this material are
the BBC Engineering Information Department, Martin Colloms, Gordon King, Angus
McKenzie, Paul Messenger, R.S. Roberts,
M.G. Scroggie, and Sue Thomas.
There are eleven chapters covering buying
hi-fi, all about sound, hi-fi fundamentals,
loudspeakers, amplifiers, record decks/cartridges, radio tuners/FM aerials, cassette
decks/tapes, reel-to-reel tape decks, headphones, microphones, and a 4pp. index.
Housed between attractive soft covers, the
text covers 125 pages, all presented in simple
language, with semi-technical information
housed in boxes. No photographs, but alarge
number of useful diagrams. Under the heading ' Real Music' on p.21, there is an explanatory diagram of some notes on the musical
scale, with their frequencies in Hertz. This
shows, of course, that Standard Pitch is now
based on the ' A' above middle- C, which is a
frequency of 440Hz. Many early books on
sound, some still available today, show ' A'
right up to afrequency of 456Hz, or at 430Hz
with middle- C quoted as 256Hz, instead of the
present official 261-63, rounded- off to 262Hz
in this CA book. Incidentally, if you seek a
complete frequency compass of orchestral
instruments and voices drawn in relation to
the musical stave, consult my colleague John
Crabbe's book HiFi in the Home, p.17.
(Unfortunately this is now out of print after
selling 30,000 copies, but most libraries will
have one.)

Now we come to what the authors may call
nit-picking criticisms, but if ever a second
edition is printed a few emendations might
improve the total impact. ' Quadrophony'
(referring to atype of stereophony using four
channels and four loudspeakers in an attempt
to convey a 360° sound-field around the
listener) is used throughout the text, and I
think the more usual ' quadraphony' spelling
might have been employed.
In the section on ' Record Decks and Cartridges' ( p.68) it is suggested that ' a stroboscope can give a false reading due to mains
frequency changes up to a maximum of 2%.
To my knowledge, a variation of this magnitude is simply not permitted by the CEGB ( or
at least not admitted!). Page 92 ( Radio Tuners
and Aerials) shows signs of sloppy editing;
for example, the phrase ' a more powerful
aerial' is used a couple of times, when
'sensitive' is really intended. Of course, we do
know what the author means, but this is after
all a technical subject.
The shibboleths of hi-fi are either discarded
or explained, and there is plain unbiased
advice for the hi-fi beginner on the requirements of agood system, and how to set it up
in the home. This is abook that can be warmly
recommended.

ANDY MACKAY is perhaps best known as a
saxophonist in the group called ' Roxy Music',
which he founded with Bryan Ferry in 1971. In
the 70s Andy wrote the music for a highly
successful TV series ' Rock Follies', and he has
recorded a couple of albums of his solo
instrumental work.
His interest in electronic music began while
he was a student at Reading University
studying music and English literature. His

LOGIC TURN THE TABLES
The Logic dm 101 in its new form sets new standards of disc reproduction.
The suspension system makes the major contribution to the new standard, and is
based on anew principle known as the Logic Mass Centre System, protected by a
patent application. This system allows all movements of the suspended subchassis to be controlled at desirably low frequencies, minimising their effect at
the record/stylus interface, leaving the stylus free to reproduce the signal with
supreme accuracy.
The results are astonishing. Dynamic range, stereo image, bass control and pitch
combine to give such life to recorded music that once you have heard the new
dm 101, you will never want to be without it.
If you already own adm 101 of the previous specification, you will be pleased to
hear that akit to update your model to the current specification is available
through appointed dealers.

LOGIC LTD
6GUY ST, LEAMINGTON SPA
WARWICKSHIRE CV32 4RT
TEL. 0962 20302

Logic Elm
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inside out
back ‘
i
t
ofront
Ivor Humphreys
promulgates apropitious
power amp permutation
TIME AGO Imanaged to get myself
SOME
into the highly regrettable position of
being temporarily without a truly ' superfi'
power amp. (' Poor you', Ihear you cry.) I'd
lent my Hafler DH- 200 to a colleague and
Marantz suddenly asked me to return the
superb Esotec SM-6 class-A amp Ihad been
playing with in the interim. ( Well worth
considering, this, if you've got pockets well
enough lined to foot its cost and the subsequent electricity bills.)
So, caught with my watts well and truly
down, as it were, Iwired up the power amp
section of an NAD 3020 which happened to be
lying around. Not altogether surprisingly, in
view of its widespread popularity and our
own experiences with it in review ( see Jan

Soundings
particular enthusiasm has been the use of
saxophone and oboe in rock music, and over
the years he has experimented with all
available electronic devices, both on the
stage and in the recording studio.
Robert Moog ( of synthesizer fame) has said
that the education of today's musician is not
complete if he does not have a practical
understanding of electronic equipment, and
the more musicians and technicians learn of
each other's vocabularies and thought processes, the more successfully will we be able
to bring together the technology and music of
our time. Dr. Moog's remarks appear in a
manual on ' electric music', written by John
Jenkins and Jon Smith ( David & Charles)
Whether Andy Mackay is familiar with
these words Iknow not, but he undertook
what can best be described as a dedicated
exercise to create a new book on Electronic
Music (
Phaidon Press, £ 7.95). A prodigious
amount of research has obviously gone into
this book, which — like the aforementioned CA
book — is written in simple language and
assumes no technical knowledge of electronics, as the author candidly admits that he
has none himself. But this confession does
not mean that there are great gaps in his
survey, or that errors abound in the text. The
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1980), it sounded remarkably well. Ithen
happened to remember apiece in MrAudio's
BiMonthly (
Autumn 1976) concerning the
effects, audible or otherwise, of wiring one
channel and its corresponding speaker out of
phase. OOPS it was called, for Out Of Phase
System, and as David Prakel says in his
amusing look at ' crackpot notions' (
HiFi
Answers, December 1980), the original
scheme was to reverse the phase of one
channel throughout the amplification chain.
Intrigued by this idea, as Ihad been by
another too readily dismissed notion — the
relevance of absolute phase ( see HFN/RR,
November 1980.) — I built a small circuit,
shown below, which could patch in between
pre- and power amp to invert the phase, or
not, of one channel of the power amp only.
Given a perfect amp there- should be no
detectable difference of course, but trying it
out with the 3020 Inoticed differences which I
am fairly confident Icould identify consistently in adouble blind test. A certain HF edginess
was absent with the OOPS arrangement,
giving agreater sense of, for want of abetter
word, ease. These were effects which seemed
not to be level dependent either, low level
information being as good a test as sharp
transients.
Now I'm no electronics wizard — rather an
enthusiastic, plodding amateur, so when I

General Editor has done a first-class job on
this material, but special praise must go to the
Picture Editor and Researcher.
In 128 pages, of which 32 are in full colour
and 96 in two colours, some 130 illustrations
have been included, several of which were
completely new to me, and Icollect curiosa in
sound and visual format. For example, Goebbels is shown investigating in 1936 an early
electronic organ, and the equipment employed by John Cage in his Variations V
(1965) is illustrated. In this composition the
proximity of the dancers to the thin rods on
Cage's device affects the resulting sound.
Pierre Henry, responsible for the first extended musique concrète composition, Symphonie pour un homme seul premiered in
1950, is shown at the controls of recording
equipment. Around 1951, the Musique Concrète team set up their electronic studio in a
French broadcast studio, and Irecall visiting
this RTF Paris studio in the early 50s.
The text starts with a history of electronic
instruments, going back to the gigantic 1906
Telharmonium devised before the full development of the triode thermionic valve.
William Dubois Duddell's ' Singing Arc' can
perhaps be considered as the first electric
musical instrument in 1899, but Cahill's
'electric music plant' ( weighing 200 tons)

attribute these effects to deficiencies in the
power supply it's pure conjecture. Is this a
test of transformer goodness, a demonstration of less than adequate ground return
paths, or support for Walt Jung's thinking
about the inherent distortions of electrolytic
(and other) capacitors? Trying the circuit
subsequently with the Hafler ( which is beefy)
and the Quad 303 ( which has a regulated
power supply) tended to confirm the notion
of supply inadequacy, as the differences were
no longer detectable— Ithink!
As regards the circuit itself, the noninverting channel is there largely for convenience and to keep the parameters for each
channel closely matched ( each goes through
the same number of op- amps in much the
same configuration). The 27k resistors ape
the input impedance of atypical power amp.
The phase of one channel is reversible to
enable fairly rapid comparisons between the
two modes without disconnecting the circuit,
the procedure being to throw the switch and
reverse the leads to the appropriate speaker.
A suitable mains power supply is shown.
It may be that these effects are only really
relevant when alow cost amp is employed in
a disproportionately expensive and highly
analytical system, and that more appropriate
ancillary gear would mask the differences.
However, it might be worth atry and if it does
work it's a very cheap way of achieving ' a
quantum leap' forward. This is one case
where if it does sound different it probably is
betters

generated sounds by inductor alternators,
pitch being obtained from rotating cogged
wheels containing the same number of poles
as the frequency required. Isuppose this
device anticipated the Hammond organ.
The tools of today's composers and technicians are illustrated, leading to the complex
problems of editing the final tape. The
threads of the music, from the Italian Futurists to the key figures of today, are outlined,
and the final section of the book is devoted to
brief biographies of about 50 composers,
performers, inventors and technologists in
this electronic world — a novel idea by Andy
Mackay, which certainly adds to the fascination of this stimulating treatment of electronic
music. If you have no other text on this
subject, get this book at once.
Mackay's closing essay ends with a
thought- provoking comment about ' rock'
music and classical orchestral music. Briefly,
in his view, when a piece of music is
broadcast and simultaneously reproduced in
a million loudspeakers, each one different,
many of them in situations too bizarre to have
been conceived by anyone not of the modern
era, it becomes electronic music. It may be
this fact, so familiar as to pass unnoticed, that
has had the most profound effect on musical
thinking in the twentieth century.
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We aren't criticising heavy metal music. Far from it
What we are being critical about, however, is the effect
heavy metal tonearms can have on records.
That's the reason for the straight, low-mass tonearm on
the Sony PS LX2 turntable.
Made from aspecial aluminium alloy, the Sony tonearm
is considerably lighter than conventional ones.The result is
lower tracking error and less distortion.
Naturally the PS LX2 also has adirect drive motor.
ABSL (brushless, slotless) motor to be precise. Since there
are no brushes or slots, rotation is exceptionally smooth so
wow and flutter are virtually &Jim i
nated.
To make sure that speed is correct, there's abuilt in

stroboscope with pitch control and a `magnedisc servo' to
detect and correct any variations electronically
Semi-automatic in operation, the PS LX2 turntable
comes complete with XU.50 magnetic cartridge and all the
controls are located so they can be used with the lid closed.
So whether you're into Mozart or Motorhead, Stravinsky
or Status Quo, consider the Sony PS LX2. The turntable with
the light metal sound. SONY

PS U(2. Price around V30. Demonstrations from Sony Showro om,134
.
Regent Street, London VV1. Further information: Sony (UK) Ltd., Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames, Middx. TW16 7AT.

READERS LETTERS
. . abouta choice of dynamics and
perspective
From: Steven Paradis, New York, USA
Dear Sir, Dynamic range is atopic treated in
recent issues of HFN/RR, and Iwould like to
offer a few comments relating this to recorded perspectives.
Recently Iattended two concerts by the
Cleveland Orchestra in Carnegie Hall, the first
night sitting in the fifth row, centre, of the
orchestra; and, two nights later, migrating
nine rows back, still in the centre of the
orchestra. The difference in apparent dynamic range — in similarly scored compositions
— was very much greater than the relatively
small difference between the two locations
would suggest. In the 14th row, the effect ( in
the Tchaikovsky E- minor symphony) was
very similar to what one may hear from a
naturally- recorded disc, in a good-sized but
not enormous living room, listening on Quad
ESLs. But the enormous impact and weight of
the sound as heard from the fifth row can be
replicated in the home, in my experience,
only by a few speakers, such as the Fried
'Monitor', if one insists on uncoloured sound.
Such designs are intended chiefly for professional use.
What is the connection between dynamic
range and perspective? Ithought the differences in perspective between the two seating
locations just mentioned were also striking.
Row five naturally gave a 'close-up' effect, in
which the nearer instruments tended to
predominate and the sound of those farther
away was less distinct ( although not soft).
Row 14 afforded an overview, as it were, of
the orchestra's sound, the various instrumental choirs pleasingly distinct, yet part
of a homogeneous whole. Ido not say one
perspective is better than the other, only that
they are very different indeed; and, for the
first time, it occurred to me that the phrases I
often read in HFN/RR, '
window on the
orchestra' and ' performers in the room' do
indeed have validity when applied to live
music performances.
Now, since although most music lovers can
certainly adapt to either perspective, they
prefer one or the other, Iwould like to inquire
into whether a means of accommodating
these different tastes could not-be devised in
the recording and playback of music discs
which would be independent of mere adjustments to controls or choice of speakers and
so forth, but rather, scientifically determined
at the recording end.
When Iattend a concert Ican choose my
seat, but when Ibuy a record Icannot: the
perspective, and hence required dynamic
range, are fixed irrevocably when the recording was made. With few exceptions, in my
experience each record has one 'correct'
volume for playback in agiven room ( assuming natural results are sought) and that
volume setting will determine the accuracy
with which the perspective recorded on the
disc, whatever it be, is replicated, and also the
dynamic range and degree of contrasts.
(Turning the volume up and down to produce
more lifelike effects throughout a record
disqualifies it unless the musical content is
exceptional.)
Given different preferences in matters of
dynamics and perspective, and the fact that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REV1EVt
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the user of arecord has no real control over
these, would it not make sense:for classicalmusic discs to be made with two perspectives
(and, consequently, dynamic ranges) by
means of suitable encoding? Thus, anew EMI
release of the Mahler 9th would give me the
choice of 'Window on the Orchestra' (WOO)
or ' Performers in the Room' ( PIR) according
to which switch Iturn on my decoder unit.
This notion may seem fanciful, and Ihave too
little technical knowledge to say whether it is
even feasible; but the idea of putting two
channels in one groove was once thought
impossible. Perhaps, in any event, this modest proposal might serve to stimulate some
new thinking along lines not presently being
followed; one gets the feeling that much
current development work in hi-fi consists
merely in making minor refinements to
existing technologies, the sound itself not
always being noticeably improved. One thing
is certain: attempts to alter or accommodate
an unfortunate or undesirable (they may
often be the same) recorded perspective and
dynamic range at the playback stage seem
futile, for regardless which speakers, amplifiers, and controls are used, the sound retains
its own basic character — front- row centre,
first balcony, etc.
Yours faithfully

.about asalute to the neverstagnant Douglas Brown
From: Philip Towell, Boston, Lines
Dear Sir, One cannot let pass the ' retirement'
of Douglas Brown from his informative and
entertaining 'Tape Matters' column. Douglas
has been so much part of the amateur
recording scene for a quarter of a century,
and regaled us at the recent International in
Amsterdam with a fund of stories and
memories during that time.
We commented then that he hasn't
changed abit; he still has that twinkle in the
eye, and obviously doesn't intend to stagnate
because he's involved himself in another
leisure activity. But many of us cut our teeth
on the good sense of Tape Recording Magazine and wouldn't want him to go without a
fond farewell and grateful thanks for being a
pioneer in afascinating and absorbing hobby. Douglas, we salute you and wish you and
Elsie much continued happiness!
Yours faithfully

... about bits and broadcasting
From: M. D. C. Girvan, Edinburgh
Dear Sir, Iam puzzled by what to me are
inconsistencies. Digital recording and the
Compact Disc are, we are told by some, the
greatest thing since Edison. Others disagree
totally and afew say 'well' and ' maybe'.
There appear to be anumber of writers in
the hi-fi journals, or it may be one under
several aliases, who are convinced that the
best results come from live broadcasts despite the restricted audio spectrum, yet Paul
Messenger in your October issue feels that
the digitals he has heard show a surprising
lack of ' real' dynamic range. Since my understanding of the situation is that FM broadcasts are relayed between transmitters digi-

tally and the quantisation is less than 14 bits, I
would have thought that even 14 bits in some
other medium would result in an improvement over broadcast sound for that reason
alone; quite apart from the fact that the final
degrading link between transmitter and receiver would not exist.
Is my thinking muddled or am Ion the right
lines?
A final thought. Surely if in the future it
becomes viable to produce Compact Discs
giving aquantisation of 20 bits ( or however
many you like) it will not be beyond the
ingenuity of Sony to produce aplayer capable
of reproducing both or even all levels of
quantisation.
Yours faithfully

. . . about measuring hi-fi by
eye or ear
From: R.V. Ward, Sherborne, Dorset
Dear Sir, The dispute between Angus McKenzie and Mr. A. Jones in your December issue
(page 80) prompts me to draw attention to a
more serious and basic objection to some
aspects of hi-fi measurement.
What the hi-fi engineer/journalists are engaged in is the investigation of phenomena
which are comprehended through instruments, not with the ear but with the eye. Thus
their findings are visual, but they manage to
delude themselves into believing that they
are investigating the suitability for their
purpose of things which are designed to
make anoise. They will protest, no doubt, that
the visual data they establish represent an
analogue of the sonic behaviour of the units
they are testing, but this protest is ruled out of
court by their choice of criteria and methods.
Instead of an analogue there is a glaring
contradiction, for whilst the eye, aided by
appropriate instruments, can perceive to the
finest limits of accuracy, the ear is an
approximate and insensitive observer — a
factor which is crucial to any tests concerned
with acoustics. Hence the need for the decibel
scale, which is unsuitable for any but roughand-ready measurements of noise.
The reviewers' ultimate delusion is the
notion that the ' better' the mathematical
findings,the more faithful the music heard
(through the apparatus they are testing) will
be to the real thing. But in music there is no
'real thing'. Never on the finest and most
expensive hi-fi equipment have Iheard anything resembling what Ihear at alive concert.
Audio is simply one means of enjoying
music. The whole business of making music
is an illusion, to which that stupid organ the
ear will joyfully succumb if it is not confused
too much by the pronouncements of experts.
In reality, hi-fi journalists are involved in the
stimulation of manufacture and purchase of
the most expensive apparatus, the attraction
of which is only partly the kind of sound it
produces. The design objective for expensive
equipment is not to provide the customer
with a thousand quid's worth of enhancement of his enjoyment of music, but to make
reasonably sure that the findings of the
reviewer, at least for the sample submitted
for test, will look good in print.
It is therefore not iurprising that, increasingly, purely visual features are being
added to the more expensive hi-fi, along with
memories and other clutter that make it more
complicated to use. People who invest in it do
not want to have to trust their ears to tell them
it is worth the money, so they are given plenty
of flashing LEDs, fluorescent displays, etc,
supplemented by test data from the reviews
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Listen...You can
get abetter hi-fl
for £69•90
There are stacks of good hi-fi systems around these
days. And thanks to the latest micro technology, they
usually offer excellent value.
•
But now comes the catch. The loudspeakers.
Very often, the standard speakers deliver asubstandard performance. So the full potential of your
spanking new hi-fi system never gets ahearing.
Happily there's an inexpensive solution.
Celestion - one of Britain's biggest names in
speakers and world leaders in loudspeaker design
-have developed acompact loudspeaker with the
modest name 'Ditton 100:
Its performance, however, is anything but
modest - due largely to Celestion's unique
laser technology Indeed 'HiFi for Pleasure'
gave this new addition to the Ditton range
ahighly recommended' verdict in areview
with speakers costing more than twice the
price.
The price of these
13" speakers? Believe
it or not: £69.90.
Compare them,
carefully with speakers
twice the price at any
Celestion hi-fi dealer. It
won't take you long to
hear the obvious.
For £69.90 you can get abetter hi-fi.

MO Celestion

speakers

Bringing out the best in hi-fi.
Celestion International Ltd., Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP Telephone 0473 73131.
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giving distortion figures correct to 'the
nearest 0.001%'.
Don't get me wrong — Iam not objecting to
the publication of this expert mumbojumbery. Iam asucker for it, and there can be no
more eager and avid reader of your technical
pages. The people who are inspired by it to
buy expensive equipment can afford the
money, and it makes anice hobby for them,
though the quantity of this equipment advertised for sale secondhand in your advertisement pages seems to indicate that they are
not always happy with their purchases.
Ijust think it is useful to point out occasionally the difference between fantasy and
reality, however cruel this may be to the
professional magicians.
Yours faithfully

. . about throwing in the sponge
From: Roger Batt, Tonbridge, Kent
Dear Sir, No doubt some readers will have
received a letter recently from EMI about
records they had sent back for replacement
after their retailer had several times failed to
procure asatisfactory pressing.
The letter discloses that the cost of producing one specially pressed and audio-tested
copy is actually £ 104, and because of very bad
trading results the company has disbanded
its Customer Services Department.
That EMI ever gave this careful replacement at all, when there is no statutory
obligation to do so, was laudable and, Idare
say, appreciated by serious collectors. We do
realise how ruinous illegal copying and the
general business slump have been, but the
industry has yet to solve its quality control
problems, as the following sentence in the
letter plainly reveals. Referring to replacements, they say '... are therefore all of a
consistently higher standard than one would
expect when one purchases records normally
... from your local dealer.' Have they thrown
in the sponge?
Yours faithfully

... about the fetishist fringes
From: J. Zelinger, London NW3
Dear Sir, Iwas rather surprised that you
considered Mr. Payne Eadie's reaction to my
article on hi-fi fetishism suitable for publication ( December, page 80), for his letter does
not address itself to the phenomenon of hi-fi
fetishism. It is quite simply an insolent attack
on psychology and psychologists which exploits the usual trite stereotypes.
The existence of a ' lunatic fringe' is common knowledge. My article, as you know,
sought to explore the sensory and personal
needs of this group of audiophiles, but Mr.
P.E. exposes his ignorance of such agroup as
well as his prejudice toward psychological
discourse. This comes out most clearly in his
insinuation that Icould have invented my data.
Mr. P.E. is perplexed by my choice of the
term fetish. He informs us that his dictionary
defines fetish as ' an object or image superstitiously invested with divine or demoniac
powers, and, as such reverenced devoutly.'
Surely he cannot fail to see that this is exactly
what Ihave in mind when ! talk of the magical
properties assigned to a fetish. This 'oversight' nicely demonstrates how unwilling Mr.
P.E. is to give my article an honest reading.
What is more, his invocation of the name of
Karl Marx to sanctify his ' understanding' of
the term fetish reveals how misinformed he
really is. But ignorance is more pardonable
than prejudice. The fact is that both Marx and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Freud drew upon the same 19th century
definition of fetish. Each man applied it
meaningfully to his respective field of study.
And just for the record, the closing paragraphs of my article drew attention to the
meeting ground between market analysis
and psychoanalysis.
Ido appreciate the difficulty, however, that
both Mr. P.E. and John Atkinson (' Editorial
Comment', Dec. 1981) have with the concept
of normality in the hi-fi context. J.A. rightly
suggests that the intolerance of aberrations
in the reproducing chain is dependent on the
interaction between technological developments and individual preferences (which are
partly influenced by publicity). ' Normality'
has no place here. Indeed, the positive side of
the intolerance of aberrations should ( ideally)
lead the audio engineer to bring us closer to a
performance of a musical event. But on the
negative side, the intolerance of aberrations
can undergo atransformation into hi-fi fetishism. Ihave found that in the extreme this can
develop into a slavish submission to a
craving for audio equipment. In some cases
there can also be aloss of interest in music.
In whatever way one wants to classify these
developments, they are still lamentable.
Yours faithfully

... about the BBC and Telemann
From: Edward Higginbottom, Director of
Music, New College, Oxford
Dear Sir, Your November issue contained a
profile of Telemann and Telemann recordings by Stephen Daw. In referring to the
Telemann tercentenary which fell in 1981 Mr.
Daw writes: 'Apart from the occasional concert and a number of record- reissues, the
anniversary has passed almost unnoticed in
the English-speaking countries...' Ifeel this is
less than fair to the initiative and enterprise
shown by the BBC in promoting Telemann's
music during the course of 1981. Some
sixteen programmes were produced, many
of them over an hour long and most of them
recorded by the BBC. The latter included
performances of Der Messias, Die Tageszeiten, The Patient Socrates, Die Donnerode
and Das befreite Israel as well as a representative selection of the instrumental music
for which Telemann is so justly famous. This
calls for applause rather than censure.
Yours faithfully

... about misleading advertising
From: Percival W. Buchanan, Bridge of Allan,
Stirling.
Dear Sir, Recent successive issues of HFN/RR
have carried afull-page advertisement on the
back cover by awell-known tape manufacturer. One particular statement in the advertisement made me bristle when Ifirst read it, but
its repeated appearance compels me to
complain.
We are invited to believe that ' because of
the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish, we
make other cassettes sound better that they
are'. This is not only dangerous nonsense but
also grossly unfair to the advertiser's competitors. It requires little technical insight to
appreciate that atape is inherently good, bad
or indifferent regardless of the state of the
tape- head, although obviously any tape will
be enabled to give of its best, within the scope
of its own virtues or limitations and subject to
the numerous other factors which affect
reproduction, when the tape- head is clean.
May Itherefore make a plea for fair and

factual advertising? The law has always
allowed advertisers a certain amount of
freedom in the way they publicise their
products — ' advertisement puff' it used to be
called, but I'm afraid that this advertiser goes
way beyond that. Moreover, it must be
recognised that the whole subject of tape is
complex and confusing, particularly for newcomers to the field, of whom there must now
be an ever-increasing number. Misleading
advertising of this kind does nothing to help
the situation and may well do adisservice to
the industry.
Yours faithfully

... about British indifference to 'PR'
From: Wilbur L Collins, Music Director, The
Victoria College, Texas, USA
Dear Sir, Let me start by saying that Ihave
long been an avid follower of British audio
technology. Ihave been a user of Britishmade loudspeaker units since the 1950s; in
fact Iam still using the early KEF 18x14 in. flat
woofer and T15 tweeters. Ihave also used
loudspeaker units from Celestion, Wharfedale and other British manufacturers.
With this enthusiasm, it is only natural that I
should want to visit one of these speaker
factories if given the opportunity. A few
summers ago I
was to visit England. I
wrote to
one of these companies in advance requesting permission to make such a visit. Of
course, Iwould have made special plans and
would have gladly spent the necessary
money to make this side-trip. Well, Ireceived
areply stating that those who could take me
on atour of the factory would be out of the
country. So, Iaccepted my disappointment,
still in faith of British integrity.
Last summer Imade another trip to England, only this time it was an extensive tour of
the country. Itelephoned the same loudspeaker company, expressing my enthusiastic
desire to see their unique listening room
which Ihad read so much about.
I was told by the company telephone
operator that this room was not open to the
public. I
asked her politely if I
could speak with
a certain engineer with whom Ihad corresponded and had talked with at both AES and
CES conventions. She transferred my call to
him, whereupon Iwas told that they were
entirely too busy to spend any time with a
visitor, but, if Iwere to ' pop- in' and ' pop-out'
then perhaps they could see me. Needless to
say, Idrove my hired car right past their
factory as I
toured their section of the country
with the promise to myself that never again
would Iuse their products, nor would Ibother
to recommend them to the few dozen students, friends and relatives that seek my
recommendations for stereo equipment.
It is for the above reason that Itake time to
suggest that maybe this example of negative
public relations is one of the reasons that the
British are having ahard time marketing their
products in the United States, however good
the products may be. It so happens that the
Japanese, Germans, Scandinavians, French,
and yes, the Americans are all producing
excellent products. Certainly the British are
not blind to the competition.
One more thing: it so happens that Ican
and have visited loudspeaker and other
manufacturers in the United States. In every
instance Iwas received with warmth, knowledge, and enthusiasm for my projects.
This, man, is what is meant by '
PR'. Hear,
hear, English brothers!
Yours faithfully
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MERIDIAN M3 - MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
Take aclose look and have acareful listen to this, the smallest in the
Meridian range of Inter-Active Loudspeakers.
The M3 packs the punch of aconventional loudspeaker 8times the
volume.
Only by building an electronic crossover and two power ampliliers
into each loudspeaker is this astounding feat possble.This
combination provides acontrolled balance, tight and powerful bass,
delicate treble clarity and astereo image of astonishing precision.
This small loudspeaker with computer matched electronics can now
provide alevel of musical performance in the home not possible
without Inter-Active techniques.
Meridian is represented in 27 countries.
For further details contact:
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambridge,
England PE18 7EJ Telephone ( 0480) 57339 Telex 32577

MERIDIAN - SO ADVANCED IT'S SIMPLE
See us at Audio 82, Swiss Cottage, London
Feb 4, 5, 6, 7 Rooms 248 & 345

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

IT MUST BE a good few months since our
esteemed Deputy Editor suggested Ilay off
cartridges for abit, and give or take the odd
lumbar vertebra Ihave tried to comply with
his wishes. But cartridges remain the reviewer's delight: alifetime's work can be housed
in a small box, and most of the chores
can be carried out from one's favourite
armchair — no struggling with cardboard
boxes or trying to be in for the Securicor man.
Despite the occasionally strident protestations from traditional moving- magnet manufacturers, moving-coil cartridges continue to
go from strength to strength, so much so that
an m-cinput is now de rigeur on amplifiers
costing £ 150 or so. (Whether the quality of
some m-c stages merits their inclusion is
another story.) Specialist manufacturer Audio Technica has nailed its colours firmly to
the m-c mast, and ADC have recently introduced amodel to test the water, though the
other Americans still remain resolutely on the
bank ( shivering?). Ultimately Iam inclined to
go along with the sceptics who say that it
doesn't matter adamn whether you waggle a
coil about in a magnetic field or a magnet
about in alattice of coils, but Icannot escape
the subjective determinism that m-cs actually
do seem to sound better. Common sense
rules out the simplistic argument that m-cs
are superior per se, so the reasons must lie
elsewhere. Perhaps the lack of adetachable
stylus assembly, the generally lower compliance, or the higher standard of microengineering reputedly required to make an
m-cwork at all are causes, or perhaps it is the
low source inductance. All these tend to be
common factors, yet none can be easily
isolated.
One fairly recent arrival which might have
provided some answers is the Pickering XLZ
7500S, which is a low-output magnetic cartridge. Last summer Iattended a seminar
where George Alexandrovich very effectively
whetted my appetite to try this model. He
made asound case for the design principles
behind this new 'flagship', as well as showing
some slides which were ample evidence of
the difficulties and compromises in making a
real moving-coil model. He even persuaded
me that the Stanton/Pickering ' Brush' was a
good idea. As I fitted a sample into a
headshell, Ihoped that at last this might be a
cartridge to provide the best of both worlds.
Sadly my expectations were dashed, and
the initial sound was fundamentally disappointing, with little dynamic resolution,
focus or image stability. Ihad decided to
bring out my trusty Rega 2 to do the
auditioning, and at first suspected that my
negative reaction might be due to the significant drop in. turntable performance when
changing from a Linn. Not so; the turntable
difference was pronounced, but the cartridge
contribution could easily be identified when
swapping. The initial disappointment should
not overshadow the fact that this is in many
ways a very good cartridge, and that when
the brush was removed a number of the
points of criticism were significantly ameliorated, notably the stereo image stability.
Overall the XLZ7500S is a good tracker,
with asubstantial neutral frequency balance
and an impressively extended bass. The
treble is slightly 'smeared', though nicely
undemonstrative. The midband seemed
somewhat constricted, and a significant deHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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gree of musical information appeared suppressed, the end result being rather 'empty'
and lifeless compared to established m-c
devices like the Karat and Supex.
The second model Iam going to discuss is
perhaps even more surprising; intrinsically
just as interesting, but sadly entirely unavailable. This is an experimental low output
moving-coil cartridge from Bang & Olufsen.
For some years now B&O have been investigating the phenomenon of the moving-coil
revival ( being the original worldwide patent
holders from way back, they are naturally
interested!). In pursuing these investigations
they made asmall production run, and after
the experiments were finished, found that
there was ahandful of cartridges left over —
with admirable sense, they decided to give
me one. In the event they will not be
producing a moving-coil cartridge commercially. Igot the impression that they were
quite pleased with the results from the tests
but the commercial reality seems to involve
either an unacceptably high initial investment, for volume production, or an unacceptably high price ( due partly to yield with
stringent quality control) for hand- built low
volume. Having listened to my sample, Ican
confirm that it is agreat pity this model will
not see the light of day.

The diminutive size of the B&O MCC 20 is shown by a
comparison with the already small Ortofon LM30.

Technically it is interesting in anumber of
ways, and clearly represents a different
generation of cartridges to the current MMC
20 models, so presumably it gives a good
indication of the way B&O's design thinking is
currently going. The most obvious change is
that the cartridge body has shrunk considerably; moving-coils or not, it must be one of
the smallest cartridges around. To this end
the plug-in universal adaptor has been redesigned, and feels significantly more secure
(though I
would still much rather see aproper
Allen screw connection, and am contemplating an Araldite job). The plug-in connection
does not match the arms currently fitted to
B&O turntables. Total cartridge mass is a
mere 1.39gm, and the sapphire cantilever is a
further development from the famous '
20CL
(the first to use such amaterial commercially,
Ibelieve), consisting of atube rather than a
rod. Another noteworthy characteristic is that
the coils are mounted symmetrically about
the cantilever axis, which is geometrically
and mechanically the optimum configuration, and improvements in damping materials avoid the temperature sensitivity which
is one of the more inconvenient weaknesses
of the ' 20 series.
The reason for my discussion of acartridge
which is really of rather academic interest is
simply that it sounds very good indeed. The
mid and treble are beautifully controlled,
delicate and 'flat' sounding, nicely integrated
and with no irritating exaggerations, giving
splendid stereo focus and depth. The bass
sounds a little less convincing, and is not
quite as precise as some of my favourites;
this is acharacteristic which it shares with its

predecessors, and for which Icontinue to
hold the plug-in fixing responsible. If there is
an Achilles' heel, then it must be the very low
ouput, which requires quite a bit more gain
than normal, giving me alittle problem with
preamp noise. B&O gave me the impression
that one reason for not going into production
was the high selling price they would have to
fix; if it's any consolation to them, Isuspect
that the MCC 20 would have no difficulty
justifying £200.
If the previous two models are distinguished by their unusual features, nothing
could be more conventional in appearance
than the ADC MC1.5. Indeed it is perhaps
rather too nondescript for its own good, and I
must admit that despite my generally high
respect and expectations for ADC cartridges, I
did have afeeling that they must be jumping
on the bandwagon with a ' me too' model. I'm
happy to discover that although no technothrob, the MC1.5 maintains ADC's tradition of
awhole which is more exciting than the sum
of its parts, and that the overall balance is
very pleasing indeed, even though it is hard
pressed to hold aplace amongst the leading
contenders in its price class. The balance is a
trifle on the ' rich' or 'warm' side, pleasantly
free of the upper presence forwardness that
makes many potentially good designs somewhat fatiguing after atime. However, there is
something of asting in the extreme tail, with a
tendency to exaggerate surface noise alittle,
and the sound/information did seem to become a little congested on very complex
passages ( not atracking problem this). Overall the MC1.5 does more than justify its
existence, and did afine job of overcoming
my initial prejudices. However, it is an
expensive cartridge, listed at £215, so I
wouldn't place it unreservedly in a 'good
value for money' class.
To summarise, Icannot satisfactorily explain why, but my conclusions cannot avoid
reinforcing that illogically glib assumption
that moving-coil cartridges are superior to
moving-magnet models: the superiority is
invariably made manifest as greater dynamic
resolution and information retrieval in the
midband and presence regions, plus better
overall integration across the spectrum ( ie,
bass, mid and treble all seem to 'come from
the same place' more convincingly). The
Pickering was no mean performer by traditional standards, but in the above respects
seemed comfortably outclassed by the 'coils.
ADC's MC1.5 is an impressively wellbalanced design whose only enemy is its
price: it's good, but not that good, and
stumbles on sheer sound quality (though not
trackability) when compared with the Supex.
The B&O is going to prove a bit of an
embarrassment. When Ifirst received it, I
thought I'll give it a quick listen, and then
maybe give it away as the prize in acompetition. Shortly after installation Idecided it was
much too good merely to be given away, and
as it was so unusual Iought perhaps to
auction it for charity. Now I'm not at all sure
that I
want to be parted from it at all! And after
JA and afew others have had achance to play
with it, Ishall pay it the compliment of going
to the trouble of mounting it in the lttok (
the
last cartridge so honoured was a Koetsu).
That it will displace my Asak TIdoubt, but I
suspect Iwill be faced by the same sort of
dilemma as lsobarik versus Electrostatic introduces for speakers, and Ishall mourn the
lack of an interchangeable headshell system
which works properly. Ishall also be tempted
to set the whole thing in an epoxy casing to
improve body rigidity, and so spoil its elegant
appearance...
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precision pick-up arms
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TD 160S/3009 is an adaptor for fitting
our current 9" arms to Thorens TD160
series decks. Mechanically sound and
aesthetically pleasing it also allows full
movement of the arm for tracking
adjustment. Information sheet 14B
details its use. Part No. 3822 flexible
link, information sheet No. 27, is also
recommended for this and other
similar decks having afloating subchassis.
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CA- 1carrying arms for Series III and
IIIS now have new features:
Strengthened and enlarged shell for
easier cartridge fitting.
Arm geometry optimised for 12" L.P.'s
Two null-point alignment protractor.
Improved wiring and terminal jacks.
Seven pairs of cartridge fixing screws
— four in alloy, three in nylon.
Ballast weight for arm mass
adjustment.
Choice of natural polished heat-treated
titanium or black enamel finish both
printed ' Titanium Nitride'.
The new CA- 1is identified by ayellow
label on the carton and the black finish
by the letter ' B'.
A new CA- 1will update an existing
Series Ill or IIIS.

NEWS
FROM THE
FAR EAST
We are pleased to announce that
the Model 3012-R has won the
1981 Audio Component Grand
Prix Award in Japan.

Earlier honours for SME include:
1962 Design Award — Councd of Industrial Design
1978 Design Award — Design Council
1978 Engineering Design Award — CES Chicago
1978 Japan Audio Masterpiece Award
1979 Joint Engineering Design Award with Ortofon — CES Chicago
1981 ( Spring) Stereo Sound State Of The Art Award — Japan
1981 Selected for listing in the Century's State Of The Art Dictionary,
Stereo Sound — Japan.

For details and the name of your nearest SME dealer write to:
Dept 0368 SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England
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Steyning ( 0903) 814321

Telex 877808 SME G
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Manufacturer's Specification: Two-way infinite baffle. Drive units: 165mm vinyl
homopolymer bass/mid, 38mm precision-formed metal dome tweeter. Crossover
frequency: 2.3 kHz, 2nd. order high- and low-pass. Low-frequency performance: 3dB
at 75 Hz, -6dB at 60 Hz. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 82 dB/W at 1m. Power
handling: 100W programme. Recommended amplifier power: 35-100Wcontinuous.
Effective volume: 12.1. Dimensions: 370mm high x200mm wide x255mm deep.
Finish: Walnut veneer, Black or Rosewood to special order, brown grille. Weight: 7.7kg.
Price: f250 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Rola Celestion Limited, Ditton Works,
Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP38JP.

IT IS NO exaggeration to state that the SL6 is one of the most
interesting moving-coil loudspeakers to come my way for avery
long time indeed, and that it embodies some significant advances in
driver design. Many readers may find this alittle surprising, because
Celestion have traditionally been associated with the mass end of
the market, in which their reputation was justifiably built on product
consistency and value-for- money rather than on innovation.
However, as Celestion themselves point out, it is just such
companies, with astrong market share, who are in aposition to sink
funds into the kind of research projects on which the improvement of
the breed depends.
Looking back over aconsiderable period of loudspeaker
development shows that much effort has been devoted to studying
the behaviour of moving-coil drivers, using techniques such as
mathematical modelling and attempted direct observation of
motion. Mathematical models are nice for predicting the effects of
intended improvements, but they do depend on the accurate
knowledge of a//the relevant parameters and their values, including
non-linear components. Even if all this information is available, and
no complicating factor has been overlooked ( alikely story!), the
results of any computer predictions must be tested by observation.
Until recently, however, physical observation has been limited to
very small movements in small areas with reasonable resolution, or
larger movements with poor resolution — not really of much use.
Lacking detailed observation of physical motion, judgements have
been based in the main on anechoic amplitude/frequency
responses, and finally on listening tests. But we all know that while
the flatness of the response and the accuracy of the associated
sound are certainly quite closely related, they are not completely
correlated. Part of the reason may be in our heads— stereo
perception using two discrete sources is itself acon-trick by which a
lot of ears are not fooled, but it does seem likely that the detailed
behaviour of the source plays asignificant part.
In designing the SL6 ( no I
hadn't forgotten the real subject!).
Celestion decided to give priority to obtaining the correct vibrational
motion from both drivers, arguing that this would get rid of alot of
other complications. To do this it was necessary to see exactly what
the drivers were doing, and on agreatly magnified scale. The
method used to obtain asimulated three-dimensional display
showing the shape of avibrating surface, either stationary or in
motion, is described in JAES 29, 314 ( May 1981), and makes use of
optical interferometry. To summarise the system briefly, a
helium-neon laser beam is split into reference and test beams, the
former being frequency-modulated at 5MHz in aKerr cell. The test
beam returns to the interferometer after reflection from the test
object and beats with the reference beam in abalanced
photodetector. If the test surface is stationary, the beat frequency is
simply 5MHz, but if it is in motion its velocity will give riseto a
Doppler frequency shift in the reflected beam, giving achange in the
beat frequency, typically of the order of 0.3 MHz. A phase-locked
loop produces from the changing beat frequency an output
proportional to velocity. The beam scans the test surface linearly at

Involved logistics ensure that alc,:
start of the production line.
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rates of up to 300 per second in the x-direction, and the scan may be
stepped in the ydirection to give araster of 64 lines. To obtain the
displacement of the surface from the velocity represented by the
interferometer output, the latter is fed to aphase-sensitive detector
for which the reference is one of twelve selectable phases of the
audio wave driving the test surface, normally 30° apart. The
displacement at anumber of points along each scan is then stored in
an RAM for each motional phase.
After all data have been stored they can be usedto produce a
picture on aCRO, animated if required, or to produce ahardcopy plot
on an XYplotter. For asingle-fine plot, or 'slice' view, 256 points per
line are stored for each phase, using 10 scans. Acomplete raster
showing the whole surface needs more store, and the number of
points measured on each of the 64 lines is reduced to 64, again at
each of 12 phases. Both the single- line and raster displays can be
animated at amanually adjustable speed, andthe '3-D' view is
isometric. Since velocity is the basic measurement quantity,
surfaces appear flat when all parts are atthe same velocity— this
aids, rather than hinders, interpretation. An example is reproduced
to give some idea of the form of display. Needless to say, the whole
process is under the control of a ' rnicro',and afull animated ' picture'
can be produced in 3minutes.Another interesting feature is that
isolation from external vibration is made totally unnecessary by the
simple addition of a10Hz-wide low-pass filter at the output of the
phase-sensitive detector.
Construction
Armed with this very powerful tool, Celestion engineers were able
literally to seethe prof:items in driver design, which is the first step in
trying to get ridof some of them. Among such problems are the
decoupling of parts of the driver surface, the behaviour of dust caps,
incorrect termination at surrounds, and the effects of anumber of
discontinuities such as those produced by col I
terminations on the
cone surface, and the variousglued joints commonly used in
manufacture. The bass/mid driver for the SL6 was therefore made
with aone-piece cone, discarding the conventional dust cap in
favour of aconcave inner termination, and using acompatible
material for the surround, which iswelded totbe cone with anegligible
increase of thickness at the join, and is also higher than usual. The
central magnet pole is dished to accommodate the inverted cap, and
this has the added advantage of reducing stray flux. The back
suspension and the coil 'tails' are secured to the neck of the cone at
the same level as the coil former, and this symmetry helps to reduce
undesired flexural modes. The behaviour of the driver is maintained
until well above cut-off to ensure that aberrant modes in the bass
driver will not be excited in the tweeter range— aproblem not
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murex Tapes
er than ever
New Memorex High Bias II looks very
sharp in its smart black and gold packaging.
It sounds even sharper.
Because the tape is coated with microfine needle shaped particles. The latest
development from Memorex.
A New Oxide Particle for Sharper Sound.
These have given us an improved maximum output level and an extremely impressive
signal to noise ratio.
Which means, for the less technically
minded, that you can record music ai.
higher levels without distortion. No
grumble on the low notes. No stutter
on the high ones.
And when you come to a
quiet passage, you'll appreciate our
dramatic reduction of tape hiss. The
arch-enemy of all music-loving tape buyers.
What's more, the Memorex binding
system ensures that what you put on tape stays
on the tape.

Is it live, or is it Memorex?

Even after athousand plays.
But it's fair to say, atape is only as good
as the cassette that contains it.
A New Cassette for Total Reliability.
Our engineers have redesigned and
updated the whole mechanism.
For astart, they've made astronger
mould. Inside, the tape is held between
frictionless polyolofin wafers, and moves
smoothly across lubricated rollers through a
precision guidance system that puts an end to
snagging and snarling.
•
All of this comes encased in our
g7L. r ef\ unique fumble-free storage album,
and is guaranteed to last a
lifetime. Literally
ie tab
Or we'll replace it free of charge.
A promise that covers every one of
our four new cassettes.
MRXI, High Bias II, Chrome II and
Metal IV
*(MAGNIFIED 40,000 X)

As you can see,
our three rack systems are
astonishingly different.

misammule —

System 50

System 70

Some hi-fi manufacturers will go to any
lengths to make their hi-fi systems look different:
Flashy digital displays, masses of knobs and
trimmings, all help to justify the price differences
between them.
This is all very well for people who never listen
to music seriously.
Denon, on the other hand, believes that the
enthusiast prefers to judge hi-fi by the quality and
output of sound, rather than superficial cosmetic
finery.
Which is why they build all their equipment in
Japan to incorporate the latest technology and
concentrate on offering achoice of specifications to
suit even the most discerning listener.

System 80

With Denon rack systems, the main choice
comes from the rated power of the amplifiers, 50,
60 or 80 watts per channel and from the additional
control features of each component.
But because Denon accept no compromise on
record playing performance,the same Direct Drive
turntable is supplied with each system.
This auto-lift unit with non-contact optical
end sensor and magnetically impulsed speed
detection secures wow and flutter at less than
0.012% wrms and rumble at - 78dB.
Whichever system you choose you'll benefit
from Denon's 70 years experience in the
professional sound recording industry
So you're bound to notice the difference.
HFN 2

Please send me further details on Denon Rack Systems and other hi-fi products.
Name
Address

Post to: Denon Customer Service Division, 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN. Tel: 01-450 8070.

DENON®

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD IN HI-FI.
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DISTORTION . 10dB

always recognised in multi- driver designs.
The complementary tweeter is also novel. It comprises adome
and coil former fabricated in one piece from metal, 32/Lm thick, the
coil having the same diameter as that of the bass/mid unit, so that
their effective radiating areas are equal, making it easy to obtain a
smooth crossover. The dome has acompound radius to optimise its
bahaviour, which is piston- like right up to 20 kHz. The surround is
very narrow, and is not ' seen' by the dome below the top because of
its low mass. This unit also has adished pole- piece, with damping
material inserted. The construction ensures good thermal
dissipation, and the unit can withstand 50W continuous input! It has
an ' oil- can' mode ( centre out of phase with edge) just above 20 kHz,
and this is taken care of by acombination of notch and low-pass
filters in the crossover. The bass resonance is at 1.4 kHz, and is
electromechanically damped by the metal former, which acts as a
snort- circuited turn in the magnet gap.
Having seen some of the results from the interferometer on both
these units, Ican vouch for the fact that they are quite remarkably
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SL6 treble, perfect pistonic motion at 8kHz - 'nuff said!

well-behaved over the relevant audio bands. Nobody— at least, no
physicist— is likely to disagree with the basic premise that the first
step towards producing an accurate loudspeaker is to secure the
simple and controlled behaviour of each driver, and this has
certainly been done in the SL6.
The completed unit was styled, without compromising essential
design features, by Allen Boothroyd, as also was the ' consumer'
pack supplied with it, comprising spade terminations, bananas
plugs, stick- on feet and owner manual in abox which is
screen- printed ( no less) in brown on bronze. The rectangular
cabinet, of pleasing proportions, is made from 19mm particle board
with aslighty inset front panel. The sides, top and bottom are
veneered, and so also are the front edges of the four sides. The panel
and back of the speaker are black. The two longer sides are
reinforced by square fillets of particle board, and all sides and the
back carry damping panels. Further damping is provided by aloose
filling of BAF. The crossover design has been simplified by the
control exercised over the driver roll- offs, and consists of four
elements. These, and the filters, are realised with nine components,
of which three are generously rated capacitors wired in parallel. All
components are on apcb secured by the stems of the input
terminals, which are recessed into the rear panel, and have the usual
drillings for 4mm banana plugs.
The bass/mid driver sits in acountersink in the front panel, and is
clamped by arectangular trim plate. This has acircular hole in its
middle with avertical edge to grip the outer rim of the driver, and is
fixed by four Allen screvvs to the main panel. The tweeter is bolted to
amatching rectangular plate at the top of the cabinet, and the dome
sprotected by horizontal metal strips. Both these panels are ribbed
vertically, and this is said to reduce diffraction at higher frequencies.
The bottom of the front panel, which is not occupied by the metal
plate, is covered in plastic. The front grille covers the whole of the
front of the speaker, and is the usual wood frame, covered in brown
material, and held in place by four plastic pegs. Constructional
standards throughout are excellent, and the overall appearance is
attractive, considering the necessarily rather basic shape of nearly
all loudspeaker enclosures.
Subjective tests
In the owner's manual, Celestion recommend positioning the
speaker with the tweeter at about ear level, though they
subsequently suggest that if astand is used it should be about 15 in.
high. The two positions are not compatible, and I
found the former
preferable. Advice is also given about shelf- mounting, and no doubt
some users will use them in this way, but my own recommendation
would be to keep the speakers away from walls, and particularly
corners, if you wish to take advantage of the best available
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sinewave response at lm, on and off horizontal axis.
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Sinewave response at lm, on and off vertical axis.

On- axis response at lrr0/3 octave pink noise ana ysis
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CANOE

If everything were perfect...
. . . acontrol unit would consist of a
volume control and aprogramme
selector switch.
In practice, correctly designed
tone controls can make asignificant
contribution.
,For aconstant sound level,
replay from agramophone record
produces distortion which increases
very rapidly at high frequencies —
doubling in fact for every major
third increase in pitch.
There comes apoint when the
contribution of this distortion is
increasing at agreater
rate than the

musical content and this is what
decides the optimum setting of the
comprehensive Quad filter system,
an essential and integral part of
every Quad pre-amplifier.
The rate of attenuation can be
set anywhere between 0and 25dB
per octave starting at one of three
frequencies 5k, 7k, or 10kHz and an
appropriate setting can be found for
each record to provide more of the
music and less of the distortion.
To learn all about the Quad 44
write or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

QUAD4
for the closest approach
to the original sound

QUAD is aregistered trade mark.
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Celestion, of course, make their own drive-units using acombination of automatic machinery
and skilled labour. The woman shown is glueing surrounds to SL6tweeters.

performance. The maker also strongly recommends removing the
grille when listening, and I
would endorse this. For the general
listening test the SL6s were used with the tweeter very slightly below
ear level ( roughly 150mm), each speaker being about 750mm from a
side wall and just over 1m from the end wall. As usual there was no
restriction on source material, and no comparison against otherunits.
The immediate impression after switching on was that the
speakers were alittle dull, due to some veiling in and above the
presence region, but after afew minutes this was hardly noticed.
Although the balance seemed to favour the midband, with some
chestiness in male voices, there was also anoticeable smoothness
to the sound. The speakers were found to be remarkably analytical,
too, showing up such things as recording techniques with surprising
clarity. The stereo image was well defined with astage of
considerable depth, recorded ambiences were brought somewhat
forward, and miscellaneous grot and surface noise on records was
nowhere near so annoying. Although the bass extension, if
concentrated upon, was not particularly great, it nevertheless
seemed to have asurprising weight for the size of the speakers, and
this was attributed to the cleanness of the roll-off, and the resistance
to doubling. A slight midband coloration was heard, and this may
originate in the cabinet, but at no time was this worrying, neither was
one ever aware of the two speakers as discrete sources. Transients
were crisp, and without hangover. There is clear vindication here for
the design method and philosophy.
In our usual comparative tests against the Quad ELS-63 as
seference the following detailed differences were heard on direct A/B
comparison, quoting the sound of the SL6 with respect to that of the
Quads. Male voices were slightly darker and more chesty, while
female voices had less edge and breathiness. Orchestral strings
were less sharp-edged, the 'cello being alittle duller and the
double-bass, though generally very similar, having less ' buzz'. The
brass section were all atrifle less bright, the woodwinds being quite
similar except for the flute, which sounded somewhat 'woodier'.
Tymps and snare drums had just atrace of mid coloration, but bells,
glockenspiel and xylophone were very similar. In pipe organs all 2ft.
stops and above were reduced alittle in level and sounded more
ethereal, while 4ft. stops tendedto be more emphasised. Reeds, and
the cornet, were abit less reedy. The piano was slightly duller, and so
were harpsichords, in which 4ft. tone was more prominent. A small
but interesting difference was heard in acathedral choral recording,
in which the SL6 shifted the balance towards the boys' voices. This
seemed out of step with other differences noted above, but is
possibly due to aslight reduction in the level of the male harmonics
relative to their fundamental, and not equally applicable to the boys.
This would confirm aprevious suspicion of adepressed treble shelf.
To put these comparisons into some sort of perspective it can be said
that the differences were quite clear, but whereas familiarity with the
test material and the recording locations left me in no doubt that the
ESL-63 was telling the truth, this would not have been obvious to
anyone hearing both versions for the firsttime.
The sound level obtainable from apair of SL6s was adequate for
all normal domestic purposes, using a100W per channel amplifier,
and higher powers up to 200W were withstood without any problem,
though the manufacturer does hot recommend such treatment. In all
cases the amplifier clipped before the drivers bottomed, and it
seems likely that the power rating is conservative, but this is only my
suggestion, not astatement of fact. The loudspeaker is not suitable
for use at disco levels, nor is it intended to be, but it handles pop
music well at more normally acceptable levels.
Lab tests
In addition to the usual measurements performed outdoors with
the speaker on a7m stand, it was decided to make some off-axis
ones, not especially for this one case, but to assess whether or not
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the extra information merits inclusion in future reviews generally.
For this review it was decided to measure the off-axis responses at
30° and 60° in the horizontal plane, and at ± 15° vertically, as well as
the normal responses on an axis perpendicular to the speaker front
panel and passing through apoint about half-way between the
driver perimeters. Looking first at the on-axis responses several
interesting features appear— these include asmooth bass roll-off at
about 9dB/octave followed by aflat region from roughly 150 to 600
Hz. The presence and top regions are about 4or 5dB lower, mainly
shelved, but with ageneral slight downward slope visible over the
whole curve. This response certainly correlates fairly well with what
was heard. A suck-out centred round 2.3 kHz can be distinguished as
acrossover phenomenon, and the manner in which it varies with
axis— the optimum response occurring slightly above axis —
confirms this. The 4dB peak at 800 Hz was at first associated with an
apparent cabinet resonance, and this belief was reinforced by the
smaller peak obtained when the cabinet was resting one one of its
long sides, supported on polystyrene foam, during the vertical axis
displacementtests ( an arrangement made for convenience).
However, the maker points out that atermination mismatch can
occur in the bass/mid driver at lowtemperatures, and this gives a
peak at about 900 Hz. Since there was snow on the ground, with an
air temperature of 5°C during the measurement, the latter
explanation seems likely, and the possibility that some other
temperature effects have contributed to the results cannot be
excluded, though past experience suggests that these are usually
confined to fairly localised perturbations of some few dB in
magnitude. The third-octave pink noise response shows similar
trends, with only about 2or 3dB loss at the top end, and this
corresponds much more closely with the subjective findings.
The plots for the vertical off-axis displacements show that the
listening window is best confined to the limits 0to + 15°, that is, with
the tweeter at or alittle below ear level. The horizontal beaming is
not smooth with frequency, having wide dispersion at 60° in the 5
kHz region, but the overall narrowing at this angle considerably
reduces 'wall-splash', and should help to maintain good imaging,
which, from the listening tests, it undoubtedly does.
The impedance curve shows awell damped bass resonance, and a
broad hump above 1kHz which would be expected from the nature
of the crossover. Asudden rise just below 20 kHz is caused by the
notch filter previously referred to. Most of the curve is above 8ohms,
and the minimum value of the modulus is 51
/ ohms at high
2
frequencies, dipping very briefly to 43
/ ohms at 1.6 kHz— nothing
4
here to worry apower amplifier.
Measurements of distortion show that this is creditably low, being
mostly below about 1%, the low-frequency rise in second harmonic,
due partly to doubling, being confined to about 30 Hz.and below—
way out of band. Sensitivity was measured as 93 dB spi at 1mon axis
in the listening room for an input of 16V as measured on anormal AC
meter ( equivalent to 18V true RMS). This is low, reflecting conscious
decisions about the overall design, necessitated by the size of the
enclosure, bass extension and other inescapable factors.
Conclusion
The SL6 is avery interesting concept and it proved
correspondingly interesting to listen to, having anumber of
subtleties that I
found intriguing. Because of this, and perhaps abit
unfairly, it has been subjected to amore than usually detailed
scrutiny. It has the property of growing on the listener with time
(rather the opposite of many two-driver boxes), and Imust say that if
I
wanted apair of relatively inexpensive loudspeakers of convenient
size then I
could live very comfortably with these. Moreover, the
drivers used in the SL6 would seem to beg for further exploitation in
bigger boxes aimed at the more esoteric end of the market. I
recommend potential customers to hear the SL6, to listen to music
rather than for acoustic qualities, to listen
for asensible period of time, and to be
prepared for apleasant surprise!
Celestioh now use automated production line
testing. The speaker is placed in an anechoic
chamber: afar mike picks up mid and HF, anear
mike picks up LF and the resultant curve can be
instantly compared to the 'ideal' which is stored in
CMOS RAM. The curve above is for the SL6.
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STRATFORD

OXFORD

CAMBRIDGE
FROM

TAIWOY

HiFi critics and music enthusiasts alike have praised the Tannoy Oxford and
Cambridge Loudspeakers for their superb, clean and realistic sound reproduction.
Now the new Stratford joins the range to provide you with achoice of three
Tannoy Loudspeakers from around £100 to £170 apair. All three Loudspeakers will
give you superb sound with acraftsman quality of construction and finish, and offer
outstanding value for money.
Decisions have never been harder to make, so ask your HiFi dealer to let you
hear the ,
Tannoy Stratford, Cambridge and Oxford—The Loudspeakers that could
alter your opinion on small speakers.
WM

MI

in

MI

Please send me detals on the Stratford, Cambridge
and Oxford Loudspe akers, with list of dealers.

8II
The Name for Loudspeakers.
Tannoy Products Ltd.,
Rosehail Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde ML5 4TF
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MATSUSHITA (Technics) have filed a British
patent application ( 2 050 758) on a modified
form
of
honeycomb
structure
which
approaches that now being used by the
company for the routine production of flat
loudspeaker diaphragms. The original idea,
variously proposed and patented by Strathearn, Matsushita and Sony, was to make aflat
diaphragm from a honeycomb sandwich
panel of the type used by the aerospace
industry to build light, but strong, floors for
aircraft. In a conventional panel, as used for
aircraft, a regular honeycomb of metal foil is
sandwiched between a pair of metal sheets.
Early loudspeakers used this general type
of material, but according to the Matsushita
patent application this has asymmetrical
internal tensions which produce a resonant
peak at 10kHz. What's more, the nodal pattern
of vibration is of oval shape. The resonant
frequency can be pushed up to outside the
audible range by driving the diaphragm with
avoice-coil of matching oval shape. But this
in turn necessitates a magnet with an oval
gap, which is expensive to produce. If the
honeycomb at the centre of the core is
modified so that it is of radial shape, like the
spokes of acartwheel, then the nbdal pattern
becomes circular and can be driven to a
higher resonance by a more conventional

IBM,.

ox iiiiuuuziiuuiii
circular voice-coil and magnet. Matsushita
claim in this patent that the use of acartwheel
shape formed from a meandering strip of
core material enables the resonant peak to be
pushed up to 35kHz.
The type of honeycomb disc diaphragm
now in production at Matsushita's Technics
factory in Japan is slightly different from that
shown in the patent. Instead of cartwheel
spokes, the production discs have an axially
symmetrical honeycomb core. To achieve
this apiece of honeycomb is opened out like a
Japanese fan. But whereas a fan normally
opens out only through 180°, the Matsushita
core is opened out through a full 360°.
Matsushita are now heavily committed to the
production of loudspeaker diaphragms of the
fan type, and although the production process is still relatively labour-intensive, it is
being progressively automated and Matsushita are now producing a honeycomb
tweeter as well as a low-frequency unit.
Further patents on modified cores are thus to
be expected.
Previous published references to patents
owned by Strathearn, Matsushita and Sony
on the original idea of using a honeycomb
sandwich of aircraft panel type for a loudspeaker diaphragm have prompted several
readers to draw attention to past work in this

of Vt.

area. As this may have abearing on the legal
validity of some of the patent claims, it is
worth noting that the magazine Aircraft
Engineering published in October 1958 a
lengthy article on the Shear Modulus of foil
honeycomb cores. Even at that early date the
author acknowledged that 'the use of sandwich panels in aircraft construction is now a
fairly widespread practice and one of the
most commonly used types of core material
is the metallic honeycomb, built up from
metal foil.'
By July 1967 Stanley Kelly had produced a
prototype honeycomb core loudspeaker diaphragm. He found that although the frequency response was reasonable up to 2kHz,
above that frequency the whole system went
into unacceptable multi- mode resonances.
Kelly
developed
an
expanded
rigid
polyurethane honeycomb cell diaphragm for
Decca and believes that the company ' made
some tens of thousands of units'. Although
much of this early work is now untraceable, or
at least unproveable, Wireless World in December 1958 published an article by D.A.
Barlow on the ' rigidity of loudspeaker diaphragms' in which Barlow dealt with the
'advantages of sandwich construction'. This
article not only described, but illustrated, a
honeycomb sandwich with a high stiffnessto-weight ratio. Barlow suggested that ' the
stiffness of the sandwich is so great that it
might well be made in the form of aflat disc ...
to give a plane wave-front' and described a
sandwich design based on an 8 in. honeycomb woofer and 2 in. mid- range unit.
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Due to aprinting error, the colour graphs of distortion vs. bias for ferrichrome and metal tapes were omitted from the
conclusion of J.H. Hansen's survey last month. This is what should have appeared.
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The JVC guide to
genuine reel-to-reel quality
from acassette deck.
If you thought that wow and
flutter were inevitable on acassette
deck, think again.
The wow and flutter on JVC's
new DD-9cassette deck is a
minuscule 0.019% (WRMS)
This amazingly low figure is only
possible because of the revolutionary new tape transport system
JVC has developed. (You don't need
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us to tell you that it is the tape
transport that is responsible for
smooth, wow-and-flutter-free travel
of the cassette tape past the heads).
At the heart of the transport
system is an extraordinary new
•
motor that drives the capstan of the
DD-9directly. It's acoreless Pulse
Servo motor with Hall:effect
elements for polarity switching. JVC
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you want in acassette deck. Hear it
soon at your JVC dealer or write for
further details, enclosing alarge
stamped and addressed envelope, to
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading
Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley
Way, London NW2 7AF.
transport system. It has acomputer
B.E.S.T. tuning system to give you
the ideal balance of Bias, Equalization and Sensitivity for any tape.
The 3heads of the DD-9are all
SA (SenAlloy) types — another JVC
invention.
The DD-9has the very latest in

noise reduction systems — Dolby* C
type. This system gives afull 20 dB
of noise reduction at high frequencies.
For easier recording the electronic digital level meter operates in
with the VU or peak-hold modes.
The choice is yours.
In fact, the DD 9has everything

JVC
JVC is the trademark of the Victor Company of Japan.
'Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratones.

your guide to the best in hi-fi.

THE TAPE BY WHICH
OTHERS
SHOULD BE MEASURED.
If ahigh bias tape is to measure up to TDK SA, these are the qualities
it must have.
It must be recognised as one of the world's leading high performance
tapes on the high bias position. It should be formulated from TDK's own
highly sophisticated cobalt enriched ferric oxide powder.
It must live up to the frequency chart above and have an MOL of
+3.0dB at 333Hz and — 9dB at 10kHz. It must also be sensitive to + 0.5dB
at 333Hz and + 1dB at 10kHz.
It must have asuper precision cassette
mechanism tooled to single micron
The great name in tape cassettes.
dimensions with perfectly circular
hubs, aunique pressure pad holding
system and TDK's exclusive dimple
and bubble surface liner sheet for
smooth, snag-free tape transport.
•
Above all, it should be the
yard- stick for anyone who knows
anything about tape.
Your tape measures up? Good.
It must be TDK Super Avilyn.
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TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW. Eire: Peat's Wholesale Limited.Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.
The frequency response graph shown is astylisation using actual tape. OdB=250nWb/ni .
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DISC vs CASSETTE?
Angus McKenzie concludes his technical
survey of the two analogue prerecorded

media
Duplicating Tapes
Having tested the magnetic performance of many of the tapes in this
survey, apicture emerges which almost invariably ties in extremely
well with some of the expressed subjective comments.
When testing the ferrics, our evalution deck, aNakamichi 582, was
set up for aflat response and optimum characteristics on the Philips
Haydn Symphonies cassette, which proved to be the best ferric
used. Some of the cassettes were just treated at the reference bias
used for the Philips cassettee, whilst in other cases we lowered the
bias in an attempt to improve HF performance, this of course
resulting in adegraded LF end, together with poorer drop-out
characteristics.
Tapes used for duplicating include such types as Capitol, BASF LH,
Agfa PE68, PE69 and 611, BASF Chromdioxid II, and other, usually
poor, cassettes which we could not identify. Looking at extremes,
one can see that the worst ones measured could only be described
as budget 'cooking tapes'. It is not just aquestion of maximum
outputs across the audio range, but also of background noise. The
BBC tape had very poor background noise, whereas the Philips Liszt
Piano music cassette had inherently 4dB quieter background hiss,
but with only amoderate MOL capability. ( Note that noise levels in
the cassette tape magnetic performance chart were measured with
Dolby out). It is interesting that many of the duplication set-ups could
give the same background noise levels as those produced by the
Nakamichi deck, if one takes the measurements on the interim pen
charts before the introduction of interim noise. If one bears in mind
that the optimum MOLperformance of cassette tapes on aduplicator
is usually decidedly poorer, particularly at HF, than on the best
domestic decks, one can imagine that the art of duplication is very
skilled.
In the magnetic performance table, we showthe figures for the
chrome II cassettes at either 120 or 70 ihsEQ, or in the case of
Debussy Images, on BASF chromdioxid Il, and on aseparate sample
of chrome II wetook the performance of both curves. Note that the
chrome tapes at 120 ms averaged nearly 4.5dB better HF saturation
performance at 10kHz, and background noise degraded by only just
over 3.5dB CCIWARM weighted when compared with their
TABLE 3

performance at 70 µs. For interest, we are quoting the equivalent
magnetic performance of agood tape type ( Maxell UDXL 1C90),
which is significantly better than any of the ferric duplicating tapes
used, and yet by no means the best ferric available. I
suggest that
duplication cassette tapes should be produced to asignificantly
better specification than Agfa PE611, which so far seems to be the
best used in the UK. BASF chromdioxid Il obviously gives
surprisingly good results, but laboratory measurements showthat
at around 3kHz-the very region where distortion is most apparentthe MOL capability was actually 1.5dB inferior at 120µs to the best
Agfa ferric, although the chrome's excellent performance at 10kHz is
of great benefit. We have noticed considerable variations in the
315Hz MOL between samples of chrome II duplicating tape used for
cassettes from different companies, and it seems that chrome tapes
supplied to duplicators have been changing in their magnetic
properties over the last two years, the chromdioxid II cassette in a
blank cassette, as supplied for domestic use, having asomewhat
better LF MOL, although being slightly noisier.
Using present duplication set-ups, it seems quite clear that
chrome dioxide formulations do give adecidedly better overall
performance at 120 its than at 70, because of the rather poor HF
saturation performance of almost all duplication slaves. When - and
if - the duplication companies install Dolby-HX Professional ( see my
review of the B&08002 cassette deck which incorporates this
process, HFN/RR Sept '81), it would be beneficial to return to the
more conventional 70µs EQ for chrome, in order to benefit from the
quieter background noise in the proper chrome position. The HF
saturation performance with HX Professional should end up being
similar to that obtained at the moment with 120µs and without
deleterious results.
However, Dolby-Chas now been taken up by almost every
Japanese cassette deck manufacturer in new models, and most of
the other noise reduction systems, including Hi Corn etc, are being
dropped by many manufacturers. We arethus likelyto see quite a
few companies releasing Dolby-Cprerecorded cassettes, in perhaps
ayear or so, which would allow agreater dynamic range with the
minimum of side effects. Duplicating companies, though, will be
forced to improve the dynamic range of their copy, interim and loop

Reference Bias

Optimum Bias

Low Level
10kHz
315Hz MOLNoise
10kHz
Saturation dB
CCIR/ARM
Response
dB
ref Dolby Weighted
dB
ref Dolby Level ( Dolby out)
ref low level
Level
dB
333Hz response
ref Dolby
Level

Bias
Level
Relative
To
Reference
Tape(dB)

Low Level
10kHz
315Hz MOLNoise
10kHz
Saturation dB
CCIR/ARM
Response
dB
ref Dolby Weighted
dB
ref Dolby Level ( Dolby out)
ref low level Level
dB ref Dolby
333Hz response
Level

Record
Company

Title

Cat. No.

A&M
ASV
BBC
CBS
CFP
Chandos
Decca
DG
EMI
EMI
Erato
HM
Hyperion
Phirips
Philips
Polydor
RCA
Rocket
Warner
Whitetower

JoeJackson's Jumpin' Jive
Walton: First Symphony
Royal Wedding
Copland: Appalachian Spring
Allegri: Miserere
Mahler: Symphony No.4
Tippett: Symphony No.4
Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky
Cliff Richard
Pink Floyd
Mozart Violin Concertos
Brahrns: Piano Quartet
Stanford: Clarinet Concerto
Haydn: Symphonies 101/102 ( REF)
Liszt: Late Piano Works
James Last
California Suite
Elton John
Pirates- Rickie LeeJones
The Revenge
Tape used in Japanese Duplicating
Maxel I
UKXL 1(C90) (
REF)

CAM 68530 - 3.5 - 6.5
ZCACM 2006 - 1.2 - 5.0
ZCH 413 - 1.5 - 5.0
40 61894 - 0.4 - 3.2
TC-CFP 40339 - 3.2 - 7.5
ABTD 1025 - 1.8 - 4.6
KSXDC 7546 - 3.5 - 7.0
3301-202 - 4.0 - 7.5
TCC EMC 3377 - 3.0 - 8.0
TC2 SHOW411 - 2.4 - 7.5
MCE 71207 - 1.0 -4.2
HM401062 - 3.8 -8.3
KA66001 - 3.0 - 6.2
7300774
0
- 3.3
7300 863 - 0.1 - 4.0
PTDC 001 - 1.8 - 4.0
RK25348 - 3.1 - 6.5
Shunt16 - 2.9 - 6.8
K56816 - 4.0 - 7.5
AMC KO5 - 2.5 - 7.1

+ 4.5
+ 3.8
+ 3.7
+ 4.2
+ 4.7
+ 3.4
+ 3.4
+4.4
+ 5.4
+ 4.8
+ 4.6
+ 5.7
+ 3.5
+ 5.5
+ 3.0
+ 1.9
+ 3.4
+ 5.4
+ 3.3
+ 6.9

•

-49.2
-47.5
-47.5
-50.0
-49.5
-48.5
-49.5
-49.5
-49.4
-49.1
-47.6
-49.7
-49.4
-48.5
-51.3
-49.0
-48.9
-49.7
-49.2
-49.8
-

BASF
CBS
DG
EMI

Sample of recent Chromdioxide Il C90
Shostakovich 5th Symphony
Hoist: Planets
Debussy: Images (
REF)

0
- 1.0 + 4.4
HMT35854 + 1.8 + 0.5 + 4.2
3302-019 + 0.8 - 0.7 + 3.8
TCC-ASD 38040 - 1.3 + 3.7

-50.0
-50.7
-50.8
-51.5

Biased optimally at ref. Bias: see ref Bias columns
+0.9
0
- 0.7 + 5.0 - 50.7

EMI
Mobile

RStrauss: Don Juan

TCC ASD 3913+2.2

-51.3

+0.5

0

- 1.4

+ 2.7

- 51.4

+1.1

0

- 0.6

+ 5.1

- 50.7

Steely Dan: Aja
Verdi: Falstaff

MFSL C-033 + 1.6
7654 060 + 0.4

-50.5

Fidelity
Philips
BASF
EMI

Sample of recent chromdioxide II C90
Debussy: Images

See Optimum Bias colum ns
TCC ASD 3804See Optimum Bias colum ns

+0.2
+0.2

0
0

- 5.9
- 5.7

+ 5. 1
- 53.9
+ 4.1 - 55.3

0
+ 0.5
- 0.8

+ 2.1
+ 4.2
+ 3.4

-1.7

0

- 4.6

+ 2.2

- 49.1

-1.2
0.1
-1.1

0
0
0

- 4.8
- 4.6
- 4.9

+ 4.2
+ 3.4
+ 1.7

- 49.3
- 48.5
- 49.5

-1.4

0

- 5.0

+4.2

- 49.4

-0.6
-1.9

0
0

- 3.4
- 4.9

+ 4.4
+ 3.7

- 47.8
- 49.6

This tape is the ref tape: see ref Bias columns
-0.4

-3.6

+ 1.4

- 49.0

-1.1
-1.6
-1.8
-).
-•

-4.8
-5.0
-4.2
-2.5
-2.5

+ 4.5
+ 2.1
+ 4.5
+ 6.4
+ 7.6

- 49.5
- 49.2
- 50.0
- 47.5
- 48.6

Chrom II

This tape is the ref. tape: see ref. Biascolumns

at 120µs

-51.1
}

Chrom
II at 70µs

*Nat referenced in latish) Philips reference tape
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bin masters to avoid noise build-up before the slave duplicator.
Just before going to press, two samples of prerecorded cassettes
made on Maxell UD arrived from Japan. These had been produced
by avery large Japanese company on ahigh speed Gauss
duplicator, which had been immaculately set up. The
electromagnetic properties of these cassettes were tested, and
although intrinsic background hiss was rather on the high side, the
MOL performance was amazing, as was the HF saturation
measurement, showing the sort of performance that can be
obtained on avery good cassette duplicating tape. The overall
dynamic range would not be that much greater because of the
background hiss, although peak recording levels consistently
reached + 4to + 5dB, yet distortion on both apop and classical music
cassette was audibly far superior to average. Bearing in mind that
Maxell are shortly introducing asignificantly quieter version of
their UD tape, with at least as good an MOL and HF performance, it
could well be that Japan yet again will be making the finest products
in the world.

EMI
DEBUSSY Images etc. Disc ASD 3084, cassette TCCASD 3804
This was EMI's first digital recording to be issued, and the disc was
originally released in 1980, receiving wide acclaim. We managed to
acquire adigital video-cassette of Iberia, which played extremely well
through my Sony PCM 100, and it was fascinating to find that the
prerecorded chrome II cassette with 12012s equalisation was actually
closer to the original master than was the disc in many ways, the disc
seeming slightly dull at EHF. The disc's surface noise was very quiet

noticed on the disc. The maximum cutting level was quite high, which
did help the subjective dynamic range, which would have been
decidedly poorer, considering the disc rumble, if the cutting level had
had to be reduced to accommodate high velocities, which were not
particularly evident on this issue. The figures in the table refer to the
second pressing.
HOLST Planets Disc ASD 4047, cassette TCC ASD 4047
Our pressing unfortunately was rather swishy during the quietest
moments of 'Venus', and pressings heard by other reviewers have
also apparently been below par. At best,the pressing was quite good,
though, and better than the cassette at its best, but at worst, in 'Venus',
the cassette was definitely preferred.
Compared with the disc, the cassette seemed slightly up at HF, but
this was, in fact, preferred, the disc actually sounding slightly muffled
at times. The bass drum seemed to reproduce better from the disc,
slight VLF cut receiving comment on thecassette. The % rd octave real
time response did showthe cassette to be slightly up ref, the disc at
HF, but down at LF. We found the sound balance produced arather
congested sound on climaxes on both disc and cassette, and
multi-miking produced some ratherforced positioning, some of the
sound being strident at times. The balance was odd occasionally, the
side drum in ' Mars' being too far back, and rather better on the

CASSETTE NOISE
(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY IN.CC IR)21‘Hz
FILTER.RMS)
PAPER SPEED lOmmis
WRITING SPEED 200 mmrs
LE ROLL- OFF 20Hz

CASSETTE NOISE
(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY IN,CC IR/ 2KHz
FILTER. RMS)
PAPER SPEED tOmmis
WRITING SPEED 200mnvs

TAPE

ss

LE ROLL- OFF 20Hz

TERRA
—So
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EMI TC-ASD31304 DEBUSSY IMAGES'

indeed, having just an occasional click, whilst the cassette, too, had
above average dynamic range, levels peaking just about right forthe
tape type. Most fascinatingly, the peak disc cutting level was actually
below average, whilst the peak cutting velocity was very high,
showing that coincident mike recordings, recorded digitally, have a
far higher crest factor than multi-mike ones ( see '
Studio Sound Nov.
81p 80), thus requiring very great care in cutting. Both disc and
cassette sounded, at best, remarkably close to the digital master, and
even at worst there was only slight EHF compression on the cassette,
the sound quality being one of the best that Ihave ever heard on a
prerecorded cassette (the same comment applies to many other of the
new EMI chrome cassettes, though). The disc was slightly preferred
because of the good pressing and greater translucency, but both disc
and cassette are strongly recommended. A magnificent first digital
release for EMI.

Chandos issue. This latter recording also employed awider stage, and
was more natural. The EMI brass was sometimes too far forward, and
over-powering, and there was far better phase correlation, particularly
at low frequencies, on the Chandos. Thus, we cannot recommend the
EMI issue, but Imust admit that afirst class Planets has yet to appear. I
cannot live with the Karajan at all. The EMI disc peaked at quite ahigh
velocity, and the general recording level was about average.

ADifferent Kind of Blues Disc ASD 3965, cassette TCC ASD 3965
In this issue the sounds off the disc and cassette were remarkably
similar, and the dynamic range on both very good. Some manual gain
riding on the interim cassette master clearly helped, and both versions
were much liked, although some of the balancing could have been
better, for example the ride cymbals in the first track of side 1were
very much too close, and the bass was occasionallytoo far back. Slight
flutter was noted on violin on the cassette, which was otherwise
superbly clear. The cymbal peaks, incidentally, peaked about
the highest measured velocity of any of the discs tested, and will
probably cause trouble to many pickups, although the general cutting
level was actually below average, which again shows the difficulty of
cutting some digital tapes.
BERLIOZ Requiem Disc SLS 5209, cassette TCC SLS 5209
The cassette seemed slightly brighter at mezzo forte, but the disc
Fortunately our pressings were much better than those receiving
was clearer and cleaner on EHF transients. Although slight HF
comment in ' Quality Monitor' Nov. 1981, and we actually regarded
them as very good. They were pressed in Germany, as are many of the compression was noted on the cassette, it did not concern us, and
both products can be recommended. Note the amazing amount of
latest EMI digital releases. Somewhat strangely we found it difficult to
20kHz 1/
3rd octave energy on the disc ( cymbals), and howthe HF
make aclear choice between disc and cassette, for at worst the HF
energy is maintained at the same order of peak level over the entire
tracing distortion of the disc was rather evident, whilst the cassette's
HF spectrum. The cassette actually has more level than the disc
HF saturation was more acceptable. At worst the cassette hiss was a
between 5kHz and 10kHz, and whilst the cassette power response is
little too noticeable in the quietest passages, but on side 4the disc was
amazingly good to 16kHz, the 20kHz level shows anose dive on the
rather noisy from the middle to the end, reproducing aquiet, mud
cassette. The low frequency attenuation on the cassette can also be
stirring noise, particularly on the left channel. The disc sometimes
seen by comparing the energy charts. Considering this issue was
seemed to reproduce slightly forward sound, whilst at best the
informal recording of musicians playing for fun, it is most remarkable
cassette actually seemed to have awider and smoother response at
and enjoyable, and one rnustforgivethe slight balancing error.
high frequencies. We suspected some subtle manual compression on
Of other EMIs heard, I
cannot recommend Menuhin's performance,
the cassette, which helped to accommodate the enormous dynamic
or the recording, of Vivaldi's Four Seasons, the sound being
range. The music is so very demanding that perhaps only aCompact
excessively shrill and rather nasty. However, we all enjoyed
Disc will do it justice, but in the meantime both discs and cassette ( a
Gershwin's orchestral music (ASD 3982 and TCC ASD 3982), the disc
single c90 incidentally!), can just be recommended. However, we had
having agood surface, wide dynamic range and agood balance, whilst
to go to almost herculean lengths to extract the cassette from its box!
the
cassette, also liked, showed aremarkably high peak recording
Note the DIN Brumble measurements on the disc.
level and wide dynamic range, distortion being just alittle high,
FALLA Three Cornered Hat, etc. Disc ASD 3902, cassette TCCASD
though, at worst.
3902
Our first pressing had avery crackly surface and was not acceptable,
Erato
but asecond one was very much better, being around average. The
sound balance was excellent throughout and we found that the disc
MOZART Violin Concertos 4and 5, Disc STU 71207, cassette MCE
had amore open sound with better EHF, although the cassette was
71207
surprisingly good. The cassette slightly lost VLF and we suspected
Unfortunately this was the only Erato title sent in both disc and cassette
some azimuth wander, although the dynamic range was quite good.
format. The surfaces were superb, but whilst the performance was
We also suspected aslight peak around lkHz on the cassette, which
very good, the orchestral sound lacked inner definition (although the
might have been due to aminor Dolby error.
violin was excellent). The cassette seemed rather harsh and strident,
The choice between disc and cassette was not altogether obvious,
when played back with 120 its, this difference being noted on several
but in the end the lower distortion and greater openness of the disc
other French cassettes. The cassette was rather hissy, and the
was found preferable, although low and mid frequency rumble were
recording level just adequate. The cassetteshould only be considered
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interim and master noise on the pen chartwhen played back at 120 ms,
and the ridiculous HF boost on the right track shown on the real time
energy pen chart ( although the cassette does have arelatively good
bass end).

Hyperion
CASSETTE NOISE
(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY IN,CC,12/2kkir
FILTER,RMS)
PAPER SPEE0 lOrnmis
WRITING SPEED 200nunts "
TAPE INTERIM

LF ROLL- OFF 20Hz
dB REF DOLBY LEVEL
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MUSSORGSKY Pictures at an Exhibition ( organ), Disc AS 66006,
cassette KA66006
Another example of afine digital recording made by Tony Faulkner,
although it is somewhat puzzling that the pitch of the disc was nearly
31/
2% high compared with the cassette, the latter being the same pitch
as my copy of part of the digital master. The disc played back
extremely well, but perhaps the sound was very slightlytoo close, and
I
was not particularly struck by the actual performance. As a
demonstration disc, though, it is fascinating, the pressing being good
—one of the best organ recordings Ihave heard.

ERATO MCE 71207 MOZART VIOLIN CONCERTOS
CASSETTE NOISE

on decks having an HF replay response well down on average. The
dynamic range comparisons show peaks extending upwards better
on the disc, which was considerably preferred to the cassette. The 1/
3
octave analysis shows HF compression on the cassette at high levels,
and ahorrific LF loss below 80Hz, yet at lower levels the cassette
seemed more toppythan the disc. Only the disc can be recommended.
Of other Eratos that arrived in disc format only, particularly
outstanding is asuperb recording, with very quiet surfaces indeed, of
aboxed set of Scarlatti Sonatas ( ERA 9222).J-his is possibly the finest
ever recording of any of these works Ihave heard, and it is warmly
recommended.

Harmonia Mundi
BRAHMS Piano quartet op 25, Disc HM 1062, cassette HM 401062.
Although the disc surface was rather swishy at first, it eventually
settled down to be superb. The recorded sound was extremely clear
and well balanced, although slightly zizzy at HF. We again had a
problem choosing between 120 and 70 µs EQ on the cassette, the
former being too bright, but the latter muffled in the presence region,
although preferred. Some slight peak distortion was noted on the
cassette, the peak recording level being moderately high on atape
type that was not particularly good, especially at its high frequency
CASSETTE NOISE
(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY IN,CCIR/2kHi
FILTER,RMS)
PAPER SPEED:10mrnis
WRITING SPEED: 200 mrnts

55 le

LF ROLL-OFF. 20H,

NTERIM

dB REF. DOLBY LEVEL
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(RIGHT TRACK)
(DOLBY IN,CCIR/2kHi
FILTER,RmS)
PAPER SPEED 10mrnik
WRITING SPEED 200 rm.

5518

LF ROLL- OFF 20142
HR REF DOLBY LEVEL
SKIS
TAPE — AMBIENCE
Hsi

LEADER
Ils

HYPERION KA66006 MUSSORGSKY ' PICTURES'

Cassette hiss was lower than usual, and the peak level quite high,
about as much as the tape type could stand. The interim noise pen
chart showed virtually no noise build up in the interim master used,
which is creditable. However, some intermodulation distortion was
audible on loud passages on the cassette, though this was never bad.
The cassette seemed badly down at HF, and slightly at VLF (see energy
pen chart). The disc, then, can be recommended as afascinating
record, but not the cassette.
STANFORD/FINZI Clarinet Concertos, Disc A66001, cassette KA66001
The balance seemed rather too much in favour of the clarinet, which
appeared to wander around abit, whilst the orchestra lacked inner
clarity, and was slightly forced, with multimike technique, and the
string tone seemed to lack the smooth sheen that it should have had.
The pressing quality was very good, but not perfect. We felt the sound
to be generally rather ' plain Jane', lacking delicacy, but the
performance was nevertheless delightful. We much enjoyed it,
particularly on the disc.

TAPE
CASSETTE NOISE

-IS IS

(RIGHT TRACK)

LEA
is

(DOLBY IN,CCIR/2kHi
TE VIRTUALLY NO INTERIM
ADDS

FILTER, RMS)
PAPER SPEED:10rtsrnis

HARMONIA MONO) HM401062 BRAHMS PIANO QUARTET

end. The cassette showed slight weaving at HF due to azimuth
wander, which caused small variations in positioning, and whilst the
sound is just acceptable, the disc can be clearly recommended for its
clear and musical balance. The cassette noise could have been
quieter, judging by the interim noise chart.
BACH Flute Sonatas, Disc HM 10.065, cassette 40.065
What superb sound quality the disc has throughout both sides, with
beautifully clean and quiet surfaces. The disc is most enjoyable, and
much better than an RCA issue which we heard of similar music. The
reverberation was magnificent, and thoroughly in context with the
coherence of the direct sound. Ineed say no more about the disc other
than give it avery strong recommendation.
However, the cassette has marked EHF loss on the left track, with the
right track rather strident in the presence region of the harpsichord,
sounding most oppressive with 120µs playback, but possibly
acceptable to some on 70 p.s. Despite the cassette's quiet hiss on 70µs,
it cannot really be recommended. Note the shocking increase of
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WRITING SPEED: 200/nryds
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LF ROLL- OFF: 20Hz
HR REF DOLBY LEVEL
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HYPERION KA66001 STANFORD CLARINET CONCERTO

The cassette seemed to have drop-outs here and there, and despite
aslightly low recording level some intermodulation distortion was
clearly audible. Whilst the cassette tape noise was greater than
average, noise— presumably from the analogue master tape — seemed
evident, both on disc and cassette, the latter also sounding rather thick
in the upper bass. Note that in the dynamic range comparison the disc
seemed to have peaks higher than those on the cassette, which was
presumably squashed by over-recording. I
can recommend the disc
because of its musical interest and acceptable recording, but most
certainly not the cassette.
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Philips
HAYDN Symphonies 101, 102, Disc 9500 679, cassette 7300 774
Imust confess to rather liking most Philips orchestral recordings,
which sound smoother than so many others, and this issue is no
exception, the sound balance being excellent with coherent ambience
and clear positioning. What adifference between the string tone here
and that reproduced on the average DG record. Surface noise on the
disc was reasonably quiet throughout, but we did notice aslight LF
rolling noise when we turned the monitoring level up abit. The disc
can be warmly recommended, but when we come to the cassette,
although at first it seemed quite good, the hiss level was marked,
though it might well have been acceptable if adirect comparison with
the excellent disc was avoided. In comparison, the cassette showed
some modulation noise behind the many instruments, and aslight HF
boost was detected, which was not really excessive. String fortissimi
did become alittle strident, though. Cassette interim noise build-up
was poor, and because of the very low peak recording level, the
signal-to-noise ratio was not adequate. It is clear that the cassette tape
used this time was of quite good quality, but its full potential was
nowhere near realised, although the sound quality was relatively free
of distortion. We checked the cassette tape itself for modulation noise
characteristics, and found it to be better than average, so we suspect
some problem in the duplicator. The cassette would sound better with
areplay equalisation of around 90µs, but this is not normally possible,
though old DIN type cassette decks might actually produce abetter
sound quality than we obtained because of the early DIN equalisation
errors.

VERDI Falstaff, Disc 6769 060, cassette 7654 060
Another fine opera recording from Philips, recorded digitally, the
sound was described as fabulous, and showed once again that
multi-miking in the hands of an expert can be most effective. This
opera is very exciting, and the discs in almost every way are worthy of
warm recommendation, although we did notice adeep LF rumble
when we played them back loud, surfaces being otherwise excellent
(note poor DIN Bleft rumble).
The cassette seemed slightly up at HF in quiet passages, yet at other
times HF was very rounded off, particularly at climaxes, which we can
only assume is due to azimuth wander, either produced by the
housing or in duplication (see energy pen chart, showing vicious HF
cut). Somewhat surprisingly, the peak recording level is very low,
whilst interim noise build-up is poor. The final noise measurements,
however, were quite good, but the particular tape used could have
been some 3dB quieter. The cassette loses arecommendation
because of the low recording level, the interim noise addition, and the
lack of HF on transients.

DEBUSSY Jeux etc, Disc 9500 674, cassette 7300 769
Here is atypical example of Philips' clean, clear and musical balance,
of aperformance which we enjoyed very much. Whilst surface noise
was well down on the disc, adeep bass rumble was alittle disturbing if
the volume was turned up, although this was not sufficiently bad to
preclude agood recommendation.
The cassette peaked somewhat higher than average for Philips,
although distortion was thought quite reasonable throughout, and
hiss, whilst being noticed, was not really bad, although some interim
noise build-up was clearly noticed when playing the beginning of
track 1. Unfortunately there was aresponse imbalance between left
and right channels, the left being rather up at HF, but not seriously so,
whilst the right was down on the cassette, and when changing from
disc to cassette the record rumble of course disappeared, the contfast
being very marked. The cassette might be foùnd acceptable, but is not
really recommended.
We listened to anumber of other Philps releases, and I
must
particularly praise Haydn's Creation (
disc 6769 047, cassette 7699 154
2records/cassettes). The sound balance generally was excellent, but
the tenor seemed to reproduce with slight boxiness in the lower
middle register. Disc surfaces were very good, and the discs can be
recommended, but whilst the choral balance was well done, the trio
reproduced with arather over-wide soloists' stage. Not quite the
magical sound that I
would have liked, and slightly lacking openness.
Cassette hiss was thought just adequate, but the response lacked EHF
and low frequencies, and the product was not in the hi-fi class, though
possibly acceptable for small systems.
Liszt piano music ( disc 9500 775, cassette 7300 863) played by
Brendel, reproduced quite well on disc, but some master tape noise
was audible. The balance, though, was very good, with the ideal
coherent ambience that Iso admire in Philips piano recordings. The
disc surface was very good, and whilstthe cassette and disc reponses
are clearly close, hiss was noticed all the time on the former, which
mustthus be rejected, being decidedly under- recorded, peaking only
around Dolby level.
Aswishy surface was noted on the Brahms clarinet trio ( disc 9500
670) whilst the cassette (7300 826) was found acceptable because of
the less demanding nature of the music, the cassette surprisingly
being slightly preferred. The disc's surfaces improved after five
minutes, but the start was irritating.
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RCA
California Suite, Disc RL 25348, cassette RK 25348
This record, in which the flute is backed by ajazz trio, is one of the most
delightful recordings to relax to, the disc being recommended in every
way. We got the impression that once you have heard it, you are likely
to want to buy it, the digital recording being extremely clean, and disc
surfaces superb ( other than avery slight rumble when played back
very loud) and the balance is outstanding.
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Whilst the cassette duplication was actually above average, giving
quite aclean sound, we noted aslight response irregularity between
left and right, with the latter slightly up at HF, and also with the left
track noticeably down in level ( not ahead height problem). The hiss
was only really obvious in quiet passages. Flute always shows up any
flutter, but we heard none on the cassette, which is acredit to the
duplication. Virtually no compression was noted on the cassette •
sound, and its background noise proved to be one of the lowest on a
ferrictape, although peak levels were alittle low. The hiss only
became more noticeable when the cassette was reproduced on
toppier speakers, but asmall tone control adjustment could take it
down without significantly affecting the music. The disc is very
strongly recommended, but the cassette achieves only amarginal
recommendation.
BACH Trio Sonatas (Galway/Chung), Disc RL 25280, cassette RK
25280
Despite amagnificent performance on this disc, it is ruined by avery
bad sound balance, with continually varying positions of instruments,
the cello rather too quiet and vague, and generally awishy-washy
sound. The record sleeve exposes the dreaded multi- mike technique
on arecording that could have been so good with astereo coincident
pair, which is clearly what Harmonia Mundi used in their much better
recording. Whilst the disc surfaces are basically very good, a
rolling noise was audible, together with some odd noises from the
cutter at the beginning of side 1 ( swarf suction or mechanical
problems?). The cassette had abrittle nasty hard sound with 120µsECt,
but 70/.e.s actually reproduced asound fairly close to that of the disc,
although the disc, nevertheless, did have amuch better EHF. Both the
disc and cassette had very low peak recording levels and the sound
might have been alittle better on both if the levels had been higher.
Both products clearly had areasonable potential, but were entirely
spoiled by athoroughly bad sound balance, neither one being
recommended.
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RCA had included in our review batch nearly adozen Julian Bream
titles, virtually all of which varied in sound quality from exceptionally
bad to poor. One of the worst was Julian Bream Plays Sonatas (
disc RL
43522), in which we were exposed to adisc playback in which the
cutting engineer had remembered to put the Dolby in on the left track,
but forgot it on the right, the acetate being cut presumably from a
Dolby copy of the original 1960 recording. The reader can well
imagine the unbelievable hiss and mod noise pumping on the right
contributing to ageneral sound which was considered excruciating.
All the other Bream discs were either very hissy or very badly
balanced, the only recording that was just about acceptable being
Villa-Lobos Guitar concertORL 43518), which had slight hiss and a
very good surface, though the orchestra was rather vague, with the
guitar over-wide. The reissues of Bream's records are pressed in
Germany, and our criticisms only apply to bad engineering, for the
performances are of course wonderful.
We received anumber of digitally recorded discs from RCA, but
were told that there are no equivalent cassettes. Careful listening
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revealed some strange phenomena. All the digital recordings of the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra reproduced with arepeated metallic
twanging, almost invariably on the left channel, asound much like a
musician brutally attacking ahot water radiator with an air lock! For
example, side 2of Ravel's Daphnis and Chloe on RL 13458 has to be
heard to be believed. Despite many enquiries, different departments
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of RCA either deny all knowledge of, or apparently cannot hear these
noises which are so audibly obvious, and very distracting. Even an
enquiry via an HFN/RR reader in Dallas has drawn blank. David Pickett
also noted these strange noises when he reviewed the RCA Firebird
sornee time ago. In other respects, whilst we all felt that RCA's digital
recordings were very clean, the sound balance received continual
to page 57
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Angus McKenzie explaining why the new Sony UCX-S is the best
VVhatAngus vcKenzie doesn't know about
testing tapes, probably isn't worth learning.
Because Angus uses the very latest, computer controlled equipment.
So when he got hold of Sony's UCX-Stape
you can bet it got avery thorough going over.
It was the incredibly low print-through
of the UCX-S (see first graph) that
moved Angus McKenzie
to utter words like
éxcellent' and even
'amazing:
And as you may know
print through is becoming
vitally important as the new

noise reduction systems push the noise floor
lower With Sony's new tape that's no longer a
problem.
The bias setting is almost exactly what
the IEC says it should be for a-ype Htape
(second graph).
This means Sony's new tape is
compatible with many more tape
decks than any other high bias
ype nape.
The high performance
of the UCX-S is largely due
to aSony breakthrough in
tape technology. Which has now made
it possible to make the micro-fine surface
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particles 30%smallerthan on mostothertapes. you're concerned about the quality of recording.
These particlesarealso much more evenly
We at Sony will refund the price of the tape
distributed on the UCX-S.
if the UCX-S doesn't give the best performance
And that gives it amuch wider dynamic
of any -ype if cassette you've ever used
range (third graph). With an VOL of +7.5dB
But seeing even Angus McKenzie was
at 315Hz.
happy we don't think we'll have to. S ONY".
)K OFFER CLOSES MARCH 31ST 1982
Easily the highest of any -ype Iftape.
And to keep it sounding better for longer,
Sony has designed the leader tape to be a
tape head cleaner as well.
Of course, because it's Sony, it also has the
famous SP mechanism, to make sure that it
always runs smoothly.
So it's easy to see why Angus McKenzie
thinks the UCX-S is the best tape to use if
SONY TAPE PYRENE HOUSE, SUNBURY CROSS. SUNBURY-ONZHAMES. MIDDLESEX.

Right from the start you'll notice something different about a
Maxell cassette. Our leader tape.
Unlike others, it's not spliced on as an after-thought It has a
very important job to do.
Without damaging your tape heads, it takes off all the gunk that
other tapes leave on.
Ingenious? Not really.
So simple in fact, we're amazed so few other people thought of it
But then not many other cassette leaders tell you what side of
the tape you're playing (A or B). Or which direction it's travelling.
And they certainly don't give you afive second cueing mark.
If you think this sounds pretty impressive, wait 'till you hear
what follows it:
The recording tape itself.
For acassette, the quality is outstanding.
And you don't have to have equipment full of knobs, dials and
blinking lights to appreciate it either.
As we see it, there's only one snag to our cassettes:
Because of the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish, we make
other cassettes sound better than they are.

maxell

Maxell (UK) Ltd., 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HA' 3AE Tel: 01-423 0688.

criticisms, for trie clearer recording all the more revealed balancing
anomalies. The best digital title we heard was Bartok's Concerto for
Orchestra (
RL 13421), although the sound balance could only be
described as moderately acceptable, and not in the same class as
many of the other records reviewed in this survey.

Various
We had many other products either sent to us from small companies,
or acquired by HFN/RR, or purchased in Japan. Time precluded
lengthy technical measurements, but the subjective comparisons
may be of interest.
Starting with aPink Floyd UK pressing of The Wall (SHDW 411), we
found the pressing quality to be disgraceful, with continual spits and
crackles, which could not be removed by any kind of cleaning. This is
the type of disc that we consider is foisted on the pop music buying
public, all too many of whom put up with the bad quality without
realising how much better it should be.
The cassette showed maximum peaks on the right channel of only
Dolby level, with the left channel peaking 4dB lower ( not ahead height
problem). Cassette duplication was actually acceptable, apart from
this, but dynamic range was poor, as can well be imagined. Since the
material is itself of very wide dynamic range, surely it deserved a
better tape type than this, allowing a4dB higher maximum level ( and
without the channel imbalance).
What acontrast, then, is arecord bought in Tokyo recently, of Pink
Floyd's Wish You Were Here, mastered at half-speed, and yet costing
only the equivalent of around el. It has superb dynamic range with an
openness at high frequencies, and atotal lack of rumble that we have
only rarely experienced on UK pressings of pop music. Half-speed-cut
records sold in the UK can often cost up to twice as much as this, which
we consider quite outrageous. We also purchased in Japan acopy of
Janis Ian Night Rains, which we compared with aUK pressing of the
same disc. Again the Japanese pressing was superb, with particularly
clean HF transients and asubjectively wider frequency response,
making the record areal pleasure to listen to. The only background
noise was afaint hiss when the level was turned well up. The UK
pressing had afew spits, acontinual slight rolling noise in the
background, and crackles here and there. The record was also warped,
and high frequencies seemed to mistrack, but since the Japanese
pressing was so very clean the problems on the UK one were clearly in
cutting and/or processing etc. We reject the UK pressing as being
poor, after hearing both, whereas we had previously accepted it,
actually thinking it marginally better than the average UK pressing of
pop music.
Debbie Harry Kookoo was also bought in Japan, and compared with
the UK pressing. This time, the latter was not really warped, but did
have aslight rolling noise in the background, which was not too bad
though. The two pressings were more alike here, but we still thought
the Japanese one sounded cleaner, although the UK pressing was
acceptable. The background noise on the Japanese pressing, whilst
having adifferent noise spectrum, was surprisingly about as mildly
annoying as the UK one. The Japanese pressing peaked around ldB
lower in peak cutting level, and did sound marginally cleaner. We all
noticed aslight hum on the UK pressing, presumably from the cutting
amplifier, which was absent from the Japanese one.
I
also purchased two 45 rpm 12in. discs in Tokyo on the CBS/Sony
label, of steam locos and musical box sounds (30AG 421 and 25AH508
respectively). Both had been cut from digital masters at half-speed,
and contained some of the cleanest sounds that Ihave ever heard on
disc. Sony PCM equipment had been used for the recordings, and high
frequency clarity in particular was outstanding, showing what can be
done with an analogue disc if all concerned take alot of trouble.
Rumble was virtually inaudible, and the only background noise was a
faint hiss. When the musical box sounds were played at arealistic
level, the background noise was virtually inaudible, so if you can get
hold of these records you should find them absolutely fascinating, as
the discs will test your equipment, rather than the other way round.
We noticed in Tokyo anew EMI digital recording of Sibelius' Second
Symphony, issued in Japan before the UK, so we purchased both disc
and pre-recorded cassette and compared these at the last minute with
the UK pressing from EMI. The actual sound balance was rather better
than Karajan usually gets on his DG orchestral recordings and the
performance superb. Low frequencies were warm and clear, the
reverberation seemed coherent, and the entire sound broad and
smooth, with good stereo positioning, having been recorded in EMI's
No.1 studio. The earlier EMI pressing, made in Germany, was very
poor on side 1, with some swishing noises and spits which were not
acceptable. EMI agree that they are having problems with this title,
and hope to release improved pressings by the time this is in print. The
Japanese pressing was nowhere near up to the standard of almost all
the others heard, being only regarded as good, although ticky hum
and some small repetitive crackles were abit annoying. What is rather
strange is that the Japanese sound seemed slightly more reverberant,
having amarginally wider dynamic range, whereas the UK pressing,
which peaked several dB higher, was occasionally very slightly shrill,
although the sound was never disliked.
The Japanese prerecorded cassette was made on TDK SA
pseudochrome and reproduced very well indeed, but aslight hiss was
audible in the quietest passages, the modulation peaking around 3dB
over Dolby level. Taking background noises into account, we ended
up preferring the cassette, although EHF was alittle down, and we
noticed aslightly different azimuth between the two tracks.
We listened to some Libra real-time-duplicated cassettes, and
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whilst they were all quite good, the tape type used did not have a
particularly clean HF end, and we also experienced aproblem in that
Dolby level reproduced nearly 3dB low on all our Nakamichi decks
until we readjusted the replay head height considerably away from
standard. (The recorded tracks were narrow and at the wrong height,
which may have been caused by apoor machine and slightly incorrect
duplicator head height). The sound balance of Brahms Trios op 1, nos.
1and 3was very good indeed, and the performances also very fine,
but even after head height adjustment, the sound failed to have the
openness that it should have had for areal-time copy. Dynamic range
was only adequate on the first copy recieved, but alater one,
duplicated at ahigher level, was better, although almost hitting the
rails occasionally. One or two drop-outs were noted, as well as slight
wavering on the piano, showing that the wow and flutter performance
of the duplication decks was alittle below par.
AWhite Tower real-time cassette had also been made on the same
duplication set-up, the title being the BBC's binaural play without
words The Revenge. Ireviewed this in 1980 in ' FM Radio', finding the
broadcast one of the most fascinating binaural ones that Ihad heard,
and the cassette will also be found most interesting. Some hum,
however, is clearly audible from the BBC master, and the S/N is not up
to the best standards, although acceptable. The tape used had rather a
low coercivity, and whilst having good 315Hz MOLthe HF saturation
performance was poor.
We compared areal-time-duplicated cassette made by Mobile
Fidelity in the US with my own UK pressing of Steely Dan Aja ( disc
ABCL 5225, cassette MFSL C033). The cassette had considerably more
presence and HF energy, but only peaked around Dolby level on BASF
chromidoxid tape, despite the fact that at least 3or4dB more level
could easily have been accommodated, particularly if the HF response
had been flattened properly. The 70s equalisation used gave an
inherently very quiet background noise, but because of the low
recording level, the dynamic range of the cassette was considered
only fairly good. Sibilants were found alittle lispy and rather too
pronounced, although the sound quality was nevertheless clean. The
cassette imaging was still wobbly, and this seemed to deteriorate with
time. The disc cutting was excellent, and very clean, with awide
response. We have previously used the disc for cartridge testing, for it
is demanding on tracking. The disc did have some rumble, although
the surface noise was generally very good, the overall product being
regarded as above average.
The cassette would be recommended if the recorded level had been
higher, and the response corrected, but as it stands it cannot be
recommended because of its high price and hard quality.
We listened to anumber of Unicorn discs, but as they are in the
course of changing their duplication policy, it would be unfair to
comment on their cassettes. In general, the discs vary in pressing
qualityfrom average to good, and recordings vary likewise, although
in general I
considered them to be rather over multi-miked. Some
tended to have rather abrittle HF end, and occasionally the ambience
was not only coloured but rather detached from the direct sound.
Many of the Unicorn issues are recommended, for the music is so
often very interesting, or not otherwise obtainable, but I
suggest that
you should always read the HFN/RR review before purchase, or
alternatively have alisten to them.
Just before we wrote this, Unicorn sent us their latest two- record set
of Delius' music (DKP 9008-9) conducted by Eric Fenby ( reviewed in
HFN/RR Oct '81). Side 1was multi-miked by Bob Auger, and sides 2-4,
recorded using only aCalrec Soundfield microphone ( unfortunately
with UHJ matrix), were balanced by Geoffrey Barton and Tony
Faulkner on different occasions. The side 1sound of 'Songs of
Farewell' reproduced well, but there was atendency to fogginess in
positioning. Low frequencies seemed rather attenuated, and yet
slightly boomy. The balance, nevertheless, was appropriate for the
music, which after all is itself rather diffuse. The Calrec sound seemed
rather better, and in particular the coherent ambience was thought
very appropriate. Stereo positioning was more natural, although
central images seemed phasey because of the matrix. In general, we
preferred side 4, although the tenor's voice was slightly plummy and
lacking openness, again probably due to the matrix phasiness. The
surfaces throughout were immaculate, and the general sound quality
was at least good, and often very good. One of the most enjoyable
Delius issues for alongtime, which on all grounds deserves to be in
every Delius collection.
EMI's recording of Eigar's Falstaff with Boult on ASD 2970 has
always been afavourite of mine, and it was particularly interesting to
compare the sound quality with aUS Mobile Fidelitytwo-record set of
the same coupling, in which it is claimed that tremendous care had
been taken in remastering and pressing ( MFSL 2-501). Indeed, the
Mobile Fidelity cutting was clearer and much cleaner at HF, and the
surfaces were far better than average, thus allowing us avery pleasant
musical experience. However, would disagree with the QM team's
findings as I
feel the reproduction quality was not really any different
to either what we would expect from aUK pressing at best, or from a
good Japanese one. I
cannot help but feel that the price asked for the
Mobile Fidelity issue (£23) is totally unrealistic: it is the failure of UK
companies to make consistently good pressings that is the obvious
reason for so many unusual imports. The original UK pressing,
incidentally, was considered decidedly poorer than average, but my
copy was several years old.
Returning to pop music, we purchased one of Cliff Richards' latest
LPs Wired for Sound (disc EMC 3377, cassette TCC EMC 3377). The
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disc quality was considered average, and quite alot of rumble was
audible. The disc, nevertheless, was very greatly preferred to the
cassette, which was extremely bad. Its sound was muffled, and what
HF was peeping through seemed to be very compressed. Cassette
noise was not aproblem, and the peak level was about average. Note
the appalling lack of HF energy in the real-time energy pen charts of
the cassette v. disc. We also heard considerable modulation noise on
the cassette.
Another pop disc auditioned was Joe Jackson's Jumping Jive (
disc
AMLLH 68530, cassette CAM 68530). This time the disc surface was
generally excellent, having only aslight medium frequency rolling
noise in the background. Full stereo width was not used bythe
balancer, but the sound was considered very good indeed, and
surprisingly clean and undistorted. We all felt that this was a
recommendable disc, but the cassette, whilst being acceptable, was
up in presence but well down at EHF. Slight HF compression was
heard, but was not considered serious, and the duplication was clearly
better than average on pop titles. Certainly not an easy-to- duplicate
recording, we were surprised, though, at some VLF loss, although
wow and stability were very good.
An Elton John title, The Fox (
disc, Train 16, cassette Shunt 16 (!))
was heard, and the disc reproduced rather badly with marked tracking
distortion at HF, whereas the cassette had its HF end ripped off in
duplication. We regarded both products as far below standard.
We have noted in the last few years that direct-cut recordings vary
from extremely good to rather poor in surface noise, so it is not wise to
assume that by paying afortune for an imported direct cut, you will
necessarily get afantastic product.
A direct- cut recording of Virgil Fox playing various organ pieces on
Crystal Clear, CCS 7002, proved to have avery spitty and crackly
surface, and was delivered with aconsiderable amount of dust, which
proved very difficultto remove. The recording, although made with
spaced mikes, and thus somewhat against my principles, was actually
very clean and of very wide dynamic range, giving avery exciting
sound which could have been superb with abetter surface. The sound
was, however, over-wide, and the reverberation alittle phasey.
Sheffield discs would seem to be the most consistently good of the
'super- discs'. Some of the Telarc digital discs are superbly cut and
pressed, but Ihave yet to hear one that I
feel has even amoderately
realistic balance, some of them being very phasey with extremely
poor positioning, and apparently over- sensationalised in an attempt
to be hi-fi rather than high fidelity! ( Have some people forgotten what
these words actually mean?)

CX and dbx-encoded discs

We listened very carefully to several CBS CX-encoded discs,
comparing some with their normal counterparts. Imust first suggest
that the CX discs are indeed compatible as claimed, but only with the
typical sound output from average US stereo radio stations! Apart
from this, we have heard some odd peak clipping problems, and the
only moderately compatible playback of aCX disc was of one pop title
which had areduced dynamic range anyway ( The Manhattens).
We have listened to several dozen dbx-encoded discs, and find
them far more satisfactory when played back through the appropriate
latest decoders. If you want apowerful and fun sensation, and a
fascinating experience, then many of the dbx discs are worth buying,
but please note that all too many of them show atypical unrealistic
American type balance technique. These discs play back so much
better with the latest decoders than they used to, and dbx now seem to
have completely cured the rumble pumping problem that distressed
me considerably 21/2 years ago. There are most certainly side effects,
however, and it will be up to the reader to decide whether the amazing
dynamic range that can be recorded is not compromised by the noise
modulation effects that are introduced.

Conclusion
Nowthat all my work on this project is complete, I
can look back and
come to some rather unfortunate conclusions.
Pressing quality
Ihave been listening to LPs ever since they first came out, and Iam
appalled that pressing standards have not significantly improved in
the last 15 years on average within the UK ( although as Ireported
some years ago in HFN/RR, there are the isolated examples of very
good pressings). Although German pressings produced by EMI,
RCA, and CBS were on average better, only the DG German
pressings appeared to be consistently very good, and we had to go
to Japan to see what pressings should really be like. We could not
even rely on the most expensive American made imports, for whilst
Sheffield direct- cut discs, and the Mobile Fidelity half- speed cuts,
seemed to be consistently very good, some of the others were just
not worth the money.
In particular, Ihave been rather disgusted atthe poor quality of
many of the pressings surveyed, ASV and the BBC ones being the
worst on average of classical releases, whilst too many pop records
seem to be regarded by their manufacturers as black pieces of plastic
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with ahole in the centre ( or near the centre!), issued as ameans of
extracting money from the pop buying public, with little or no regard
for quality. These are hard words indeed, but Ido feel that the factual
basis for my criticism may well have alot to do with the British record
industry's complaintthat sales of all LPs are greatly below
expectation. I
cannot help but feel that many people who have
bought an LP and played it two or three times, subconsciously often
find it fatiguing to listen to, and just do not bother buying any more,
unless it is atitle they really do want badly. All my colleagues who
have heard the Japanese pressings find them to be so far in advance
of average UK ones, thatthey, like me, would buy far more records if
the quality were better. In some cases, where the pressing of apop
work was first class in every way, but the music was notto my own
taste, I
was nevertheless drawn to listen with enthusiasm, and
perhaps Ihave misjudged some pop music in the past because of
bad cutting, processing and pressing.
Janis Ian's ' Night Rains' is atypical example of adisc that I
would
never normally have bought, but having heard the Japanese
pressing, I
find I
wantto return to it and enjoy it. However, the only
reason that I
will ever want to play the ASV record of Walton's First
Symphony again is to show friends how bad pressings can be.
Whilst I
sympathise with the BPI's attemptto force the industry to
apply aroyalty on blank cassettes, it is my opinion that the
companies are weakening their case by producing pressings of such
poor quality overall. British companies have frequently claimed that
their pressings are no worse than those from Germany or Japan, but
they now have many top classical products pressed in Germany:
surely this is an acknowledgementthat the UK pressings are poorer?
I
am concerned thatthe vast majority of European pressings
replayed with noticeable degrees of rumble, clearly not present on the
master tape, but introduced in the processing or pressing stages.
The total absence of this on the Japanese pressings, and many of the
European ones, proves that it cannot possibly be due to any problem
in our playback equipment. Odd swishing sounds, clicks and
repetitive thumps are often present on different pressings of the
same record. Is it not time therefore for the companies to be more
discriminating at the test pressing stage?
There has not been space to deal with presentation in detail, but
here again the Japanese are miles ahead, both in the documentation
and provision of superb quality inners. The Americans, too, are often
better on documentation, and whilst many readers may not be
concerned with details of microphone technique etc, there are
others who do like to know about it, and also like to see the
engineer's name on the sleeve.
Recorded balance
In arecent meeting in Berlin with atop laboratory engineer from a
large record company, I
was amazed to hear that he agreed that all
the orchestral recordings produced by his company were rather
poor and unrealistic. His ears had shown him that coincident-type
mike techniques were more realistic, but he was delighted when I
was able to tell him of one new orchestral digital recording made by
his company which was very good. His immediate reaction was to
note down the title and number so that he could obtain acopy of the
master tape for use in his research.
The effects of sound balancing on the signal/noise performance of
LPs has this time been quite fascinating. I
can only comment on
generalities, rather than specific instances, but it would seem that
digital records cut at the same level as analogue ones would be, tend
to show significantly higher velocities. However, it can also be said
that recordings made with coincident pairs, and which therefore
reproduce high frequency transients with far less time smearing, can
tend to produce higher velocities. Thus, my ideal coincident pair
recording of aclassical symphony orchestra on adigital mastering
system, is the most difficult type to cut onto disc and replay without
signal/noise problems. It is far easier to cut amulti- mike phasey and
smudgy balance, recorded at ahigh level on analogue tape with
some HF saturation on it, because the general level at middle
frequencies will be higher, whilst velocities will be lower. Fast
transients reproducing with high velocities present are also more
difficult to process and press. Thus we are on the horns of a
dilemma, for it is debatable whether S/N ratio or asatisfactory
musical balance with clean sound is more important. Of course, the
situation will be resolved when Compact Discs come along, but in
the meantime Imust admit thatrelatively few discs give me the
outstanding pleasure of areally good BBC live stereo radio
broadcast, let alone the quality of digital recordings. Perhaps the
BPI's problem is that stereo quality has improved so much that it
shows up the bad.quality of the average disc all the more to potential
buyers.
Returning records?
Although I
will not be popular with the trade for saying this, it
would seem that the only waythat manufacturers can be pushed to
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TABLE 2
Record
Company

Title

Cat. No.

EMI

Falla: Three-Cornered Hat
Chabrier: Espana
Berlioz: Grande Messe Des Morts
Debussy: Images
Hoist: The Planets

ASD3902
SLS5209
ASD3804
ASD4047

EMI
EMI
EMI
EMI
EMI
Erato
Harmonia Mundi
Harmonia Mundi
Hyperion

Discreet 5cms "1lat.
Max.
Peak
Rumble/Rumble/ Rumble Rumble Rumble Intertrack
prog.
lateral
Noise
Noise
Left
Lateral Vertical Rumble
level*
cutting Lateral Left
DIN B DIN B DIN B Lateral
velocity dBA
dBA
DIN B

Cassette ref DL
Intertrack
Peak Flux BackgroundType of
CCIR/ARM ref DL
Noise
Tape
Noise
.UR
CCIFt/ARM
Right

+8dB
+7.5dB
+5d1E1
+7dB

—54.5
—54.5
—54.5
—53.5

+41+4
+3/+3
+3/+3
+4/+4

—54
_
—54
—54
—53.75

+4/+4
+ 91
/ 452/2
2
+2/+ 2
—57
+4/+4
—58.5
+3/+3
—55

Cr0 2
Cr02
Ferric
Ferric
Ferric

—55
—54
—53.75
—55

+3.5/+4
—60
+2/+2
—59
+0.5/+0.5 —57
0/0
—58

Ferric
Ferric
Ferric
Cr02(120p,$)

—54
—55
—54

+4/+4
—3/+1
—3/-1

Ferric
Ferric
Ferric

30cm/s
29cm/s
48cm/s
41cm/s

ASD3965 +5dB
ASD3982 —
STU71207 +6dB
HM1062 +7dB
HM10.065 —2dB

70cm/s
—
21cm/s
17cm/s
12cm/s

Hyperion
Philips
Philips

A Different Kind of Blues
Gershwin : ACuban Overture, etc.
Mozart: Violin Concertos
Brahms: Piano Quartet
Bach: Flute Sonatas
Mussor9sky: Pictures at an
Exhibition .
Stanford: Clarinet Concerto
Haydn: Symphonies 101 & 102
Verdi: Falstaff

AS66006
A66001
9500679
6769060

+3dB
+4dB
+7dB
+4dB

10cm/s
18crn/s
22cm/s
24cm/s

Philips
RCA
RCA

Debussy: Jeux; Nocturnes
California Suite
Bach: Trio Sonatas

9500 674
RL25348
R125280

+7dB
+7dB
—3dB

20cm/s
25cm/s
8cm/s

—63
—62
—62.5
—57

— 57 — 53 — 62 — 54
— 57 — 61 — 67 — 63
— 57 — 54 — 64 — 56
— 53 — 571+61-631+31-631+61 —66
Cyclic Warp
—61 — 55 — 54 —62 — 55
——————
—62 — 56 — 57 — 65 — 59
—58 — 55 — 53 — 62 — 54
—61.5 — 54 — 54 — 63 — 55
—62.5 — 57 — 55±1 — 64± 1 — 55±1
—61.5 — 58 — 56 — 62 — 55
—65 — 59 — 54 — 63 — 55
—64 — — 52 — 62 — 54
run-out groove: mod. begins too soon
—63 — 57 — 57 — 66 — 58
—59 — 57 — 56 — 63±1 — 56±1
—61.5 — 51 — 531+21-62 — 53

produce better pressings and recordings is for the public to return
unsatisfactory records to the shops, claiming them not fit for the
purpose of adequately reproducing the program material. Better
still, return them to the manufacturers, asking for abetter pressing —
many shops will give you packing material. (Although the
companies will change them, further action is apparently no longer
possible— see ' letters' p. 33). The disc or cassette should be
deemed to be of merchantable quality, and the use of the words
'hi-fi' is surely amisnomer on so many occasions. When I
was a
retailer, long ago, Ihad acustomer for whom I
went through 12
pressings of apiano record before he was satisfied, and in no way
was he wrong to grumble. When Ireturned the 11 recordsto the
Decca rep, he listened to aminute or so of the worst one in the shop,
and had to agree that they were bad. It is only fair to add, though, that
many reasonable records are returned to shops for totally unfair
reasons, typically including groove jumping — often the stylus
needs replacement— or having been treated with some dreadful
goo which seriously degrades the surface noise. Let us hope that
rumble, spits, crackles and the like will not be replaced by drop-outs
and other phenomena that might afflict digital discs if due care is not
taken.
In the meantime, my ideal would be for EMI and Philips recordings
to be pressed by DG in Germany, or by CBS Sony in Japan!
Proof of the validity of this suggestion lies in the playback quality
of two Mobile Fidelity discs sent to me by the Editor at the last
moment, whilst in the midst of writing these conclusions. Both were
cut at half-speed, and pressed by Japanese Victor (JVC). The first
was Jethro Tull's Aqualung on MFSL 1-061. This had as good a
surface in all respects as the CBS/Sony sound effects records, and
the cutting was superb, but of arecording which Imust admit did
turn me off, although it did sound superb when compared with the
normal issue. The second disc was of the Decca Beethoven Choral
on two discs ( MFSL 2-516), conducted by Solti, again an old
recording, made in 1972 (see 'QM' p. 69). Not only was the sound
amazingly clean, and almost as good as adigital recording, but we
were able to turn the volume up to avery realistic playback level,
with instantaneous peaks far above 100dBA, whilst not being
worried about surface noise and rumble. In the quietest passages we
only noticed aslight hiss, which could well be that of the Dolby-A
processed master tape.
These two titles proved quite conclusively that pressings can be
good, but why should we have to pay £23 for aset rather than £ 12?
Remember that in Japan almost all pressings are very near perfect,
and yet retail prices are but afew percent higher than ours.
Cassette quality
In assessing prerecorded cassettes, I
decided at the last minute to
listen again to some of the cassettes reviewed in my previous
HFN/RR survey some years ago. I
was again impressed by EMI's
complete Valkyrie, sung in English, and my comments on all the best
cassettes Iheard would be similar today to what they were then.
Philips cassettes did show ahiss problem, whilst the EMI Valkyrie
was noticeably less hissy, and almost as good as the PolydorParsifal
reviewed briefly this time, although the Valkyrie set was on ferric. It
would seem than that there have been surprisingly few significant
advances in the last four years or so, as far as thetop end products
are concerned, apart from those from EMI, exemplified by their
chrome II cassettes and even by those made for CFP. There can be no
doubt that the quality of the duplicating tapes used, varying from
'rust coated string' to average quality for the ferric position, is not
good enough, but is not this criticism analogous to the complaints
about disc pressing quality?
Fortunately, some of the worst duplicators of four years ago have
fallen by the wayside, and the present day duplicators have at least
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Dolby-Bin Cr02(120ers)
Cr02
—59
Cr02
—59
Cr02

—
—59.5
—57

in general got reasonable equipment, but they have admitted to me
that continual cost pressures are entirely responsible for their
problems. One told me that they are forced to use the same
duplicating tapetoday as they used 8to 10 years ago, because the
record companies just will not pay any more. So how much does the
tape itself cost for an average C60? The average amount of tape used
is of course less than 30 minutes since the average album has a
playing time of well under 50 minutes, although many classical
issues are longer. A2500m pancake of 'cooking' duplicating tape in
bulk would cost around £2.50. Thus the cost of the tape in acassette
might be around 71
/ p. Asignificantly better quality tape would cost
2
perhaps 11
/ pmore per cassette, or atape such as is used in Japan, a
2
maximum of 21
/ pmore.
2
Whilst I
appreciate that this is the cost at the earliest
manufacturing stage, and that it must be proportioned upwards in
the final price of the product, this should only be added to the
company's profit margin perhaps, and most certainly to the
distributors' and retailers' profits. Thus 5p at most would have to go
onto the cost of aprerecorded cassette. Iunderstand that mass
duplication tapes were going up at least 10% on January 1st due to
normal inflation, but the retail prices should also be going up, so it
would seem fair to discount this. The same criterion probably would
apply to the cost of the basic raw material for discs, and perhaps a
better quality plastic could benefit the final sound quality, although I
think that the spits, crackles and rumbles are more due to poor
manufacture and quality control standards.
Taking an overall look company by company: with EMI, it is quite
clear that Jim Wilsher's work on their duplicator has paid off
extremely well, with some of the ideas incorporated apparently
coming from Capitol in the States. Their choice of BASF chromdioxid
II was most sensible, and I
think the proof of the pudding is in the fact
that Ihave been told that the initial sales of these cassettes have
surpassed what EMI had hoped they might be, let alone what they
expected. This shows that users are more quality conscious than the
companies might imagine. Furthermore, several dealer friends of
mine who have stocked these cassettes have told me that they
virtually sell themselves when demonstrated to the appropriate
customer. Even the CFP cassettes are on average superior to many
of those from other companies in the top price category, and hardly
surprisingly their sales are most encouraging.
If we then consider Philips and Polydor, we have asituation where
much of the tape used is of no more than budget quality for afull
priced product, which is frankly not good enough. In the case of
some titles the tape was not too bad, but its potential was not fully
used, and the build-up of noise before the cassette duplication was
made was frankly disgraceful. Furthermore, on Polydor's Alexander
Nevsky the recording levels hit the rails, resulting in what we call
'crunging' ie, severe distortion on peaks at virtually all frequencies. A
Polydor cassette of the Mendelssohn and Bruch Violin Concertos
also distorted badly on all peaks for asimilar reason. It isfascinating
that my opinion of Polydor cassettes in 1977 was somewhat higher
than average, for the levels were better controlled.
Decca cassettes seemed to replay with almost every anomaly in
the book, including Dolby level problems, response errors and high
frequency squashing. When listening cold without comparing
them to the discs, some were quite pleasing, although tending to
shrillness, but when compared with the disc one realised within
seconds how much was being lost in the duplication process.
RCA and CBS cassettes seemed variable, and the quality often
depended upon the quality of the original master. For example, the
cassette versions of the appalling Julian Bream records were
generally even worse, emphasising the faults of the master very
noticeably.
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I
was concerned that too many of the issues put out by the smaller
companies were nowhere near good enough. Much of the trouble
again must be the poor quality tape used, and the cost pressures on
the independent duplicators are obviously so great that mistakes
seemed to be made all along the line. Imported cassettes from Erato
and Harmonia Mundi were in general dreadful, reproducing with a
grossly excessive HF boost at low levels and with adynamic range
that is just not adequate. The only worthwhile BBC cassette heard
was the Royal Wedding, but even that had its problems.
Ihave come to the conclusion that many of the highly praised
real-time duplicated cassettes are just not worth the money asked. If
you pay more for such aproduct, bearing in mind the low cost of the
tape itself, to aduplicator, then surely the best quality tapes should
be used. It is the very fact that high-speed duplication has at best
proved itself to be capable of giving superb results with agood tape
that makes real-time duplication advantageous only if an excellent
tape is used. If real-time duplication is to be as good as one could get,
then the decks used must be immaculate. The difference between
the transport of awell aligned Nakamichi three- head deck and that of
an average £ 125 one is very marked.
Our evaluation of the average pop cassettes showed that if the
classical ones were on average fairly poor, the pop ones varied from
poor to diabolical, although there was the odd exception, such as
real-time Mobile Fidelity, which cost afortune anyway. It seems
again that the pressures of cost are so great that Iimagine the
duplicator operational staff banging out pancakes of pop music as
fast as they possibly can, on almost as cheap atape they can buy,
and one even wonders if the equipment is properly set up.
What other conclusion can Ipossibly have when we have listened
to so many of these pop products? Frequently even the cassette
mechanism used for pop cassettes seems inferior. It is hardly
surprising, judging bythe quality of some of the pop cassettes, that
kids are making cassettes from their own or their friends' discs,
which are themselves often poor. It must be said that the value for
money of ahigh percentage of pop music prerecorded cassettes is
poor. This seems to be apig- in-a- poke situation, for one sample of a
title may be mediocre, and another may be dreadful, having been
duplicated on poorly set-up equipment, possibly using heads which
should have been replaced long ago. It is also strange that the actual
cost of the pop cassette did not necessarily bear any direct
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REAL TIME

REAL TIME DUPLICATED CASSETTES
THE WAY to get CLOSER to
MASTER TAPE!

WHITETOWER RECORDS has extensive experience of REAL TIME duplication.
We welcome the new attempts of the major manufacturers to improve the quality of their
High Speed Duplicated cassettes. BUT they are STILL high speed duplicated and actually
involve a number of analogue copies before the final cassette duplication — YES even the
DIGITAL ones!
OUR CASSETTES are duplicated in REAL TIME with accurate purpose built slaves— DIRECT
from high quality 15 IPS Masters or Sub Masters.
UNICORN-KANCHANA

THE FENBY LEGACY' Two cassette album of the superb Delius
issue so acclaimed on disc
11.35
£
BRITISH MUSIC Soc
' GOOSSENS & SCOTT Raphael Terroni, piano and the first of
many BMS issues. Goossen's Kaleidoscope and Scott's Sonata
No 3, Autumn Idyll, Cuckoo Call
£3.65
ENSEMBLE ' SAXOPHONE SUNDAE' If undecided on REAL TIME this issue
ENS 101
should delight — it has done so for many. The ESQ and Peter
Ripper with Cowles accessible compositions
£4 .95
INTERLUDE 'THE LIFE & MUSIC OF SIGMUND ROMBERG'An All Star Cast and
INT 301
and songs from five Sigmund Romberg hit shows. One hour of
sheer delight for musical show enthusiasts.
£3.65
EPSILON
' REUBKE 94th PSALM' Simon Gutteridge, organ.
EST 4501
' FAURE REQUIEM HIGHLIGHTS' Chancery Singers
£4.60
LIBRA REALSOUND ' GIFFORD PLAYS BUXTEHUDE' Another superb organ recording.
LRS 121
Only available on REAL TIME this is the first recording of the
new Frobenius organ at Robinson College
£5.95
WHITETOWER 'THE REVENGE' One of the unique Binaural Real Time cassettes
AMC KO5
— the famous BBC recording of the Andrew Sachs ' play without
words'
£3.45
PULSE
' RE-ENTRY— WHITE NOISE 3'Thefamous electronic/synth David
002C
Vorhaus LP on Real Time cassette
f3.95
IMF/ENSEMBLE
The three IMF AMBISONIC LPs on REALTIME. Respectively DixieAMB/ENS 5201/2/3
land Jazz/Big Band/Blue Grass Country. Did you know that Ambisonics give superior stereo? Each
£5.45
ENSEMBLE 'THE BEST OF REAL :TIME' If you are still undecided on Real Time
ENS 100A
then this fifteen track sampler has something for everyone. Technically and musically satisfying.
£4.45
LIBRA REALSOUND 'THE SHORTWAVEBANDS GREATEST HITS' An outstanding
LRS 111
natural balance of acoustic Irish/Scots folk played with devastating skill. Not to be missed.
£4.95
ALL are available with accurate DOLBY B encoding. Some also DOLBY C encoded.
Owners of Dolby C machines— please write.
With NINE labels so far available in REAL TIME we cannot list all titles.
SAE for details of many new additions.
ATTENTION all recordists— we have news on the CALFIEC CM6 520 capacitor mic
you just must hear — that and FREE DIY power unit circuit by SAE to—

wimeloweR
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relationship to its quality, for the odd Pickwick group cassette was
moderately acceptable, whilst some full priced products from the
main companies were dreadful. Often double- play cassettes gave a
poorer reproduction than the normal- play ones, showing that some
of the cheaperthinner duplicating tapes are considerably inferior to
the C80 thickness material.
!can see no significant improvement in the quality of pop cassette,
or indeed many of the classical ones, over the last few years; the
entertainment industry will have to pull its socks up and do
something about this, for the public are well aware of poor quality
and are getting bored with it.
In discussing the situation with retailers over the last year or so, I
hear thatthe total sales of discs and cassettes are perhaps 10%
below what they would have to be if asteady rate of the number of
products sold were to be maintained ie, in the last year if would seem
that the takings of the record industry might only have gone up afew
percent, rather than by an amount directly comparable to inflation. I
suggest most stronglythat if purchasers of discs and cassettes
were subconsciously happier with the products, they might buy alot
more, despite the alleged amazing amount of illegal home copying.
Is this aworld-wide problem? Unfortunately I
do not have figures
forJapanese prerecorded music sales, but we have all seen in the
magazines that US and European record companies are in the same
trouble, all alleging that poor sales are due to copying. How many
more discs and cassettes could sell if the quality improved
dramatically is not easy to ascertain, but EMI's courageous
experiment with their chrome II cassettes might well be apointer to
the real truth. Subconscious dissatisfaction, I
think, ties in with
listening fatigue, and whilst many people will not realise it, the extra
excitement of playing anew disc or acassette with abetter dynamic
range, and sounding much better, would perhaps result directly in
more visits to the record shop.
Because Ihave not been able to question more than adozen or so
typical purchasers, and have not been able to perform days of
listening tests with panels of hundreds, Iam prepared to admitthat
many other criteria might be important. One of my intentions in
writing this article, though, is at least to give the subject an airing,
and if there are sufficient HFN/RR readers who think my explanation
plausible, then something might actually happen. In the meantime, I
just cannot wait to enjoy Compact Discs at home.•
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THINK the world must be litinterest there is quite limited; it's
tered with basses who are
not a great intellectual exercise,
halfway through learning Gurneit's anice song and no doubt it's a
manz in Parsifal. Most of them
useful one to earn a living with.
give up halfway because either
Wotan for my sort of voice is a
they don't get the chance to do it
very dangerous cul de sac to get
or because it is so thunderously
into; it's very high for a bass. In
long and demanding.'
fact, Ithink it is really Wotan that
British bass, Robert Lloyd, a
has given rise to that peculiarly
string of successes already beGermanic phenomenon, the basshind him, can now count himself
baritone. Ithink Wagner actually
among the privileged few. Having
made it fairly clear when he specionly recently regained freelance
fied a high bass or a low bass.
status again after a notable term
Gurnemanz, Fafner and, Ithink
with the Royal Opera, the opporKing Mark are the low basses
tunity to tackle this watershed of
while
the
others,
including
the bass repertoire has come reWotan and Fasolt, are high basses
latively early in his career in the
— generally bass- baritones. Piza rshape of Giferan Járvefelts conto in Fidelio is the same; Caspar in
troversial new production for last
Der Freischütz; and that's not
year's Holland Festival. And, as if
really my world. The world Iwant
that were not enough in itself, an
to inhabit is the world of beautiful
offer to record the role for Erato in
bass singing, of beautiful cantaMonte Carlo under Armin Jordan
bile lines. Idon't want to punch
with our own Yvonne Minton as
individual high notes all the time.
Kundry came though only amatIt may not, in terms of text, be the
ter of days after the production
most interesting thing to do, but it
opened. Many years of hopeful
has a physical, technical interest
preparation had suddenly paid
in getting it right, in getting the
off.
line continuous. That is where
We were chatting at Lloyd's
perfection lies for asinger, Ithink,
Finchley home less than a week
and the process of arriving at that
after the last Holland Festival perpitch is exciting and rewarding.'
formance late last June and the
This seemed like an opportune
whole experience was still fresh in
moment to move away from
his mind. ' Ifound the biggest
opera and look at Lieder, an area
problem, initially, was deciding
that Lloyd has had little opportunwhat the opera was really about.
ity to explore very thoroughly. ' I
Having decided that, or rather
would love to do more lieder, and
having apoint of view on it now, it
Iguess now that Iam freelance I
seems almost ridiculous that I
probably will. In the past Ihave
should have had so much difficulspent alot of time by just going in
ty. But Idid have a great deal of
to Covent Garden and making it a
trouble deciding what the essence
talks to Edward Seckerson
sort of daily routine. But now that I
of the opera was. For along time I
won't be doing that regularly,
was completely at sea with it. And the onlyworthwhile knowledge or the sake of controversy. Ican't perhaps Ican draw on my resince then Ihave realised that an understanding, comes out of com- accept that. People have to show sources, my past experience, and
awful lot of people who talk about passion. I'm told that the Ger- me very very clearly that that is work up my own lieder repertoire.
Parsifal and even produce it are mans have agreat deal of difficul- the intention of the opera before 1 Of course, there is aproblem for a
also at sea and don't actually ever ty with that concept because the will accept it. Gimmicks might be bass in terms of repertoire. Most
come to grips with it. I'm inclined word mitleid to them only means all right if you are running anot- songs are love songs and those
to think that it is because people pity, it doesn't mean compassion. very-good opera house with not- that suit basses tend to be of a
want it to be too much; they want But it works for an English person very-good singers, and you have rather maudlin quality, so that it is
it to be too profound, too symbo- very well because mitleid has to disguise the fact that this is sa, quite difficult to put together a
lic, too intellectual, and don't take exactly the same sort of linguistic but not otherwise. It is a very really interesting evening's enterit sufficiently at face value. At least construction as compassion; I special craft, opera production, tainment. The ideal way is to
that is my current feeling on it.
mean, with feeling is the same the producer's greatest problem share a recital with somebody
'The performances Ihave just sort of concept in both words. So being to get the balance right else but then there is the danger of
done were incredibly simple in for me the message of the opera between stamping his own perso- being
eclipsed!
There
is
their style. The whole essence of and the character of Gurnemanz is nality on the piece while consult- Schubert's Winterreisse which I
the production was to get rid of compassion, and ultimately the ing the attentions of the opera have done— not with any conspiany pretension so that the only personality of Parsifal lies in the itself. And different operas try to cuous success — Ifeel Ineed to
thing that could come through discovery of compassion.
It do different things. Some are have a little more courage in
was the reality of the human seems to me that certain people much closer to King Lear in their choosing slightly higher keys.
people. In my earlier thinking are born with it and others have to intentions,
others
nearer to That is a problem when you are
about Parsifal Itended to treat learn it. And Parsifal had to learn Carousel.' (
A fleeting reference doing bass transpositions —
those people only as symbols. But it.'
here to his salad days in musical piano and voice get very grumpy;
having done this production Inow
Such thoroughness typifies comedy — aperiod that Iimagine it's avery dark, oppressive heavy
feel intensely that they are very Lloyd's approach. To the percep- he would thank me for under- sound to listen to for long.'
real people and they have to be tive producer, a singer of his playing!).
A dark, heavy sound would
treated absolutely as such. If they intellectual resource, to say noNow that Gurnemanz had be- serve the songs of Shostakovich
carry with them all sorts of sym- thing of his theatrical awareness, come a reality,.how, Iwondered, and Mussorgsky magnificently;
bolic significance then that's mar- must be ablessing indeed. But to did the other major Wagner roles Mussorgsky's
Songs
and
vellous, that's for the audience to the
ill- prepared
or
self- figure in his future plans? At the Dances of Death and those marfind. In short, thp essence of the indulgent ... ' Isometimes think back of my mind, of course, was vellous Shostakovich cycles Suite
opera for me — nd Ithink prob- that Imake life difficult for myself Wotan — that curious borderline on Verses by Michelangelo and
ably if you are one of the other by questioning so much. The pro- between bass and baritone: Six Songs to Lyrics by English
characters then the opera might ducer has to show me his abilityto 'Actually, I
think Gurnemanz is the Poets, not to mention the 14th
have adifferent shape, adifferent really get to the character of the only one that really interests me. Symphony. 'Yes indeed, but you
colour for you — lies in the one opera and decide what it is he is There are other roles which of have to be very sure you want to
phrase— ' Durch Mitleid Wissend' trying to do. My pet hate is some- course are quite nice to sing, like do these works and very sure of
— le, that wisdom, the only true, thing which is controversial for King Mark, but the amount of an opportunity to do them in
1

Robert Lloyd
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they're both the same room.
The trouble with some amplifiers is that
they weren't designed with people's homes in
mind. For example, they don't take into account
the furnishings in aroom. They also fail to
realise that most people don't listen to music in
rooms with perfect acoustics.
The Sony TA AX5 amplifier can help reduce
this problem.
By means of aGraphic Sound Preference
display, the TA AX5 enables you to make your
own tonal adjustments to suit your room, loudspeakers and records.
There are also two memories plus aflat
response setting to let you re-select achosen
setting anytime. So once you've made the
setting it's locked in permanently
Another advantage of the TA AX5 is Legato
Linear circuitry This virtually eliminates switching and crossover distortion you encounter
with some conventional amplifiers. The result is
low distortion and aclearer sound.
The TA AX5 also boasts some impressive
figures. Atotal harmonic distortion level of
0.005% and 65 watts RIS per channel.
The Sony TA AX5 amplifier We made it to
fit your rooms and suit your ears. SONY

TA AX5. Price around £185. Demonstrations from Sony Showroom, 134 Regent St., London
Further information: Sony UK Limited, Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames, Middx. 1W16 7AT.

We'd like to explode
some myths about
magnetic cartridges
Myth: Cartridge magnets must be solid and
heavy. Not so. We prove it. Instead of asolid and
heavy magnet, the principle of VMS relies upon a
very light armature encircled with atiny
but powerful ring magnet Movement
in the cantilever acts as ashunt
short-circuiting part of the magnetic
field, so generating voltage in the
coils.
Myth: Cantilever mass must be
large to match the magnet Not so.
Our VMS cantilever mass is as low as
possible to give excellent tracking ability,
low distortion and brilliant reproduction
across all frequencies.
Myth: To match the large magnet, the
coils must be large as well. Untrue. Our coil
construction is more compact with less
sensitivity to hum. Pole pins have alow magnetic
bias so distortion and non-linearity in the
magnetic system are kept to an absolute
minimum.

Another
t_rtyth:
If variable
magnetic shunt is really
so brilliant why isn't the system
adopted by other manufacturers?
Our competitors would like to follow
our lead but they can't You see when
we invented VMS we patented it worldwide.
So VMS is unique. It's surprisingly more
accurate. And that's no fairy tale. Now that Ortofon
make arange of VMS cartridges to suit every deck
and arm, find out just what an improvement one
will make to your system.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration or clip
the coupon and we'll send you more details.

Idon't believe in myths but Ido believe in straight talking.
Send me more details about Ortofon VMS cartridges.
HFN 2

Name
Address

°II0[
0n

Postcode
Harman UK,
Mill Street, Slough, Berks.
Tel.Slough (0753) 76911.

M 0 OTHER composer had acreative span
IN of some eight decades; no other wrote 21
(of 32!) symphonies after the age of 80; none
has ever written asymphony calling for larger
forces than this composer's Symphony 1, the
Gothic: by now you will have realised that I
can only mean Havergal Brian ( 1876-1972).
Few other composers can be as easy to
collect on disc, too, as is Havergal Brian at
present. In only the fifth and sixth LPs ever
made of his orchestral works, Cameo GOCLP
9010 and 9012 (for 9014, Vol.3, see reviews),
Geoffrey Heald-Smith conducts the Hull
Youth SO in some of the pre- 1914 works:
English Suite No.1, Doctor Merryheart, Fantastic Variations; and In Memoriam, For
Valour, Festal Dance. A great number who
have tried Brian's late symphonies — say, no.
6onwards— find difficulty with what has been
called the 'compression' of his musical
thought (' In that case, why was it the nice bits
he left out?', as acolleague put it), and some
have found a stumbling and incoherent
effect. Admittedly, alittle of this may be due
to the fact that fully half of the records
hitherto available have been made by a
Schools Symphony Orchestra (the other two,
both by the way superbly recorded, are HMV
ASD 3486, syms 8/9, Groves; Lyrita SRCS 67,
syms 6/16, Fredman). These Cameo discs
offer two valuable prospects: one is that the
undecided listener can see how Brian's
orchestral style developed from its early
period; and the other isthat it bringscloserthe
prospect that other record companies will
take note ( until now no company has done
more than one Havergal Brian record) and
perhaps remedy the important lack of symphonies 2-5, 7 and ... of course ... 1. But for
now, the year is unlikely to produce records
more interesting than these. As David Brown
of the Havergal Brian Society says apropos
some aspects of the music on Vol.3: 'As with
so many things contained within that extraordinary brain, we shall never know for certain':
That's the sort of feeling Iget on listening to
most of his music. Is it simply that, like his
admired Hector Berlioz ( another HB: perhaps
a reincarnation?), Havergal Brian was, well,
mentally a bit unbalanced?
A composer much more favoured by the
record industry is Stravinsky, whose life fits
into Havergal Brian's span, minus six years at
one end and one year at the other. Petrushka,
one of the 'three great ballets', has perhaps its

Robert Lloyd

Geoff Jeanes
best version in LSO/Abbado's digital DG 2532
101. Abbado's Rite of Spring (
2530 635) is our
top performance/recording recommendation
for that work (though with all three ballets
don't be without Haitink for performance and
Davis for recording) and, even if the newcomer has an occasional suspicion of 'digital DG
treble' hardness and alittle less solidity in the
bass than some — like Abbado's Rite, probably quite system-dependent — the flexibility
and rhythmic grip are astounding, the engineer's balancing afeat of artistry in itself.
You really do hear everything, but without an
impression of artificiality, in away most rare
on record.
As is generally known, Stravinsky based
Pulcinella (
1920) on music by Pergolesi ( 171036). Fair enough. Now take DG Archiv 2533
456, '6 Concerti Armonici' and play the
Allegro Moderato end of the Bflat Concerto,
Band 2, Side 2. Yes, it's almost the Tarantella
from Pulcinella — but it's not by Pergolesi, it
now seems. No less a person than Unico
Wilhelm Graf van Wassenaer ( 1692-1766) has
been put forward as the author of this
Concerto and five others, previously ascribed
to Pergolesi and Ricciotti ( 1681-1756), here
performed stylishly by Camerata Bern/Füri.
Neither the first nor the last time such
misattributions have been made: there was
the ' Purcell' Trumpet Voluntary, the ' Haydn'
St. Antoni chorale, the 'Wagner' Adagio ( not
to mention Albinoni), and even such aclever
fellow as Shakespear (though one must
admit he was often confused about the
spelling of his own name) got so muddled
about who really wrote his plays as to scatter
cryptic clues throughout them to prove that
they are by someone else. It seems that with
Wassenaer, too, we will never be quite sure...
but it's refreshing and surprising music, in a
recording of the highest 'detail clarity', inner
balances and smoothness of strings. Like the
preceding record, adouble-starred issue.

observations to make in this area.
For one thing, he is by far the
order to put aside the time it staunchest advocate of live rerequires to master the language. cording that Ihave yet encounRussian is very difficult for us. tered among the performing
One has to think in such commer- ranks. 'The day must fast be
cial terms, alas, especially in the disappearing when commercial
early stages of a career. Ihave, records are made in studios. It
though, always made a point of seems to me that the cost of doing
working on one or two long-term so is a poor investment when
projects which Ihaven't had book- properly supervised stage perings for but knew Iwould do and formances would be better all
wanted to do — like Gurnemanz round. There are three main probwhich Ihad picked away at for ten lems which beset stage performyears or more knowing it would ances. The first is noise, which can
crop up one day. The same with to some extent be overcome by
Boris Godunov— I've been tinker- recording over several evenings.
ing with Boris for years now and The second is innaccuracy— very
at last Iam going to do aconcert few stage performances are anyperformance in Amsterdam next thing like accurate. And the third
year.'
thing is fatigue; in long operas the
For once it was actually the last act is often less well served in
interviewee, and not I, who finally a stage performance. Still, there
moved on to record- related chat. must be ways round these probLloyd
has
some
interesting lems— special sessions on stage,
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Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli plays elegant Brahms and Schubert piano- 4Ballades
Op.10 and Sonata D.537 — on DG 2532 017
digital. A piece of high artistry as aperformance, the record finds its way into this column
even more so on its recording merits. A
'gloriously warm acoustic' and 'sensuous
sound' are part of the best recorded piano
sound I
ever heard. The bass resonances of the
instrument, the bright clangour of upper
strings, contribute to a rounded richness in
which every tone and overtone, every contact
(and departure) of hammer and string are
cleanly audible. The Brahms side is best
(perhaps musically too?), and as things are
cut at fairly high level the louder bits can be
good tracking/transient response tests of
equipment. ( Ifound Side 1 a neat way of
distinguishing between agood and aduff 'T'
Asak.)
Like so many others, Ifirst encountered
Ravi Shankar in connection with the Beatles'
Sergeant Pepper album, and while that
record — a 'QM' rave at the time, though now
surprisingly crude-sounding in these postDark Side of the Moon times — visited my
turntable mat to such excess that Ino longer
care to hear it, the sound of the sitar has
remained. Radio 3's series Indian Classical
Music of North and South showed it with
'proper' accompaniments on its home
ground, and HMV's remarkable recording of
Shankar's Sitar Concerto (ASD 2752: Shankar/Terence Emery, bongos/LSO/Previn) Westernised the instrument in afusion perhaps
more successful than that of the Beatles. Now
Shankar returns in his own right with Raga
Mohan Kauns and Raga Hemant (' Homage to
Mahatma Gandhi'/'Homage to Baba Allauddin'), for sitar, tabla, bass and treble tanpura:
DG 2531 356. One of those recordings of
forces small enough to fit into your own room
— like, of course, the previous record — the
effect of the players sitting in front of you is
almost tangible. Alla Rakha's frightening
virtuosity on the Tabla deserves special
mention! Ilook forward to deeper acquaintance: although this is music that should not
strictly be committed to recordings at all,
being of an 'occasional' sort most aptly
described in Britten's famous strictures against the availability of great art at the turn of a
switch, it does require study by the normal
Western ear if it is to yield its secret— like that
of Havergal Brian, perhaps.

for instance, to cover problem
sections of the opera. Ithink it is
worth the effort because the sterile quality of so many studio recordings is always disappointing.
The recording field is beginning
to open up to him now. In addition
to Erato's forthcoming Parsifal, he
has Handel's Samele awaiting release ( also for Erato with Norma
Burrowes in the title role) and
earlier this year, by way of an
added bonus, his recording of the
Mozart Requiem with Giulini
(HMV ASD 3723) was honoured in
America with aGrammy: asort of
gramophile Oscar. ' Have you ever
seen a Grammy?', he smiled,
reaching for the elegantly engraved scroll. Apparently it simply arrived unannounced in the
post one morning!
Working with Giulini was ahappy experience ( has one ever heard
otherwise?). Again Lloyd picks up

on this rare amalgam of discipline
and freedom allied, in Giulini's
case, to an inherent human
warmth — an overriding respect
for those working with him. 'That
is a very important element in
conducting Ithink. It is very easy
for conductors to go on abig ego
trip and begin to treat the singers
and people around them as kind
of slaves. It's surprising how
much that happens — and Ifind it
very offensive. Ilike to be considered acolleague. If aconductor
is too arrogant he just kills the
self-esteem of the people around
him — and singers live on selfesteem. Everybody is sensitive,
but if you can't go out there with
the feeling that you are going to
be able to do it, then you are not
going to be able to do it.' Icannot
think of asingle artist who would
not wholeheartedly share those
sentiments
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MODEST 19 issues for re-assessment
this quarter, followed at the end by
some notes on Japanese record quality and a
survey of some interesting issues currently
available on the Mobile Fidelity label.
The last version of Verdi's ll Trovatore
mentioned in QM was the Karajan/BPO/EMI
recording just over three years ago, when we
confirmed B.S.'s star with some enthusiasm.
Now he has starred the Colin Davis/ROH/
Philips version, which rather forces a comparison. The singers in this new digital
release (6769 063,3 discs, December), led by
Carreras/Ricciarelli and including Robert
Lloyd who is interviewed this month, are
exceptionally well served in terms of tonal
purity and freedom from overload or edginess. Indeed, this comment might well apply
to the whole recording, which has a cleanness coupled with fullness of tone — especially in the deep bass— that perhaps makes
it the safest overall recommendation of the
work in a purely technical sense. However,
despite the digital origins it doesn't offer
quite the daring dynamic contrasts of Karajan's version, nor the imaginative ( exaggerated?) use of depth and movement within an
acoustic to be found in that Berlin production.
On the other hand, there is adegree of fizz on
the brighter brass fortissimos and more than
a degree of surface noise to mar the more
hushed episodes of the EMI version, whereas
this sonically less risky Philips issue is clean
and quiet ( Dutch pressings!). B.S. commended a ' splendid balance between the
orchestra and the voices: close, clear and
realistically alive', although we did just feel
on occasion that the singers might with
advantage have been adecibel or so lower in
level for the benefit of those who like to let
Verdi's great orchestral climaxes have their
full say. But all-in-all asplendid issue, which
deserves to keep its star.
The enterprising Decca recording of Tippett's King Priam was given asplit rating by
D.H. in November ( Soloists/London Sinfonietta and Chorus/Atherton, D246D3). His
only serious criticism concerned ahardening
of the vocal sound in Act 3 — the ' normally
sweet and clear tone quality [ of Felicity
Palmer's Andromache] becomes edgy and
coarse'. We concur with this, although the
effect proved less irritating to our ears.
There's certainly some edginess, though, and
the passage is asevere test of trackability. We
also agree that the digital recording copes
thrillingly with the 'dynamic range and transient reproduction'... 'the snap and snarl, the
inner detail, and the sheer dynamic weight' of
Tippett's elaborate writing, and as avehicle
for conveying these marvellous textures it
manages superbly. The image of the ( small)
orchestra is precise and stable and the detail
quite magically preserved; note the superbly
defined solo guitar in Act 2, scene II, or the col
legno strings in the third interlude of Act 3.
Our only quibble ( apart from agreeing with
Doug that the guitar and voice should sound
as though they belong to the same person!) is
a certain cupped-hands hollowness to the
solo voices throughout. The soloists were
positioned at the front of the platform, behind
the orchestra, and seem consistently to excite
aresonance which produces this effect. Not a
particularly negative criticism, but something
to adjust to nevertheless. A very fine opera
recording by any standards, then, and while
the split rating is upheld we would add our
strong recommendation to potential purchasers.
Sacred Vocal Music was the title of adisc of
Monteverdi pieces starred by P.T. in October.
Recorded digitally for Hyperion by Tony
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intriguing issue certainly deserved its star.
The Edge of Space by John Downey, a
Fantasy for Bassoon and Orchestra, was
coupled with shorter bassoon works by
Jacob and Andriessen on a Chandos issue
(ABRD 1033) starred by P.T. in November.
Featuring Robert Thompson as soloist, with
the LSO and ECO conducted by Geoffrey
Simon, this is ( as P.T. put it) 'a first-class
example of the digital technique in its present
Recently starred records, reassessed on
state'... 'arecording of exceptional clarity and
the following systems:
separation... transients spring out; string
Shure V15.4, Stanton 881S/SME 3009.3/
tone is delicate and sweet'. The highly
reverberant All Saints, Tooting, is used to
Thorens 1D125/Quad 44-405/KEF 105.2
good effect — especially in the two shorter
• Technics EPC205.3, Dynavector Ruby
works, where Hafier can stretch the ambience
Karat/Linn Wok/Linn Sondek/Meridian
around one very effectively. A fine stereo
101/Marantz
MA5/Celestion
SL6,
recording with, in the Downey work, a
Spendor SA2 • Linn Asak T/Linn Wok/
fascinating range of instrumental blends to
Linn Sondek/Meridian 101/Hafler DHtest your hi-fi. Star well deserved.
200/Quad ESL-63 • Dynavector Ruby
Next, two P.T.-starred cathedral recordKarat/Linn Ittok/Systerridek/Meridian
ings: ' How lovely are they dwellings' ( Salis101/Hafier DH-200, Quad 303/B&W 801
bury evensong, Meridian E77044, October)
and ' English Cathedral Music of the 20th
Century' ( St. Albans, Hyperion A66018,
Faulkner, using parallel forward-facing fiNovember). Simple mike techniques — Merigure-of-eight mikes in St. Jude-on-the- Hill,
dian crossed-pair, Hyperion Ambisonic —
Hampstead, and featuring The Parley of
Instruments with soprano, tenor and bass
yield in each case admirably simple results:
distinct balances and separations within an
singers ( A66021), this is apleasantly natural,
unobtrusive recording which, as P.T. reenveloping cathedral acoustic. The Merimarked, brings one near to 'the ideal of a
dian's spoken Lessons and tremendous contotally transparent medium'. Note, however,
cluding organ voluntary ( rich, firm bass, as in
that this is not the grand or dramatic Monits accompaniments throughout) make a
teverdi of the Vespers or Poppea, just aseries
great and convincingly natural contrast of
of gentle liturgical settings performed in a
levels. Hyperion offer a more distant choral
pleasantly appropriate but by no means
balance, but similar weighty organ bass and
overwhelming church acoustic. P.T. was
capture of ambience. Probably more amatter
concerned that the three voices seemed
of differences between cathedrals than beperhaps ' rather cramped together' when
tween the results of recording techniques,
singing simultaneously, but we were not
each record is atriumph of the uncomplicated
approach. The Meridian programme was felt
especially worried by this, as Emma Kirkby,
Ian Partridge and David Thomas can still be
to be more for believers and the Hyperion for
separately pinpointed despite their grouping.
music lovers, but otherwise, very comparable
A fine issue, but perhaps the slightly undervirtues — with the disappointing caveat that
since each record has some very low levels
emphasized accompanying instruments disqualify it from afull star, so we suggest A*/A.
on it, the surfaces needed to be immaculate,
but weren't. Occasional loud snaps on the
Music on asimilar scale, and also requiring
and receiving appropriate pinpointing, comHyperion sounded like abatch fault ( and so
es on a quite splendid Philips disc of the
may be untypical), but aquietly fizzy swishiness on the Meridian didn't ( and possibly
Orlando Quartet playing Haydn quartets
Op.54:1/2 ( 9500 996). Starred by P.B. in
isn't).
Last November, A.K. awarded a qualified
October, this is a classic example of Philips
chamber- music recording at its very best. The
star to RCA's ' Hebrew Melody', acollection of
Achron, Bloch, Bruch and Ravel on RL 25370.
players occupy approximately two-thirds of
Lydia Mordkovitch's expressive violin is nothe sound-stage and are set in avery pleasant
acoustic which permits afairly near but not
bly supported by Charles Gerhardt/NPO in a
over-close effect on replay ( nicely helped by
rich, warm envelope of sound: 'opulent and
deep... mightily impressive'. As A.K. says,
Hafler-style rear ambience if that is one of
your options), while tonal and instrumental
violin fairly close and basses perhaps alittle
balance seem just about perfect. Superbly
over-sumptuous. But balances are very good,
and the eloquent leading voice given the
silent surfaces on the QM pressing too.
violin seems entirely appropriate to the
Altogether splendid.
music. A hint of thickness in the big bits and a
Staying small-scale, but atthe higher speed
trace of HF hardness at the top of the sound's
of 45rpm, we have a harp and flute recital
not over-ambitious dynamic range ( it's cut
called Spun Gold, featuring Sioned Williams
quite high) do not detract from a lovely
and Tim Wheater in acollection of 18 short
overall sound well suited to the programme:
classical pot-boilers on Meridian E45003.
aqualified star seems just right.
This was starred in December by P.G., who
Qualified star confirmed for Haydn's Seacommended 'the most natural flute sound' he
sons oratorio ( Philips 6769 068, 3 recs),
had ever heard on this John Shuttleworth
commended by P.B. in December for ' sound
recording, which makes perfectly respectable
claims regarding the dynamic and other
which... accommodates even the grandest of
Haydn's intricate choral, soloistic and orchesadvantages of the higher speed. Actually, the
realistically breathy noises of the flute get a tral numbers without atrace of stridency or
strain'. Its fresh clarity and richness of detail
little tiring after awhile, and it seems aslight
pity that afew pieces giving the harp more
worthily follow the same basic team's Creation (
soloists/ASM & Chorus/Marriner, 6769
musical prominence weren't included. The
047), while avoiding that issue's very slightly
two instruments are placed together moreunder- bright quality. Over a broad stereo
or- less centrally, but switching to doublespread, with depth and natural distancing,
mono nevertheless takes all the life away
vocal/choral/orchestral
and
inner
infrom the sound. We had an impression on
strumental balances are impeccably mainone or two items that the gain was turned
tained. An avoidable pre-echo at the start of
down a mite too soon at the end, but this
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the storm ( summer) disappointed slightly,
and low-level pressing hiss — together with
uncharacteristic faint surface tickiness, sparingly throughout — let down the digital side a
shade ( roll on the PCM disc), but the recording is of Philips' highest standard and, as the
Dutch pressing is so far and away better than
'British average' quality, we couldn't find it in
us to cavil.
Probably the finest recording of a solo
piano we heard last year came from DG on
their superb disc of Brahms and Schubert
pieces played by Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli ( 2532 017). The piano is indeed 'set in
a gloriously warm acoustic', and while we
note R.B.'s September reservation about 'a
slight over-reverberance evident at high
dynamic levels in the Schubert', we consider
this likely to be more an effect of the room
than the result of aproblem over the miking.
Rarely has the piano been as well captured as
this— it is by no means an easy instrument to
record. To cite only one example, the magnificent final bass Bs at the end of the last of the
four Brahms Ballads ( Op. 10) have all the
weight and authority of the real thing. An
outstanding, digital(!) disc in every respect
which we prefer to upgrade to afull A* from
R.B.'s qualified star.
D.P. was highly enthusiastic about Bella
Davidovich's compelling Schumann record
in November (
Carnaval and Humoreske, Phillips 9500 667), awarding top marks for both
performance and the recording. While we
wholeheartedly endorse the former, finding
Davidovich's
spontaneous,
extravert
approach entirely in keeping with the import
of the music, we are by no means as taken
with the recording itself. It is good in most
respects — both dynamically and in the
stability of the image — but the tonal balance
tips down with increasing frequency so that
there is alack of treble sparkle and detail. The
acoustic setting is favourably warm, but
conflicts somehow with the feel of the piano
image and the result seems strangely artificial. Comparing this with the above DG
recording produced for Michelangeli forces a
downgrade to B.
In November P.G. was much taken with
'Greensleeves', acompilation of various English folk-song settings by Vaughan Williams
(English Folk Song Suite- and Fantasia on
Greensleeves), Leslie Pearson, and producer
of the record Chris Hazell ( ASM/Marriner,
Argo ZRG 931). A very fine Kingsway Hall
recording, it has a marvellously opensounding top end ( upper strings sounding
detailed but with no additional recording
edge), clear and stable, level independent
imagery, and anice warmth to the acoustic.
The only penalty of this clarity is an awareness of the occasional ( but always rhythmic)
groan from Marriner. Sample the pizzicato
string opening of 'The Jolly Miller' for a
model of how this should be captured: detail,
space to breathe and agood, firm but not too
dominant bass. Star confirmed.
Two digital Petrushkas this quarter, reviewed in November by D.P.: Detroit SO/
Dorati/Decca SXDL 7521 and LSO/Abbado/
DG 2532 010. The Decca was given a split
rating, presumably because ' Ishould have
liked awider dynamic range and greater care
in the balancing of percussion instruments',
while the DG was given an unqualified star.
Both of these are fine recordings indeed,
although to our ears neither offers an entirely
natural-sounding image. The DG is, perhaps,
better focused as regards level matching and
spatial distribution of the instrumental sections, but the recording does have a somewhat tiring sheen to the upper strings and
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brass — one of the more worrying features of
some digitals, as we've noted before. This
side-effect is happily absent in the Decca, but
that plus feature is offset by one or two quite
perverse balances: the spotlit piano and
violin solo; aludicrously close cymbal solo;
and you'd never guess that clarinets and
bassoons were close neighbours! Generally,
though, things are well managed and at full
stretch the orchestra sounds most lifelike and
open. The Decca is recorded in amuch larger
hall ( United Artists Auditorium, Detroit) and
the natural reverberation of this gives a
warmth to the sound from which the DG
could usefully have profited. ( It does, however, produce acurious late- in-the-day weight
to the bass drum incidents.) All- in-all, we
would prefer to give both recordings asplit
rating. Both have their moments, but while
the Abbado performance may have the edge,
the Dorati recording is, overall, more convincing.
Last October, A.K. granted aqualified star
to DG 2531 329, music from Bizet's Carmen/
Arlesienne by LSO/Abbado. A ' big, impressive sound of wide dynamic range, discreetly
helped, Isuspect by electronic means' is
clean and detailed in depth and (well-placed,
stable) stereo width. We see what he means
about possible electronic assistance: there's
a sort of fairly boomy halo to solo wind in
Band 1, for example, that applies to other
close-up instruments and to the ' larger'
orchestral passages, and which gives good
reason for qualifying the star. Rating agreed,
with the small reservation that bass in
climaxes is abit on the muddy side. Delicacy
of detail almost 'digital' in the ' little' bits.
December saw the release of Musica Antigua Koln's first Vivaldi recording ( DG 'Archiv'
2533 463) which was double-starred by S.D.
Various chamber concertos, with solo string
ripieno, are presented in aclear, unexaggerated recording with the balance between
strings, continuo and flute (traverso and
recorder) well struck. At first there appeared a
slight lack of ambient bloom to the sound,
with instruments presented somewhat onedimensionally. However, use of Marantz
MA-5power amps in their Class-A rather than
-B mode revealed a satisfying depth to the
stage and highlighted the dangers of confusing hardware and software sound artefacts
(see also hoist Planets later). An excellent
record and star confirmed.
The perception of recorded depth is peculiarly susceptible to equipment imperfections: the simpler the recording technique,
the more effective, but also the more sus-

ceptible to degradation, it would appear. A
superb Hyperion harpsichord recital recording (A66020), using four diverse instruments
from one modern maker, and given a qualified star by S.D. in November, illustrates this
point well. Immaculately sounding on 'good'
equipment, with the best the recording takes
on atangible solidity, an almost exact aural
representation of the sleeve picture, which
shows one of the instruments used occupying around half of the image width in the
recording venue, the Holywell Music Room in
Oxford. Starworthy, indeed, were it not for
the occasionally obtrusive traffic noise also
captured — there is a particularly annoying
lorry in the Minuet of J.S.B.'s B- minor French
Suite — so perhaps A*/A it should remain.
Recorded depth also comes to mind with
the Trevor Pinnock/English Concert 4LP recording of 13 J.S. Bach concertos for 1, 2, 3
and 4 harpsichords ( DG 'Archiv' 2723 077)
which was starred by R.B. in October. Produced by Dr Andreas Holschneider — also
responsible for the above Vivaldi disc — all
but one work, the monumental D- minor
concerto, were recorded in Henry Wood Hall
in London and the perspective chosen remains generally consistent throughout the
set ( although the multi-soloist works are
noticeably more resonant within that same
perspective). The impression of depth captured and revealed by good equipment is
quite astonishing for what would appear to
be aconventional multi- mike technique. An
accompanying photograph, for instance,
taken at the session for the 4- harpsichord
BVVV 1065, reveals no less than 13 mikes for
18 musicians: high spaced directional mikes
over the sololist, pointing across the strings;
what would appear to be a high mounted
crossed- pair a little further back; a spaced
pair of floor- mounted Crown PZM omnis in
front of the ensemble; a sprinkling of directional mikes looking down at each group of
strings; and aclose spot- mike on the doublebass. And — to worry further those critics
with muscle-tone problems — the recording
is digital! Obviously the contribution from
each mike is unknown, but the recording
team certainly have worked hard to produce a
fine unexaggerated sound overall. The multiinstrument concertos are alittle more diffuse
and the Munich-recorded D-minor one is
notably ' richer', but the recorded sound is
superb — and is matched by performances
with both fire and delicacy where appropriate. Perhaps the ultimate sense of ' being
there' is lacking, but star confirmed nevertheless.

ELSEWHERE IN this issue Angus McKenzie
comes up with some depressing conclusions
concerning the state of UK record pressings.
Sadly, the generally poor quality is highlighted by the fact that in Japan the average
off-the-shelf pressing, price 2500 yen —
around £6, is as good as the best that UK
companies seem able to produce, while
de-luxe editions costing 2800 yen are flat,
silent-surfaced, heavy-weight pressings the
equal of silly-price audiophile records. We
bought anumber of Japanese records whilst
on arecent trip, both from department stores
and from record shops, and in no case were
we disappointed. One example was the
Toshiba-EMI ' Pro-use' ( sic) cut of 'A Little
Night Music' (ALF-99006) from Neville Marriner and the ASM, featuring the ' Haydn' Toy
Symphony and Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. The original, ASD3375, has long been
afavourite, albeit one UK EMI didn't seem too
keen on selling in large numbers, and the
sound quality on the Toshiba is clean and

smooth, with absolutely silent surfaces. The
clarity is not up to that offered by either
coincident miking and/or good digital recording, but as a record it is asuperbly musical
event.
Japanese records are available from afew
sources in the UK, Trim Records, for instance,
or the Virgin Records ' megastore', and
although the import price is ( unnecessarily?)
high, it might well be worth the cost for one's
most favourite records. This philosophy, of
course, explains the success of the Mobile
Fidelity operation — people buy a replacement copy of an album already owned. Sales
of the M- F Dark Side of the Moon, for
example, a record which one would have
thought nearly all audiophiles already own,
are reaching the 200,000 mark, the limit of the
production run.
We examined Mobile Fidelity in detail
some while ago ( November '80) and it is
therefore worth looking at some of their latest
to page 69
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"A revelation...
dynamic, uncoloured
and extremely coherent.
Popular Hi Fi on the AR 925, October, 1981.

Reviewing the AR 38s, Hi Fi for Pleasure says, " For around £ 160, Iconsider the AR 38s to be well
worthy of recommendation." Reviewing the AR 18s, the same magazine concludes " they are not just
recommendable— they are deserving of an enthusiastic recommendation." And Practical Hi Fi says
the AR 18s " will not find itself out of its depth whatever the system." Hear for yourself at your AR dealer.
Hi Fi for Pleasure, July, 1981. Practical Hi Fi, June, 1981.

Hear what you've been missing.
1CTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH Write for information and authorized dealer locations High Street. Houghton Regis. Dunstable. Bedfordshire LUS 50.1 England 10 Arnencan Drive. Norwood, MA 02062.
USA AC Simmonds and Sons. Lid . 975 Dillingham Road. Pickering. Ontario. Canada L1W-3132. WC. Wedderspoon Pty.. Ltd.. PO. Box 3-5. Ford Street, Greenacre 2190, New South Wales. Australia.
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The following little story illustrates quite
nicely the general principle behind our
operation: Two friends, quite possibly owning
the same brand of deck, wish to be able to
exchange recordings, and to ensure compatibility they take their decks to a competent
engineer who lines them up ' by the book'
using agood test-tape. The friends are understandably surprised and disappointed to find
that each other's tapes sound appreciably
inferior to their own! One of the two ( apersevering fellow!)then takes his deckto an expert,
who carefully aligns every aspect of the tape
path, double checking the azimuth with
several test-tapes, and gives some advice on
good brands of cassette- housings. Subsequently the two friends are delighted to find
that they can now interchange tapes with
minimal loss, nothwithstanding that only one
deck has been ' breathed on'.
This isthe key to our duplication service: we
have spent many hundreds of hours investigating tape- path matters, and have found that
an accurately recorded cassette rarely suffers
aloss of more than 1 - 11
/ dBwhen replayed on
4
a good quality modern cassette deck with
conventional tape guidance. Incidentally, our
findings are independently confirmed by
another real-time duplicator, Roy Ellis of
Romar Recording, Bristol. In order to
minimise the effect of such losses on Dolby
decoding, we adopted a positive Dolby level
shift of some 1/2 - % dB, thus reducing the
effective error to less than 1dB.
To return to the specific case of replay on a
Nakamichi deck, where a quite separate

problem arises, I
would like to thank Ang us for
his kindness in loaning us aNakamich 680 to
investigate the problem. For good reasons,
Nakamichi have dispensed with any tape
guides in the vicinity of the heads, which
means that slight inaccuracies in the cassetteshell ( or,forthat matter, in the alignment of the
deck itself) can cause the tape to ride out of line
and therefore mistrack. We tested anumber of
brands of cassette housing and found level
losses of up to 6dB when replayed on the 680!
(N.B. even the worst tracked correctly on a
conventional deck). A small minority tracked
satisfactorily, with losses of 1dB maximum.
The housings we had been using were typically
2 - 3dB down, hence Angus' disappointment
with our tapes. The subjective result of this
deg reeof mistracking will bea mismatch, and I
feel that whatever specific comments Angus
makes in part 2 [ This month, page 49 — Ed]
should be interpreted in this light.
We aim to produce cassettes which will
reproduce well on any good deck, and we now
have our own Nakamichi 582Z for quality
control/evaluation purposes. At the time of
writing we are arranging supplies of precision
housings which will hopefully eliminate this
problem, as well as improving general
consistency. In the interests of improved HF
saturation we are also changing over to anew
brand of tape, though Ihave no reservations
about our use of Ampex tape for the products
in this feature, since it has an unusually low
inherent noise, and with careful biasing will
accept quite high levels. There are peaks of
6dB over Dolby level in the Beethoven Trios.
Lastly, any Nakamichi owner who has
purchased one of our Libra Realsound
cassettes is welcome to return it to us for
exchange for one of the new versions, free of
charge.
David Wright, Gemini Sound,
Hook, Basingstoke,
Hants

could well be another case of different
systems used giving different impressions
of perceived depth. However, the imagery is
almost ' solid': listen to the entry of the
double- basses against the wind/harp ticking
and the following trombone tune at the beginning of Saturn, for example — once again,
inner parts are more audible and oFie is made
more aware of textural instruments such as
double basson, but without these being exaggerated in level. The complex strands of
Hoist's subtle poly- rhythmic scoring, so often
lost in recorded ' mud', are allowed to stand
revealed without being thrust under one's
nose. And the surfaces are immaculate, apart
from a fortunately unobtrusive low level of
hiss — not rustle — which is perhaps
unavoidable when such a wide dynamic
range is captured.
However, if instrumental tone- colours are
more effectively laid bare, then so are any
deficiences of the recording process. In our
opinion, the Mobile Fidelity versions of classic rock albums — Ziggy Stardust or Magical
Mystery Tour for example — are less satisfying than the originals, if ony because to be
reminded more forcefully how primitive the
art of recording rock music was even ten
years ago detracts from the musical experience. One of the first classical remasterings
from Mobile Fidelity was the 1962 Chicago
SO/Fritz Reiner performance of Richard
Strauss's Also sprach Zarathustra (
MFS1
1-522, last available as RCA Camden CCV
5040). The MF virtues of clean surfaces and a
more extended frequency range are apparent. The recorded sound does show its

vintage, however: the double- basses tend to
be a little muddy, timps have insufficient
percussive weight, lower strings are a bit
'boxy', and high frequencies are a little
subdued with some compression at climaxes. Tape recorders have got much better
in 20 years and the advantages of the MF
issue do not outweigh the original's faults.
Karajan — those Berlin strings — or Haitink
on normal- priced records are to be preferred
for sound quality, we feel, unless the Reiner
performance — which is superb — is particularly required.
The most recent MF classical release is the
1972 Chicago SO/Solti recordings of Beethoven's 9th symphony ( MFSL 2-516, originally
Decca 6BB 121/2). Another Kenneth Wilkinson engineered recording, the sound is
perhaps typical of Decca recordings of that
period: it has all been made a little toc
impressive, presumably to sound its best on
average replay equipment. The de- luxe edition reveals— as well as an excessive amount
of Solti(?) sniffs— the fact that the miking was
somewhat close, and the sound is thus
overbright, with tendencies to compressed
dynamic range and aone-dimensional stage.
The sheer clarity and clean surfaces of the
JVC pressing, though, allow the close-miked
impact to come through — the cellos and
double- basses at the beginning of the finale
must be the most powerful on record— while
the slow movement still allows you almost to
reach the emotional experience of the real
thing ( and is not interrupted by aside- break!
Its sins forgiven, this Beethoven 9 must be
heard to be believed.
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CASSETTE DUPLICATION STANDARDS
In part I
of his Disc vs Cassette featu re ( January,
p.46), Angus McKenzie conveys the clear
impression that purchasers of real-time
cassettes duplicated by Gemini Sound are
likely to encounter serious Dolby level errors,
and Iwould like to reassure HFN/RR readers
that such is not the case. The problem encountered by Ang us relates specificallyto his use of
a Nakamichi deck for replay evaluation; on
any other good quality deck, Dolby level can
be expected to reproduce within atolerance
of ± 1dB, often within ± 1/
2dB. This conforms
to Dolby Labs recommendations. Indeed,
they allow ± 2dB adjustment of transfer level
between a high-speed loop- bin master and'
slave, to optimise peak levels for the tape
used!
The
high-speed
duplication
industry
adopted wide recorded tracks at atime when
quality control on cassette decks left agood
deal to be desired, and level losses of around
3dB due to mistracking were not unusual.
Wide tracks were thus a sensible solution,
though there are side-effects in the form of LF
fringing and increased risk of breakthrough
from the other side. In common with other
real-time
duplictors,
we
use
heads
manufactured for the domestic market; at
present there does not appear to be any viable
alternative. ' Domestic' track-widths vary
somewhat, but the tracks we record are as
wide as any we have yet encountered on a
domestic machine, therefore any scanning
losses will be solely due to mistracking.
QUALITY MONITOR

continued

half- speed - mastered
releases.
Long
a
favourite dem record, the Cleveland/Maazel
coupling of Respighi's Pines of Rome and
Feste Romane (
MFSL 1/507, originally decca
SXL 6822) was well- recommended by the QM
team upon its first appearance 4 or 5 years
ago, but it seemed almost impossible to
obtain aclean copy, ' Decca rustle' appearing
endemic! The Mobile Fidelity surfaces, needless to say, are — apart from one tick— silent,
allowing the power of the recording, which is
the only one to capture the live weight of the
organ, to come through. Both high and low
frequencies on the MF are up in level slightly
when compared with the original, but the
main difference lies in the increased clarity
with which inner parts in the often top-heavy
'Hollywood' scoring come through: there is
altogether more ' space' around the instruments. Play the organ bass pedals in ' Pines
near acatacombe' to see if your system/room
has problems at extreme low frequencies.
Very similar comments concerning clarity
apply to the Mobile Fidelity recut of Hoist's
Planets. Surprisingly, the version chosen for
half- speed treatment is the 1979 LPO/Solti
(MFSL 1-510, originally Decca SET 628),
which would not be our automatic choice,
preferring the EMI LPO/Boult, for instance.
However, if you want a sound quality dem
recording, the Kingway Hall sound has been
immaculately caught ( if dryer than expected)
by Kenneth Wilkinson. Critical opinion
appears to be divided concerning the ambience captured on this particular recording: it
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not everyone enjoys the sound
AofLTHOUGH
stringed instruments, those who dislike

WIND
MUSIC
on record
Tully Potter
offers apersonal
selection
7(

the bowing and scraping do not always
realise what awealth of music exists for wind
ensembles. We have the problem in my own
household— while Ilove string quartets, my
wife really prefers woodwind instruments, so
we have accumulated quite acollection of
wind music on disc.
The deletion axe tends to fall on the wind
repertoire fairly quickly, which confirms that
this marvellous music is not as popular as it
should be. Yet most of the record companies
still persist with it, and the Czechs in
particular, conscious of their nation's unique
contribution to harmoniemusik, have some
lovely items permanently in their catalogues.
The listener who has acquired ataste for the
timbre of wind ensemble can seek out awide
variety of imported recordings.
Blown instruments were among man's first
means of making music, as many primitive
drawings and paintings show, and early
versions of many of our present day
orchestral wind instruments are still in use in
various parts of the world. Though our
modern versions have been tamed, they have
not been completely domesticated and many
still reflecttheir outdoor origins. The best
wind players, to my mind, are those who can
hold the balance between rustic simplicity
and courtly grace. Wind music has no place in
the drawing room or the boudoir ( although it
can waft in from the courtyard or street
outside!).
Our appreciation of the ruder aspects of
this music has been helped enormously by
men like the late David Munrow or
Christopher Ball who have brought back the
wind instruments of the Middle Ages. Men
like the Rumanian panpipe virtuoso Zamfir,
or the Indian shehnai player Bismillah Khan,
have even influenced the way our Western
wind soloists play. Modern research and ease
of communication have widened our whole
perspective on music, and though at onetime
it looked as if all orchestras in the world
would end up sounding the same, most
countries are now attempting to preserve the
unique features of national style. Even if
these moves are unsuccessful we already
have recordings which reflectthe amazing
diversity of sound obtainable from wind
instruments. The great British players
produce awonderful blend of timbres; the
Czechs and other Eastern Europeans
emphasise the different characters of the
instruments. And somewhere in between
come the Dutch, represented ideally by the
Netherlands Wind Ensemble. The French
players still have their slightly woody timbre,
while the Viennese have apiquancy all their
own. In France and America it is considered
quite wrong for clarinets to play with vibrato,
and in Vienna the oboes have only recently
taken up this way of playing. All these factors
contribute to making one wind ensemble
sound totally different from another, and
recently the 'original instrument' brigade
have complicated the picture even more.
Fortunately, the record collector has
everything to gain from this diversity.
The first really important work for wind
band was probably Handel's Music forthe
Royal Fireworks—' probably' , because
no-one is quite sure whether strings took part
in the first performance in 1749 or not.
Anyway, it makes sense to playthis
magnificent outdoors suite with just oboes,
bassoons, trumpets, horns and drums ( notto
mention the odd serpent or contra- bassoon).
On two occasions Sir Charles Mackerras has
scoured the whole of London for players to

record the Fireworks Music in this form. His
original Pye disc is still exciting but now
sounds its age; and Iprefer his 1977 version
(ASD 3394), which makes up for being more
expensive by including more music on Side 2.
Arthur Davison sounds alittle less stylish,
though he also turns in agood performance
(CFP 105), while Frederick Fennell's version
is spoilt by gimmicky additions to the score
(Telarc DG 10038).
The great era of the wind band was the late
Classical period, when every nobleman in
central Europe seemed to have his own
harmonie. The usual line-up was an octet
consisting of pairs of oboes, clarinets, horns
and bassoons— afashion set up by Emperor
Joseph II in Vienna in 1782. When not
required for playing wind serenades or
divertimenti, the harmonie musicians could
be absorbed into the house orchestra. Every
composer of the time wrote music for octet or
asimilar ensemble, but as usual one man did
it better than anyone else: Mozart. He
understood wind instruments better than any
composer before or since, and he wrote
concertos and chamber music for all of them,
as well as giving them beautiful music to play
in his orchestral works— even the flute,
which he claimed to dislike although he wrote
two concertos and three quartets for it and
which he featured in only two pieces of pure
wind music: the two divertimenti for cavalary
band, K187 and 188. He also wrote only one
octet, though it was the finest of all, the C
minor Serenade, K388. Acompanion work,
the Eflat Serenade K375, was adapted from a
sextet and has been recorded in both forms.
The Octets K226 and 227 are surely not by
Mozart, but two delightful Divertimenti, K166
and 186, which add apair of cors anglais to
the conventional octet, certainly are.
The most celebrated wind band work by
Mozart— or by any other composer— is the
Serenade in Bflat, K361, for 13 wind
instruments ( actually 12, with either adouble
bass or acontra-bassoon). To the regular
octet, Mozart added apair of basset horns
and asecond pair of french horns in a
different key. He also extended the scope of
the serenade from five movements to seven.
This masterpiece, which ranges from the
most entertaining music to the most
emotional and romantic, should be at the
centre of any collection of wind music, and
the recording to buy is that by members of the
English Chamber Orchestra conducted by
Barenboim. This is the first to use areliable
edition; it is sublimely played and beautifully
recorded, and it even has agorgeous sleeve
with notes by the harmoniemusik expert Dr.
Roger Hellyer. Barenboim turns in his best
Mozart performance on record (ASD 3394)
and great names like Furt‘ii/angler, Klemperer
and 115hm, all of whom have recorded this
serenade, must take aback place. Barenboim
makes the music romantic without ever being
Romantic, so to speak, and this is the best
record of wind music known to me.
An acceptable alternative for the
poverty-stricken is the gemütlich new
recording by the Vienna Wind Soloists, fine
players from the VP0 ( Decca SDD 579).
Two 'complete' sets of Mozart's wind
music are available;the more complete being
that bythe Netherlands Wind Ensemble
(Phillips 6747 379)which is also the better of the
two— though not everyone will wantthe
horn duos and other snippets. Dissenters will
be quite happy with the five discs by the
London Wind Soloists ( Decca SDDL 405/9).
Both sets fall down slightly in the great Bflat
Serenade— the Englishmen too relaxed, the
Dutchmen not relaxed enough— but the
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remedy is to get Barenboim's disc as well.
The Czech Philharmonic soloists shine in the
two cavalry band divertimenti, which need to
be re- issued on one disc, though their
couplings are all of good quality. Individual
discs come and go in the catalogues, but
generally Ihave enjoyed those by the Vienna
Philharmonic soloists ( SDD 579) more than
the London Sinfonietta series. None of the
discs featuring original instruments can quite
compete, though the series by the
augumented Danzi Quintet, which can be
found in some import shops, is better than
the efforts of the Music Party orthe Collegium
Aureum.
Mozart's other wind masterpiece was his
Quintet, K452, for piano, oboe, clarinet, horn
and bassoon. This has received countless
recordings but no-one need look further than
the disc by the Nash Ensemble, neatly played
by Ian Brown and friends, and airily recorded
(CRD 1067). The coupling is Beethoven's
similar work which, like the quintets by Spohr
and others, is enjoyable without ever really
approaching the Mozart. Haydn, by his own
admission, did not really get to grips with
writing for wind instruments until late in life,
and his sextets, like the quintets by J.C. Bach,
can be left to the real aficionados. Latest
research indicates, in any case, that the
'Haydn' works may have been written by his
pupil Ignaz Pleyel, better known to us as a
piano maker, publisher and inventor of the
pocket score. Pleyel ( 1757-1831) certainly did
write the delightful octet and sextet recorded
by wind soloists of the Strasbourg
Philharmonic ( STU 71278).
Indeed if we discount Mozart, the real wind
music treasures of the classical period come
from minor composers like Pleyel and
Hummel and the Czechs like Myslivecek,
Jirovec, Karel Stamic, Kozeluh, Rossler, Fiala,
Pichl and Druzecky. Most intriguing of these
Czech also-rans, to my ears, are two
Bohemians, Vaclav Masek ( 1755-1831) and
Frantisek Kramer ( 1759-1831) who is usually
known by the Germanised form Krommer.
Masek's music available on disc includes a
serenade for two wind choirs ( Supraphon
59764), asuperb serenade for octet, asextet
which has oboes instead of the usual
clarinets, and various partitas which pit a
harpischord against awind sextet ( Sup.111
2424). He was most imaginative in his
variations of timbre. Krommer wrote his 13
octets ( sometimes called nonets because the
bass is reinforced with acontra- bassoon) in
the first decade of the last century and they
equal Mozart's in resourcefulness, if not in
profundity. Perhaps the best are the Fmajor,
Op.57, and the Eflat major, Op.79, both of
which have been recorded twice— the Czech
performances are more characterful and
colourful ( Sup. 59763 & Panton 110693), the
Dutch ones smoother and better engineered
(Philips 9500 437).
The Czech composer who had the most
influence, however, was the illustrious
Antonin Rejcha ( 1770-1836), afriend of
Beethoven — who knew him as Anton Reicha
— and afine composer in his own right. As a
flautist, Reicha was just the man to develop
and establish the wind quintet of flute, oboe,
clarinet, horn and bassoon which is now
standard. His two dozen quintets are of
uniformly high quality and it is ascandal that
not one is currently listed in the UK catalogue.
One of the best, the D major Op.91 No.9, is
available on aCzech import ( Sup.111 1084)
and it was even better done on adeleted disc
by the Vienna Wind Soloists ( Decca SOD 545),
copies of which may still be found. This recital
also included the most characterful of the
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rather vapid Op.56 quintets by Franz Danzi
(1763-1826), whose two best quintets, from
his Op.68, can be heard on an American
import ( Crystal S251).
Beethoven's wind music is all early work—
like the quintet already mentioned— and the
high opus numbers are misleading. All the
pieces are highly enjoyable, however, and
worth their places in any collection. The
marvellous recital by the Melos Ensemble
has long been deleted but the similar
selection by the London Wind Soloists is afair
substitute. Even better was the disc by the
Netherlanders ( Philips 9500 087), recently
deleted. A curiosity, but great fun, is
Druzecky's arrangement of Beethoven's
septet for wind octet plus contra- bassoon.
An even greater red herring, but highly
enjoyable, is the arrangement for flute,
clarinet, horn and bassoon of Rossini's early
string sonatas. Various versions have come
and gone but my current favourite is the
French EMI set ( 2C 181-12 534/5). These
sonatas help us to get overthe melancholy
factthat Schubert composed hardly any wind
music. Of his Wind Octet onlytwo
movements have survived. The remaining
minuet and finale, as well as his moving Eine
KleineTrauermusikof the same year, 1813,
feature on an interesting recital by the
London Sinfonietta ( ZRG 916), but the two
Octet movements are played even better by
the Netherlanders ( 6570 205).
During the last half of the 19th century the
trend was for composers to write only
occasional works for wind ensemble, so in
the last 100 years or so, we have had
relatively few additions to the repertoire. The
amazing thing is that so many of these pieces
are of superb quality. For instance, one of the
works by Charles Gounod to have stayed in
the public eye has been his Petit Symphonie
for flute and wind octet ( RCA RL 25278). The
flute was in deference to the great flautist
Taffanel, who asked the 69-year- old
composer to write something for his
ensemble. The work shows no sign of
Gounod's age; it is pure delight from start to
finish.
I
count Brahms' Second Serenade as a
wind piece, since it makes great play of its ten
wind instruments and uses onlythe lower
strings. The late Istvan Kertesz's lovely
performance is one of his best recordings,
coupled with aversion of Dvorak's Wind
Serenade which is almost as good ( Decca JB
87). Dvorak's work was clearly influenced by
the Brahms but he did away with all the
strings except for asolitary cello and adouble
bass. The very best performance is that by the
Netherlanders, even more mellifluous than
the Kertesz, but almost everyone plays the
opening Moderato quasi marcia too fast, a
mistake avoided in the splendid performance
by the Czech Soloists ( Panton 110693).
As usual the man who made the most noise
with his wind music, and went on for longest,
was Berlioz. I
cannot quite like his Symphonie
Funèbre et Triomphale but there is no
denying its distinction— and we have not yet
had an ideal recording, even from France. Sir
Colin Davis comes closestto the mark and
includes the optional choral contribution
(Philips SAL 3788).
Richard Strauss' wind music dates from
the very beginning and the very end of his
career— two works from each period. It is all
fluently written, reminding us that the
composer's father was agreat horn player
and that he mastered writing for all the
woodwinds at an early age. Under the
to page 75
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CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( TR)
(P & P £ 3.50)
Aurex PCD10 . P.O.R.
Aiwa AD3100 £99.00
Aiwa AD3200
f129-00
Akai CSM02. . £89-00
Akai CSM01. . £69-00
Akai GXM50. £179-00
Akai CX620D £390-00
BIC
PO.R.
B & 0
PO.R.
Denon
PO.R.
Dual C814
PO.R.
Dual C822
PO.R.
Dual C804
PO.R.
Dual C828
POR.
Dual C844
POR.
JVC DDS
PO.R.
JVC
POR.
Mitsubishi . .
P.O.R.
Nakamichi N480 . P.O.R.
Nakamichi N482 . P.O.R.
Nakamichi 14480Z "P.O.R.
NAD
PO.R.

Pioneer CT200 . . £82-00
Pioneer CT300 . £101-00
Rotel RD400 . . £74-90
Rotel RD1000M £169-90
Revox. . ..... P.O.R.
Sansui SC1300 . £139-00
Sansui D150M
£89.00
Sansui D95M . . £79-00
Sansui D300M £127-00
Sansui D100. . . . £92-00
Sony TCK81. . . . P.O.R.
Sony TCK61. . . . P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD420 P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD440 P.O.R.
Tandberg TD20A . P.O.R.
Teac
P O.R.
Technics RSM260 P.O.R.
Technics RSM250 P.O.R.
Technics RSM215 P.O.R.
Technics RSM230 P.O.R.
Trio
P O.R.
Yamaha
PO.R.

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ 1.95)
AKG. ..... . . .
Koss K6A
Koss K6ALC . . . .
Koss PRO4AAA. .
Koss Pro 4x ....
Pioneer
Sansui
Stax

P.O.R.
£15-95
£16-50
£44-00
£49.00
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.

Sennheiser
HD414 £ 20.00
HD400 £14-00
HD420. . . £ 25-00
HD430. £35-00
HD424. £27-00
HD222. £ 30.00

TURNTABLES
(P & P £ 3.50)
Akai. . ..... P.O.R.
Aiwa APD35
£59-00
Audioref MAT. .£18-95
Aurex . . . . . . . . P.O.R.
ADC 1500/034 . £67-00
ADC 1600/036. . net»
Connoisseur. . . . P.O.R.
Denon
PO.R.
Dua CS505 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS506 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS606 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS626 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS714 . . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS731 . . . . PO.R.
Garrard
GT250/255. . £52-00
DD130/65ED . £89-00
DD131/75ED .£89-00
DD132/75ED .£99-00
D13450/455. . P.O.R.
DDQ550 £92-00
DDC1650 £99-00
JVC
PO.R.
Le Mat . £18-95
Lux
P
Marantz
PO.R.
Michell Focus.
P.O.R.
Michell Hyd .
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
PO.R.

NAD . . . ....
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL200 . . P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400 . . P.O.R.
Rotel RP1000 . . . £80-00
Rotel RP9400. . £149-00
Rotel RP6400 . . . £83-00
Sansui
PO.R.
Sony
P O.R.
STD305S. . . . . . P.O.R.
STD305S/SM ERIS
£227-00
Technics SL7 . . P.O.R.
Technics SL10 . . P.O.R.
Technics SLDL1 . P.O.R.
Technics SLQL1 . P.O.R.
Thorens TD115/2. £160
Thorens TD104/2. £80
Thorens TD105/2. £96
Thorens TD126BC P.O.R.
Thorens 160S/S M El I
I
£278-00
Thorens 160/BC/3009
Thorens 160BC.
Thorens 160$ .
Thorens MAT BR
Trio KD1033S .
Yamaha

.
.
.
.

£114
£154
P.O.R.
£55-00
PO.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 2.50)
Aurex
PO.R.
Aiwa
PO.R.
ADC SS1
£63-00
ADC SS2
£140-00
Akai AMUO1 . . £69-00
Akai AMUO2 . £79-00
Cambridge P80 . P.O.R.
Crimson
•
PO.R.
Denon . .. .. . P.O.R.
Dual CV1150 . P.O.R.
Dual CV1250 . . P.O.R.
Dual CV1450 . . P.O.R.
JVC AX1
PO.R.
JVC AX2 . P.O.R.
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Lux
P O.R.
Marantz
PO.R.
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
NAD
on dem
Quad 33/303
P.O.R.
Quad 44/405 . . . .
Pioneer SA706 . £154-00
Pioneer SA410 . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510 . . P.O.R.
Revox
P O.R.
Rogers A75/A100 P.O. R.
Rogers MCP 100 . P.O.R.
Rotel RC1000 . £109.90
Rotel RB1000 £109-90

Rotel RA1000. . Elmo
Sanyo
PO.R.
Sugden A48/2 .
P.O.R.
Sansui A5 69.00
Sansui A7 . . . . £109.00
Sansui AUD22
P.O.R.
Sansui AUD33

Technics SUV3 .
P.O.R
Technics SUV5 . . P.0.1
Technics SUV7 . . P.O.R.
TEACOR. £.
P
Trio KA405 . . . • P.O.R.
Yamaha A450 . . . POR:

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI ( S)

PICK-UP ARMS
(P & P £ 1.75)
ADC LMF1 . . . . £60-00
ADC ALT1
£33-00
Hadcock 228 . .
P.O.R.
Hadcock 220 . .
P.O.R.
Last
PO.R.
Le Mat
PO.R.
Mayware
PO.R.
Ortofon £ 64-00

SME 3009/S2
SME 3009/ND
SME Series Ill
SME FD2000
SME Series IIIS
Thorens MAT .
Thorens 160KIT

£65.00
£59-00
£109.00
.£24.00
. £79-00
. P.O.R.
. £21-00

(P & P £ 1.20)
AKG P8ES
£57-00
AKG P7E
£28-00
A/Technica AT
PO.R.
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . £39-00
ADC VLM Mk 3. . £28-00
ADC 036 Mk 3 . . £18-00
Dynavector 20A/2. £89.00
Dynavector 20B/2. £99.00
Dynavector 10X/2 . £52.00
Empire
P 0.1.
Grado FTE+1
£10-00
Grado FCE+1 £14-25
Grado F3E
£20-50
Goldring G800
£7.15
Goldring G850
£5-00
Goldring G800E . . £11-00
Goldring G900SE/2 . £41-00
JVC
PO.R.
Mayware
PO.R.
Ortofon Concord 10. £27-00
Ortofon Concord 20. £37-00
Ortofon Concord 30. £49-00
Ortofon M20E Super £49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2. . . £13-00
Ortofon VMS10E/2 . £15-75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 . £24-00
Ortofon VMS30/2. . £32-00
Ortofon F15EX/2. . . £19-90
Ortofon MC10
£43-50
Pickering XV15 625 .... P.O.R.
Pickering XV15/1200 ..P.O.R.
Pickering XV15/3000 .. POR.
Shure M55E
£9-70
Shure M75/b2
£15-24
Shure M75G
£16-20
Shure M75ED
£15-50
Shure M95ED
£20-30
Shure M75EJ/2 . . £14-20
Shure V15 Mk 3 . . £47-00
Shure Vi 511V
£65-00
Shure M95HE
£24-00
Stanton 681/EE . .
caa•oo
Stanton 500EE
£22-50
Stanton 680EE
£31-00

MUSIC

£35-00
£14-00
PO.R.
POR.
PO.R.
POR.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
P O.R.
POR.
£3-95
£2-96
£7-87
£11-71
PO.R.
P O.R.
PO.R.
P.O.R.
PO.R.
£23-00
PO.R.
P O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
£8-60
£7-85
£9-75
£13-95
£16-95
£10-10
£20-95
£34-00
PO.R.
£27-00
P 0 R.
£20-94

CENTRES ( MC)/RACK
SYSTEMS

TUNERS ( T)/RECEIVERS ( R)
(P & P £ 3.50)
Akai AAR30 . . £117-00
Akai AAR20 . . £99-00
Akai ATKO2 . . £82-00
Aiwa Micro 30 . . P.O.R.
Aurex
P 0.1.
Denon
P0.R.
Harman Kardon . . P.O.R.
JVC
P O.R.
Lux
PO.R.
Marantz
P
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
Pioneer SX600
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX700 .
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX410 . . P.O.R.
Quad FM3
POR.
Revox
PO.R.
Rogers T75 . . . P.O.R.
Rogers T100. . . P.O.R.
Rotel RX1000 £139-90
Rotel RT1000 . . . £89-90

P O.R.
Rotel
Sansui T5
£71-00
Sansui T7
£95-00
Sansui TUS33L £99
Sansui TUS9 . PO R.
Sansui R5L . . £96-00
Sansui 17 . £129-00
Sony STRV55L . . P.O.R.
Sugden. . . . . . . P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2030 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2045 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2060L
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080 P.O.R.
Technics SA202. . P.O.R.
Technics STS4 . . P.O.R.
Technics SA313. . P.O.R.
TEAC . ...... P.O.R.
Trio KT313L . . . . £85-00
Yamaha
P O.R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS (U)
(P & P £ 3.95 each)
Altec
PO.R.
AR 18S
£85.00
AR . . . .
P.O.R.
B & W DM 2/2.
P.O.R.
B & W DM14 . . P.O.R.
Chartwell PM110/2
P.O.R.
Chartwell PM55. . . P.OR.
Chartwell PM210. P.O.R.
Chartwell PM310
Celestion 121 . . . P.O.R.
Ditton 322 . . £240-00
Ditton 130. . . £119-00
Ditton 150. .
£149-00
Ditton 200. .
£199-00
Ditton 442 . . £299-00
County. . . . .£96-99
IMF
PO.R.
Jordan Watts . . . P.O.R.
JBL
PO.R.
KEF 103/2
PO.R.

KEF B200
£13.95
KEF 6110
£12.50
KEF DN12
£9.95
KEF 727
£9.50
KEF 101
£169-00
KEF Celeste 4 .
£119-00
KEF Concord 4 £199-00
Monitor Audio. . P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short . P.O.R.
Rogers LS3/5A . . P.O.R.
Rogers Studio 1. . P.O .R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
£53-00
S/Triple . . £100-00
Tannoy
PO.R.
Wharfedale
Laser 40 . . . £65-00
Laser 60
£82-00
Laser 80 . . £100-00
Glendale XP2 £104-00

(P & P £ 4.50)
Aiwa M302
Aiwa M502
Aurex
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony LH MK3000
Panasonic SG200
Pansonic 2800
Mitsubushi MC8000 .
Technics ZII. . .
Technics Z22.

£239-00
£299-00
P O.R.
P O.R.
£263-00
P O.R.
P O.R.
P O.R.
POR.
IMO»
P O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Please include post and packing
(Send large S.A E for brochure and engages)
All prices include VAT at 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Quad equipment - Callers only

Limited Quantities
Akai GXF80 .
£230-00
Akai GXM50. . £179-00
ADC SS2 £120-00
Armstrong 625 £170-00
Aurex PCD10 . £107-00
B & W DM2/1I . £275-00
ARC 202
1375
B & 0
B/Master 1900 . £219-00
B/Master 2000 . usecto
C/Audio P80 . . £159-00
Mitsubishi MC8000 £320.000
Rotel RD1000 £149-00
Rotel RP1000. £79-00
Sony TCK61 . . . £139-00
Sony TCK71. . £185.00
Sony TCK399. £235•00
Teac A108 . . £109-00
Teac X3 . . £235-00

Teac Xi OR. . . £440-00
Technics
SA5460 ( S/H) £169-00
Technics system 80
£759-00
SBR3
£139-00
SLB2
£67-00
RS276 ( S/H)
£90-00
SL150/2.
£169-00
SB3050
£89-00
Sansui
Z22
ELDL1
/ 149
SUUL1 ..
1185
SC1300 £115.00
Pioneer PL200X. £83-00
Pioneer PL300 £101-00
Pioneer PL400 . £120-00
Pioneer SA610
£120-00
Pioneer TX710L . £120.00
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Peter
Dawson

Bandolero sung by Peter Dawson,
an Edison Bell record', gave the
singer his first thrill, he said later
in his autobiography ' Fifty Years
of Song' ( Hutchinson, 1951).
Between 1904 and 1906, Daw(1882-1961)
son recorded for various comDonald Aldous looks at the life panies, including the then Louis
and work of a recording vocalist Sterling's new concern, His Masextraordinary, whose centenary ter's Voice where his voice
falls this month. ( See contents attracted the Gaisbergs. Incidentally, their cylinders were marpage pic.)
keted at acompetitive ninepence,
HECTOR GRANT, Frank Danby, threepence cheaper than EdisonWill Danby, Dick Denton, Charles Bell and sixpence less than the
Stander, James Osborne, Will prestige Edison organisation. Sir
Strong, Robert Woodville, Peter Louis Sterling, of course, later
Allison, Evelyn Byrd, Denton became the head of the giant EMI
Toms, Charles Webber, Arnold empire.
Flint, Gilbert Munday, Geoffrey
In 1906 Dawson signed an exBaxter, Alison Miller, and J. P. clusive contract with HMV, with a
McCall.
minimum guarantee of twentyWho are these people? They are five pounds for the first year! In
in fact all one person — Peter fact, he received £72, ahandsome
Dawson. From Peter Allison on- amount for those days. During his
wards were the names he used for career, Dawson recorded threethe many songs he set, until he and- half thousand titles on cylindropped these noms de plumes ders and discs, selling in total over
and kept only one — J. P. McCall. 13
million
copies.
Dawson
Under this last name he com- accepted afee per song, instead of
posed many songs, including the aroyalty of ashilling per pressing
famous Rudyard Kipling's Barrack sold, afact he regretted in his later
Room Ballads ' Boots' and ' Route years. His HMV contract gave him
Marching', and also 'Westward a guinea for each solo and ten
Ho'.
shillings and sixpence for each
The use of these different duet or quartet!
Any admirer of Dawson's work
names enabled Peter Dawson to
record for several labels in those will know that his most popular
pioneer days, concentrating on recordings were 'The
Floral
Scottish songs of the Harry Laud- Dance' and 'The Cobbler's Song'
er type ( as Hector Grant), light from Chu Chin Chow, but his
popular songs ( as Frank Danby), own tastes were catholic, ranging
music-hall hits ( as Will Strong), from recordings in the acoustic
and his own name performing days of G & S operas, German
'art' songs, choral, operatic, and lieder ( including a recital at the
ballads.
Wigmore Hall, in 1924, when his
Peter Dawson was born in Ade- accompanist was Gerald Moore)
laide, South Australia, on 31 Janu- and Promenade Concerts, under
ary 1882, the youngest son of a Henry Wood. Dawson did sing a
large family of Scottish immig- few operatic roles at Covent
rants. For awhile, he worked in his Garden, including Die Meistersinfather's ironmongery business, ger, under Hans Richter, but his
and in his spare time took lessons career was largely confined to the
from C.J. Stevens, founder/con- concert platform and the recordductor of the Adelaide Choral ing studio.
Society. In 1900, he won the bass
Broadcasting brought Dawson
solo competition at Ballarat and a new audience of admirers, folwas advised to go to London to lowing his debut on Australia Day,
study with Sir Charles Santley.
1931 at Australia House in LonArriving in Britain in 1901, he had don. He sang
Brahms and
some tuition with F. L. Bamford in
Schubert lieder, when many
Glasgow, until Santley took him
listeners found 'these foreign
into his group and arranged for songs difficult to understand',
him to tour the West country. The although a minority of his BBC
concert party included the cele- audience were delighted with his
brated Madame Emma Albani.
choice.
Dawson's major professional deDawson recognised that the
but was in the Guildhall at Ply- gramophone and 'wireless' had
done much to expand public taste
mouth; his diction and phrasing
earned high praise from the music in music, and so he made many
critics.
broadcasts in the various counSo his career was launched, and tries he visited. Even in his sixties,
in 1904 he received an invitation
he was aregular broadcaster and,
in 1947, aged 65, he took part in 27
from the Edison Bell Company to
BBC programmes, apart from 100
make a record. The song chosen
was
Navaho,
a music-hall
concert appearances and many
favourite of the time, for which
recording sessions.
Dawson was paid one pound!
Although too old for active serVintage cylinder record collectors vice in the 1939-45 war, he took a
will recall the penetrating voice of job in a factory manufacturing
Harry Bluff, who used to make the food containers. In 1942 he underannouncement on each record. took a month's tour in New Zealand to boost funds for a £ 15m
His vibrant introduction to '
The
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war loan. After hostilities had
ceased, he returned to New Zealand where all his concerts were
sell-outs. In spite of advancing
years, his musicianship remained
impeccable and vocal powers
largely unchanged.
As The Times obituary remarked ( 27 September 1961), as
'a singer his work was always
both polished and infectiously
sincere'. Certainly his friendliness
of manner and obvious enjoyment in his work aroused affection in his audiences as anyone
who heard him will know.
In 1905 he married a singer
Annie Mortimer Noble, known
professionally as Annette George.
She died in 1953 and two years
later he married her sister, Constance.
The National Library of Australia ( Sound Recording Collection
and Services), in collaboration
with EMI Records, Australia, have
an archival Peter Dawson Project
in hand — completed by now I
think. The transfers, handled by
Chris Long, of Melbourne, will
cover Dawson's career from 1904
to 1958, and will include material
from wax cylinders, Blue Amberols, aPathé disc, and 78s ranging
from G & Ts to discs made in
Australia for Regal-Zonophone. A
few unissued masters (from Peter's own collection) and some
radio broadcasts from the Australian Broadcasting Commission
and Radio New Zealand, as well
as a 1957 interview and song
taken from an Australian TV
appearance will be included; an
LP for all PD lovers.
Anyone studying the history of
'gramophone' recording will have
noticed that the career of Peter
Dawson has run in harness with
the technical development from
two- minute cylinders to stereo
LPs. Yet this remarkable singer's
name is not mentioned in the new
Grove dictionary of music, nor
indeed, in a number of other
music reference books. This commemoration feature could well

have been entitled 'The Unknown
Singer of World-Wide Popularity'!

Ambisonic Pops
Latest Ambisonically encoded
popular music record from IMF
Electronics, 'Stay All
Night'
(AMB 5203), comprises both contemporary and Blue Grass items
and features ' Loose Caboose'.
Made on location in Michigan via
the Calrec Soundfield mike and an
Ampex ATR 104 30i/s four-track
machine, the disc is of course
stereo compatible. Previous IMF
releases along these lines include
Big Band Jazz ( AMB 5202) and
Dixieland Jazz (AMB 5201). Details from IMF at Westbourne
Street, High Wycombe, Bucks.

Supraphon
The new Supraphon recording of
Martinu's Greek Passion was notable on several counts, not least
its bringing together Sir Charles
Mackerras and soloists of the
Welsh National Opera with the
Brno State Philharmonic Orchestra, Czech Philharmonic Chorus
and Kühn Children's Chorus ( see
review in December). The venture
was the first large-scale collaboration between Supraphon and their
UK importer Bond Street Music,
and it was also their first digitally
recorded project, the masters
subsequently being cut by Denon
and pressed here by Nimbus —
heady stuff indeed for acompany
not previously renowned for their
pressings.
Following asplendid reception
for the launchat the Czech Embassy in November we gleaned details of forthcoming Supraphon
plans and releases. Clearly delighted with the whole Greek Passion
proceedings, Sir Charles Mackerras has now agreed to undertake a
number of new projects including
Martinu's Double Concerto and
Field Mass, Janacek's Glagolitic
Mass and the Vorisek Mass. There
is a big Vaclav Neumann series

Snoopy and Placido Domingo at the launch of the latter's Jot?'" Denver album Perhaps Love'.
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The acclaimed Goldr ng G900 IGC, with its bril iontly
new Goldring G910 IGC provides lower compliance
conceived van den Hul stylus, is now the proud father of
while retaining an identical van den Hul stylus to the
two new offspring, the G910 IGC and the G920 IGC. Both
G900 IGC.
new models boast the same fine characteristics as their
Its younger brother, the G920 IGC, is a more
famous father, setting exceptionally high standards of
moderately priced cartridge, featuring a newly
sound reproduction in their price range.
developed van den Hul stylus, it has a compliance
Io n
For the many enthusiasts who maintain that a • CD6
that makes it asuitable partner for awide variety of
high mass tone arm produces less colouration, the
tone arms.

Goldring

Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS. Tel: (0284) 701101
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The following dealers are some of the stockists of the IGC range

SUBJECT/VE AUDIO
LIMITED

HiFi Connections

59 Grovelands Road,
Palmers Green, LONDON N13,
England 01-886 7289

51 Beckenham Road,
Beckenham, KENT
01-658 3450

HATV --

Ch0 0/church

Absolute Sound 43,
Video

183 Borrock Road, Christchurch,
DORSET 0202 486925

25 Queens Road, Clifton,
BRISTOL 0272 24975

i
55 Silbury Arcade,
CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES
0908 604949
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-multisound hi-fi
7Davygate Arcade,
YORK 0904 51712

ltd.-

Yorkshire Hi - Fi &
Video Ltd

ME Crimson Audio

8Cheltenham Parade,
HARROGATE, Yorkshire
0423 61735

9Claymill Road
LEICESTER LE4 7JJ
0533 761920 761927

CHARLES AUDIO

83 Bridge Street,
WALSALL, West Midlands
0922 612382

'

NICK DAKIN
45 Radford Road,
NOTTINGHAM NG7 5DR
783862

MILLWARDS LTD.
68 High Street,
WATFORD, Herts WD1 2BS
0923 26169

11 Salop Street,
WOLVERHAMPTON WV3 ORX
23980
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grramophi e
including the ' New World' symphony and Martinu's Cello Concerto with the young German
cellist Angelica Maier ( both these
already in the can), Suk's Fairy
Tales, Mahler 8and the Dvorak Te
Deum (
both including Gabriela
Benackova as soprano soloist).
Also coming are recording of
Suk's symphonic poem ' Prague'
conducted by Frantisek Jilek,
Dvorak's Stabat Mater from
Sawallisch and a series of Prokofiev symphonies. All future
Supraphon recordings will employ digital mastering techniques.

Chandos
Following their sponsorship of
the Chandos Mahler 4 recording
last year, General Accident have
announced an agreement with
the SNO, Sir Alexander Gibson
and Chandos to record the seven
Sibelius symphonies between
now and 1984. The £50,000 agreement will involve four discs, two
of which will be made and released this year ( Symphonies 2, 4
and 5). The second two records
will be issued in '83 and '84 after
which they will be available as a
boxed set. Sir Alexander has long

been admired for his work with
Finnish music and indeed was
awarded the Medal of the Sibelius
Society of Finland in 1978.
Chandos commemorate the
Stravinsky centenary with acoupling of his early Symphony in EL',
the Sympht ny in C, Symphony in
Three Movements and Ode for
orchestra with the SNO/Gibson
(review soon). Other recordings in the pipeline are Hamilton
Harty's The Children of Lir with
Heather
Harper
as
soprano
soloist) and Ode to aNightingale,
both with the Ulster Orchestra/
Bryden Thomson. Two Robin
Holloway works, Sea Surface Full
of Clouds and the Romanza for
violin and orchestra ( soloist Erich
Gruenberg) come from the City of
London Sinfonia/Hickox. Finally,
the Borodin Trio's recent recording of the Tchaikovsky Piano Trio
is to be supplemented by the
Schubert in El), Op.100, and cello
sonatas by Shostakovich and Prokofiev (Turovsky and Edlina). All
these recordings are to be released during 1982.

Nonesuch
It's good to see that Conifer have
been appointed sole distributors
of the American mid- price Nonesuch label in the UK. Last autumn
Nonesuch launched two new

direction of Edo de Waart, an expert
Straussian, the Netherlanders clarify the
sometimes complex textures of this music
and their two-disc set is one of the highlights
of their recording career ( Philips 6770 048).
Some of the best wind music of the 20th
century has been written for quintet— by
Nielsen, Hindemith, Schoenberg, Milhaud,
Ibert, Barber, Poulenc (who added apiano)
and Janacek (who added abass clarinet and
required the flautist to double on piccolo).
Most lovable is the Nielsen quintet, written to
reflect the characters of five friends of his who
formed an ensemble— several excellent
recordings are available and you can make a
choice depending on couplings. The disc by
the Danish Wind Quintet is agood buy, since
it includes the best pieces by Milhaud and
Hindemith ( Unicorn RHS 366). Janacek's
sextet Mladi(Youth) is also very likeable,
once you are on the wavelength of this quirky
genius. In spite of its title, it is alate work from
the Brno master's finest period. The hardest
nut of all is the quintet by Schoenberg, but the
masterly recording bythe Vienna Wind
Soloists ( DG 2530 825) convinced many
people that this was one of the composer's
finest constructions. Alas, this disc was soon
deleted but it is possible to find agood
rendering by the Danzi Quintet ( HNH 4026).
Still obtainable as an import is another disc of
modern German and Austrian wind quintets
bythe Vienna players, including those by Von
Einem and Eder ( DG 2531 115).
A good conspectus of 20th-Century quintet
music is given by the Barry Tuckwell Wind
Quintet in their only recorded recital — which
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labels, their ' Digital' and ' Silver' Brahms cycle with Polydor which
series. The ' Digital' series is will include the Haydn Variations,
heralded by the release of Kurt Academic Festival Overture and
Weill's Silverlake, recorded from
Tragic Overture as well as the four
the New York City Opera's pro- symphonies. This, like his 1980
duction and starring Joel Grey ( of Beethoven cycle, is with the VPO,
Cabaret fame). Also by Weill are and future plans with them inthe ' unknown' songs with Teresa clude the late symphonies and
Stratas ( her debut solo recital on Requiem of Mozart as well as two
disc). There are two recently un- of the piano concertos, K.271 and
earthed concertos for harpischord
K.543, with Bernstein directing
and strings by C. P. E. Bach; an from the keyboard.
album of American music for
With the LA Phil he is to record
strings including Barber's Sere- works by Copland, Ives and Gernade and Elliot Carter's Elegy; the shwin (
Rhapsody in Blue) as well
Sequoia Quartet in music by Boc- as his own Candide overture and
cherini, Dvorak and Schoenberg; Symphonic Dances from West
and the Brahms Liebesliederwal- Side Story are planned for 1983.
zer from the LA Arts Ensemble. With the French orchestra he is to
The 'Silver' series includes new do works by Cesar Franck and
(analogue) recordings of Mozart Saint-Saëns, and with the BBCSO
sonatas on the fortepiano from a series of Elgar recordings, inVirtuoso
Malcolm cluding the Enigma Variations
American
Bilson and Subotnick's A Sky of and Pomp & Circumstance MarCloudless Sulphur. Nonesuch will ches.
also be reissuing material from
Most recent Bernstein releases
their back catalogue.
are recordings of his Dybbuk
(2531 348) and Beethoven OverBernstein
tures ( 2531 347).
Leonard Bernstein signed an exHolloway
clusive six-year contract withPolydor International in October. The We rather liked a direction given
agreement involves his working to the soloist in Robin Fir lloway's
with four of the world's major new Sonata for solo vio..n, given
orchestras, the Vienna and Los its premiere at the Linz Bruckner
Angeles
Philharmonics,
the Festival last autumn. The third
Orchestre National de France and movement scherzo is to be played
the BBCSO. Bernstein has begun a 'with brainless gaiety'l

so far has been issued only in Australia! EMI
do import it, though, and it is worth tracking
down as it shows the English style of playing
at its magnificent best ( OASD 7612). By
comparison, the Pro Arte Quintet of Zurich
sound considerably less imaginative 1n a
very well recorded recital of modern French
music ( Nimbus 2134).
Much as I
enjoy the often- recorded quintets
by Ibert and Milhaud, I
feel that the best
French wind music was written by Poulenc.
The set of his complete chamber music
includes such masterpieces as the sextet for
piano and wind, the trio for piano, oboe and
bassoon, the sonata for two clarinets, the
sonata for clarinet and bassoon, and various
other sonatas featuring wind instruments
(HMV 2C 165-12 519/22). The playing, by
French artists with afew excellent British
intruders, is unfailingly characterful. Two of
these pieces are nicely played on asingle disc
bythe Melos Ensemble but Imiss the more
pungent quality of real French bassoons!
Two first-rate works by the Rumanian
composer George Enescu date from the
extremes of his career ( shades of Richard
Strauss). His Op.14, from 1907, is scored for
two flutes, cor anglais, oboe, two clarinets,
two horns and tvo bassoons, while his Op.33,
finished in 1954 — the year before his death
— features piano, violin, viola, cello, double
bass, trumpet and wind quintet. The
performances directed by the great
Constantin Silvestri are definitive, musically
speaking, although the actual playing and the
recording quality could be improved on today
— the disc must be around 20 years old
(Electrecord 01046).
Stravinsky clearly loved the timbres of
wind instruments but he tended to exploit
their cooler qualities— some of his writing is
positively frigid to my ears, for all its skill. If
you like that sort of thing, adeleted recital by
the Netherlands Wind Ensemble ( Philips 6500

841) is worth seeking out, since you will never
hear the music better played. The
Symphonies of Wind Instruments of 1920,
written in memory of Debussy, constitutes
his masterpiece in the genre.
Of anumber of jazzy wind pieces from the
1920s and 1930s, the jauntiest is Kurt Weill's
suite Kleine Dreigroschenmusik, based on
themes from The Threepenny Opera and
written at the request of Otto Klemperer —
who once recorded it inimitably. The London
Sinfonietta provides agood substitute, with a
more appropriate coupling than Klemperer
had ( DG 2530 897).
Much music has been written for military
wind band this century, with British
composers well to the fore. Hoist, Vaughan
Williams and Grainger all wrote works based
on folksongs or in folk style, and they
sometimes produced an original inspiration,
like Holst's first suite and his Hammersmith,
or Vaughan Williams' Toccata Marziale. The
American band-leader Frederick Fennell has
made two series of recordings, one with his
student ensemble some 20 years ago ( Philips
6747 177) and asecond, still in progress, with
the wind soloists of the Cleveland Orchestra.
His performances are close to perfection but
anyone wanting just the most popular British
pieces will not be disappointed by the London
Wind Orchestra's recital. Denis Wick's
conducting could be tauter but the playing by
some of our best musicians is masterly.
'Afootnote to the history of wind music, but
an interesting one to lovers of Elgar, is the
'shed music' which he composed for himself
and four friends to play in the garden shed
when he was around 20. The pieces are
eclectic in style, as you would expect, and not
all of them have survived complete, but they
include some substantial movements. As you
may have heard— separate sections are
often used as Radio 3link music— there are
some lovely sounds here. •
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Round two
of our release
programme for the
Nonesuch label is as
delightful as round
one was dramatic.
A collection
of exciting new
releases, all digitally
recorded and all
very high quality
German pressings.
The original
American sleeves
are refreshingly
illustrated and make
entertaining as well as
informative reading.

--MEW' 'YORK

CITY OPERA

"nonesuch

ii

DIGITAL
American Music For Strings: By Barber, Carter, Fine,
Diamond. LA. Chamber Orch./Schwarz.
D 79002
Schoenberg: String Quartet No 2. c/w. Mel Powell: Little
Companion Pieces, Sequoia String Quartet.
D 79005
Paul Jacobs plays Blues, Ballads and Rags by Bolcom,
Copland and Rzewski.
D79006
Dvofák: Quintet in G Major, Two waltzes. Sequoia
Suing Quartet.
D79012
Bach: Wedding Cantata BWV 210. Judith Nelson.
The Bach Ensemble. Director, Joshua Rifkin. Performed on
original instruments.
D79013
Honegger: Concerto Da Cimera. c/w. Strauss: DuetConcertino. L.A. Ch. Orch/Schwarz.
D79018
The Anna Magdalena Bach Notebook. Kipnis, Blegen,_
Luzon, Meints. 2LP set.
DB 79020
Bartók: Complete Music For Violin & Piano. Luca,
Schoenneld, Shifrin (clarinet). 2LP set.
DB 79021

Well: Silverlake' A Winter's Tale. Grey, Neill, Hynes,
Bonazil, HarroldJN.Y. City Opera/Rudel. Premier Recording.
2LP set.
DB 79003
Other new releases include:Boccherini: Quartet and Quintets. Sequoia String
Quartet.
D 79004
Clara Schumann: Three Romances (premier recording).
Robert Schumann: Sonata in A minor. Mendelssohn: Sonata
in Fmajor. Luca, vin, Epperson, pno.
D 79007
Brahms: Liebeslieder Walzer, etc. LA. Vocal Arts
Ensemble.
D79008
'Fandango' The Music of Soler.
Kipnis, Harpsichord.
D79010
C.P.E. Bach: Concertos For Harpischord & Strings.
Premier Recording. Hamilton, Harpischord. LA. Chamber
Orch/Schwarz.
D79015

Conifer Records
Exclusively distributed in the UK by Conifer Records, Horton Road. West Drayton, Middlesex. Telephone 08954 47707/8/0
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS

and, at least, acommon recording environment for
all but the first track. The playing, too, is very lively
and graceful. Documentation is largely restricted to
advertisement. A rather strange issue, whose rating
does not include any hint of my poor opinion of the
choice of programme. ( 13:2]
Stephen Davy

BEST of the MONTH
Bach's Cantata 210 with Rifkin: splendid

77

The Notebook of Anna Magdalena Bach

78

Fitzwilliam Quartet's Borodin Quartets 1 & 2

79

Persuasive Masur in Brahms Serenade 1

81

New light: Harrell/Ashkenazy's Brahms sonatas

81

Virtuosic Mendelssohn sonatas: Bijlsma/Hoogland

84

Panufnik's Panufnik with enhancing transparency

86

Magnificent Saint-Saëns orchestral: Dutoit

87

Scarlatti Concerti Grossi Sinfonie: IMusici

87

Ashkenazy Sibelius 5: touchstone of excellence

88

Tchaikovsky: Maazel's cracking Romeo/Nutcracker

89

D'ALBERT: Tiefland'
Strauss / Schock IFischer IFeldhoff / RIAS Choir /
Berlin SO IZanotelli
Eurodisc 27666 XFR (3recs) (£ 9 • 99) ( PRT Sales)
Anyone who has experienced Tiefland in the theatre
will know that German verismo is quite as powerful as
(and at times agood deal more lyrical than) its Italian
or French equivalent. The score is now 80 years old,
but has worn well; the story, of basic passions among
peasants of the Pyrenean mountains and of the
lowlands, is taut and strongly dramatic. A recording of
it — even an old one, issued here with Germanlanguage synopsis in the illustrated folder, but no text
in any language — is warmly to be welcomed. It was
made in Berlin in 1963, in connection with atelevision film. The sound is quite good, despite surface
noise and arather artificial attempt at suggesting the
wide vistas of the Prologue, set in the mountain-tops.
The performance is almost entirely acceptable —
Rudolf Schock strong as the mountain shepherd,
duped but finally victorious; Isabelle Strauss unsubtle
but vibrant as the initially unwilling bride; Gerd
Feldhoff firmly evil as her bullying lover. Some of the
smaller roles are finely taken ( Margarete Klose, then
well over 60, is one of the village 'girls"). Hans
Zanotelli directs the performance with verve and
vitality, securing afine response from the orchestra. A
very interesting issue. [ 13:21
Peter Branscombe

ALBINONI: LES ADAGIOS
Adagios and other slow movements from: Op.
10, Nos. 1in b, 2 in g, 4 in g, 5in A, 7in F, 8in g,
Op. 9 Nos. 2 in d, 11 in Bb O Adagio ( arr.
Giatzotto) for organ and strings in g, & c
Giuseppe de Marzi (org) / ISoli Veneti / Scimone
Erato ERA 9237 (£5.75) (Conifer)
Beethoven actually wrote some excellent Adagios,
of which certain ones are now celebrated 'classical
pops', but nobody has ( as far as Iknow) yet issued a
recording of ' Les Adagios de Beethoven'; it is not
hard to see why. Slow movements, which by their
nature are very often placed second in acompound
work, depend for a part of their effect upon their
musical contexts; shorn of their neighbouring
movements, they lose a great deal, but presented
wholesale, they lose more still. Despite ingenious
selection of keys and styles ( including five
Andantes, aLargo and aLarghetto), this recording
starts off at aserious disadvantage, therefore.
In fact, all but the ubiquitous Giatzotto are here
dubbed from earlier Erato Albinoni recordings,
made at different dates ( Op. 9movements from STU
70475/6, Opus 10 from STU 71311, Sinfonia movements from STU 71234). The arrangement of the
record is not alittle confusing to the listener, since
different engineers (3) and dates of recording (4) are
used but only twice avoided between tracks; there
are twelve tracks in all. The recording is good on the
whole, with the customary well-balanced sound,

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: 03) (
monophonic) or El (stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics"
C) refers to aUK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording ratings should be taken to refer to
Recording
Performance
recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
A
Very Good
1
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Good
2
Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such
Moderate
3
variable faults will occur among commercial
D
Poor
4
pressings.
H
Historical
H (or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP)

as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: cg, B:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A*:1*. o HiFi News & Record
Review.

RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will
continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us,
but would otherwise refer readers to the box below,
which relates price- range to label prefixes.

RECORD PRICES ( EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5•50, ' Mid' £4.00, " Low" £2 • 50). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASO, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, OSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,
2533; 35/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HGS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL:9502, 2542, 6527, 61000; IR L;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
DPA(2), ECS, OLS; 6570;6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
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J. S. BACH: Cantata BWV 210 ' 0! holder Tag'
Nelson / Bach Ensemble / Rifkin
Nonesuch D-79013 digital (£5.75) ( Conifer)
The success of this lovely wedding cantata depends
almost wholly on the solo soprano, who holds the
stage from beginning to end, without respite. Let it
be said at once that this newcomer is aresounding
success. Judith Nelson manages her virtuosic part
with effortless clarity and great rhythmic verve. It is
rare indeed to hear Bach singing of such quality, or a
total ensemble that is so musically coherent. The
digital recording, too, is excellent; not indeed that
the music presents any serious engineering problems. The unforced and altogether natural sound
nonetheless deserves avery high rating. The cantata
itself dates from 1741, being the latest version of a
secular cantata that originated in about 1730. The
text takes the form of an argument as to whether
music can be afitting vehicle for the celebration of
so solemn an occasion as marriage. Does not music
give rise to thoughts that in no way accord with true
love? The conclusion, reached over the course of
five extensive arias, comes as no surprise! Bach
ensures the maintenance of musical interest by
subtly varying the structure of each movement, and
by carefully grading the instrumental colours,
reserving the full ensemble for the final and most
dynamic aria. In short, there is here some splendid
Bach, splendidly sung and played. [A*:1*]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: 3Concerti per Cembalo ( in F, BWV
1057, in D, 1054 & in g, 1058)
ECO ILeppard
Philips 9500 962
It is agood idea to present these three concertos on
asingle record, since each is an arrangement of a
concerto already more familiar to most listeners in
an earlier form: the first is arranged from the fourth
Brandenburg Concerto, the second and third from
the two Concertos for solo violin in Eand in A minor
respectively. The sound quality is extremely good.
However, Iam growing rather tired of the ECO's
style of playing baroque music, which seems to me
to have changed little since the 1950s, and to have
become even less graceful and beautiful since the
death of Benjamin Britten, who managed to coax the
most affectionate playing from the orchestra. There
is just too much heavy bowing, too much wide
vibrato and too much inconsistency (for example,
between the playing of the treble and the bass
strings) for my taste; the European chamber orchestras mostly now play with much more taste and
style, and, from this month's review- materials
alone, Ishould much rather prefer to hear the LSO's
strings in Bach or Vivaldi.
Documentation is rather skimpy, with what seems
to me to be a misleading sentence regarding the
arrangement by Bach of BWV 1057—a lovely work,
which Iknow well—from its Brandenburg original.
[A*:21
Stephen Davy
J. S. BACH: Concertos for Three Claviers In d
(BWV 1063) and in C ( 1064)0 Concerto for Four
Claviers in a, after Vivaldi (BWV 1065)
Anne Oueffélec, Michel Delbert°, Pascal Devoyon &
Jacques Gauthier (pnos) IPaillard CO IPaillard
Erato STU 71424 (£ 5•75) ( Conifer)
This is the only record of Bach's multiple-keyboard
concertos which Ihave heard played on pianos, and
after approaching the idea with an open mind, Ihave
to declare myself unimpressed with the idea. The
main trouble in these works comes from the playing
by all three (or four) soloists of one baseline during
most of each Concerto; this completely unbalances
the contribution of the piano 'section' of the orchestra,
and also seriously disturbs the sound of the entire
ensemble towards the percussive and away from the
lyrical. Bach's basslines are so essentially dance-like,
his textures are so inspired, that even in these
arranged works (not one of which is very likely to have
originated with him initially) such treatment must
sound inappropriate.
The problems presented to the recording engineers
must have been considerable, but they have not been
solved, and the resulting sound is hollow and illdefined, with no true reflection of piano subtlety or
string definition. Documentation is poor in
scholarship, and inadequate in translation
(C:2)
Stephen Dew
77

J. S. BACH: Concerto in d for two Violins and
Orchestra ( BVVV 1043) CI Concerto in d for
Violin, Oboe, and Orchestra ( 1060)
Nicolas Chumachenko, Brunhilda Gianneo (vim) /
André Lardot (oho) / Zürich CO / Stoutz
Schwann zko 50004 (£ 5.25) (TOL)
Chumachenko's performances here are of the heavily
projected 'bravura' type, so that he blends better with
Brunhilda Gianneo than he does with André Lardot,
whose approach is usually far more lyrical and contemplative. The Zurich Chamber Orchestra proves
fiery, but in this music lacks sweetness and subtlety.
All this results in rather hard-driven Bach.
However, there is aserious additional flaw. This is
to be found in Chumachenko's intonation, which is illcontrolled wherever large leaps occur and can also
waver where the bowing gets tricky in any register.
Something serious has gone wrong ( especially on
Side 11 here.
The recording sounds honest and direct; the rather
unattractive string tone is very probably truthful, and
not much could have been done to improve it,
although a slightly less close sound would have
helped the soloists, and awarmer acoustic the ripieno
strings. Fairly good documentation, if unexciting.
[B:3/21
Stephen Dew
J. S. BACH: Guitar Transcriptions: praeludla
(after BM 895, 999, 929, 926, 940, 934, 1007 &
853) CI Fugue (after 1001) CI Chaconne rafter
1004) El Andante (after 1003) CI Gavotte ( after
1006)
Milan Zelenka (gtr)
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 1721 (£ 4.50) (TOL)
This record originated with Czech Supraphon, and
although the recording is clear and the performances
are adequate, Idoubt if it will prove competitive in a
strong field. One reason is the programme, which is
disparate (especially on Side 1), and which leans far
too heavily upon a rather unproportioned and unprojected reading of the Chaconne; this last is played
from Segovia's transcription, but there is none of the
spirit of dazzling artistry that Segovia himself brings to
this music in Zelenka's account.
Cover- notes, in German only, are none too helpful:
not the best introduction to Bach's music in this area
of instrumentation. EB/C: 2/31
Stephen Dew
J. S. BACH: Lute Suite in g ( BVVV 995) CI Lute
Suite in e (996) D Prelude, Fugue and Allegro
(998)
Hopkinson Smith (lte)
Astrée AS 61 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Hopkinson Smith is one of the world's leading
lutenists; his special interest in the baroque lute has
resulted in some fine records, to which this highly
agreeable Bach recital may now be added. It captures
the sombre beauty of the thirteen-string baroque lute
very well, although it sounds as though the recordings
might better have been made in a small, woodenpanelled room rather than the church that was
actually selected. Plucked instruments sound much
better in such surroundings.
The playing is all good, mostly excellent;
Hopkinson Smith might perhaps add a little more
weight to expression and accentuation ( acomparison
of his reading of BWV 998 with Leonhardt's on
the harpsichord reveals aslightly stiff approach here).
However, the minor adaptations necessary for
othodox performances of Bach's lute pieces have
been very sensibly made, and the fast movements are
tidy and lyrical, while the slower ones ( notably that
heavenly G minor Sarabande) are very well sustained.
A little more life in the acoustic and in the expression
of line would have earned this recital a double star.
Documentation is excellent, and the record securely
packaged. (11:1]
Stephen Dow
J. S. BACH AND OTHERS: The Notebook of
Anna
Magdalena
Bach ( a
substantial
anthology)
Judith Blegen (sop) / Benjamin Luzon (bar) /
Catharina Meints (gba) / Igor Kipnis (hpd & cvd)
Nonesuch DB-79020 digital ( 2 recs) (£ 11.50)
(Conifer)
The title should read 'The Notebooks', since there
are indeed two, as Professor Robert Marshall's most
stimulating commentary makes admirably clear.
However, that should not detract from a spirit of
general rejoicing that Nonesuch have seen fit to
issue a recording of nearly all of the completed
musical works included in these most fascinating
musical albums. Isee no reason why the Idea of
recording a musical source should not be pursued
further with regard to the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. There are many manuscript collections
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which reveal a great deal that listeners—as well as
scholars—should have access to.
The performances here are mostly very good
indeed; both Benjamin Luxon and Igor Kipnis are in
especially fine form, and if Judith Blegen's vibrato
strikes me as too wide and Catharina Meints'
playing as just alittle under-characterised, these are
largely personal quibbles of my own. The big works
(French Suites, Partitas) are not included, since they
are supposed to be familiar from other collected
sources, although Kipnis' expressive treatment of
the fifth ' French' Suite, which ' represents' them,
made me wish that I
could have heard his account of
the Album version of the sixth Partita too. Iwas
rather surprised that Kipnis chose the clavichord to
accompany one song—presumably as an experiment, but I
didn't feel that it was successful; also at a
few other points of detail in keyboard disposition.
The ensemble is small, but it varies, and it
includes both harpsichord and clavichord; if one
reduces volume for the clavichord tracks, a most
effective sound is produced for that instrument.
When the volume is higher for harpischord items,
the focus, tone and clarity are exemplary: my best
digital recording yet, apart from that one clavichord/
voice track.
The documentation has to be good in this kind of
programme. It is, being firmly rooted on the von
Dadelsen commentary to the New Edition, together
with subsequent research; most of the music on this
record, of course, is not by Bach, and was not written
out by him. Congratulations to Nonesuch and all
concerned: the first attempt to do so much, and
done so well. [
A*: 1*/1
Stephen Daw
BAINBRIDGE:
Viola
Concerto•/KNUSSEN:
Symphony 3*•: Ophelia Dances'••
”Philharmonia / London Sinfonietta / * Walter
Trampler (via) / Thomas / ***Knussen
Unicorn RHD 400 (£5.99) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Simon Bainbridge and Oliver Knussen ( both b.1952)
share similar musical backgrounds, having both
studied with John Lambert in this country and with
Gunther Schuller in the USA. Knussen's Symphony
3 ( 1979) grew out of a planned ( but not completed)
symphonic poem about Shakespeare's Ophelia. It
falls into complementary halves: the first part is
abrupt, dense and vigorous, the second builds slow
layers of sound and ends quietly. The Ophelia
Dances (
1975) also reflect his fascination with this
Shakespearean character. However, the contrast is
marked: the symphony's thick, densely showy
texture ( which taxes the Philharmonia) is here
replaced with a transparent piece exploiting a
chamber group. There is an introduction, four
dances and a long, slow coda.
The Viola Concerto (
1978) starts with the soloist
shifting single notes microtonally. Gradually the
momentum increases with the orchestra and soloist
developing independently to a central climax. The
structure is clearly ' signposted' and the interaction
of the protagonists is in the bravura tradition. The
second movement is mostly subdued and reflective.
Walter Trampler (who commissioned the work with
Arts Council funds) gives amasterful performance.
The performances of all the pieces are fine ( only
the Philharmonia sound a shade mechanical in
Knussen's demanding Symphony). The recording is
very good indeed, handling the thick textural
demands without strain or loss of transparency.
[A:1/21
Benedict Samaker
BALASSA: Chant of Glarus 111 The Island of
Everlasting Youth D Tresses •D Motet"
*Veronika Kincses (sop) / Budapest SO I Lehel I
**Hungarian Radio Chorus/ Sapszon
Hungaroton SLPX 12223 (£4.801 ( Parnote)
Chant .of Glarus is in effect a traditional fourmovement symphony. It is the composer's musical
response to the remote area of Glarus in Switzerland.
It tries ( without great success) to avoid being descriptive in a 19th- Century way. Perhaps because of this it
carries its extended length with great ease and much
joy.
The Island of Everlasting Youth is aConcert Overture and takes its title from a Japanese tale. It was
written to a commission from Hungarian Radio for a
test piece for a conducting competition. This has
created some difficulties (for the conductor)) and
some longueurs for the listener: it does not lack
attractiveness (the composer's self-confidence is
warranty of that), but it lacks a core of meaning.
Tresses has this missing substance: Balassa is agifted
stage composer and his response to this poem is
immediate. The text starts as a love poem glorifying
the hair of all the women who have ever been loved,
but then suggests that all that hair be turned into a

rope of freedom for all the world's prisoners ( politics
again !?). Motet (
as its title implies) is polyphonically
written for unaccompanied chorus. Its treatment
owes much to Kodaly. Most interesting is the tension
between this fluid, equal style and the text it sets, a
painful protest poem by Georg Trakl.
Both the performances and the recording are
unexceptional. Nothing interferes with one's listening,
yet nothing grabs one with an aural thrill or delight but who will complain of that? [
B:2]
Benedict Sarnaker
BARTOK:Hungarian Folksongs Vol.2
BARTOK-KODALY: Hungarian Folksongs
Terezia Csajbok (sop)/ Lorant Szucs (pno)
Hungaroton SLPX 12114 (£ 4.80) ( Parnote)
The Bartok arrangements date from 1905, as do the
Twenty Hungarian Folksongs which Bartok and
Kodaly arranged and published jointly in 1906, and
which stand as a landmark in Hungarian music.
Bartok is responsible for the first ten, Kodaly for the
rest, and it is interesting to compare their respective
attitudes to accompaniments. Bartok, even then, is
less opulent and the piano frequently does little more
than point up harmonic signposts, whreas Kodaly is
more expansive and more consciously lyrical. The
songs are surprisingly varied, yet redolent of the great
spaces of Central Europe and full of pre-echoes of the
later music of both composers. Happily both singer
and pianist have been well chosen to explore this
fascinating landscape, and Terezia Csajbok's vibrant
delivery is never less than commanding - and at times
thrilling. The recording reflects this excitement, and
the outcome is avaluable and overdue contribution to
the Bartok centenary. Hopefully there is more in the
pipeline. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK ON THE ORGAN
Various piano works transcribed for organ
Oskar Gottlieb Blarr (org)
Schwann VMS 2051 (£5.251 ( TOL)
Bartok's piano music played on the organ sounds
odd, to say the least. Equally unusually, the sleeve
carries nothing but an extended ' argument' between the player and one Hanspeter Krellmann
about the desirability of the project, at the end of
which Krellmann, doubtless playing Devil's Advocate, seems not entirely convinced. After hearing
the result, neither am I. Of the claimed benefits—
increased dimension, colour, rhythm, clarity and
beauty—one might concede the first two, but hardly
the remainder, while even the 'colour' relies on the
almost unremitting use of reed stops, which Ifound
obsessive and more than somewhat wearying. The
music also suffers from the lack of nuances of touch
possible on the piano, and it is these factors, rather
than the act of transcription, that are reflected in the
rating.
The recording is notably crisp and clean with good
extension, a close balance being necessary to the
production. No music or organ information is given.
[A:2]
Trevor Attewell
BAYER: ' Die Puppenfee' ('The Fairy Doll')
Staatsphilharmonie Rheinland-Pfalz lEichhorn
Eurodisc 203387-425 (£ 4.99) ( PRT Sales)
The subject is as slight as that of most divertissements - the various visitors to a large doll- maker's
shop, with characteristic dances for various national
dolls, and at midnight agrand dance for the dolls' own
delight, with homage to their queen, the fairy doll
herself. The score is consistently effective, with none
of the twenty numbers in any danger of outstaying its
welcome - and with the listener half- hoping that one
or two of the waltzes might go on longer. It is a
refreshingly tuneful 40-odd minutes' worth, played
here under Kurt Eichhorn with a spirit and
unexaggerated affection which, while lacking the
refinement which a great orchestra can find in the
music, will give much satisfaction. The recording is
forward, decent, though there is alot of surface noise.
[13:2]
Peter Branscombe
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4 in G, Op. 58
Emil Gllels (pno)/ Leningrad SO ISanderling
Chant du Monde LDX78697
(£ 4.501 (TOL)
The Melodiya recording was made in 1959; the
quality is constricted, with slight flutter in the slow
movement, the sound not as open as in the 1953
Kempff mono ( DG). The cadenzas—Gilels plays the
'Op. 111' one—appear to have been taped
separately. Although the Cleveland Fourth ( SXLP
30515) shows the development of passing mannered
details, and the rondo is less virile, more songful in
conception, the important differences are in the
Andante. On Chant du Monde Gilels provides perhaps
the purest account on disc—certainly not excepting
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Les Noces is rhythmically taut, full of control yet quite unforced.
There are many treasures in this collection but in this space it is only
possible to list afew of them. This Symphony in Three Movements is a
tour-de-force of powerful, motoric drive ( and makes the recent RCA
Mata performance seem almost pedestrian in comparision, for all its
good points); the Soldier's Tale, marvellously buoyant, crafty; the
/Octet surpassed only by his own more recent account with the Boston
Chamber Players; Oedipus Rex, powerful and timeless like a
monument; Symphony of Psalms, poised again and in the best sense
39 vocalists/9 choruses/7 narrators/11 pianists/2 violinists/7 orchesmotionless ( his coda remains unique and his way with the sfp version
tras/3 chamber groups/Stravinsky/Craft
of ' Laudate Dominum' is in aclass apart); Symphony in C; the Mass
CBS GM31 (31 recs) ( special price)
(some marvellous singing here); Threni; Movements — Charles
An immeasurably valuable contribution to the Stravinsky centenary
Rosen's performance is truly awe-inspiring; the Variations; and
celebration, this 31- record ' limited edition' reissue set from CBS is not
Requiem Canticles — his last major work, the most accessible and in
only a unique documentation of the composer interpreting, or
many ways the most wholly satisfying of his serial phase. These are
supervising the interpretation of, his own music, it is a virtually
performances which strike me as particularly vibrant and rewarding
complete catalogue of his oeuvre. Very few original compositions
on rehearing them, but of course this is to overlook many more — the
escape performance in some form or other (
eg, the Concertino for
other chamber miniatures, the fun pieces (
Greeting Prelude, the
string quartet of 1920 appears here in its 1952 version for 12
Ebony Concerto, the Tango, Circus Polka, The Owl and the Pussycat,
instruments, and The Five Fingers for piano of 1921 as Eight
etc,
etc).
Mention
must
be
made,
too,
of
The
Rake's Progress, the
Instrumental Miniatures of 1962), and the only really notable
Mozartian ' number opera' which represented the culmination of
exceptions are the early Sonata in Fsharp minor, Scherzo and Four
Stravinsky's neo-classical phase. This was recorded in London with
Studies for piano ( all of which are on arecent Michel Beroff recital —
Sadlers Wells and the PRO. Alexander Young and Judith Raskin head
the Sonata also available from Paul Crossley), Three Pieces for String
asuperbly integrated cast which excels in its vocal precision, its flair
Quartet (
1914), the Three Pieces for Clarinet Solo (
1919) — two
for style, and it is hard to imagine a better mannered, more cogent
versions of this in the catalogue — and the Elegy (
1944) for solo viola
performance.
(or violin). 98 works are presented here, in addition to Stravinsky's
The recordings span some 25 years in all, although most stem from
illuminating commentary on The Rite of Spring and an LP devoted to
the decade after 1958, and the results are necessarily variable. For the
various snippets of conversation — reminiscing with friends, in a
most part they stand up pretty well and the German pressings are a
college seminar, or on the rostrum during recording sessions.
delight after the terribly uneven quality of the original issues. There
(Tellingly suspicious about the recording approach: John McLure —
are anumber of difficulties, though, not least with some of the more
'If you let them [the trumpets] play out abit, you see, I
can reduce them
extreme spot-miking and contrived-sounding balances. One expects
later.' Stravinsky — ' Urn ... can you? .... 'Believe me' ... ' Itrust
1930s recordings to sound wayward but it is disappointing to find the
you!'). The presentation box comprises 14 two- record gatefold
later efforts on, say, the Sonata for Two Pianos sounding so dreadfully
sleeves, the three- record box of The Rake's Progress (
with its libretto)
close up and with such extreme L- Rseparation. In the orchestral works
and a 48- page booklet which includes rare photographs of the
there are some curious problems too— the glassy quality of Scherzo à
composer, his family, friends and colleagues.
Ja Russe, for example, or the bizarre, hollow acoustic given to the
The earliest recording here is Stravinsky's own 1930 performance of
Concertino for 12 instruments. It's always seemed apity to me that the
the Piano-Rag-Music, afascinating glimpse of his quirky, mannered
interpretation. He appears as accompanist, too, with Szigeti in a first trumpet's wrong note on the very last chord in Symphony in
Three wasn't corrected. (This sort of error, perpetuated on disc, leaves
remarkable rendition of the Duo Concertante. For the most part,
one strangely uneasy in anticipation, as it were, at all subsequent live
though, he is the conductor in awhole string of classic performances,
concerts!) A pity too that no-one thought to correct the reversed
many of which remain unsurpassed. Two things matter above all else
channels throughout The Rite when it was ( presumably) going to be
for Stravinsky, ' intervals and rhythm, which are the main elements of
re-cut anyway.
music', and from the bare- bones simplicity of the early, forwardSome of the recordings seem over- recorded and there are
looking Pastorale (
1907) to the often dense, yet always precisely
numerous incidents of a kind of 'clipping' distortion which Ihad
delineated harmonies of the three big ' Russian' ballets, to the poised,
filigree textures of the so-called neo-classical period, to the Webern - previously assumed to be due to disc wear and/or mistracking but
which are now revealed as recording anomalies. Passages in
like compression of thought in the final serial works, it is the attention
Movements show this all too clearly. On the other hand, though, there
to these two aspects of performance which are crucial. Even in his 80s
are some fine sounds even by current standards. The Soldier's Tale
Stravinsky brought precisely those qualities to his own performances.
for example, heavy in the bass though it is, or the splendidly clear
The playing is sometimes ragged by today's standards — the
Mass. The Rake also stands the test of time remarkably well.
rehearsal disc eavesdrops on some of the difficulties posed— but the
All in all this is an indispensable collection which the newcomer
sense of purpose and mutual enthusiasm are always apparent.
should snap up because it's aonce- in-a- lifetime offer, and which the
Firebirds from Colin Davis, Dorati, Muti and Dohnanyi, Petrushkas
addict may well invest in simply to have amore complete collection
from Levine, Abbado, and Dorati, Rites from Abbado, Tilson Thomas,
and to gain the benefits of excellent and reliable pressings. Difficult to
Davis or Haitink are all highly persuasive in various ways, of course,
sum up, really, and 113/C/H: 1*/1/21 seems clumsy, but the trend
but Stravinsky's own approaches, however uneven, provide essential
overall is towards the higher ratings. Warmly recommended.
terms of reference. His Rite remains alone in its over-view, its
Ivor Humphreys
elucidation of the more complex textures, its colour and its poise. His

IGOR STRAVINSKYthe recorded legacy

The large-scaled orchestral paraphrases of Meyerbeer were written in 1971, and reflect the composer's
youthful exposure to the 19th Century operatic composer. In homage to him, Bielas uses the 19th Century
technique of paraphrase — reworking amelody into a
virtuoso piece for orchestra with aprominent part for
solo piano. He binds this material together by
developing and varying the tunes and brings the
whole work to a rousing climax in the last movement
with the Coronation March from Le Prophète. A fine,
attractive—and conservative—piece results. Once
again the performance has energy and refinement.
The recorded quality is good: clear, well balanced
orchestral perspective, a good dynamic range and a
nicely balanced piano part for the soloist too.
113:11
Benedict Sarnaker

here. Stretches of it do find Borodin very much
searching for an identity of his own, but this unique
mastery of the form ( among Russian composers,
that is) is already richly in evidence, and time and
again the sheer inventiveness and vigour of the
writing stops one in one's tracks: the striking trio
section of the trio is one case in point. Again, this is a
superbly vital performance—rhythmically so alive
and bowed with such generosity.
Perhaps because of its close scrutiny, Ifound the
sound atouch edgy, even dry, in fortissimo. But this
is hardly amajor quibble in the light of its vividness
and clarity IA:1*1
Edward Seckerson

Paraphrases
Christoph Eschenbach (pno) I Bavarian ASO I
*Kubelik IJanowski
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 1727 (£4.50) (TO L)

BORODIN: String Quartets 1 & 2
Fitzwilliam Quartet
Decca SXL 6983

At 74 Günter Bialas—after many years as a teacher
and performer—is now retired, but in no way inactive.
The Concerto lirico was written for Christoph Eschenbach in 1967. Its three movements play continuously.
•
The slow introduction exposes all the work's thematic
ideas: ideas which have a strong melodic character
(hence the title). The piano weaves itself into this
material, which then grows through extensive 'and
varied treatments, some gentle, some energetic. The
whole inhabits the world of the late Romantics. The
performance is dedicated and finely polished: both
soloist and orchestra show off the work's virtues in
the best light.

In his sleeve- note, the Fitzwilliam's Alan George
says that few works have given he and his colleagues more pleasure and satisfaction in performance than these Borodin quartets. Well, that much is
instantly apparent from the exuberance and passion
of their playing here.
No. 2 is, of course, the more familiar, the more
overtly Russian of the two works—and the Fitzwilliam, glowing tone to the fore, certainly make no
apologies for those exotic melodies, so rudely
purloined later by acertain Broadway musical. But it
is the lengthy No. 1, with its strong German
associations, which provides the greater curiosity

The three Piano Sonatas of Pierre Boulez share an
external toughness, a toughness bred of rigorous
compositional procedures. All demand great
virtuosity of the pianist since all exploit the fullest
dynamic, pitch and colour range of the piano. In the
Third Sonata the pianist must also make demanding
choices about the direction he will take through the
written material (aleatoric structure). Not easy for the
performer—nor for the listener, for it takes several
listenings to penetrate the beauties of these pieces.
However, beauties there are leg, the wonderful contrast between the dense, weighty material of the
'Blocs' and the filigree threads of the ' Points' sections
of the Constellation— Miroir movement of the Third
Sonata) and Claude Helfer executes them with great
delicacy and substantial power.

Schnabel's. Close comparisons show that the several
spread chords in the Cleveland version seriously
weaken the effect; the trills may be more powerful,
but Gilels anticipated the if-pp diminuendo, which he
did not do here. Szell's handling of the dialogue is
rather effete at bar 64; Sanderling's characterisation
is so convincing that the fractionally late entries at 70,
72 do not matter. The accompaniment is very much to
the point—this is probably the Leningrad Philharmonic. The sleeve note is a transcribed 1979
interview with Gilels, in French. Essential to anyone
who cares sufficiently about Beethoven performances— the sound is not unacceptable
IC/D:1*1
Christopher Breunig
BIA LAS :

Concerto

lirico•
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BOULEZ:Three Piano Sonatas
Claude Helfer (
pno)
Astrée AS 60 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
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VICTROLA.
RCA'S POPULAR BUDGET LABEL
MAKES A WELCOME RETURN TO THE CATALOGUE
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Cello Concerto in B Minor

Concerto For Orchestra
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u VK 2000
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VICS 2001
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Conductor
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ZUBIN MEHTA
Cos Angeles Philharmonic
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u VK 2006
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oVICS 2003

Adagio for Strings

O
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PROKOFIEV:

Scenes born Elektra
Recogntion Scene. Finale
FRITZ REINER
Chicago Symphony Orchestra

oVICS 2009
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Symphony No. 101 Clock'

Symphony No 1

FRITZ REINER
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
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Scottish National Orchestra
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Welcome as it is to have all these works on one
record, it has had some dubious byproducts. An earlier
(now sadly deleted) recording by Charles Rosen put
only the first and third sonatas onto one record. By
squeezing in the second as well Astrée have pressed
in so many echoes and pre-echoes as to make listening afrustrating experience. Dynamic range (so vital
to these works) has also suffered and some tape-hiss
is intrusive. Thus—welcome as the contents are—the
rating, sadly, is [ D:11.
Benedict Sarneker
BRAHMS: Serenade 1 in D, Op. 11
Leipzig Gewandhaus / Masur
Philips 6514 081
Philips have paralleled their Concertgebouw recordings of Brahms' orchestral music and concertos with
aLeipzig series; only by atrifling margin could this
new version of the youthful Serenade be judged
'better' than Haitink's ( on 9500 322). Both conductors adopt slightly varying but equally persuasive
tempi—nothing so extreme as Boult's rapid
traversal of the Adagio non troppo—and both
preserve the antecedent character of the Serenade.
(Originally conceived and tested as a nonet, the
work looks back at Beethoven's Second, and forwards to Brahms' own D- major Symphony.) The
other single-disc versions, Stokowski's on Varèse,
the mid-priced LSO/Kertesz 'Jubilee' reissue, project agreater concern for sheer orchestral virtuosity.
My preference for Masur's recording is based on his
steady unfolding of the slow movement, and for a
balance which, less forward than the Amsterdam
alternative, effectively suggests the lofty hall acoustic, and conveys the darker-toned Leipzig orchestra
in away that oddly corresponds with the cast of pie
chosen Caspar Friedrich cover reproduction.
[11:1 4r]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Volkaldndlieder CI Acht Lieder und
Romanzen Op. 14
Julia Paszthy (sop)/ Laszlo Baranyay(pno)
Hungaraton SLPX 12136 (£4.80) ( Parnote)
Listening to the folk song arrangements one after the
other is probably not the best way to appreciate them,
since they tend to sound monotonous with their
limited dynamic and dramatic range, and the soprano
Julia Paszthy does little to improve matters. She has a
charming light soprano voice, but in all these songs
she hardly varies the colour of the voice, and although
she sings prettily, with unforced tone, and is
sympathetically accompanied by Laszlo Baranyay,
there is too little variety to maintain one's interest in
this recital. In the Eight Leader and Romances she
shows greater involvement, but her diction is at times
indistinct, and the whole recital shows promise rather
than fulfilment. The recording is clean and well
balanced between voice and piano, with abright but
not over-resonant acoustic. [
Be John Freestone
BRAHMS: Variations on • Theme by Haydn, Op.
56b• 0 Waltz Op. 39"D Variations on aTheme
by Schumann, Op. 23
Alfons Kontarsky IAloys Kontarsky (*2pnos I ”pno
duet)
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 3004 (£ 3.25) (TOU
Ihave a rather aged import of the two Kontarskys
performing Stravinsky's Concerto and Sonata for two
pianos which is amodel of precise piano playing and
clean articulation. They seem to penetrate to the
skeleton of the pieces with such clear insight. This is
not naturally inappropriate to Brahms' piano works,
but perhaps the Haydn Variations benefit less from
this musical caustic dip than the cool Stravinsky. It is
hard to pin down, but the interpretations stress the
linear and contrapuntal aspects. From such
scrupulous pianists there are some disconcerting
interpretative points: a distinctly free treatment of
rhythm in some numbers, and in the theme. The
Schumann Variations (
4 hands, 1 piano) is quite in
Brahms' virtuosic vein and deserves to be
recorded—it is not otherwise available.
The recording is tonally full bodied, except for some
moments in the upper registers when the sound can
seem curtailed. The two-piano placing is nicely
directional, but one would have expected more of an
increase in sonority over the piano duet. [
13:2J
Roger Bowen
BRAHMS: Sonatas 1 812 for Cello and Piano
Lynn Harrell (Irk) / Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 6979
This record offers those who already have other
versions a satisfying alternative; and those who
have not, aversion which will last them avery long
time. In the first place, there is asuperb collabora1-11 FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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tion between the players; then the interpretation on
which they have agreed is splendidly judged in
tempi and emphasis, with lucid exposition and
lovely detail: however well you think you know
these justly popular sonatas, you will find new light
from these performances. Lynn Harrell occasionally
lacks strength, but only by comparison with Ashkenary, who keeps attracting my attention by his
mastery.
The recording is a very good one, the balance
being just about perfect and separation and detail
superb. My only reluctant criticism is that the
frequency extension is restricted at both ends, but
particularly in the treble: both instruments lack that
final radiance which they ought to have. This is not
to say that the sound is ever other than most
beautiful: it is just that it isn't as lovely as it might
have been, and that is avery great pity. Nevertheless, it would be folly to avoid this issue because of a
minor deficiency apparent only by comparison with
the best recordings when reproduced on equipment
capable of the highest quality: musically, this is an
outstanding performance which will certainly go
into my permanent collection. [
A:1*]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Symphony 1in c, Op. 68 / WAGNER:
'Rienzi' overture
Philadelphia! Stokowski
Cameo GOC LP 9009H
(
Remote)

(£5.49)

'The counter theme of the second melody was already
the chief theme of the first melody' Stokowski assures
us in aspoken preface to his 1927 Victor recording of
the Brahms— Original Direct Cuts as the sleeve puts
it. The illustration of themes makes an endearing
bonus, with its surprisingly 'realistic' piano sound (and
dated microphone speaking techniques); but the main
transfers are just as astonishing, when the beauty of
the Philadelphia playing is so richly apparent. Of
today's conductors, only Celibidache might allow
himself the extremes of speeds used by Stokowski for
expressive purposes; yet this Brahms reading still has
validity and power—the same urgency of manner of
the 1972 LSO live recording. Although the rarely
heard Rienzi overture is marred by pitch waver in the
trumpet calls, this disc has been remastered with
evident dedication, and my pressing was flawless.
Recommended. [
H:H]
Christopher Breunig
BRIAN: Orchestral Works Vol. 3: Burlesque
Variations O Requiem for the Rose 0 The Hag
Alan Smith (org) / Saint Nicholas Singers / Hull
Youth SO / Heald-Smith
Cameo GOCLP 9014 (£5.50) ( Parnote)
Under the auspices of the Haverga IBrian Society we
have a further record of some of Brian's earlier
works: the bulk of it devoted to Burlesque Variations
on an Original Theme (
1903). Starting with quiet
(nearly Brahmsian) dignity, the piece then fulfils its
title by subjecting the material to diverse peregrinations ending with an extended seventh variation in
'the form of an Overture' full of Pomp and Circumstance ( if the phrase will be forgiven). It is the earliest
of Brian's orchestral variations and, while not
without merit, it displays its immaturity somewhat
too vividly—and at too great alength.
The other two works are the two ( of three) settings
of poems by Robert Herrick which have survived the
ravages of time and neglect. The originals were
composed during 1911-12 during a period of
considerable prosperity in the composer's life. Choir
and orchestra are treated as equal partners for much
of the time—just occasionally the orchestra dominates and then the word setting becomes less than
clear.
The Hull Youth SO obviously enjoy themselves in
the variations and bring them off with agood deal of
panache; the Saint Nicholas Singers make rather a
faint stab at the Herrick songs; the recording is
workably good and serves the music well without
achieving outstanding merit. 113:2/31
Benedict Sarnaker
CHOPIN: Cello Sonata in g, Op. 650 Polonaise
brillante, Op. 3 CI Grand Duo concertant on
themes from Meyerbeer
Frédéric Lodéon (vic) IFrancoisRené Duchable (pno)
Erato STU 71454 (£ 5.751 (Conifer)
No doubt with an eye to the moderato part of Chopin's
tempo direction, Lodéon and Duchable unfold the first
movement of the Cello Sonata at a leisurely pace,
with much sensitive shaping and warm, well-focused
sound. Rubato is well judged, and there is awelcome
absence of mannerism. There is adifference of almost
two minutes between the new performance of the
first movement and that of Rostropovich and Argerich

(DG 2531 201, 3/81, also with the first movement
repeat), and the latter artist's firmer rein on proceedings can be felt at almost any point. Not only is there a
greater overall sweep to the DG performance, but
there is, too, a range of tone and expression, and
where appropriate an élan, which for all their
sensitivity the French duo cannot yet match.
Paradoxically, it is the older duo's wider range of
tone and tempi which creates an impression of the
greater ease of movement. The newcomers' account
of the first movement, contributing to an overall
timing of 32' 11", has led the cutting engineer to split
the Sonata between sides, which, however well
advised technically, is rather apity. Flanking the major
work are exuberant performances of Chopin's two
other pieces for cello and piano; the Meyerbeer variations are otherwise unavailable. The recordings are
warm-toned and well-balanced throughout, and are
pressed on immaculate surfaces. [ A:2]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN:Weitzee 1-14
Geza Anda (pno)
Eurodisc 89754 MK (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
In these performances, recorded in 1975 at Anda's
last sessions, there are elegant details, and the playing is certainly the product of afine mind, yet the final
impression is one of consistently low voltage. Tempi
are almost invariably measured, and there is little
sparkle, even where Chopin implies it to be necessary.
Op. 34/1 is not remotely Vivace, and not even the
coda brings the Plu vivo specified. Too often, for all the
graciously-turned phrasing, my attention was too
readily drawn to the regularity of the waltz
rhythm—or else there is a selfconsciously imposed
'Viennese' anticipation of the second beat, as in the D
flat Waltz. Op. 64/1.
A pity—but no more than that, for there are DG
recordings of Mozart and Bartok, among others, to
show Anda at his incomparable best. For Chopin
Waltzes, though, Katin ( SPA 486, offering 16 out of
the full quota of 19), Rubinstein ( SB 6600) or Zimmermasi (2530 965), to say nothing of Lipatti ( HLM
7075 Ul ), all offer richer insights. Eurodisc's recording is bright, if atrifle wiry. [
B:3/4] Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Preludes 1-24, Op. 28 0 Prelude in ce,
Op. 45
Vlado Perlemuter (pno)
Nimbus 45011 45 rpm (£5.45) ( Parnote)
In 30-odd years of serious professional tape recording, we have come to expect our records to be as
near note-perfect as makes little difference. The
results can be questionable: over-editing can bring
about azombie-like finished product which moves
from A to B, but which neither thinks nor feels. Yet,
editing which is artistically applied ( in the form of
short inserts, often just two or three notes, in order
to correct a momentary mishap) need not detract
from the organic feeling of worthwhile musicmaking; the beginning-to-end performance is still intact,
but without the mistakes which, once registered,
become expected and therefore distracting on
subsequent hearings.
Regrettably, the scores of minor mishaps left to
stand on this record will simply not do. During a
recent radio feature on the Nimbus label, amember
of the company cited asmall textual error on this
very disc ( Ds instead of Eflats in the left hand at the
beginning of bar 15 of Prelude no. 4); it would, he
insisted, be apity to ' lose the performance' for the
sake of two notes. Agreed: simply drop in two right
notes from another take. This is not dishonest, as
Nimbus claim: in fact, it is unfair to do otherwise, for
such atiny memory lapse, irritating on repetition,
would not happen in the same place twice. One
erases a pimple from a photographed portrait for
the same reason: next week, the blemish will have
healed.
There are many admirable things in this distinguished artist's Chopin. For once, the A minor
Prelude flows at the two-in-the-bar pace indicated
by the composer ( how lugubrious it sounds in so
many other hands), and the LH line in no. 15 is
shaped with sovereign tone and naturalness. No. 23
offers abeautifully delicate web of sound—but how
infuriating are the frequent 'gaps' when anote fails
to speak. During the last chord of no. 20, there is the
sound of someone apparently whistling offstage, a
ridiculous inclusion on disc. There is also much that
is cautious: no. 16 is measured and hardly con
fuoco, while nos. 8 and 24 are frankly laboured.
Pervasive studio clicks and creaks conjure up
images of a listener in stockinged feet tiptoeing
quietly—but not quietly enough—about the studio.
It is naive of a recording company to sit an artist
down in an empty room, switch on atape recorder
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and hope for the best; however attractive the idea
may seem to the artist, it takes no account of the
respective disciplines of concert hall and studio. A
microphone is not an audience: it cannot reciprocate the emotions felt and transmitted by the
musician. Considering Nimbus' insistence on recording ' performances', it is ironic that this lonelysounding account of the music generates little of the
electricity of a successful concert or recital. The
sound quality follows the customary Nimbus pattern: a lifelike representation of a lively, rather
muddy acoustic. [
B/C:3]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Piano Works, volume 15
Introduction and Variations on aGerman Air—
'The Swiss Boy' D Polonaises in g, Ab, Bb, ge, bb
and d, Op. 71/1 D Rondo in c, Op. 1 II 3
Ecossaises, Op. 72/3 El Rondo ' a la Mazur'. Op.
5
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 6981
As a recorded cycle in which each disc is concentrated on aperiod of the composer's life rather than
on a specific genre, Ashkenazy's Chopin project is
bound to produce the occasional instalment in
which the music is of less than commanding
interest. This disc of early pieces ( composed before
1827) is a case in point, although the superlatively
intelligent playing and the unfailing charm of the
music are attractions in themselves. Occasionally,
as in the tiny G minor Prelude which Chopin wrote at
the age of seven, Iwondered whether Ashkenazy's
response to these miniatures wasn't a little too
sophisticated, the rubato artful in away rather more
knowing than a child, albeit a precociously gifted
one, could have imagined; perhaps, in any case, that
is not the point. Yet the Ecossaises sparkled away
delightfully, and Ashkenazy's way with the Rondo à
la Mazur is as sensitive to the lyrical moments ( so
prophetic of things to come) as it is to the liveliness
of the mazurka rhythms on either side.
Good, clean recordings, made in Kingsway Hall
and the Church of St George the Martyr. On some
bands (those taped in the latter location?) amomentary surge- back of reverberation follows a loud
attack, but the effect is not troublesome. [A:1]
Andrew Keener
DUPHLY: First book of harpsichord pieces
Françoise Petit ( hpd)
SFP 91032 (£ 4.95) ( TOL)
This music has much to offer: it is bright, often
vivacious and full of rhythmic vitality. The record
includes the first book of harpsichord pieces in its
entirety, together with three pieces from the fourth
book, which show the work of the more mature and
experienced composer.
Françoise Petit is obviously very knowledgeable on
the work of Duphly, having been involved with the
editing of a modern edition, and her playing of these
pieces is very compelling. She has an assured manner
with this music, and imparts a nice feeling of
momentum to the pieces. She makes considerable
use of the various harpsichord stops, but
unfortunately little information is given about this
splendid instrument except that it was built by
Fonvieille in 1971. Particularly striking is its warm rich
lute sound in the low register.
Iknow there are some people who object to the
'stereo- harpsichord' sound, in which the instrument
appears spread out between the speakers, but Ifind
the sound of this recording very pleasant and realistic,
with athankful absence of mechanical clattering.
[13:1*]
Colin Evans
•DVORAK: Piano Quintet in A, Op. 81 / SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in Eb, Op. 44
Artur Schnabel (pno) / Pro Arte Quartet
Worl d Records

SH 408 ® (
0.75) ( conifer)
Artur Schnabel was not only agreat pianist, but he
was also a direct link with such great figures as
Leschetizky, with whom he studied piano, and with
Brahms, with whom he studied composition. It
therefore follows that his recordings have aspecial
significance, particularly since he was himself a
great pianist. These recordings date from 1934, and
naturally they show their age, but having said this,
they are quite amazing for their period, and the
performances are superb in every way. Definition is
surprisingly good, although there is not the spaciousness or the wide dynamic range that one
would expect today. This, then, is a wonderful
souvenir of great performers, and it should appeal
to all lovers of chamber music provided they are not
too insistent upon the latest in hi-fi. [
H:1* ]
John Freestone
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ELGAR: Symphony 1 in Ab, Op. 55: Symphony
2 in Eb, Op. 63*
Hallé / Loughran
ASV ALHB201 (
2recs) (£9.20) ( PRT Sales)* 8 Nov
'79
With slight reservations only (' clarity may have been
achieved at the expense of dynamism'(, Hugh
Ottaway found this Elgar Second an important
addition to the catalogue. In contrast to the emotionally charged Hallé/Barbirolli, Loughran's readings, as it were, restore the original freshness of
these
canvasses.
Entirely
straightforward,
Loughran's Elgar is nevertheless deeply moving:
especially in the slow movements of these symphonies. The snag is that the levels are low, and record
surfaces disappointing in quality. Both transfers
have aveiled sound, although the dynamic range of
the originals was fairly wide leg, 2Scherzo, 1finale);
on the review set surface noise was distracting
throughout most of Side 2. [
13:1]
Christopher Breunig
ELGAR: Symphony 2 in Eb, Op. 63
USSR SO / Svetlanov
HMV SXLP 30539
That one of Russia's top conductors should prove so
committed an Elgarian, not only in recent London
performances with the LSO of Gerontius and the
Second Symphony, but also, as here, on his home
ground, is in itself a cause for rejoicing. Many
non- British interpreters have treated us to new
insights into Elgar, yet none of them, to my
knowledge, has done so on disc with any orchestra
other than one schooled in the American or Western
European tradition. I
wish, then, that I
could respond
more favourably than Ido to this Melodiya combination, recorded at a Moscow concert performance in
1977. In addition to his study of the score, Svetlanov
has evidently done his homework on Elgar's own
electrical recording (World Records SH 163 ®). Like
Solti ( SXL 6723) and the composer himself, he takes
the first movement bridge passage ( Fig. 7) at the full
tilt of the preceding music— no ' subitamente' tempo
change here, and the fire and rhythmic security of
the Scherzo, so important to the composer, come
across superbly.
Yet as often as not, Elg ar's interpretative decisions were dictated by spontaneous feeling, to be
copied by the modern conductor at his peril. Where,
in the composer's 1927 recording, the spirit of the
music quickens along with the tempo, the result
here often sounds merely hectic, the overall impression of a movement mis-shapen. Svetlanov's
tempo primo at Fig. 17 is undeniably ' brillante', but
there is no headroom left for the stringendo five bars
later; the entire passage is ridden roughshod at top
speed. Likewise, the Poco animate at Fig. 145 of the
Finale comes as rather a jolt after so broadly
conceived—and warmly phrased—an account of
the movement hitherto. In short, pacing, and the
essential ebb and flow of an Elgar structure, are
largely absent. Such an approach might seem more
convincing with a more sensitive orchestral response. There are impressive instances of virtuosity, and the beating, central section of the Scherzo
sounds terrible indeed, with Russian trombones at
their darkest and most penetrating. Frankly, however, there are too many poorly blended textures
elsewhere, too many instances of crude attack and
unfinished phrasing to make listening consistently
enjoyable.
None of this can be laid at the door of the
recording team or EMI's transfer engineer, all of
whom have ensured a clean, warmly-focused image, alittle more recessed than we are used to from
this source. EMI have more than their share of fine
recordings of Elgar 2 ( Boult: ASD3266, Barbirolli:
SXLP 30287 and Handley: CFP 40350); this Melodiya
newcomer is areasonably- priced addition, and as a
document is worth investigation. Definitely for the
Elgarian who has everything, though. [
A/B:3]
Andrew Keener
FAURÉ : Pénélope--lyric poem in 3Acts
Norman / Vanzo / Tall/on / van Dam IHuttenlocher,
etc / Ensemble Vocal Jean Laforge Monte Carlo PO /
Dutoit
Erato STU 71386 (
3 recs) (£ 15.75) ( Conifer)
Here is the half-lit sound-world of Debussy's Pelléas
(like Pénélope, largely resistant to the influence of
both Wagner and the main French operatic tradition)
invested with the dry, luminous quality of Greek
literature. When full orchestral resplendence is
present, as it is during Pénélope's exultant warning to
the suitors in Act Ill, the effect is thrilling indeed.
Those unwilling to pace their listening will find the

action occasionally on the slow side: Pénélope's
questioning of Ulysses at the beginning of Act II, the
exchanges among her, asuspecting Euryclée and the
disguised King in Act
are indeed hesitant in speed
as well as thought. Yet Euryclée's realisation of
Ulysses' identity during the latter scene is a potent
stroke, movingly achieved on this set.
Jessye Norman is anoble and womanly Pénélope,
her characterisation of the faithful wife, her humanity
and her dignity consistent throughout, while Alain
Vanzo is a clear-voiced if not especially weighty
Ulysses. A touch more guile in his disguise would not,
perhaps, have come amiss, but he produces fine, ringing tone when, briefly left alone in Act I, he anticipates
an end to his wife's sorrows, and his urgency at the
opening of Act Ill is the product of a fine dramatic
sense. Notable elsewhere are Jocelyne Taillons
warm and strong-minded Euryclée and José van Dam
in superb form as the Shepherd. Chorus and orchestra
are excellent. The recording throughout is gentle and
warm-toned, unspectacular yet fully appropriate to
the shot-silk nature of most of the orchestration. The
wait has been well worthwhile. [A:1]
Andrew Keener
GLINKA: Sextet in Eb / RIMSKYKORSAKOV:
Sextet in A
Ensemble Classique Kóln
Schwann VMS 1030E (£ 5.25) ROO
The Rimsky is by far the more interesting: a tuneful,
airy opus distinguished by some deft contrapuntal
writing and aslow movement boasting the lushest of
Rimsky melodies set-off by some especially inventive
accompanying lines. The Glinka's every bar betrays an
obsession with Italian opera, not so much as asniff of
his inherent Russianism. All the melodies, vocal
decorations et al, are archetypally Italianate, launched
in each case by those somewhat irritating oom-pahpah-pah piano intros. Still, though Ifelt frustrated by
the lack of voices, lovers of the Italian serenade will
doubtless find the work's easy melodiousness
immensely entertaining. Both performances appear
to serve the music elegantly while the recording,
closely balanced, is warm, if alittle on the dry side.
113/C:2/11
Edward Seckerson
GRI EG : 19 Lieder
Tuula Nienstedt (m-sop) IUwe Wegner (pno)
Acanta 25 224 376 (£ 5.501 ( Flarmonia Mundi)
Tuula Nienstedt is described as an alto on the record
sleeve, but she is certainly a mezzo-soprano, with a
well-produced sympathetic voice of good range. She
sings all these songs with excellent diction, fine phrasing and a good vocal line, and she is fortunate in
having such an accomplished pianist as Uwe Wegner,
who is amost sympathetic accompanist.
The well known songs like ' I love thee', ' Last
Spring' and 'A Swan' are all included here, as well as
some less familiar ones.
The recording of both voice and piano is
particularly clean sounding, with good balance, and
just enough ambience to provide avery lively but not
over- resonant sound. The texts of the songs are
included, but only in the original Norwegian and
German versions, without translations. [
A:1]
John Freestone
GRIEG: Piano Concerto in a/ SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto in a
Claudio Arrau (pno) / 13S0 / Davis
Philips 9500 891
This is apopular coupling from top- line artists but it
fails to produce much sparkle, despite providing
some insights into the mechanisms of these two
works. Claudio Arrau is not on top form technically
—there are unintentionally weak notes in passagework, loose rhythms, tame rhetorical gestures:
but, of course, that still means he is very good
compared to most other concert pianists. What is
more disappointing is that the interpretations of
these works by the soloist and Colin Davis seem
more concerned with incidental beauties, highlighted by sluggish tempi and well-balanced textures,
than with the totality of the pieces. Both works take
on, too often, amood of weary resignation. The first
movement of the Grieg illustrates most clearly all of
these points, set in an Allegro moderato that tends
towards Andante. The recording of the orchestral
spread is generally good with just a slight edge
added to the strings in the Schumann. The piano
sounds a little stodgy but this might well be the
characteristic of the instrument used. Both dynamic
range and placing of individual instruments are
more than adequate. With so much outstanding
competition, this record cannot be recommended.
[A/B:2/3]
Doug Hammond
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HAN DE L: Ode for St Cecilia's Day
Jill Gomez (sop) IRobert Tear (ten) IChoir of King's
College Cambridge IECO ILedger
ASV DCA 612 (
PRT Sales)
The recording does not entirely overcome the old
problem of King's long reverberation period - there is
some overloading in the great final chorus - but the
fresh, clean sound and careful yet natural-sounding
balance elsewhere are much to be admired. So is the
performance, which grows eloquently out of the firm,
finely sprung Overture. The orchestral playing is ajoy
throughout (of the distinguished obbligato contributions, Iwould single out Olga Hegedus' warmly committed evocation of 'What passion cannot music raise
and quell l'). Both vocal soloists give much pleasure,
Robert Tear for instance in The trumpet's loud
clangor', 01 Gomez especially in her introduction to
the final chorus (even Handel can seldom have surpassed it for splendour and nobility). Philip Ledger
paces the work well, effectively controlling the
individual beauties in the service of the whole; the
choral contribution is fervent and incisive. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
HANDEL: The Complete Keyboard Works, vole
1and 2
Edgar Kropp (hpd and virginals)
Eurodiec 300 003-420, 300 403-420 (
2recs each)
(£9.99 each set) ( PRT Sales)
With volume 2 the instrument changes from
VVittmayer's 1972 harpsichord after a Kirckman of
1787, to avirginal of 1620 by Andreas Ruckers, from
the Brussels Conservatoire, restored by Wittmayer.
This has abeautifully clear yet mellow sound; it is very
well caught on record, especially attractive with the
volume turned back a notch or two. On the two
records from this second volume Edgar Kropp gives us
more than twenty of the mainly very brief pieces from
volumes 3 and 4 of the keyboard series of the Halle
Edition, plus the D minor Suite with the big closing
Chaconne, and Partitas in A, G and C minor. If the
second pair of records has given me greater delight,
there is some dazzling playing on the first, which contains the seven Suites, the G major Chaconne and the
Prelude and Chaconne in the same key which make
up volume IV/5 of the Halle Edition, after the Walsh
collection of 1733. The sleeves are generous with
material in three languages (including English), and
facsimiles. Mr Krapp, who is perhaps better known as
an organist, shows himself to have apowerful technique, lively rhythmic sense and keen perception. The
silent surfaces are apleasant bonus. Future issues will
be eagerly awaited. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The Morzin Symphonies 1758-1760,
vol. 2
L'Estro Armonico/Solomons
Saga HAYDN 2 (
3 recs) (£ 12.00)
The issue of the first volume of Haydn's early
symphonies written for the Morzin establishment
caused quite astir last April, and deservedly so. The
idea of offering the early symphonies ( introduced by
the indefatigable Robbins Landon) in a newlyestablished putative chronological order is agood
one, especially since L'Estro Armonico ( scaled to
one cello and one double bass) is avery good little
orchestra, and Derek Solomons is an excellent
musical director. Anyone who missed the first issue
will be well advised to catch up now; those who
have enjoyed the sparkling and sensitive performances which that box contains need only be told that
the performances are every bit as fresh, lively and
expressive as before. The recorded quality, judging
by the agreeably silent-surfaced (Teldec) pressings I
have received, is likely to prove even better. My
listening notes frequently contain phrases indicating delight both at fresh qualities discerned in the
music, and at the readings. If now and then we are
reminded of the formidable difficulties Haydn put in
the way of his horn-players, for instance, Professor
Landon points out that 'ageneration ago, these horn
parts were considered totally unplayable'. The
natural instruments offer splendid rewards to the
listener—and afeeling of excitement as well as of
fun emerges from the performers. Just occasionally
there is atouch of mannerism when anote is leaned
on for expressive purposes—but the abiding impression is of taut, sprightly rhythm and phrasing,
and considerable beauty of tone, especially in the
seemingly simple slow movements. The works
included are, in the order of their appearance,
numbers 32, 5, 11, 33, 27, 'A' and 3. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphonies 95 in c and 97 in C
Concertgebouw / Davis
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Philips 6514 074
Idon't think Ihave enjoyed so much any of Colin
Davis' other recordings of late Haydn symphonies
from the Concertgebouw. Here everything cornbi nes to happy effect—the couplings of two magnificent and unjustly neglected symphonies, with C
minor nicely set off against C major, a beautifully
balanced recording which allows the most naturalsoundi ng contrasts between and fusion of wind and
string sections, alert and crisp playing which is
unhurried 'enough to permit expressiveness of
phrasing without atouch of indulgence. Colin Davis
of course deserves full credit for such a felicitous
sense of direction and purpose. 95 opens magically—Haydn's contemporaries would have expected aslow introduction, and he fooled them. In
97 it is the relationship between energy and
relaxation which is so neatly conveyed, with sombre
outbursts finely controlled. The solo cello in the trio
of 95 is expressively turned—but the price is a
pronounced drop in tempo, a rare miscalculation.
Apart from atouch of congestion in the tutti in 97's
finale ( much the longer work in these performances)
the recorded quality is a match for the musicmaking: fresh, natural, neatly balanced. IA:11
Peter Branscombe
JANACEK: The Diary of One Who Disappeared
Peter Schreier (ten) IGertrud Lahusen-Oertel (con) I
Berlin Soloists/Marian Lapsansky (pno)
Eurodisc 200046-366 (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
Schreier sings splendidly, of course, but he and his
companion tend to treat the music in the manner of
Germanfieder and the slightly romantic gloss that this
implies is not really suited to a work as
unconventional as this. The pianist gets into the spirit
of the score with more success than the singers and
offers some highly impassioned playing. Criticism of
this kind is, of course, relative, and for many listeners
this performance will undoubtedly provide a great
deal of pleasure; for others Isuspect it will lack something of the elemental quality which makes The Diary
of One Who Disappeared unique among such works.
From the technical point of view the album is
altogether satisfactory. The balance between singers
and the pianist is good, and so is the quality of sound
and surfaces. IA:21
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY -Peacock Variations DI Galante Dances
D Marosszek Dances
Budapest RO ILehel
Hungaroton SLPX 12252 (£4.80) ( Parnote)

USZT: Dante Symphony
OSA / Lopez-Cobos
Decca SXDL 7542 digital
No-one nowadays is likely to regard the Suisse
Romande as a world-class orchestra, but their
playing does possess an abundance of spirit and
that much has always communicated itself strongly
through Decca's many splendid recordings. This
issue is no exception: the sound lean, athletic, very
bright, but short on the weightier resonances which
go towards distinguishing the most celebrated
ensembles ( and Iam sure that Paul Myers and his
team have presented us here with the most flattering picture possible).
You can see clearly what Imean by comparing the
opening inferno in Kurt Masur's recent recording
with the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra. The fuller
bloom of the Leipzig sound there, captured with
great opulence and presence in a HMV analogue
recording of the finest quality, is apowerful asset.
Moreover, Masur takes an altogether tougher, more
vibrant line with the thrusting, snapping brass and
string writing—the bass line in particular carrying a
penetration alongside which the Suisse Romande's
lower strings somewhat pale.
In the second movement, Purgatorio, the Suisse
shortcomings are even more exposed by such
comparisons. Here, the Leipzig wind soloists are
plainly in a class apart, lending greater magic,
through their refinement, to Liszt's simplest means
of expression; those haunting exchanges between
horn and oboe at the opening, for instance.
But the Masur reading is unfortunately only
available as part of a four-record set, leaving the
new Lopez-Cobos—surprisingly—as the only other
currently available version: and, all things considered, a perfectly adequate, straightforward
account. Incidentally, as a textual curiosity, Decca
have included, by way of aseparate band tacked on
to the end of the disc, Liszt's alternative fortissimo
ending to the piece; far less effective, Ineed hardly
add, than the ethereal closing bars we generally
hear. [
A:2]
Edward Seckereon

LISZT - Rhapsodies and Marches: Rakocsi
March
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1 O
Hungarian Battle March
Hungarian Rhapsody
No. 5 D Festival March for the Goethe
Anniversary
Hungarian State Orch INemeth
Hungaroton SLPX 12249 (£4.80) ( Parnote)

Of the other versions of the Dances Susskind, Kertesz
and Dorati are to be recommended, and it is to be
noted that both latter are themselves Hungarian, so
that the national feeling is not overlooked. This is not a
small point, and Lehel's performances underline it
once again in the holding back of phrases for greater
emphasis and in their sudden release for emotional
effect. Spirit, however, is not all. The Budapest Radio
Orchestra lacks the polish of some of its rivals, and
their string playing would benefit from closer attention to details of attack and intonation. Nor is the
recording of the best: the sound is restricted, somewhat boxy and rather unfocused in the Galante
Dances. This happens to be the only single issue to
include all three works, so anyone wanting them must
weigh the disadvantages against the virtues of
spirited and highly idiomatic performances.
[B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

A none too inspiring disc of Liszt at his most
indulgently nationalistic. Pretty well all these works
long outstay their welcome, none more so than the
extended setting of Rakoczi March. Nothing less than
afull-blown symphonic fantasy, this: a modest tune
dressed up in all manner of inflated guises. Give me
the Berlioz any day.
The performances under Gyula Nemeth (a Solti
look-alike, judging from the sleeve photo) struck me
as singularly routine and the sound, though wellbalanced and honest enough, little more than
average. [
B/C:2/31
Edward Seckerson

LAMBERT: Solo songs
René Jacobs (c- ten) / Konrad Junghanel (theorbo) I
Mihoko Kimura, Dirk Verelst (vins) IWieland Kuijken
(viol)
Hartnonia Mundi HM 1061 (£ 5.50)

The ethereal stillness and poetry of theAndante quasi
improvisato is particularly telling, while the effect of
the hollow silence which follows that last great
climax—the more potent here for his holding on to the
sustaining pedal until the sound has all but drifted into
silence—is electrifying.
Most exciting, then, yet one only needs to play a
few bars of Barenboim's recent DG account to
appreciate how a really great musical temperament
will always uncover other dimensions still. It is in the
level of expressive intensity behind the notes that
Barenboim leaves Devoyon standing every time, for
all that Devoyon is, in many respects, technically the
cleaner of the two (at the cost, Ishould add, of
occasionally clipping key phrases). Barenboim hits
hard and dangerously but the odd wrong note and
occasional blurring of texture are as nothing compared to the expectancy, the unpredictability, the
edge-of-seat tensions of a live performance that he
generates. Comparison of the two Dante fantasias
yields similar results. Again Devoyon's reading is of
crystalline clarity and control but nowhere near as
scorchingly atmospheric as the Barenboim.
Erato's piano sound is good and clean but rather
light in the bass. [ 13:2/1 J
Edward Seckereon

Particularly interesting are the works taken from the
book published in 1689 in which Lambert precedes
each air with aritornello for two violins and continuo
which serves to announce the vocal part. There are
some lovely melancholy ritornelli, impeccably played
on early instruments, and the songs of this book are
very much of a pastoral nature. The earlier songs,
which take up the rest of the record, tend to be simpler
works, in which the theorbo is used as accompaniment.
It is always a pleasure to review a record which
includes the work of René Jacobs, and this recording
will be of special interest to those who admire the
work of this singer. There are some delightful
moments in the performance, and the lovely controlled phrasing and warm tone quality show René
Jacobs at his best.
The record has anice open sound, quiet surfaces,
and careful balance between voice and accompanying instruments. [
A:1]
Colin Evans

LISZT: Sonata in bD Dante Sonata LJ La Lugubre
Gondola I0 La Lugubre Gondola II
Pascal Devoyon (pno)
Erato STU 71433 (
C5•75) ( Conifer)
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ELGAR
Symphony No.1 in A flat, Op.55
Symphony No.2 in E flat, Op.63
ALHB 201 ( 2- LP BOX SET)
" these are masterly performances."
GRAMOPHONE

NEW RECORDINGS
DVORAK
Symphony No.8 in G
LP ALH 912 Cassette ZCALH 912

WITH JOHN LILL
BRAHMS
Piano Concerto No.2 in B flat major, Op.83
LP ALH 910 Cassette ZCALH 910
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BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES
No.2 in D, Op.36
No.4 in B flat, Op.60
LP ALH 909 Cassette ZCALH 909
For release in March
No.3 in E flat, Op.55 ( Eroica)
Ln ALH 901 Cassette ZCALH 901
-This is one of the finest recorded accounts in
recent times."
GRAMOPHONE
No.5 in C minor, Op.67
Egmont Overture; Coriolan Overture, Op.62
LP ALH 908 Cassette ZCALH 908
No.6 in F, Op.68 ( Pastoral)
LP ALH 902 Cassette ZCALH 902
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No.7 in A, Op.92
LP ALH 904 Cassette ZCALH 904
No.9 in D minor, Op.125 ( Choral)
Isobel Buchanan, soprano
Alfreda Hodgson, mezzo soprano
John Mitchinson, tenor
Gwynne Howell. baritone
LP ALH 903 Cassette ZCALH 903
RECORD OF THE MONTH - OCTOBER
Stephen Dodgspn - THE SUNDAY TIMES
... compelling is James Loughran's reading
which in its fresh urgency crowns his
admirable Beethoven series for ASV, now
nearing completion."
THE GUARDIAN

LIVING PROOF
OF BRITISH
QUALITY AND
EXPERTISE

o

LISZT: Années de
année—Italie
Pascal Rogó (pno)
Decca SXL 6968

Pèlerinage,

deuxième

Ithoroughly enjoyed these performances. Here is
playing possessed of real poetry—playing where
minute attention to detail never inhibits spontaneity
but where control is never sacrificed to theatricality.
Rarely have Iheard the Dante sonata so eloquently graded in terms of pace and dynamics. For once,
the climaxes, which can so easily degenerate into a
shapeless release of so much hot air, grow out of a
perfect structural sense—and with no loss of their
gut excitement, either; those teeming Lisztian
cascades are here stronger for their vivid articulation, the ebb and flow of energy more thrilling for
Rogé's ability to hold something in reserve just prior
to the moment of release. Imust say that, for all my
admiration of Barenboim's craggy, white-hot
account of afew months back, Rogé does reveal a
spiritual dimension in the piece that Barenboim
never really communicated to me.
Indeed, Rogé's quiet authority is the distinguishing factor in all these performances—and what
beautiful liquid texturing he constantly uncovers in
the music: in Sposalizio, for instance, where the
forward- looking harmonic style is so redolent of
Debussy.
As befits the nature of the playing, the piano
sound is warm, but brilliantly lit, too. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
LOEWE: Kaiser Karl V 0 Gregor aid dom Stein
Roland Hermann (bar)! Geoffrey Parsons (pno)
Cleves D8106 (£ 5 - 50) ( Gamut)
'Kaiser Karl V' ( 1844) is aset of four poems (by three
different authors) dealing with salient stages in the life
of Emperor Charles V. There is areal sense of progression, and the two artists combine to telling effect. Hermann produces warm, expressive singing—not without strain, however, where he unnecessarily forces
the tone. Final syllables are not always enunciated
firmly enough, and he is unwieldy in rapid figuration.
Parsons accompanies deftly, helping create and
sustain the moods—a particularly taxing task in the
five-part legend ' Gregory on the Stone' ( 1838), to
poems by Franz Kugler, which tells of Gregory's
incestuous marriage, penance, elevation to the throne
of St Peter, and blessing of his aged pilgrim mother.
The folding insert has German and English notes, the
German poems, and striking illustrations. Voice and
piano are finely, naturally recorded; Side 2 has ugly
rustlings early on. EA/B:2]
Peter Branscombe
MAHLER: Symphony 1 in D
St Louis SO / Slatkin
Telarc DG-10066 digital (£8.98) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
The St Louis Orchestra was celebrating its centenary
year when this Telarc recording was produced; the
score was clearly thoroughly rehearsed, and for
most of the time the playing compares favourably
with other versions. There is acertain caution about
the performance, as if Leonard Slatkin was selfconscious over the picturesque elements. And a
limited vision is confirmed in the finale ( altogether
too restrained, surely?), where the cantabile rising
from the Inferno is too suggestive of distant
café- music, instead of having a lump-in-the-throat
or cathartic emotional welling; or the refinement
conceived by Giulini, or Tennstedt, here. Slatkin's
scherzo is fast in the Solti manner, but not as
stimulating. Indeed, that 1964 Decca First, a fine
product of the Culshaw/Solti team, sounds so well
that the extra cost of the Telarc pressing becomes
hard to justify. As with Piita's Lodia transfer, the
slow movement is divided across the sides. Detailed
comparisons show that arichly satisfying weight to
the sound, with sharp transients cleanly reproduced
(eg, triangle), is not really rivalled elsewhere; on the
debit side the violins sometimes beam too narrowly
in the left channel. The review copy was extremely
'smooth and silent'. [
A:21 Christopher Breunig
MAHLER: Symphony 7 in b
LPO ITennstedt
HMV SLS5238 digital ( 2 recs) ( full price)
The London performances tied in with the recording
sessions led to high expectations, fulfilled on these
discs by the playing of the LPO, and by Tennstedt's
conducting: notably of the outer movements and
first Nachtmusik—the quickening of pace over soft
brass syncopations a memorable transformation
from the 'world sorrowing' march tempo, and not
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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equalled in Solti's extraverted account of the
movement. Tennstedt also successfully unifies the
kaleidoscopic finale, but his second Nachtmusik and
Scherzo have a pallor attributable largely to recorded sound, Isuspect. My findings are at variance
with those in the January feature article; these
transfers are rather blurred in detail, and not
comparable in impact or presence to the ( nowadays
generally discounted) Chicago/Solti set of 1971. It is
apity that this progressing EMI Mahler cycle is not
more consistent in technical quality. The deleted
Klemperer/NPO Seventh is also worth searching
out; Kubelik's or Haitink's recordings are rather
inadequate. [
13: 1]
Christopher Breunig
MENDELSSOHN: Sonatas 1 in Bb, 2 in D, for
cello and piano
Anner BijIsma (vIc) / Stanley Hoogland (pno)
Philips 9500 953
It is over two years since these fine sonatas were
represented in the catalogue, so almost any record
of such important works of their genre would be
welcome. The quality of both performance and
recording on this disc make it doubly welcome.
Anner BijIsma and Stanley Hoogland play authentic
instruments here, the piano being an 1837 Broadwood grand from the Rien Hasselaai collection, in
Amsterdam. The sparkling tone and articulation of
this delightful instrument, with its unclouded tenor
and bass, allows the naturally edgy quality of the
gut-strung J. F. Pressenda cello ( 1835, Turin) to
shine through the texture with no hint of forcing.
Both performers play without the encumbrance of
late- Romantic expressive devices, allowing the
music to speak naturally for itself, with only the most
subtle touches of rubato and tonal variation employed to aid its emotional impact. There is certainly
no lack of virtuosity or commitment from these two
skilled players.
The instruments are clearly placed between the
two speakers, cello to the left, piano to the right, and
are well reproduced. In louder passages detail is not
always as clear as it might be. This could be caused
to some extent by the acoustic created by the miking
position but it should not be considered a major
detraction from the general high quality of sound
production. ÍA:1*)
Doug Hammond
DU MONT: Grande Motets pour la Chapelle
Royale
Guillemette Laurens (alt) I Henri Ledroit (c-ten) I
Howard Crook (ten) IUlrich Studer (bar)/ Peter Kooy
(bass) I Chapelle Royale Choirs and Orch I
Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi HM 1077 (
E5.50)
The Grand Motets recorded here include Super
Rumina Baby/on/s. the Memorare (
a motet for two
choirs), the fine Magnificat, and the Dialogues de
anima. There is some powerful music here, especially
in the Magnificat, which is the largest-scale work on
the recording, using two choirs, with six solo voices
and orchestra. It is awork of contrasts, and in many
ways rather typical of French church music of the
seventeenth century, yet it has arestrained quality at
times. The motet Super 'lumina Babylonis is a
melancholy work, with adoleful but imposing instrumental introduction which introduces the vocal work
line from the counter-tenor, sung commendably by
Henri Ledroit.
The voices on this recording are of ahigh standard,
and there is some finely controlled singing from the
choirs, both of which are small and thus appropriate
for this music. The music is given abroad treatment
throughout, which seems to stress its slow, expansive
quality, and Philippe Herreweghe holds the forces
together with atight rein.
A good spread to the stereo image; instruments
and solo voices are well caught, with avery natural
balance, but the choral sound seems just alittle overpowering and forward. Excellent pressing.
IA/B:1]
Colin Evans
MOZART: Overtures
LPO / Haitink
Philips 9500 882

•

This collection consists of the eight standard opera
overtures from ldomeneo to The Magic Flute, plus
the early three-movement one for Lucio Silla, which
is often heard as asymphony. Separated from their
dramatic context, there is no constraint about
treating them as anything other than concert pieces.
Haitink does just that, and gives them all the
full-blooded concert treatment—weighty slow introductions and brisk allegros vigorously delivered
in order to generate maximum excitement. And the
results are exciting, with crisp delivery by the

orchestra, and good balance and a broad, sympathetic sound from the recording. fA:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto 25 in C, K503 O Piano
Concerto 18 in Bb, K456
Michel Dalberto (one Lausanne CO IJordan
Erato STU 71421 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
The earlier B flat is a graceful, tender work; the C
major majestic, even heroic. Dalberto tends to equate
the two and to iron out rather than point up the
differences between them—but, having said that, his
performances are attractive. That is not meant to be a
criticism, for this attractiveness involves technique
and asense of colour: in this he is helped by the adroit
accompaniment. Delbert° uses Mozart's cadenzas for
the Bflat but adds something of his own to the first;
Magaloff's cadenza to the first movement of the C
major was an interesting choice though not really
appropriate in terms of its harmonies. The recording
quality is very good, the piano up front as usual, but
with plenty of orchestral detail allowed to make itself
heard—strings occasionally abit dim perhaps—in a
warm, slightly resonant acoustic. [
A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Works for Two Pianos and Piano
Four Hands: Sonata in D, K448
Fugue in C,
K426 1 Sonata in C, K521" 1,Larghetto and
Allegro in E ( lacks K No.) I Andante and
Variations in G, K501 17 Sonata in F, K497
Alfons and Aloys Kontarsky (pno)
Musicaphon BM3OSL *3002, 3003 (£ 3.25 each)
(TOO
Alfons and Aloys Kontarsky are most closely
associated in many listeners' minds with the modem
repertory, but they cast their net quite wide in recitals.
Whether they should have cast it this wide is amatter
of conjecture, for having listened to the second of
these two records one becomes aware of a certain
dryness in their playing, as if they are unwilling—or
unable—to relax into the kind of attitude that takes
the music for what it is, entertainment, albeit of a
superior kind. There is nothing to indicate the date of
the recording, but the dryness of the piano tone,
which may contribute to the general feeling of
coolness, suggests that it is not recent. Unu sually, too,
the second record suffers from a good deal of surface
noise. The only other listed recording of this music is
by Eden and Tamir, who include the earlier sonatas in
their three record set (available separately) on 'Ace of
Diamonds'. Theirs is a more wholehearted and
attractive reading. [
8:21
Kenneth Domino«
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
Shura Cherkassky (pno)
Nimbus 45007 45rpm (£5A5) ( Parnote)
Iam delighted that Nimbus should be proposing a
series of recordings with Shura Cherkassky, but
have to say that this, their first release, is hardly
representative of his exciting, if unpredictable,
talent at its best.
Aside from some undeniably vigorous, often
stirring, pianism, such as has become so much a
Cherkassky hallmark, I'm afraid Ifound his reading
of Mussorgsky's classic score fundamentally lacking in the kind of subtle character nuance that can
transform an adequate performance into an inspired one. Tuileries, for instance, struck me as
positively sleepy, given its depiction of argumentative children and fussing nannies. A sharper,
piquant touch is surely what is required here if the
animation of the scene is to materialise at all.
Similarly 'lumpy' in its phrasing is The Ballet of the
Chicks in their Shells and here there is anoticeable
lack of consistency and control in the rhythm to
contend with, too.
Of Nimbus' 45rpm super analogue recording
(ambisonic compatible) Ican only reiterate what I
have said in the past: that my reservations lie not
with the actual technical quality, which is beyond
reproach, but with the sound properties of their
Monmouth studio. To my ears, this is the most
unflattering of acoustics, lending the piano a
hollowish ring which does nothing for tonal bloom
and is apt to fuzz clarity. My rating, therefore, must
once again reflect these considerations.
(A/C:2J3]
Edward Seckerson
NOLL: Ungeduld Trieb und Frieden•
Sylvia Anders (voice) IVarious instrumentalists
Wargo 1030, 61031 (
E4.95 each) (TOL)
In these two records Noll has composed the music
(and often the words) with the intention of continuing
the Brecht tradition of simple, tuneful communication
85

and deeply serious protest. He calls it Neues
Deutsches Chanson (
New German Song) and to a
degree he has succeeded. The musical treatment uses
the techniques of the Pop world quite freely, but does
not avoid saying quite specific (and at times quite
extended) things about values, society and politics. It
also uses Jazz, reportage. 'Classical' music (from the
Baroque to Beethoven). All this produces apleasant
(rather than a particularly punchy) effect. Sylvia
Anders has apleasant voice with areasonable range
of colour. What she lacks is the biting edge or
heartbreaking plangency of such singers as Lotte
Lenya or Edith Piaf (whose field these records so
evidently want to invade). The playing is good—but
could do with a good deal more specific
character—and the recordings, though good, could
use their borrowed techniques with considerably
more verve and commitment. [
8:21
Benedict Sarnaker
PALESTR I
NA : Tu Es Petrus CI Motet in 6voices
'Et ego dico tibi quia tu es Petrus'
Choir of St Hedwig's Cathedral, Berlin ISPO Brass
Ensemble IBader
Eurodisc 201 837-366 (£ 4.99) ( PAT Sales)
The principal work on this record is, of course, the
mass Tu Es Petrus. The performance of the Kyrie is
most effective, in which the upper vocal parts seem to
float along the melodic line effortlessly. There is a
nicely judged cadence to the end of the first part of the
Kyrie, and some careful dynamic shading. The brass
ensemble is used almost throughout this recording
either, in the case of the Mass, as a source of
accompaniment or, in the case of the Motets, as an
instrumental setting in its own right. There is afeeling
of slow, measured pace about these performances
which some listeners might find appropriate. Perhaps
if the recorded sound were more immediate, and had
a little more impact, this sort of performance would
have been more successful on record.
Unfortunately, the choir is placed rather far back in
the church, so the diction is not always as clear as
it could be, and there is not the polyphonic separation
that would be evident had the choir been placed a
little further forward. (The sleevenote, incidentally, is
entirely in German.) [
C:21
Colin Evans
PANUFNIK: Concerto Festivo D Landscape CI
Katyn Epitaph 0 Concertino*
Kurt-Hans Goedicke (timpani)/ ''Michael Frye (perc)
/LSO / Panufnik
Unicorn DKP 9016 digital (£6.75)
The four works on this record span 18 years of work
done in England by this emigré Polish composer.
They form a good recorded programme, starting
with the ebullient Concerto Festivo (
written for the
LSO's 75th Anniversary concert); we then move to
the lyrical desolation of Landscape (
1965) and the
equally forlorn Katyn Epitaph: the latter's sombre
sound rings bitterly at atime when Poland is again
under military rule. The Concertino (
1981), despite
being a virtuoso piece for the two percussionists,
has much of this heavy mood within it — however,
the finale brings us back to the brighter vivacity with
which the record began. In all these pieces Panufnik
again displays his great ( if conservative) skill in
working simple materials into extended, complex
structures.
Also of great interest is the recording. This ( as well
as being digital) was made using the Calrec
'Soundfield' microphone and this record is Ambisonic UHJ 2-channel encoded. The balance seems at
first a little distant, but one soon realises that
nothing is lacking of detail, clarity or depth, but that
one is hearing anatural ambience. So much so, in
fact, that it becomes obvious that two different
venues were used for the recording sessions( The
transparency of the recording as such much enhances the feeling of reality: of sitting in agood seat
in the hall and simply listening to aperformance. I
think this record well merits the attention of all
record enthusiasts and of the Quality Monitor team
— if only IMF would give away Ambisonic decoders
so that one could explore the other riches hidden in
these grooves [A* : 11
Benedict Samaker
PERGOLESI: Stabat Mater
Kalmar! Hamari IHungarian RTV Women's Chorus!
Liszt CO / Gardelli
Hungaraton 8LPX 12201 (£4.80) ( Parnote)
Few listeners will turn first to Hungary for arecording
of Pergolesi's well-known devotional work. The
voices originally envisaged by the composer were a
pair of Castrati (
soprano and alto). As a modern
substitute, a pair of well-matched female voices do
86
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very well. To suppose that the addition of afemale
choir is needed was abad old idea, and Iam surprised
it has been revived for this new issue. Choir and
orchestra are adequate, Julia Hamari very pleasing in
the alto solos, but Magda Kalmar verbally almost
unintelligible in the soprano. The choir is seated
apparently behind the orchestra, the soloists in front,
with microphones concentrated on the soloists and
the orchestral violins: it does not work very well,
especially in a too-resonant acoustic. Perhaps the
least pleasing feature is the preference of Lambert°
Gardelli for slow tempos and droopy cadences: such a
good Verdi conductor, Gardelli seems simply lost
outside his proper field. 1C:31
Arthur Jacobs
PRODROMIDES: Le livre des Katuns Q Salomó
Parcours
Jocelyne Chamonin (sop) Anne-Marie Rodde (sop)!
Claudie Saneva (sop) IAnne Etartelloni (m-sop) I
Radio France Choir and Orch IKéntives I
ASO /
Prodromides
Chant du Monde LDX 78689 (£ 5.75) (TOO
Le livre des Katuns is asetting of the Maya myth of the
cyclic structure of life for three soloists, nine male
singers and orchestra: in which Katun is the cycle of
twenty years which controls all existence.
Proclromides' setting has four parts played without a
break. Starting with creation (with suitably theatrical,
inchoate vocal sounds) it works through to the
completion of the world: very effectively handled with
powerful effects, colours and a dramatic drive.
Salomé gives us part of the music written for aballet
on that subject which was choreographed by Maurice
Bejart. Its gestures are vivid and violently projected; a
wordless voice typifies the protagonist and the whole
has a rich, even decadent flavour—it is potent and
gripping. Parcours (
1974) was created for the Lille
orchestra. Although this is apiece of 'pure' music it
displays the same dramatic qualities as the other
pieces: violence of gesture, colourful scoring and a
highly developed sense of structural emphasis. Chant
du Monde produce a very good recording of great
range, low distortion and little compression. The
performances are as good as one could wish. An
interesting, arresting composer has been done
proud. [
A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker
PROKOFIEV: Music from the Films: 'Ivan the
Terrible' 0 '
Alexander Nevsky' 0 '
Lieutenant
Voketaitis / Carlson / Timberlake / Saint Louis SO &
Chorus / Slatkin
Vox 3VCL 9004 (
3 recs) (£ 14.97) ( Parnote)
Were this set agood deal cheaper ( and of the three
works featured Nevsky did, in fact, appear here for a
while on Turnabout), one would be in a better
position to overlook some of its shortcomings. As it
is, though, the competition does rather knock it out
of court. There is Muti's thrilling Ivan the Terrible for
astart ( HMV SLS 5110), making the most ( and how)
of a flawed score ( less happily divorced from its
filmic origins than Nevsky or Kijék then there are the
Previn and Abbado Nevskys, both stunningly recorded ( my marginal preference being for the
Previn), and awhole list of excellent Ktjés.
I
think I
can best sum up Slatkin's performances by
saying that Iwould not feel disappointed were Ito
hear them in the concert hall. They may lack the
assurance, finesse and sheer panache of those
distinguished rivals mentioned above (the quality of
choral singing, for one thing, offers no comparison),
but dull they are not—the level of orchestral playing
in particular being more than adequate. Imust say
that Icould have done without Arnold Voketaitis'
absurdly hammy and mannered delivery of the
narration; that, I'm afraid, grows very wearying after
awhile. Otherwise, the choral singing is acceptably
energetic and the recordings, of average quality—a
little low in level, perhaps, with the choir a touch
short-changed in the balance and undue prominence given to the Saint Louis SO's undeniably cracking
trumpet and percussion sections—but reasonable,
all the same.
Irepeat, though—for those super-panavisioned,
tech nicoloured scores one really needs to look to the
best that modern techniques can provide, and a
(C/B:2] simply does not fit the bill.
Edward Seckerson
PUCCINI: 'Madame Butterfly'
Kincses IDvorsky / Miller 1Takacs / Magyar Al/ami
Opera Chorus & Orch IPatané
Hungaraton SLPX 12256-8
recs) (£ 14.40)
(Pamote)
This is a good performance in most respects except

that it does not sound very Italian, and you have to
check to see that that is indeed the language being
used. Veronika Kincses is an attractive Butterfly with
a mellifluous voice and Peter Dvorsky a well-acted
Pinkerton. The whole opera is nicely paced and well
projected; the sound is reasonably good, not
particularly clearcut or particularly theatrical but
presenting, as it were, a rather pleasant cloud of
sound and indefinite orchestral placing that
constantly gives the impression of sitting in acinema.
It actually makes for quite easy listening without
being wholly commendable. Certainly the orchestral
colouring is very effective and the result is worthy of a
'good' rating. The voices are clear. [ 13:1 /21
Peter Gammond
RAC HMAN INOV: Piano Concerto 2
Richter! Leningrad PO Sanderling
Chant du Monde LDX 78704 e) (£4.50) (TO L)
Prospective purchasers would be better advised, I
think, to go for Richter's 1964 recording with Wislocki
and the Warsaw Philharmonic ( DG ' Privilege' 138
076). True, this 1961 Melodiya recording has a
certain idiomatic fascination about it (not least in
Sanderling's urgent, richly detailed accompaniment),
but the sound is cloudy, acoustically claustrophobic
and tonally on the coarse side—and, without afiller,
the disc is considerably more expensive than the DG
reissue.
In both cases, Richter's reading remains aclassic
right down to its last idiosyncracy. Istill rely on (and
feel deprived without) those unmarked rallentandi
during the alla marcia Maestoso at the climax of the
first movement. Such inbred swagger; one can
scarcely imagine hearing it any other way.
[DA]
Edward Seckerson
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 2 / SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto
De Larrocha / RPO / Dutoit
Decca SXL 6978
Decca's somewhat hazy sound picture—thick and
piano-dominated, permitting only the cloudiest
impression of what is really going on in the
orchestra—does rather reflect the muted nature of
these performances. I'm afraid Ifound them langorous to adegree: short on momentum and invariably
flaccid rhythmically.
Admire as one must the poise and subtle understatement of De Larrocha's artistry ( and many a
phrase here emerges elegantly ' re-discovered' in
her hands), such passages as the thrilling build to
the first movement climax of the Rachmaninov —
here so very laboured-sounding—or that jubilant
explosion into the finale of the Schumann ( an
indestructibly ebullient moment here rendered
almost lifeless) to my mind demand a degree of
extraversion such as she seems unable or unwilling
to muster on this occasion. Both scores emerge at
half-mast, as it were: often perceptive, yes, but all
too staid as well. Even Dutoit, of whom Iam agreat
admirer, seems hard-pushed to maintain any impulse.
The coupling ( unique) may be tempting, then, but
to all but the most unshakeable De Larrocha fans, I
would suggest looking elsewhere. The choice is,
after all, ample. [
BIC: 3/2]
Edward Seckerson
RESPIGHI: Feste Romane 0 Fountains of Rome
LAPO / Ti/son Thomas
CBS 76920
Copies of this Respighi ' Masterworks' coupling have
been stocked with the import special offers and
deletions for some months. Not unexpectedly,
Tilson Thomas and the Los Angeles orchestra bring
panache and persuasiveness to these scores, and
the sound has plenty of detail. However, the scale of
the orchestration is not well conveyed in so
obviously multi-tracked a presentation; there is
neither the weight nor sense of location to match the
Cleveland / Maazel Roman Festivals (
SXL6822 or
MFSL), and loud passages bring discoloration due
to dynamic compression.
[13/C:1]
Christopher Breunig
RODRIGO: Short Pieces
Pepe Romero (gtr)
Philips 9500 915
There is great variety here: Rodrigo's inspiration
seems to derive from strong scenic impressions of
his native country, and from dance- rhythms. One
can no more describe them as profound than one
can most other studies of the genre; but they are
very beautiful, and give amarvellous display of the
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qualities of the instrument.
Romero is perfectly equipped to interpret music of
this kind. Much of it is of virtuoso standard ( even the
'Three Little Pieces' which Rodrigo describes as
'easy' would stretch most ordinary players), but
Romero's superb technique never falters: there is
some magical playing here, which should be
bypassed by no lover of the instrument. This is
particularly true as the recording is, in itself, one in
the best Philips chamber manner: clear, lively,
unexaggerated, full of presence, subtle; when the
notes last long enough to breathe one can even hear
the individual strings as they vibrate in achord. The
instrument itself is beautifully focused, and never
goes 'wide' or strays about. The only reservation I
have about this issue is the frequent, heavy rumble
— one supposes from traffic outside the studio.
Reproduced by equipment which can hear it, this
row really is a nuisance: it mars what is in every
other way an outstanding issue, but Ibeg you not to
avoid buying it because of that: it is just too good to
miss. [
A:1/1*1
Peter Turner
ROSENBERG: Symphony 4 ' The Revelation of
St John'
Kurt Widmer (bar) I Lucerne Festwochen Choir I
Philharmonia Hungarica IEhrling
Schwann AMS 4518-9 (
2recs) (£ 8.95) (TOL)
This large-scale symphony—it has seven sections or
movements—stems from 1940 and is one response
of the composer to the war. Like Britten's War
Requiem it combines modern verse ( by Hjalmar
Gullberg) with liturgical texts, from Revelations in this
instance, and not in dissimilar fashion, though Rosenberg gives the poetry to his chorus and the liturgical
matter to his baritone soloist. He also uses different
musical idioms for each, the choral music being in a
largely chorale-style setting reminiscent of Schütz,
the rest in a more obviously contemporary manner:
the effect is occasionally bland. There is agreat deal of
interesting music to be found: the choral writing is
assured and the orchestral writing, where most of the
excitement lies, is, as always, inventive. The finale is
the climactic movement, and associations with
Mahler are not entirely misplaced. This performance,
well rehearsed, was recorded at the 1977 Lucerne
Festival: recording balance is not as successful as a
studio performance could have secured, Widmer
being highlighted in relation to the choir; and internal
orchestral detail is obscured. Practically nothing of
Rosenberg's vast output is available here, however, so
any contribution towards making its acquaintance is
to be welcomed. [
13:1]
Kenneth Dommett
RYELAND T: Missa 6 Vocibus,
SÔDERMAN: Andliga Sanger
Ma/mó kammarkór / Stenlund
BIS LP- 181 (£4.95) (TOL)

op.

111 /

The Malmó kammarkdr, founded in 1975 by their
conductor on this record, Dan-Olaf Stenlund, is a
predominantly youthful vocal ensemble that has a
great deal of potential yet to be fully explored. In
certain ways the singers are exemplary: ensemble is
exact and they create a smooth, well- blended
sound; chording, especially at cadential points, is
spot-on and their ability to differentiate the minute
dynamic gradations asked of them by Stenlund is
very fine. Tuning in more flowing sections is not
always so accurate, though happily these lapses
tend to occur at points not so vital to the enjoyment
of the works. Perhaps the feature that most lets
down these performances is the uniformity of tone
colouring that encourages undercharacterised
readings of works that need strongly drawn interpretations.
The venue, Marsinsholms Church in Sweden,
produces an ideal recorded acoustic and the sound
is generally smooth. The dynamic range is restricted
but this is not too disturbing. Ilook forward to more
recordings of this potentially excellent chamber
choir. [
8:2]
Doug Hammond
SAINT-SAËNS: Le Rouet d'Omphale D Marche
héroique D Phaéton Cl Danse macabre D La
Jeunesse d'Hercule*
Philharmonia / Dutoit
Decca SXL 6975 .
8 from D244D3. Oct. 81.
Apart from acomparatively recent but now deleted
EMI disc of all but one of the above works (from
(Pierre Dervaux / Paris Orchestra), Saint-Saëns' tone
poems have been largely neglected by front-ranking
orchestras and record companies alike. The music is
splendidly made, exciting and imaginative; Phaeton
(in which the hero of the title steals Hercules' chariot
to storm the skies, only to be destroyed by the angry
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god) once enjoyed particular success on account of
its brilliant orchestration and melodrama, while La
Jeunesse d'Hercule, depicting the god's choice
between pleasure and virtue, offers some especially
felicitous music to set beside the sterner, more
pious utterances of duty.
The performances recorded here are superb.
There is an irresistible sense of vitality and tension
throughout, and the orchestral refinement is of a
kind which renders the playing of the Paris Orchestra undistinguished by comparison. String playing
is expressive and sumptuously blended, yet it
possesses real personality ( listen to the quiet
'spinning wheel' writing at the end of Le Rouet
d'Omphale), as do the woodwind. The brass are
both incisive and golden-toned. With arecording of
demonstration quality, from soft timpani at the end
of Phaeton to the magnificent weight of full brass
elsewhere, from the luminous woodwind at the
opening of La Jeunesse d'Hercule to the inner detail
naturally revealed in Danse macabre, this is essential listening for those who would consign the
analogue tape recorder to the scrap heap. (
A* : 1*]
Andrew Keener
A. SCARLATTI: 12 Sinfonie di Concerto
Grosso
William Bennett, Lenore Smith (fits) / Bernard
Soustrot (tpt) / Hans Elhorst (obo) / IMusici
Philips 9769 066 digital ( 2 recs) (full price)
Alessandro Scarlatti sat down to write these twelve
symphonies on 1st June, 1715, scoring most of
them for flute, strings and continuo, with the
exception of afew in which asecond flute or other
instruments were added. In some ways, they are
rather old-fashioned, using elements of the concerto grosso, yet they have alightness and dexterity of
touch, symbolic perhaps of the growing changes in
Italian musical taste which were becoming evident.
Apart from the first movement of no. 1, which
seems to me to lack the lightness and poise which
typify most of the other performances, and the
Vivace of no. 4, in which there appears to be
somewhat unsteady rhythm among the strings, the
performances are of a high standard. Some of the
Spirituoso movements are very spirited indeed, and
there is some lovely string playing in many of the
slow movements, particularly in the poignant Adagio of no.12 with its plodding bass line and floating
tune on the upper strings. William Bennett, who
plays in all the symphonies, provides some very
elegant performances indeed, and has a most
attractive warm, rich tone quality.
In keeping perhaps with the spirit of the concerto
grosso, the recording integrates the flute into the
overall orchestral sound rather than treating it as a
solo instrument. The instrumental balance is very
good indeed, and the players are set in apleasant,
lively acoustic. A digital Philips recording, it is
interesting that it has that typical ' Philips' sound
characterised by naturalness rather than dazzling
'realism'. Occasionaly, when an Adagio movement
seems to lead into the succeeding Allegro, the gap
between the two is alittle over- long. [
A: 1*1
Colin Evans
D. SCARLATI'l: Harpsichord Sonatas, volume
13
Gilbert Rowland (hpd)
Keyboard KOR 1013 (£ 3.73) ( Cession)
This latest volume gets off to a fiery, dazzling start
with K.175 in A minor, includes two other unlinked
pieces (65 in A, 147 in Eminor), the paired sonatas 99
and 100, 272 and 273, 398 and 399, and most
excitingly of all, one of the rather few three-movement
works, K.490-2 in D. The instrument ( Michael
Robertson after Pascal Taskin) is set forward,
recorded close enough for the mechanism to be quite
audible. There is nothing mannered or fussy in the
playing, just straightforward spontaneous brilliance
(so Mr Rowland manages to persuade us, though we
know how he must have worked to perfect the handcrossings, arpeggios, chromatic flashes etc). The few
and welcome lyrical-pastoral passages are eloquently
sustained. Indeed, Idid not know whether to admire
more the music or the playing, both heard to
splendid advantage in the fresh, clear recording.
(11:11
• Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Symphony 5 in BE, D485 o Rondo
in A for Violin and Orchestra, D438*O Konzerstück in D for Violin and Orchestra, D345*
*Nicolas Chumachenco / Zurich CO / Stouts
Schwann ZKO 50002 (£5.25) (TOL)
The Rondo and the Konzertstück, both dating from
1816, are pleasantly tuneful and not at all profound:

enjoyable music played with a great sense of
enjoyment and zest by Chumachenco on this disc,
rather as they were on the rival Turnabout disc.
Coupling these with the 5th symphony is perhaps
rather less satisfactory than continuing with further
violin repertoire, but this is a quite likeable
performance, neatly phrased and played with suitably
light forces and touch. The atmosphere is right and
the recorded sound is also of the right quality, warm
and clear, presenting the orchestra as awhole, as one
hears it in a concert hall, rather than being acutely
analytical. It has, however, aslightly coloured quality.
1/4/9:11
Peter Commend
SCHUBERT: Overture in c for Strings, D8 El 5
German Dances with Coda and 7Trios, D90 D 5
Minuets and 6Trios, 089
Zürich IStu utz
Schwann ZKO 50003 (
f5.251 (TOL)
An.interesting disc of Schubert rarities for the earnest
collector and aprogramme of very attractive music for
the less committed. Ihaven't come across arecording
of the very early Overture before, and it is a very
worthy piece of writing: a satisfying and assured
work, excellently played in ideal vein. The sets of
dances and minuets are not often heard either, but
certainly should be—for, being in Schubert's own
very personal style rather than copies of other
composers, they sound like mature works, the sort of
music he was always trying to write when he could
free himself of the influence of Beethoven and other
composers. These, like the Overture, were originally
conceived for string quartet, but are given added
strength and impact in this orchestral form. Again, it is
strange and sad that such attractive music should
have received so little attention. Stoutz performs
them with understanding and spirit and the recorded
sound has the right sort of warmth that makes this an
immediately enjoyable disc. [A:1] Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quartet 8 in
String Quartet 9 in g, D173
Allegri Quartet
Argo 2K96

Bh

0112

D112 was first played in the Schubert home in 1814
but had no public performance until 1862. It was
begun as atrio. D173, of 1815, had asimilar career,
being introduced to the public at the same time.
They are still strongly based on Haydn and Mozart
rather than Beethoven, and little of the individual
Schubertian colouring of the later Piano Trios is yet
discernible. Well, all this is for the devoted followers
of Schubert, of whom, fortunately, there seem to be
many, judging by the constant issues of his music.
These are gracious and satisfying works and here
they get performances that do them every possible
justice. Ifeel that Schubert should never be played
too seriously. He was a singer in music and the
Allegri, however complex the thought, always keep
the lyrical, Viennese side of , him uppermost. They
play with akeen feeling for the warmth in the music
and there are moments, as in the lovely andantino
movement of 0173, where they achieve Schubert
styling that is as good as any you will have heard. I
could listen to that over and over again for the sheer
sensuous pleasure it gives. The quartets are recorded
in the spacious acoustic of St. George the Martyr,
which is very revealing. What sound like sniffs
(usually perpetrated by cellists) are heard throughout; but it could be from other sources, actual or
mechanical. Otherwise it is asatisfying sound with
the instruments well-balanced, heard as a close
group rather than drastically separated. [
A:11*
Peter Gammond
SC HUMA NN : Symphonies 1-4
Estonia SO/Rozhdestvensky
Chant du Monde LDX78701-3 ( 3 recs) (£ 11.95)
(TOL)
Rozhdestvensky is the selling- point—not that the
Tallinn orchestra is much less stylish in Schumann
than, say, the Leipzig Gewandhaus. The lower strings
have an appealing warmth, woodwinds are good, and
only the raucous trumpets and trombones betray the
USSR source of these 1978 recordings. The sound is
restricted in range, with something of a 'mono era'
feel; the brass tend to swamp the picture. Yet the
Rhenish slow movement suffers less from
technical/tonal flaws than from dragging speeds for
both Mil and ( iv). Rozhdestvensky's light touch,
promising at the opening of the Spring, fairly quickly
leads to blandness.
Sadly, this conductor's catholicity too often proves
more remarkable than his actual music-making, and I
87

found reviewing this set stimulating only because so
many invigorating alternatives were to
hand—MehtaNPO ( 1 & 4), Barenboim/CSO (2),
Mutehilharmonia or Karajan/BPO ( 3), would make
the finest composite cycle. Pressings here variable in
finish, with some areas of left-channel rasps, and
ripples causing undue PU -head rotation, with
consequent flutter effects. [
B/C:2/31
Christopher Breunig

SCHUMANN: Frauenliebe und-leben, Op. 42 o
Lieder after Goethe, MErike, Heine & others
Lucia Popp (sop)/ Geoffrey Parsons 1pnol
Eurodisc 201298-366 (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
Given Lucia Popp's beautiful voice and innate
musicianship, these interpretations could not be other
than good,but for this record, at least. Ithink the rating
must rest there. To my mind, the ubiquitous application of the same degree of vibrato throughout the
performances is not well suited to lieder singing and in
the song cycle the back of tonal variation works contrary to the variety of emotions and ideas expressed
by both words and music. When, at the end of the
cycle, the piano returns to the music of the opening,
there is little sense of an epic drawing to its inevitable
close, or of the new understanding brought about by
the intervening songs. Geoffrey Parsons accompanies
with his customary adroitness and subtlety, not shaping the phrases as overtly as Lucia Popp but providing
just the right shading of nuance for the piano's rôle in
these works.
The recording is clear, with afavourable acoustic
and afair degree of fidelity to the original sound. There
is acertain degree of trimming in the dynamic range
and the piano is, perhaps, alittle under-recorded, but
overall the sound is very acceptable. [
9:21
Doug Hammond

SIBELIUS: Symphony 5 in Es, OP- 820
Saga, Op.9
Ph//harmonía / Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL7541 digital

En

For several weeks thave been returning to this disc
as a touchstone of excellence. With the same
technical virtues as the previous Kingsway digital
recordings in this series ( syms.2, 4), this coupling is
far more recommendable musically: acompelling
unfolding of the early tone- poem, and aversion of
the symphony that is lit with personal touches, such
as the poetic coda to the Andante. Ashkenazy's
transitions and climaxes may not be as smoothly
negotiated as Karajan's, but here the eloquent
plangence of wind voices, and feathery lightness in
strong bowing ( in an unhurried sequence in the
finale), illustrate the responsiveness of Philharmonia players. This time, one feels, they are at one with
Ashkenazy in a keen exploration of this everabsorbing symphony. [
A*:1*]
Christopher Breunig

STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Detroit SO / Dorad
Decca SXDL7548 digital
Dorati's recent Petrushka conveyed awarmth and
humanity largely absent from, say, his RPO Beethoven symphonies; this Detroit Rite starts with
comparable promise, the prescribed rubato nicely
gauged. But even here distinctiveness in the wind
voices is missing, and later the rather unsteady held
chord, just before the final ' Dance of the Earth' is
unleashed, is symptomatic of an orchestra competent but less polished than the virtuoso Minneapolis
(far more gripping in the classic 1960 Mercury
recording). Nor does this Rite convey the illusion of
seamless development; rather, under Dorati it is a
sequence of contrasting movements—without the
barbaric suggestiveness of Ansermet's conducting—efficient if not awesome.
In recent years Decca have yielded to DG in
engineering the Rite onto disc iTilson Thomas,
Abbado, Karajan), or to Philips ( Haitink, Davis): now
their digital version redresses the balance. A closein production, with even more than usual analytical
detail, it sounds clean and somewhat desiccated,yet
has a conflicting reverberant acoustic. Dynamic
range is very wide. Iam glad to have acopy of it, in
spite of reservations expressed. [
A*:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
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SZYMANOWSKI: Notturno eTarantella, Op. 28
fl Mythes, Op. 30 / WIEN lAWSKI•: Dudziarz in
D, Op. 19
Kuiviliak in aEl Obertas in G, Op. 19:2
LI Scherzo-Tarantelle in g, Op. 16 D Polonaise
brillante in A, Op. 21:2
Kaja Danczowska (vIn) I Lothar Broddack (pno) I
"RIAS Sinfonietta/ Starek
Schwann VMS 2058 (£ 5.25) (TOL)
Kaja Danczowska plays Wieniawski's characteristic
dances with something of the electricty of Chung's
early recorded performances, and the firmness of
Mutters. The accompaniments are only adequately
conducted (
cf. the spirit of LSO/Mackerras in op. 4 if
you have the deleted Zukerman CBS version), and the
orchestral sound is recessed in a swimmy
acoustic—it lacks weight. Szymanowski provides an
unexpected coupling, although Op. 28 is also a
bravura piece. Mythes is quite outclassed by this
violinists own, slightly more recent, magical DG
recording with Zimerman (2531 330); not only is her
reading there more finely attuned, but the technical
quality is more refined. Here, piano and violin almost
inhabit separate acoustics, and the production makes
the piano writing in the opening Fontaine dAréthuse
seem mundane in execution; the violin also becomes
rather strident in climaxes. )13:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, Op.36
Pittsburgh / Previn
Philips 9500 972 digital
This Pittsburgh debut on Philips has sufficient
freshness for a recommendation, Previn's selfeffacing avoidance of extremes making something
of acontrasting approach. Iquickly came to like his
slow speed for the scherzo; the Meno mosso there,
and the Piu mosso in ( ii) both bring comparatively
slight changes of pacing—the very plaintive clarinets / bassoons' entry at 126 atouching moment in
Previn's reading of the Andantino. Against this must
be set the rather plain Pittsburgh oboe solo at the
beginning of the movement—the theme is much
more rewarding in the hands of the principal
bassoon at the coda—and asqually piccolo entry in
(in And it must be admitted that this orchestra has
less to offer than the LSO, or Leningrad PO, in
mid-priced versions of greater character and
dynamism, under Mancevich and Mravinslcy respectively. Those interpreters come closest to the spirit of
the work, and their recordings still sound well. The
clean, airy Pittsburgh hall acoustic is nicely
suggested in adigital recording that Ifound rather
'soft', but one with impressive weight in climaxes.
(The winds' crescendo from around 156 in ( iii) seems
'helped'.) The level of transfer is much lower than on
the earlier 'Festivo' reissue, and disc-surface was
thus audible at low music levels. [
A:1]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty, Op.66
USSR SO / Svetlanov
HMV 'Melodiya' SLS5245 (
3 recs) ( low price)
Svetlanov's conducting brings the music to life most
graphically. This is aperformance with no trace of
routine, if at times the playing has afaintly military
smartness. For those willing to sacrifice sonic
excellent, exemplified in the Bonynge / Decca or the
recent Dorati / Philips sets, this Sleeping Beauty has
vivid Russian authenticity. The recording is new—it
tends to be explosive, and in loud passages the
stereo image ( rather too obvious in its left- right
division) produced a collapsed mono- like central
source. [
BIC: 1]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Hamlet, Op.67 CI Romeo and
Juliet ( 1869 version) D Festival Overture,
Op.15 D Serenade 0 Mazeppa— excerpts
Janis Kelly (sop) / Derek Hammond-Stroud (bar) /
LSO / Simon
Chandos DBRD2003 digital ( 2 recs) (E13.00)
(Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Mostly premiere recordings, with excellent annotations by Edward Johnson ( an ardent campaigner for
this music!). I imagine collectors will be most
attracted by the original version of Romeo & Juliet:
radically different in the opening and closing
séctions, and with afugato development that made
a surprising excision from the revised score. The
Hamlet overture is well represented, as is the
'Cossack Dance' from Mazeppa (
now available
complete from Russian sources), but the incidental
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music Op.67 fills the second disc. Ophelia's scenes
have both speech and song, and a rather feeble ,
Marche Funebre sandwiches a Gravedigger's
Song—these all in French, but reasonably well
articulated for non-native vocalists. Elsewhere there
is much charm in this hastily concocted score; the
Mazeppa '
Battle of Poltava' is exciting in its 1812
manner. The young Australian Geoffrey Simon
elicits dashing if superficial performances from the
LSO; the Tooting production is rather vague in
central stereo locations, and voices are separated
off and very forward. High level transfers disturbed
our 'T' Asak pickups (two reviewers) with unpleasant breakup in three or four trouble-spots, but
surfaces ( German) were impeccable. [
A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig

-

TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet, FantasyOverture D Nutcracker Suite, Op.71A
Cleveland / Maazel
Telarc DG- 10068 (£8.98) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
There must always be room in even such oversubscribed parts of the catalogue for two such cracking
performances as these. This reading of Romeo and
Juliet has all the passion, pathos, and drama that
you could wish for, yet it is carefully controlled to
form a satisrfying symphonic structure, with no
tendency to lapse into the maudlin. The Nutcracker
Suite is likewise an epitome of precise ensemble,
delicate and astute textural balance, and agenuine
feel for the dance rhythms of the music. Some
breathtaking playing from the Cleveland in both
works and Maazel obviously knows how to elicit
such fireworks despite the restraints of recording.
The digitally processed sound has great impact,
with good presence, outstanding dynamic range,
excellent positioning on the sound stage, and an
acceptable level of instrumental verisimilitude. The
woodwind are not quite as realistic as I
have heard in
some other digital recordings and the upper strings
mesh alittle in Romeo, though not in the Nutcracker.
The bass reproduction is especially clean and secure
and the whole orchestral spread is pleasantly
integrated, with stable stereo imaging and no
level-juggling. All in all, this is afine, commendable
issue. [
A/A*: 1*]
Doug Hammond

Take One
Grado
Restore the life in
your record collection
...up-grade to a new
Grado cartridge.

VIOTTI: Violin Concerto 22 in a
Ulf Hoelschner (vIn) / Nuremberg SO / Maga
Acanta 63 23157 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Viotti's violin concertos—or at least the more popular
from among the 29—come and go in the catalogues;
since currently all seem to have gone, there should be
buyers for Hoelscher's version of no. 22 (which was
dedicated to Cherubini, and probably dates from the
mid- 1790s). There are, however, disadvantages—the
work as recorded plays for little over half an hour, and
the recorded sound ( 1970) is on the thin side, though
resonant. The solo playing is very fine: assured, agile,
with elegantly flowing melody, and vibrancy in the
Agitato assai finale. The Nuremberg Orchestra
accompanies dutifully, though the string tone hardly
glows. Maga takes the opening Moderato very
deliberately—a little more zest would have been
welcome. Hoelscher deserves much better allround support than he gets here. [EI/C: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
Nicolas Chumachenco (yin) / Zürich CO / Stouts
Schwann zko 50005 (£2.25) (TOL)
In Chumachenko, Schwann seem to have found an
artist of fire and flair. He plays Vivaldi's brilliant concertos with dazzling zest and—as far as one may
judge here—with eloquent expression. However, this
record has amajor fault which, for me, rules it out of
court from the start. The Zürich orchestra sounds
somewhat unyielding and expressively restricted in
tone and volume, and—apparently in order to try to
compensate for this—somebody has quite obviously
engineered-in some dynamic expansion. Nor has this
been done cautiously; the unfortunate listener finds
himself listening to quite good performances, but
seemingly given upon aconveyor-belt which whisks
the orchestra away at each intimate moment, and
returns it with avengeance (sometimes two notes too
late, thus giving the game away) when things become
more 'positive'. The soloist, too, suffers from this
fading and re- focusing: the result is most
unsatisfactory from all kinds of point of view.
[D:1/2]
Stephen Dew

Famed for total system
compatibility, the all new
Super Flux Bridger series
employ special elastomeric
material which is totally
insensitive to ambient
temperature change.
This means a smooth and
tireless performance is
assured even in our
changeable climate
From as little as £ 18 there's
a Grado cartridge perfect
for your system - even less
if you trade-up your old
Grado. See your dealer
for details or contact us
at Brooks Court, Stamford
Lincs. PE9 2QX

Would you chance your arm
with anything else?
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Aballerina in army boots isn't going to pirouette and perform
as well as she would do wearing
ballet shoes.
The same could be sa id of atonearm with the wrong cartridge. Since
your cartridge is the starting point in
the sound reproduction process, it's
vital to choose one that will do your
system justice.
For this reason, Sony have pro'duced an extensive range of precision
crafted cartridges to suit all manner
of turntables.
Sony's moving magnet cartridges.
XL20 - This lightweight and high
compliance cartridge has been
specially designed for upgrading
budget turntables. Price around £17.
XL30 -The high-frequency performance, enhanced by the elliptical
stylus, ensures clear sound repro90

duction. The choice for
mid- range turntables.
Price around £26.
XL70 -Atotally new concept in
MM design using acore of amorphous
super-alloy magnetic material and
asapphire pipe cantilever Together
they ensure excellent linear response
and extreme audio clarity. Price
around £99.
Sony's moving coil cartridges.
XL44L -The figure-8coreless
armature coil on this MC cartridge
reduces distortion to abare minimum.
The selection for mid-range turntables. Price around £50.
XL88 - Undoubtedly one of the
best MC cartridges you can buy. It
delivers good stereo separation, good
image location and anatural tone

ect

to individual
instruments. Price around £125.
So make sure you put on acartridge that matches your turntable.
If you don't, it could cost you money
and compromise the quality of sound
your system can deliver
To find out more, consult your
authorised local Sony dealer Or, if
you prefer, write to Sony ( UK) Limited,
Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames,
Middlesex TW16 7AT SONY
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Concertos/Orchestral
THREE Concertos for two harp'sichords and orchestra by J.S. Bach
reappear on DG 2534 002 digital: the
performances, by Trevor Pin flock, Kenneth Gilbert and The English Concert
were very well praised by D.H. in last
November's HFN/RR, and certainly the
soloists have captured the right balance between unanimity and individuality; recorded sound is very
agreeable, but the orchestral accompaniment is just a little detached for
this reviewers taste. [A:1] S.D.
Hallé/Loughran Beethoven Seventh
(ASV ALH902, PRT Sales) retains former Enigma ' K-series' metalwork, preserving fine transfer of slightly cloudy
orchestral presentation. Fresh in effect,
and with ample repeats, this version
never quite seems to reconcile the
extremes of Klempererlike weight and
Karajanstyle athleticism implied in a
keenly felt reading. (A/B:1] C.B.
The three Concerti a due cori are
probably Handel's grandest and most
brilliant orchestral works, and it is good
to have them together on Philips 'Edison' 9502021, in the 1968 Leppard/ECO
performances. There is awealth of fine
music here, especially in no. 3in F, the
biggest of them, and the playing is rich,
keen, lively, with expressive power in
the slow movements. Recorded balance and the warm, rich tone are alike
impressive, less so the surface noise
and hiss on Side 1, especially at the
beginning. (A:11 P.B.
Three of Handel's organ concerti are
given somewhat dogmatic treatment
by Amsterdam CO/de Klerk in a 1970
recording (SDG 61708, £3.25, TOL),
which is aggressive and rather hard in
the top: (13:2]. In a companion disc
(SDG 610707), three of Haydn's organ
concerti are treated by the same performers with a little more empathy, and
receive acleaner recording: (A/B: 1/2].
But neither disc really moved this
listener. TA.
Compression
onto one
record
(Oiseau Lyre DSLO 595) of one of
Handel's three Water Music suites (the
Horn Suite in F) together with the five
movements of the Fireworks Music,
played with spirit and tonal beauty by
AAM/Hogwood, makes for arefreshing
'excerpts' record. Excellent playing
from ten baroque oboists, some inadequate phrasing from the strings
and tuning from the brass; a pity,
however, that the Water Music movements are not properly listed, and that
the famous Air is taken too fast for
appropriate grace. [A*: 1/2] S.D.
1961 vintage Philharmonia/Karajan
popular concert, last on WRC ( now
CFP40368, £ 1.99) - Chabrier, Strauss
I/II, Waldteufel, Suppé etc - sounds
marginally more 'open' than before.
Preferable to some of the Berlin remakes, the performances include a
classic (W. Legge) España, Skaters'
Waltz, Tritsch-Tratsch; some brusqueness suggested, but plenty of élan
here. An exemplary bargain reissue.
[A/B:11 C.B.
The coupling of Ostrcil's impressive
Suite in Cwith Macha's dour Sinfonietta seemed ill considered, as the two
have little in common except that both
are by Czech composers. The record
(Pa nton 81100066, £3.99) was released
last August through Bond Street Music
and it is surprising to see it reappearing
so soon ( Parnote). It is fairly well
recorded, though the surfaces are still
noisy, and the performances, by Czech
RSO/Krombholc in the Ostrcil, and
Czech Phil/Neumann in the Macha, are
strong: in the case of Ostrcil impressive and very persuasive. [C:1] K.D.
CFP's putting The Great Mozart
Symphonies together and reissuing
them as aboxed set (CFP 78256,4 recs,
£7.96) is asensible way of reminding
us that they represent good value and
offer some very good performances. In
addition to Symphonies 29, 31, 35-41
there is alively account of the German
Dances K605 (the ones with the sleighbells) in Arthur Davison's 1979 recordings of 29 and 35. This record is
perhaps the high spot of the series. The
two oldest are Mackerras' 36/38, and
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new Serenata series is really quite something of an event. This is not
DECCA's
'just another set of bargain-price, mixed-quality reissues' (such as we have

regrettably been led to expect of budget series from the big companies in recent
years), but aseries that can effectively compete with more recent '
new' issues.
From ASM/Marriner comes a very agreeable recording of Mozart's three
Salzburg Symphonies and the Serenata Notturna SA 1; 1968); the sound is
warm, with realistic directional stereo in the Serenata which gives the series its
name: [A:1]. An organ recital of four predictable Famous Bach Organ Works
(BVVV 565, 542, 548 & 582) played on the organ of the Victoria Hall, Geneva, is
direct, if bass- heavy in sound ( SA 2; 1960); Decca caught Richter on agood day
(he practised little on the organ); the playing is quite dashing, and if the
registrations are rather fussy and over-romantic ( especially in the Passacaglia),
the sense of caring for the music is well conveyed: [BM. Heinrich Schutz's
Matthew Passion received its most authoritative recording from Roger
Norrington's Schütz Choir ( DA 3; 1972); performers (with Pears and ShirleyQuirk both in very good voice) and engineers combine superbly - nearly a
double starred Déjà-Vu, this: (
A:1*]. Maurice André and a French ensemble
directed by Thurston Dart play alively- perhaps almost atoo lively- recital of
Royal Music of King James I ( DA4; 1961); sound is realistic, but there are some
rather 'faked-sounding' exaggerated echoes. The music is drawn from
Holborne's Elizabethan ( N.B.) publication and the Fitzwilliam Part- Books, and
very nice it is, too. A special welcome must be reserved for Thurston Dart's
attractive Clavichord account of the Bach ' French' Suites ( DA 5; 1961); at avery
low volume-setting the Goff instrument sounds very realistic, and the playing is
very lovely, if alittle brisk; no repeats are taken, so that the six suites all fit onto
two sides: [
A:1*]. Early Music/Munrow recorded Music at the Court of
Maximilian Ieight years ago ( SA 6; 1973). The programme ( mostly Chansons by
Selfl and Isaac) is varied effectively, and the open style of the group has been
well captured: [A*:1]. Peter Pears and Julian Bream's recital of Lute Songs ( DA
7; 1960) is another outstanding recording in all respects; the songs, written to be
played and sung by the same performer, could hardly have been better
co-ordinated than they are here; Pears sings the words so sensitively that this
record should be compulsory listening for all students of singing; good,
immediate, sound if slightly shallow in depth: (A:1*]. The Nicolet sisters (Aurèle
and Christiane) feature as soloists in Cimarosa's concerto for Two Flutes (SA 8;
1972); the recording is warmly agreeable, and Karl Münchinger coaxes from his
Stuttgart CO the most lively playing that Ihave heard from them; on the reverse,
Aurèle plays the tricky C.P.E. Bach solo concerto with authority and sweetness:
[A:1]. Handel's St. Cecilia Ode, in a King's College/ASM performance under
David Willcocks ( SA 9; 1968) is an outstanding example of its own kind of
performance, very well recorded in the tricky acoustics of King's College Chapel;
many lovely passages in this: [
A*:11. Finally, a stylish selection of Baroque
Concertos ( SA 10; 1963) presents works by Avison, Manfredini, Albinoni, Handel
and Telemann; perhaps the composer's individuality is lost somewhat by the
Academy's treatment, but these are all strongly competitive performances, and
the sound is pleasant, if - again - just a little shallow. [A/B:11 S.D.
40/41, which were issued in 1974 and
1976; the most recent being Macal's
31, 32 and 39, reviewed in July this
year. All performances are with the
LPO. Sound quality is commensurate
with age though never less than good.
[A/B: 1overall] K.D.
Oscar Nedbal is now remembered as
a successful composer of ballets and
operettas. His two most famous ballets, From Tale to Tale and The Simple
Johnny were released in excerpted
versions in 1972.This recording ( 1 10
0835, £3.99, Parnote), by Ostrava State
Phil/Trhlik, still sounds fresh, and the
music, bright and melodically attractive, should give much pleasure to
those who fancy something of the
period immediately preceding the
Great War that is out of the ordinary yet
makes for easy listening. [8:11 K.D.
A match for the full-priced Ozawa/
DG coupling, 1968 NPO/Frühbeck Respighi Pines/Fountains of Rome
(CFP403348, £1.99) was formerly EMI
'Studio Two': clean over awide dynamic range, the sound reminds me of
the very best CBS ' Masterworks' productions. Some ravishing playi ng, but
clarinet prefacing the nightingales'
song is less than hypnotic (
cf. the
Karajan versions). Frühbeck has triangle at the opening of Fountains where
Ozawa seems to use small bells. Two
pithy Stravinsky fillers here: the Circus
Polka well-judged, Fireworks (
with its
Dukas references) less taut than in
Dorati's old LSO/Mercury version. Outstanding value. An enhancing sleevefront. (A:1] C.B.
In reissuing more of Klemperer's
Wagner ( HMV SXLP 30528), EMI might
have found it more appropriate to
change the side couplings to have
avoided the problem facing us here of a
whole disc entitled ' Music from The
Ring' having asecond side devoted in
its entirety to the Preludes to Act 3of
Tannhaiiser and Act 1of Parsifal. Side
2of SXLP 30525 ( reviewed in September) with the Liebestod and 'Siegfried's
Funeral Music' would have been more
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appropriate fare. Klemperer's solid
majesty is better suited to the Rheingold Entry of the Gods into Valhalla and
the Act 3Prelude to Parsifal than either
the ' Forest Murmurs' or Ride of the
Valkyries', but the radiant playing of
the Philharmonia and good 1963 vintage sound make this a stronger recommendation for aWagnerian highlights LP ( if such athing should ever be
recommended!) than either of the
companion discs reissued from the
three- record set. [BA] D.P.

Chamber/Solo
THE LINDSAY Quartet's Bartok Guar'tets were the first to be made
digitally. Released separately during
1981, they are now available boxed
(ASV DCAB301, 3recs, full price: PRT
Sales). Immediately acclaimed, this set
represents one of the most impressive
attempts to get to the heart of these
demanding yet rewarding works. If you
are looking for a recording of the
Bartok quartets, this is as good as you
are likely to encounter. [A:1*] K.D.
Vladimir Ashkenazy's Decca account
of Chopin's Studies has been rightly
admired since its release in 1975. Less
familiar, however, is the Russian recording he made some seventeen
years earlier. It appeared briefly on
Saga in 1974, dubbed from disc and
optimistically described as ' reprocessed for stereo l
istening'; the distinctly
rough sound failed to obscure the
miraculous poetry, fire and technical
address of the 21-year-old Ash kenazy's
playing. If warmth and clarity of recorded sound occupy a high priority,
steer clear; no-one, however, has responded more comprehensively to
this most taxing of pianistic challenges. Chant du Monde LDX 78275
(£4.50, TOL). ID:1] A.K.
Preludes, mazurkas, waltzes, polonaises, nocturnes, the G minor Ballade
and the Funeral March Sonata make up
Horowitz's stereo Chopin recordings

for CBS, and they now appear as a
convenient three- record set ( 79340).
Recordings - expectedly bright and
brittle - vary surprisingly little; the
oldest date from 1961 and there are
signs of editing, not all of it sensibly
judged. Why, for instance, include
tumultuous applause before the start
of the Ballade but not at the end?
Highlights include some fabulously
light RH octaves and controlled
chmuendi in the Op. 44 Polonaise and a
lyrically phrased second subject in the
Sonata
first
movement.
Recommended. (C:1/21 A.K.
The first two of Haydn's string quartets opus 50 reappear on DG ' Privilege'
2535 464 in the Tokyo Quartet's exemplary recording. In 1974 it came singly,
to be followed in 1976 by a box
containing all six of the set; readers
who did not acquire it then are urged to
do so now. The playing is wonderfully
idiomatic, fresh and lively, the recorded sound natural and forward
(intake of breath included). Some like
their Haydn to be spikier, drier; but this
first pair of the 'Prussian' Quartets is
irresistible. (A:1] P.B.

Vocal/Operatic
TEN FESTAL cantatas ( BWV 32, 51,
57, 74, 128, 134, 147, 151, 173, 191)
provide ahigh-quality cross-section of
J.S. Bach's work in this genre, and
would certainly be agood introduction
to the rich cantata repertory ( Philips
6770 049, 5 recs). The performances
are in no way authentic ( Soloists/
Winschermann/Deutsche Bach), to a
minor extent at least marred by some
very obtrusive harpsichord continuo.
There are better versions of BVVV 51
(on SAVVT 9513) and BW147 (Archiv
14331) though all are very acceptable.
The total lack of text in any language is
to be deplored. (A/B: 1/2] P.L.H.
A valuable collection of the betterknown Gregorian Chants on Philips
6768 181 ( 2 recs, 1967-8) by the Benedictines of Clervaux ( Luxembourg)
is awelcome return. Familiar, because
it contains not only the Te Deum, the
Requiem, the usual Easter and Christmas antiphons, but also the Asperges
and the whole of the superb Mass
Orbis factor and pieces formerly used
at Benediction. The recording still
sounds fresh and natural, and this is
one thoroughly to be recommended.
(A/B: 1/2] P.T.
Karajan's 1979 version of Mozart's
Le Nozze di Figaro was, like most opera
recordings, something of a curate's
egg. The collection of extracts ( Decca
SXL6987) dilutes the somewhat overpowering impression created by the
complete recording, though it preserves the sense of adamantine compulsion which weighed against full
acceptance. The cast, numbering Van
Dam, Cotrubas, Krause and Von Stade
- all heard in this generous compilation - is a most distinguished one,
though Von Stade's Cherubino was,
and remains, abit of a let-down. As a
sampler this record gives an excellent
flavour of the whole and includes both
the Overture and the splendid finale to
Act 4. The recording is brilliant, its
sharp outlines matching admirably
Karajan's style of performance. [A:1]
K.D.
There are distinctly odd bed-fellows
on ASV ACM 2033 ( PRT Sales), first
issued in January 1980: Poulenc's
Babar, the Little Elephant cooly narrated by Angela Rippon (who mispronounces the composer's name), and
brightly played by David Parkhouse;
with on the reverse the Toy Symphony
from L Mozart's Cassation in G, and
Mozart's three German Dances, K. 605
(poor value on this side - not much
over a quarter hour of music). John
Lubbock and the Orchestra of St
John's, Smith Square drive the music
hard, almost heartlessly (though the
minuet is ponderous), and Ihope a
child might find more delight in less
assertive performances. Recording
quite good on the Poulenc side, rather
shrill-toned on the other, with some
surface-noise and pre-echo. [B/C:2]
P.B.
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LIKE THE CURATE'S
SYSTEMS ARE EXC

For around £ 150 and upwards you can
buy arack system complete with
loudspeakers. Like the Curate's Egg in
the famous 'Punch' cartoon* most of
them are excellent in parts, but
unfortunately the end result rarely
comes up to expectations. To bring the
rack system down to a 'popular' price
the manufacturer usually has to skimp
on one or more components and it takes
only one bad part to ruin the whole
reproduction. Nevertheless it is often

very tempting if your budget is limited,
to fall for the ' easy' way of purchasing a
music system.
Lux cannot pretend to be very
competitive at this end of the market.
The manner in which our equipment is
designed, manufactured and tested
precludes our even attempting to make a
rack system at these prices. Where
quality and reliability are concerned
compromise is not possible.
Now here is where ECONOPAIÇ 2

To Howland-West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293.
Please send illustrated catalogue, price list, details of Econopaks 1and 2and list of Lux Dealers.
*For acopy of the original Punch cartoon, tick box 0
Name
Address
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EGG, MOST RACK
ELLENT IN PARTS
comes in! By providing the basic
components of areal hi-fi system at a
highly competitive price, we allow you
the choice of the rest of the equipment,
and thus the standard of reproduction
and total cost become entirely flexible.
Add basic components today— upgrade
tomorrow, or break the bank right from
the beginning— it's your choice.
ECONOPAK 2consists of the
LUXMAN L113 Amplifier, T111 Tuner,
and K113 Cassette Deck at a
recommended price of only £ 345
instead of £460 when purchased
separately, leaving you an extra £ 115 to
spend on your other components.
The LUXMAN L113 is a40 watt per
channel amplifier with the benefit of
Lux's exclusive Duo-Beta circuitry,
giving amplification of an extremely high

order with exceptionally low THD,
unmeasurable TIM, effective damping
and minimal noise. The LUXMAN T111
is an AM/FM tuner with high sensitivity
and selectivity and aunique 'Flasher'
tuning system for utmost accuracy. The
LUXMAN K113 metal cassette deck
features afluorescent peak level meter,
soft touch mechalogic control and a
precision tape transport giving wow and
flutter of only 0.06% WRMS.
At this remarkable price and with the
flexibility of choice in the rest of the
equipment— particularly speakers,
perhaps the cheaper rack systems are
beginning to look less tempting.
Why not discuss ECONOPAK 2with
your LUX DEALER— in our opinion we
think it's the best offer you'll get
today— or possibly tomorrow.

LUXMAN ECONOPAK 2
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leaving the interest to be generated by Knepper and Wellins.
Both cope with the task admirably, and both are pretty individual players. The almost wayward fluidity of Knepper immediately conjures up aural visions of Mingus bands — regardless of whet the rest are doing.
Knepper exudes great confidence
and stamps his authority on the
album with every note he plays,
without hogging the show or
going over the top. Wellins is still
under- rated as a tenor player.
He slides into solos with an
almost diffident glide. His sound
is unique and appealing. It's as if
he teeters constantly on the knife
edge of tonality. Typically he'll hit
anote just under the pitch, and as
soon as it's out let it drop further,
before rounding it off. He does
fl/HAT
NORWEGIAN
sax- with his pitching what other playv v ophonist Jan Garbarek has ers do with rhythm in order to
got going for him is his sound. It create musical tension. This
may be distilled from Coltrane, album isn't going to break any
Barbieri and Sanders in part, but new ground, but what it does do is
at the end of the process it's an showcase acouple of strong indiindividual sound. It's certainly the vidual horn players, who, within
strongest element of Eventyr, his the confines of the style they work
newest album on ECN 1200. On in, play with imaginative flair and
Lillekort it stands out especially. dedication. Knepper of course
Here he cuts through the dis- carries with him an impressive
tanced music with something that track record, but in Wellins' case,
is sadly bitter-sweet and impell- it's about time he got a fuller
ing. Most of the pieces on this recognition for his contribution to
album are folk songs, revamped jazz in this country.[B:21
for atrio of Garbarek, John AberIn 1979 in Prague, the following
crombie, guitar and Nana Vascon- East and West European musicelos, percussion. The treatment cians were assembled — Jiri Stiis mostly spacey, with each sound vin, Trevor Watts, Rudiger Carl,
ringing out and reverbrating in its Alan Skidmore, Willem Breuker,
own cold echo. Ifind the style of Jarmo Sermila, Radu Malfatti,
the recorded sound unattractive. Albert Mangelsdorff, Tony Oxley,
The echo and the precision of the Antonin Matzner, Rudolf Dasek,
playing tend to reduce the music Jacek Bednarek, Louis Moholo
on all too many ECM records to (actually he's South African) and
sophisticated consumer product. Gunter Sommer. The result — on
The individuality of the players is record — is Good Old Circus on
shrouded by the production. FMP Records SAJ-33: [
A:1]. This
There are times when Garbarek live album is afantastic tour-debreaks through this constriction, force with immensely passionate
and it's these moments which solos and gorgeously rich, rambmake you sit up. But perhaps it's ling ensembles. The tension in the
unfair to criticise ECM music for music varies, of course, but it
something it's not trying to do. never flags. There's a passion
The philosophy is not directed running through the playing
towards immediate emotionally which is exciting and satisfying.
centred music. The range of emo- On an album where everyone is
tions on offer is narrower. Bearing contributing so much, it's perhaps
that in mind, this is definitely one invidious to single anyone out,
of the better ECM releases, and but it has to be said that there's
perhaps the most attractive Gar- another largely undervalued Britbarek album for some time. In the ish musician at work here. Saxend the music on this album is ophonist Trevor Watts, to judge
light, pretty and poised. [ B:1 ]
from live appearances towards
Primrose Path — on Hep 2012 — the end of last year, is playing a
is an altogether different kind of storm at the moment, and he
album. Here American trombon- deserves wide recognition after
ist Jimmy Knepper fronts aquin- years of working solidly at his
tet of British musicians, Bobby music. There's alot happening on
Wellins, tenor, Pete Jacobsen, this album, with the players drawpiano, Dave Green, bass, and Ron ing their inspiration from the best
Parry, drums. This is straight of both free jazz and more formal
down the middle modern jazz kinds of music. The spirit of jazz
with asubservient rhythm section music is alive and well on this
— indeed the sleeve note actually record, and those who think that
praises drummer Ron Parry for the post-Coltrane generation has
'never distracting the listener lost its way should listen to Good
from what the soloists are saying.' Old Circus, and reassess their
And certainly sparks are in short opinions.
supply from the supporting cast,
Re: Person IKnew— on Fantasy

Ken Hyder
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F9608 — is another live album,
although this time the participants were unaware that arecord
would come out of it. The Bill
Evans trio were at the Village
Vanguard, New York to cut alive
album all right, but the material
on this album was not that which
was susbsequently released. It
might be, therefore, that Evans,
piano, Eddie Gomez, bass and
Marty Morel', drums were playing
looser and taking more chances
on these numbers where the tape
was kept running on. On T.T.T.,
for example, there's a lot of
adventurous liberty-taking of the
time, and throughout the album
there's a loose freshness sizzling
through. As with most Evans
material, this music can be heard
on two levels. Usually it's very
light and what non- listeners
would call ' unobtrusive.' However, when you get down to the
listening, there's a lot more to it.
The band's approach to rhythm is
subtle but exciting. The time signatures move constantly within
any one piece. Evans was of
course amaster at sliding in and
out of pulses, but on this set
Morel' is taking more chances and
adding to the experience. Gomez
is impeccably on top of everything, bending this way and that,
sometimes filling the space with a
flurry of notes and at other times
just playing the one note and
letting it hang in the air. Isuppose
it was to be expected that after
Evans' death afew tapes would be
discovered in the vaults, but it
should be made clear that these
tapes at least are not rejects. This
is a splendid album, a natural
sounding session with an immediate impact. [
A/B:1]
The Bugger All Stars — on Bead
19 — is an album of what you
might call humorous free improvisation. Although the music is
free it relies for its periodic renewal on injections of pastiche or the
bizarre. Isuppose the nearest to
what they are about is the old
Amazing Band of adecade or so
ago. It's the relentless lunacy and
anarchy
which
paradoxically
keeps it all together. The Bugger
All Stars are Mike Hames, alto,
bass clarinet Jim
LeBaigue,
drums, Hugh Metcalfe, guitar, and
Phil Wachsmann, violin, ateam of
players with differing allegiances
to conventional technique. [
A/
B:21
Playing is the new album by Old
And New Dreams, asort of early
Omette Coleman band without
Omette Coleman. This band,
made up of Coleman sidekicks
Don Cherry, trumpet, piano, Dewey Redman, tenor, musette,
Charlie Haden, bass, and Ed
Blackwell, drums, finds itself in a
difficult position. When they played this way some twenty years
ago they were in the avant-garde
camp. Now when they play this
music, it's as if it's aperiod piece.
And there's nothing wrong with
that. Jazz's ( or perhaps jazz criti-
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cis') pre-occupation with the new
has often meant that areas of the
music have appeared, made an
initial impact, and have been subsequently brushed aside in favour
of something else that's come
along. There's always been a hip
element that has knocked musicians playing in older styles. And
these older styles have more
usually been rooted in the distant
past. But time is catching up.
There are revivalist bands today
not
concentrating
on
some
variant of apre-war jazz style, but
Coltrane's music of the sixties.
What's happening here is a look
back in time at an area of music
originally created by the participants. The experience is there, of
course, and the familiarity with
the music has smoothed out this
live performance. It's a joy to
listen to this quartet making
music so eclectically and naturally. But one thing is missing, and
that's the urgency and edge in the
original pioneering performance.
In jazz there's a delicate balance
between musicians being fully on
top of their music to the extent
that it becomes effortless ( and
perhaps predictable) — and those
players who are just as proficient,
but who are willing to take
chances and push themselves to
the limits and take their music
forward. Jazz fans are hungry for
that extra element of excitement,
and of course people are still
looking for the next Parker/
Coltrane/Coleman/Ayler. But perhaps the music isn't going to
progress necessarily by an individual's contribution. Maybe it
will be to do with schools of
playing, rather than an individual
genius. In the meantime, there's a
lot of consolidation of styles —
particularly sixties styles — and in
that context, ' Playing' amounts to
a better recorded version of an
earlier form, rather than a complete reworking. But having said
that, we're listening to masters of,
that form, players who threw up a
new way for group interaction.
And there's really no need to
remind you that it swings compulsively. It's on ECM 1205. [
A:1]
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who seems
CONFUCIUS,
have dreamt up a saying

to
to
cover every occasion, might concelvably have been at a loss to
describe the heritage of Tin Drum
(Virgin V 2209), an album bearing
a title that relates to Volker
Schlondorff's Danzig-set, West
German- French film and one that
features
Chinese- influenced
music played by Lewisham's own
group known as Japan. Musically, things are not as complex as
they might seem. East meets
West without obvious confrontation. and, for once, it's not just a
kamikaze dive into a carrier deck
but rather a Golden Pheasant's
feather brushing lightly across a
synthesiser keyboard. For Japan,
who rightly got it in their mockoriental necks for their earliest
recorded exploits, have obviously
learnt much about grace, space
and pace since they brought eyeliner prettiness to Ariola-Hansa,
bock in '77. Underpinned by Mick
Kern's earthline bass, the band's
music now glisses and glides into
crevices, turning blatantly sliteyed on the mandarin- hued Canton and merging influences with
more subtlety on the juggling
Cantonese Boy, Sons of Pioneers
and Ghosts, the latter having the
distinction of being probably the
most well-crafted song ever to
receive attention from a Bryan
Ferry soundalike.[A * :
1]
It's taken Aswad slightly longer
than Japan to make the grade, but
the arrival of New Chapter (
CBS
85336) at last provides an album
that fulfills the promise of such
singles as Warrior Charge. It's
probable that the band's output is
now too soft for reggae purists —
the protests come muted, the
emphasis being on Jah and love,
with Brinsley Forde's sinuous
leads often coming wrapped in
warm harmony swathing provided by drummer Angus Gaye
and
bassist/keyboardist Tony
Robinson. However, to relegate
'New Chapter' to the lover- rock
bin would be amistake. A belowsurface heat is always evident and
splutters through on tracks such
as Natural Progression, where Vin
•Gordon's trombone spearheads a
horn and rhythm foray, and Tuff
We Tuff, a labour queue shuffle
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

which provides work for multidubbed saxman Michael Rose.
Warm honey then. Let it slide into
your ears. [
A:11
I'm less certain about the value
of Alan Vega's Collision Drive
(Celluloid ILPS 9692), which contains further samples of the
Suicide man's minimalistic rockabilly routines. Once more the
pared-to-the- bone grunt and riff
approach which worked so ably
on Vega's 'Ze' album is retained
despite the arrival of additional
back-up men — though what was
once an enjoyable and invigorating exercise becomes a mite tedious through this extra exposure. Nevertheless, a distorted
correlation of Bebop A Lula and
Peter Gunn is effective in its own
jagged way, thou,
* it's really the
non-bopping Viet Vet, aneurotic,
trundling dirge which harks back
to Velvet Underground, that
leaves the all-important final
mind- print. [
A:2]
Sadly, as a vocalist Jools Holland
remains
a
capable
keyboards-player. At least that's
the way Jools Holland And His
Millionaires ( A&M
AMLH
68534)presents the situation. Having always been an admirer of
Jools' Squeezework, the idea of
his own band receiving an onrecord debut produced by Glyn
Johns seemed to me an inviting
prospect and a probable aural
treat. Alas, this has not proved to
be the case. The vocals are all
definite turn-offs and the songs
no more than strangers you pass
in acrowded street. It's likely that
Holland, his sax, bass, drum-toter
and dolly chorus- line all communicate when faced with an
on-stage situation. But leaping
through lounge- placed speakers
they do not. Even the tambourine
good-timing of Let Me In didn't
cause my cat to boogieovernnuch.
Then, I guess, there's nothing
really strange about that! [A:3]
Despite a highly original and
photographically
ingenious
sleeve, the delivery of lOCC's Ten
Out of 10 (
Mercury 6359 048)
provided no great cause for
celebration either. Eric Stewart
and Graham Gouldman have
been offering up highly glossed
but basically mundane material
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for some time now and, unless
sales of their records nosedive
with all the aplomb of a British
heavyweight, it seems unlikely
that ways will be changed. On the
new album, the performances
are, as usual, quite faultless, the
recording and production techniques being of similar high calibre.
And the songs? Well, they're a
different fettle of kitsch, being, at
their best, mid-grade McCartney
(Don't Ask, Overdrive In Overdraft) and, at their worst, true/
blue/you type fillers (
Lying Here
With You). And how ironic that
Messrs S&G should include such
lines as 'You'll never make it in a
Motown suit. No way to fake it,
they're not your roots' at a time
when ex-compatriots Godley and
Creme's highly Motown- like Wedding Bells has done sterling duty
as a chart single. As Nicholas
Roeg once said, bad timing,
chaps. [
A*:2/3]
Words — or rather their ill-use —
form the main deficiency of Soft
Cell's Non Stop Erotic Cabaret
(Some Bizarre BZLP2). Some of
Marc Almond's lyrics sport a decidedly shoddy fit, predominantly
those allotted to Youth, a don'tbe-ashamed-of-old-age musing
which hardly develops up to idea
stage and only does that with
some difficulty. All right, some of
the world's best popular music
has come kitted out with lyrics so
abysmal that an annotator for
made- in-Taiwan Christmas cards
might easily have given such lines

Quick Flashes
The Monkees: The Monkees
(Arista DART 121. After finally
achieving cult status, The Monkees are afforded adouble- album
that remembers many of their
'60s pop classics and proves the
hype was all worthwhile. Accredited Ntonkee nuts may care to
learn that eight tracks are included which are not on the Australian Monkeemania package:
[I3:11. Johnny Guitar Watson:
That's What Time It Is (
A&M
AMLH 6488). A new label and a
new partner in funk ( arrangerkeyboards controller Michael Zager) for the bluesbuster with 30
years of vinyl travel to his credit.
The result is a brassy, powerhouse invitation to get-it-on that
breaks no virgin ground but at
least maintains Watson's reputation for never turning out adud:
[A:21. John Hart: The Blowin'Man
(Sonet SNTF 844). An easy- onthe- ear, free- flowing mixture of
cajun and R&B favourites provided by Hart, the warm-toned
saxman with Rocking Doosie And
The Twisters. Dopsie and Co,
along with Swedish blues pianist
Slim Notini, form the friendly
support and, as a result, complaints ( if any) should be few on
the ground: [
A:1). Victorian Pa-

Fred Dellar
the thumbs down. Even so, vocalist Almond and keyboardist David
Ball, the duo who comprise Soft
Cell, appear to have so much
going for them it seems apity that
they have elected to sell short in
the word division. Perhaps if they
could cease counting the royalties
accruing from their version of Ed
Cobb's Tainted Love and their
admirable Bedsitter follow-up,
the twosome could find a few
moments to attend to the problem. This misgiving apart, ' Erotic
Cabaret', bless its giggling girlies
and dancing shoes, is athoroughly enjoyable slice of contemporary keyboard pop that you needn't
put on the top shelf out of reach of
the kiddies. [A:1/2]

rents: Silence Follows ( Polydor
POLS 1049]. From out of the
unknown ( probably
Lichfield)
come aworthy quartet proffering
a version of the modern dance
that borrows much from many
but still manages to retain a
reasonably
individual
stance.
Three guitarists and a drummer
are listed, yet synths play apart in
the overall sound: lA:1/21. Yet the
sleeve is informative regarding
the history of an aged bakelite
wireless set. ( Damned odd the
way they launch new bands these
days!) Bow Wow Wow: See Jungle) See Jungle! Go Join Your
Gang Yeah, City All Over, City All
Over! Go Ape Crazy! ( RCA RCALP
3000). Exciting percussion pop by
the three ex-Antmen and selfconfessed puppet on knicker elastic Annabelle Lwin. What Adam
does today, Bow Wow Wow did
better yesterday
though it's
doubtful if their bank balance
compares: [A:1]. Elkie Brooks:
Pearls (
A&M ELK 1981). Do you
really need me to tell you that
Elkie Brooks is one of our most
accomplished and soulful singers? No, I thought not. Let it
suffice, then, to add that Pearls is a
kind of Best Of that also includes a
few previously unavailable tracks.
Anyone out there want to buy a
book on Reviewing Made Easy?
[A:1)
L)5
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loudspeakers

below where their other models reached, I
cannot say. But at least one of them fulfils
superbly the roles outlined above, and both
will undoubtedly help these large manufacturers to weather the current climate of
gloom and depression.
The KEF Coda, previously reviewed in
HFN/RR by Trevor Attewell ( Dec. V), is in
many ways the last speaker most of us
expected KEF to produce, though it is logical
enough given the price constraints KEF faced
in its design. Surprise number one is the use

Alvin Gold looks briefly
at new, not so new,
classic and not so
classic designs
LTHOUGH THIS COLUMN is intended to
A
e ‘cover new products as they become
-

available, I'm taking advantage of my brief on
this occasion to include reference to some
models which are more recent than strictly
new. In any case, magazine lead times will
have ensured that most, if not all, of the
models mentioned below will be in plentiful
supply by the time you read this.
Another reason for the plentiful supply of
hi-fi products in general, of course, is the
depression in the hi-fi industry, which has
ensured that only the very bottom and the ( so
called) esoteric markets show any real signs
of buoyancy at present. Partly this is a
reflection of textbook recessionary economics: during arecession, the rich are able to
continue spending on luxuries, while those
whose sights would normally be looking to
the mid-price area ( say, £ 150-£350 for loudspeakers), tend to look rather more down
market.
•There is another reason for this general
downsizing, though. In the last couple of
years, it has become respectable to put
together a system whose cost is weighted
heavily in favour of the turntable. This has led
to amini boom for sub-£ 100 loudspeakers for
use, for example, in Linn-based systems. No
longer, therefore, is the cheapest model in the
range just the appetizer, the hors d'oeuvre,
intended merely as astepping stone to better
things. It has to satisfy the tastes of the
frustrated £ 150+ speaker buyer, whilst making musical sense in some otherwise quite
exotic hi-fi systems.
Idon't know how far these considerations
played apart in the design of the KEF Coda or
the Acoustic Research AR8. Perhaps the
manufacturers just saw gaps in the market
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of a bass cone made, not of bextrene or at
least doped paper or fabric, but plain paper,
unheard of for any KEF model Ican recall.
Perhaps more surprising still is the lack of
bass unit decoupling. This technique was
pioneered by KEF with their ' R' series, and
has been heavily promoted by them as an
effective cost reducing technique for dealing
with cabinet coloration effects. If you don't
energise the cabinet, it needn't be as solid,
and the decoupling hardware is very cheap.
In other ways, the £79 Coda follows the
pattern of other recent cheapies from this
manufacturer — the Cantor, Caprice and
Carlton in ascending order of price. It's avery
ordinary vinyl wrapped box measuring 47 x
28 x21.7 cm, with two drive units (the tweeter
is one of the Audax soft-dome units). The
crossover and interal wiring are of better
than average quality, with proper solder
joins. I'm not fond of the 'quick release'
loudspeaker terminais, though.
The end result is an object lesson in
effective compromise. There is no magic
ingredient here, or special claims in the
accompanying product information handout.
However, the important things are right, all
the trade-offs being in areas that don't make
too much difference on audition. It is a bit
rough sounding. It is a bit coloured, the
cabinet becoming more energetic than on
some of the larger KEFs at high levels. And
no,
it doesn't generate extraordinary
amounts of bass from its pint-size dimensions. But given a good starting point (
le, a
good turntable and amplifier in a record
playing system) all these shortcomings are
forgotten in the easy clarity and sheer tunefulness with which it endows music. Even the
treble is rather clearer than in some other
applications of the Audax tweeter— including
some of the other KEF models.
The model the Coda most nearly resembles
in its musical integrity and range of applications is Acoustic Research's AR18s, which
has asimilar blend of virtues and vices. And
to the AR18s has been born ason ... the AR8,
which is arebodied version of the 18 for afew
less pounds. It uses the same paper cone bass

unit, and the same cone tweeter, which for all
its crude appearance is arather better unit in
the AR18s than quite a few of its higher
technology competitors.
Ihaven't been able to compare directly the
new AR8 and the 18, but my memory informs
me that there is more difference between
these models than seems justified by their
constructional similarity. The 8 has a dull,
coarse character that Ifound obstructive to
musical definition. The bass end is unobjectionable enough when used with the speakers close up to a rear wall, which is the
recommended method of use, and here the
legacy of the 18s is clear enough. ( For the
record, the 18s is quite excellent in this area).
Elsewhere, though, the speaker has suffered,
perhaps because the balance of compromises it represents is weighted too much
towards inexpensive, inadequate partnering
equipment. In other words, towards the
average rack system the AR8 is probably
meant to partner.
I'm not saying the AR8 is abad loudspeaker. It isn't. At just under £70 it represents
reasonable value for money by most standards, but it's overshadowed by the similarly
priced Castle Clyde — and the AR18s is
definitely worth the extra £20 or so. As a
cheap second loudspeaker for parties or for
use as extensions, the AR8 has the virtues of
efficiency and the ability to take alot of power
and go loud. All this has little to do with hi-fi
though...
Much more enigmatic — albeit an exciting
enigma — is the new £250 baby from Celestion, the SL6 (
see also page 37). Its significance lies in the first truly original benefits
of laser holography in the design of
the two drive units it uses. On every technical
parameter I've seen, the new tweeter and
bass unit behave well over an extraordinarily
wide bandwidth, and Iknow of more than one
loudspeaker manufacturer waiting for OEM
supplies to try in their own loudspeakers.

Celestion's work is also significant in that
they have incorporated the idea of electrically
simple crossovers into the design of the drive
units themselves. Simple crossovers seem to
me halfway to getting the advantages of
going active, but with obvious side benefits of
reduced cost and complexity. It's ajob that
has to be done properly, though.
The results of all this technology and clear
thinking are impressive, but uneven. Idon't
like talking about loudspeakers in terms of
their bass, midrange and treble — to do so, I
feel, is an admission of a problem in the
make-up of the loudspeakers ( or the reviewHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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er!). But it is justified here. Most of the
midrange, and the treble especially, is clear,
open and uncoloured, without excessive
brightness or suppression of musical dynamics. In these ways, the SL6 resembles a
good electrostatic loudspeaker, and Icannot
help but think of it as a sort of moving-coil
Quad ELS — though the comparison, like a
British summer, is only fair in parts.
The problem as Isee it lies in the bass —
well, the upper bass and lower midrange, to
be precise. The SL6 possess a 'tubeness' and
lack of definition that can make listening
tiring in alive environment. The problem can
be all but overlooked in a well furnished
room, but such surroundings merely help
mask the problem, not cure it. This is not a
minor complaint, unlikely to intrude in my
opinion, but something that needs looking at.
It effectively makes it difficult to discern the
pitch or much else about bass lines in much
music. A colleague said it's great on early
music. Iknow what he means, and Iregard it
as an indictment.
Which is a pity, because this is in every
other respect the most interesting, and in
other ways, competent new model to come
my way in a very long time. Even the
aesthetics — courtesy of Meridian's Alan
Boothroyd, Iunderstand — are a joy. As it
stands, though, Ifeel the Linn Kan can run
rings around the SL6, in the bass especially,
which makes me think the problem lies in the
cabinet rather than the drive units or crossover.
On the positive side, the SL6 is an effective
demonstration of Celestion's commitment to
hi-fi of the ( relatively) non-compromise variety, and this is something that other large
manufacturers in the field ( Goodmans?
Wharfedale?) could do worse than emulate.
Nothing devalues the very currency of hi-fi
more than constant unrelieved streams of
'commercial' product.
A Koss model that rejoices under the title of
Kossfire model 210 falls into the latter category, I'm afraid, being just the sort of loudspeaker you might expect of the country that
brought you Johnny Carson and the Big Mac.
It's an 83 cm high floor-standing monster,
big enough to hide a couple of mafioso
heavies inside, and equipped with plenty of
drive units and things. Unusually, there are
two tweeters, disposed horizontally and firing across each other's paths. Counting these
as one, the 210 is a three-way design,
reflex- loaded by an enormous port. Two pots
control midrange and tweeter levels which
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ought to mean the speaker can be made flat
but doesn't.
The real limitations of the Kossfire, though,
lie elsewhere. Despite the fact that it is
enormously efficient and is able to take quite
alot of power, there is substantial harshness
and obvious distortion at all levels, the
speaker tending to 'shout' when played loud.
It seems that a consequence of the twin
tweeter arrangement — '... unique pair of dual
tweeters tei assure maximum dispersion of
high frequency sound through angled placement...' — is that the treble is tightly beamed.
Stereo images are vague laterally and shallow in depth, the bass is under-damped, and
the whole can be summed up as acaricature
of the real thing that wouldn't fool anyone
who knows what music sounds like for a
minute.
Koss have made atactical blunder, I
feel, in
deciding to market a speaker that may well
suit the US market OK but is as out of place in
the UK as the old style American cars were on
UK roads. Acoustic Research never made this
mistake (AR9 excepted), but AR were, and
are, unique in that the bulk of their profits
come from outside the US. And he who pays
the piper...
Which brings us to the final two loudspeakers in this survey, both rather more satisfactory than the last.
One is from an established manufacturer of
turntables and amplifiers, as well as arange
of loudspeakers, yet a company who

have tended to steer away from the publicity
that most companies encourage. This is the
West Bromwich firm called Griffin Loudspeakers. Apropos of nothing in particular,
you might like to know that a griffin is 'a
fabulous creature with eagle's head and
wings and lion's body' according to my
dictionary, but the newly revised Omega II I
have been listening to is not quite in the
fabulous category.
It is in fact amedium/small stand mounting
loudspeaker, some 48 cm tall, and costing
about £ 149 pair. For this you get a well
finished two-way loudspeaker, which now
uses aColes 200mm unit ( it used to be aKEF
B200) and Coles tweeter. Bass loading is with
areflex port arrangement, and the tweeter is
offset to one side of the cabinet, mirror image
pairs being necessitated by this arrangement.
The Omega appears to have been engineered to show a slight presence band
boost, perhaps to counteract a noticeable
loss at HF. At the other end of the spectrum,
the bass is a little smeared by ( presumably)
port action, but is well enough extended for
this size of cabinet. The results on music are a
little uneven, but there is an apparent crispness associated with some loss of detail that

makes listening a bit anomalous. Nevertheless, the shortcomings are not too serious,
and whilst the Omega could be better than it
is, it's sufficiently good to earn an ' interesting' tag.
Even better is the cheapest model in athree
loudspeaker line-up from ayoung company
called Dean. The model is called Alto, which I
believe has some musical significance. It's a
simple enough sealed two-way speaker,
mounted into asmallish box just over 41 cm
high and quite shallow— like an AR18. At £ 125
apair, the Alto is not especially cheap, but it
does have something to offer over and above
models like the KEF Coda discussed earlier.

Which is some of the smoothness and
sophistication the cheaper model lacks. Of
course, there are plenty of smooth sounding
speakers, and smoothness isn't all that important on its own, is it? Well no, it's not, but
Dean have managed the trick of retaining
much of the dynamic structure and tunefulness of music at the same time, and it's this
that lifts the Alto from the rut.
Apart from arising response at the top end,
which may or may not be disturbing on
audition, depending in part on the quality of
the partnering equipment, the Alto's sins are
those of omission rather than commission.
And there aren't too many of them anyway.
The reason that the rising response will not
always offend is that it happens gradually and
smoothly.
So this is a speaker that is crisp and
detailed, but without too many trade-offs.
Stereo imagery is quite excellent in both
width and depth. The bass end is of fair
quantity, but good quality, the Alto having a
good sense of pitch and little obvious loss of
definition. Efficiency is about average.
All of which means only one thing: a
recommendation for a competently put
together model from an enthusiastic new
company. Remember two things, though,
before lashing out on that new pair of
speakers. Most of them need stands, and the
majority of the ones you've been reading
about here would benefit from tall, solid
stands which will probably cost upwards of
£30 apair.
Remember also what agood loudspeaker
does. By definition, it exposes all the better
what the rest of the system is doing. It's only
acting under orders, after all. Are the amplifier, turntable and so on good enough to
merit new loudspeakers?
The answers to these, and other burning
questions, in the next episode of.. •
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The West End's local hi-fi
and video specialists. We're near to
Goodge Street and only five minutes
walk from Tottenham Court Road
tube station.

AZA T

Visit our enormous showrooms
packed full with the latest in hi-fi and
video equipment. Check out our low,
low prices - all models are on'
display, so ask our expert staff for a
demonstration.

AZAT 61 Charlotte Street London IN1 4DN 01-580 4632/3/4/5
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Best Prices
JVC 156E10
LA21
£66.00
LA31
1F41
E87 00
01A5R
£92.00
Inqugre log
0115F
0113F
Best Prices
Pioneer
Inquiee
PLI2OX
P12
PL 320
tor
PLI I -P1620
Best
P16
PL 720
Prices
Semi
FR025
£66 95
FRD35
£79.00
FRD45..
£131.00
FRO55.
£161.00
Sony
PST22 , £66.00
PST33 , £76.00
PSX55
£ 113.00
Technics
5113202
£62.00
SLE1202
£11.1517 1_ In."
for
St. 0303
5110
51.0303
Best
SL15
I
Prices
LI
Themes
TO104 Mk II
TD105 Mk II
Inquire
10760 BC/I1
tor
TI) 115 Mte II
Beer
Prices
TO160 Super
TO126/111/C
10126/Ill/BC
Picana Inquire Thorens T01
hued with arm
ARMS
CARTRIDGES
Audio Technics
AT1100
411010
Signet XK50
41605
AT606
41620 sp cables
AIMS • .
MG10
•
MOO
Arrwille
AT30
41 32
Denon
131103

£115.00
P0 A
PO.A.
£13.00
£15.00
£15.00
£11.00
£5.00
£ 8.00
£9.50
Inquire tor
Best Prices
£59.95

011030
Inquire
011035
AU320
Beer
01303
Prices
HA500
£85.00
Ortofon
Complete iange
PITA
SME
Inquire
300911IS
3009 non 0T
or
3009/III
Shell S2
Beer
3009- Me 2 F0200
Prices
Mayware
Formula 4
Mark Ill • £57.50
Mayware cari Moving coil £49.95
Shure
M75ED
£ 15.00
M75EJ
£10.00
M9500
£
20.00
M95EJ
£17.00
V15MKIII HO
£ 19.00
V15MKIV
nee
M95HE
£22.00
M97EJ
£21.00
M97HE
£38.00
Platter Pad
P0.A.
Glass Mat
P.T.A.
-

RACK
SYSTEMS

Pioneer
X330
0550

0770 '
0990

Inquire for
Beef Prices

&Heusi
System 1000
System 50001
System 7000
System 9000
Denon
System 501
System 70Best
Technics -Prices
Z11
22 j
System 80
41h-

•

£279.95
Inquire for
Best
Prices
Inquire

tor

Inquire ( Of

Bede Prices
£760

de'
)
•

REEL TO

•
t

REEL

el> sd..1
DECKS
MI
Akai
X40003
£196.00
50400008
£229.00
Sony
TC399 ...
£240.00
Technics
P0.A.
Trac
P0.A.
Inquire for
03 •
1_
X7
Beer Prices
X10

MORE SAI:E OFFERS
TE AC
A55OR
MICRO SEIK1
0050
HAFLER
Pre Amp wethl
MC mput
j
CASSETTES
MK Cassettes
E190 85p A090

£ 159.00
£ 110.00
Inquire for
Best Prices

£ 1.15

Puces are tube« to change without Pre°, Non,

All Prices inclusive of VAT
Our excellent service is available to
you from 10am - 6pm Monday to
Saturday. Order by phone or by post
if you prefer - (£ 5.00 delivery charge
per item.) Access and Barclaycard
welcome, and credit facilities
available.
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17 Headphones
by James Moir & Edward Hands
WE HAVE previously carried out three series of headphone tests,
reported in the September'76, March'77 and January'79 issues of
HFN/RR. Reference to these is worthwhile as much of the basic
comment and explanation applies to the current products, and the
latest versions of two recommended Sennheiser models from those
reviews are retested to give continuity. For those readers unable to
consult the earlier issues the essential explanation is repeated.
Headphones have many advantages over loudspeakers,
particularly to those hi-fi buffs who have rooms of limited size. Small
rooms, those about 6m x3m ( 19 ft x10 ft) or less, set alow limit to the
sound quality that can be obtained from loudspeakers, forthe room
eigentones ( room resonances) are so widely spaced at the low
frequency end of the audio band that gross colorations are inevitable,
however expensive the equipment and however exotic and expensive
the turntable. But headphones have many other advantages, they
reproduce the concert hall sound levels for apower input of afewtens
of milliwatts and so appeal to the budget- limited user, and they
provide some measure of acoustic privacy since other members of
the family are not exposed to your favourite piece of aggro music. In
reverse, they protect the hi-fi user from the family tittle-tattle and the
continuous yakking of children or visitors in the same room.
On the debit side the connecting cord loosely anchors the user to
the jack socket and the phones may be uncomfortable to wear for long
periods, though this aspect has been greatly improved in current
designs. Unless the program has been recorded binaurally, ie, with a
dummy head, they tend to locate the sound source inside the head,
and the axis of the sound source rotates with the head. Program
material recorded for replay by two loudspeakers may produce a
larger-than- life stereo image, but the very considerable sales of stereo
headphones suggestthat to many listeners the advantages greatly
outweigh the disadvantages.
Headphones are available in which the two stereo signals are
radiated to the headphone wearer from the amplifier output on an
infra- red wavelength without the need for aconnecting cord —
television remote control techniques in reverse— and though none of
these models were tested they are capable of avery good
performance and will be the next new development.
Though firmly believing that the majority of sound reproducer
equipment can be objectively evaluated by measurement, we must
admit that headphones are one of the items that are less susceptible
to meaningful measurements than most other pieces of equipment.
All transducers that convert mechanical motion into sound or into an
electrical signal — speakers, microphones, headphones and
gramophone pickups— present problems in achieving perfect
correlation between objective and subjective assessments of
performance but this is no reason why an objective assessment
should be avoided. The logical procedure is to measure what can be
meaningfully measured to produce hard facts and to apply art and
experience to obtain aconcensus opinion on those aspects of the
performance that at the present stage of our understanding do not
lend themselves to measurement. The existence of the differences
and discrepancies should provide the motivation for careful
investigation rather than justification for outright rejection of any
opinion founded on measurement.
The common explanation for any divergence of objective facts and
subjective opinions about the sound quality is that resonances, either
mechanical, electrical or acoustic, have agross effect on quality
without having any particularly obvious effect on the measured
response. Surprisingly, there is only alittle experimental backing for
this explanation. The intentional addition of resonant components to
the signal chain does not appear to produce asignificant reduction in
sound quality when this is subjectively judged and indeed in some
experiments the observers thought that the additional resonant
components actually improved the quality of the sound.
In the objective section of our performance assessment we have
measured the frequency response, square-wave response, amplitude
distortion and impedance of 17 pairs of headphones and we have
obtained consensus opinions on other criteria to provide asubjective
indication of the comfort- in-wearing and sound quality aspects of
headphone users.
The ear
A brief resumé of the ear construction and an outline of its mode of
operation will assist understanding of the test technique employed in
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the objective assessment of the headphone performance.
Fig.1 is ageneral outline of the construction of the ear, with its
schematic equivalent, though it is really the details of the outer ear
that are significant in the context under discussion. The pinna or ear
lobe is the visible section of the ear on which the ear caps of most
types of headphones rest. In the circumaural types the whole of the
pinna is enclosed by the cushion, whereas most of the current
supra-aural types do not enclose the pinna, the earcap resting directly
on top of the pinna. The sounds are conducted from either type of
headphone down the ear canal, afleshy tube about 3cm long and 8
mm diameter, terminated in the ear diaphragm which is set into
mechanical vibration by the impinging sound waves. The vibration of
the ear ' drum' is transmitted to the stapes through two other small
bones, the malleus and incus, this system providing an automatic
volume control system which protects the ear's mechanism from
overload. The remainder of the ear mechanism in the inner ear is
involved in converting the mechanical motion of the stapes into
electrical signals for transmission down the nervous system to the
brain, and is of little significance to the present discussion.
When listening to the ordinary airborne sounds from aloudspeaker,
the characteristics of the sounds that exist in free space are greatly
modified by the presence of the head, the pinna, the auditory canal
and the other parts of the external ear. The pinna, acting as abaffle,
emphasises sounds arriving from points in front of the head and
attenuates the HF components of sounds arriving from the rear. This
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frequency-dependent attenuation is the major effect that provides a
listener with front-to- back discrimination. The ear canal is acoustically
resonant at afrequency in the region of 3kHz and it is this resonance
that is responsible for the hearing system's increased sensitivity in the
vicinity of 3kHz. However, recent research has indicated that the
whorls and convolutions on the ear lobe are no mere decoration but
play an important part in modifying the impinging sound to provide
information on the elevation and other directional information on the
position of the sound source. Enclosing the whole ear in acushioned
earpiece, as occurs with circumaural headphones, or adding an
earpiece on top of the pinna, substantially eliminates the directional
clues provided by the pinna. This is not to be construed as criticism of
supra-aural or circumaural headphones that may enclose, or partially
enclose the ear lobe, as the sound field modifications that result from
the convolutions on the pinna are really only significant when the ear
is listening in afree field. All the current types of headphones have this
relatively minor limitation. A brief description of the test methods
used to assess objectively the performance of the headphones will
assist in interpreting the data.
Frequency Response
Headphones present some special problems in evaluating the
effective frequency response curve and, indeed, the recent trends in
design of the actual earpieces make assessment of the frequency
response even more difficult than in our earlier surveys. The response
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FIG.2

ARTIFICIAL EAR TENTATIVELY SUGGESTED BY WC TC29 AS SUITABLE FOR TESTING
CIRCUMAURAL HEADPHONES
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which the performance is considered optimum is areflection of the
wide variations that are found in the construction of human ears.
It should be emphasised that thischange in the target response now
considered to be ideal is not connected in any way with the
performance of either type of IEC jig but is the result of an advance in
our understanding of the operation of the ear.
The tabular summary attempts to indicate the effective frequency
bandwidth by quoting the limit frequencies between which the output
is within ± 5dB of the mean output but this is not amethod that is free
from criticism. It is suggested that it is adequate for a quick look' but
the individual response curves should be consulted for amore fairly
based indication of the frequency response limits.
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FIG.3

of most headphone designs is greatly affected by the effectiveness of
the seal between the ear cap and ear, the response at low frequencies
being particularly sensitive to leaks round the cap. In addition the
actual acoustic output of the headphone is affected by the acoustic
impedance presented to the diaphragm by the ear. Thus, when
arranging the measurement of the headphone frequency response, it
is necessary to presentto the headphone an acoustic impedance that
approximates that presented by the ear when the headphone is in
normal use. In reverse, the earpiece should present to the ear an
acoustic impedance similar to free space.
Telephone engineers met this problem many years ago and
developed artificial ears on which to mount telephone earpieces to
measure the frequency response during the earphone development
phase. These artificial ears have internationally standardised
characteristics and in earlier headphone surveys we have employed
either of the two IEC designs standardised at the time of our
measurements. However, recenttypes of headphone exemplified by
such units as the Sennheiser HD-420 cannot be mounted on the more
complex version of the two IEC jigs, so the simpler type of test
mounting illustrated in fig. 2has been employed for all the
measurements. The January 1979 review included acomparison of
the test result obtained using both forms of the IEC design, and it
appeared that there are no longer differences between the frequency
response of apair of headphones when measured on either of them.
However, this is not the only complication arising in the objective
assessment of frequency response. Work by Sank, Burkard, Toole,
Shaw etc., in recent years has revealed another problem. It has been
too easily assumed that the best results would be achieved if the
headphones produced an acoustic response in the ear canal that was
'flat', constant voltage applied to the phones producing constant
acoustic pressure atthe ear drum, avery reasonable assumption.
The recent investigations make this assumption less well founded.
If the listener's head is inserted in asound field that has uniform
sound pressure at all frequencies before the insertion of the head,
then the sound pressure at the ear drum is found to be very
non- uniform, particularly in the frequency band above 1kHz. These
non- uniformities are produced by the resonances in the ear canal and
bythe reflections from the complex pattern of whorls on the ear
pinna. The wearing of headphones modifies the resonance pattern in
the ear canal and eliminates the effects of the reflection from the
pinna. Thus, to produce the sound pressure/frequency relation at the
ear drum which exists when listening in the normal two eared way in a
free-field, headphones when measured on the IEC jig should not have
aflat uniform frequency response but should have aresponse that
falls inside the response limits shown in fig. 3, reproduced from a
paper by Sank in theJAES, April 1980. The rather wide limits between
100
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EAR RESPONSE CURVES (AFTER SANK JAES): SOUND LEVEL
ENVELOPE AT EAR DRUMS OF 6 INDIVIDUALS EXPOSED IN A
UNIFORM FREE FIELD

Square-wave response
It is common sense opinion, though an unnecessarily restrictive
one, that headphones or loudspeakers should accurately reproduce a
square-wave signal, so the response of all the headphones to an
applied square-wave pulse was photographed from the cathode ray
tube. Two traces are shown, the upper trace being the applied voltage
waveform and the lower trace the waveform of the sound pressure in
the test jig. Any resemblance to the applied electrical signal waveform
is seen to be coincidental, though amore careful study will show that
the headphones having the best, le, '
flattest' frequency response also
produce the best square-waves. All the headphones are seen to add
obvious resonances to the applied signal and it will perhaps be very
surprising to many readers that headphones that have such a
performance are at all acceptable. In reality it only serves to
demonstrate that the ability to reproduce agood square-waveform is
of little consequence, though it is no disadvantage.
Amplitude Distortion
None of the other measurements of headphone performance are
affected by the revision of the target frequency response. Distortion
measurements were carried out in asimilar way to our distortion
measurements on loudspeakers, the test frequency signal — having
very low distortion— being swept through the band of 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
by mechanically coupling the signal generator to the chart recorder,
the microphone output signal at the second and third harmonic
frequencies of the particular harmonic being plotted. It should be
specially noted that the system gain was raised when plotting the
harmonics to raise the distortion curves by 20 dB.
Impedance
The data Table includes bridge measurements of the
resistance/impedance of each earpiece measured at afrequency of 1
kHz. The various models vary in impedance at 1000 Hz between alow
of 10 ohms (JVC) to ahigh of 600 ohms for the Beyer. None of the units
are low enough in impedance to trouble any amplifier because the
impedance is almost purely resistive, though low impedance phones
are more easily damaged by accidental overdriving.
Sensitivity
As the majority of current commercial amplifiers have alow output
impedance they provide asubstantially constant voltage output,
independent of the load resistance. In consequence the intrinsic
headphone sensitivity expressed in dB/watt is not of great
significance, the sensitivity in dB/volt ( or millivolt) being amore
useful indication of the working sensitivity. On this basis the Sony,
JVC, and Pioneer are the most sensitive phones reviewed, requiring
only around 5p-so mV to produce concert hall levels of 90 dB, but all
models are sufficiently sensitive to pose no problems to any amplifier.
Isolation
Over the years there has been atrend towards headphone designs
that provide less and less protection against external noise,
apparently because the frequency response of an ' open' design is less
affected by the closeness of the fit on the head. This applies in reverse:
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TABLE 1
Make & Model Impedance
ohms
AKG K340
Beyer DT- 550
Koss PRO/4X
Stax SR i.
Audio Technica
ATH-7
JVC H-505
JVC H-707
Pioneer SEM-10
Sansui SS- L5
Sennheiser
HD-400
Sennheiser
HD-420
Audio Technica
ADH 0.1
Audio Technica
ADH 0.5
Howland West
CIS 100 Mk. 2
Sony MDR- 4T
Sony MDR- 80T
Technics
EAH-01
Notes: ( i)
(iii)
(iii)
(iv)

Sensitivity
mV/90dB
dB/mW
@1000Hz

360
(400)
600
(600)
115
27

500

90
(94)
93.8

85
850

102
75.7

72

870

79.8

10
(8)
52
(63)
93
(100)
102
(100)
560
(600)
540
(600)
24
48
31
31
(32)
44
(45)
37
(40)

750

55
80
50
62
290
500
73
55
85
95
52
110

95.2
(106)
99.1
(104)
105.7
(103)
104.2
(104)
98.2
(94)
93.3
(94)
96.5
(100)
102
(100)
96.3
95.4
(98)
102.1
(106)
94.8
(98)

Freq. Response
+ 5 dB
20Hz-22kHz
(16Hz-25kHz)
20Hz-22kHz
(10Hz-22kHz)
20Hz-4.1kHz
20Hz-22kHz
(8Hz-35kHz)
20Hz-12kHz
(10Hz-25kHz)
20Hz-10kHz
(20Hz-20kHz)
20Hz-10kHz
(20Hz-20kHz)
20Hz-8.5kHz
(16Hz-22kHz)
23Hz-5kHz
(20Hz-20kHz)
20Hz-18kHz
(20Hz-18kHz)
20Hz-21kHz
(18Hz-20kHz)
20Hz-12kHz
(35Hz-20kHz)
48Hz-13kHz
(20Hz-20kHz)
50Hz-7kHz
(25Hz-25kHz)
65Hz-13kHz
(20Hz-22kHz)
45Hz-17kHz
(15Hz-24kHz)
110Hz-20kHz
(20Hz-20kHz)

Room Noise
Reduction
dB
12
6
16
0

Weight gms
Total
Less
Lead
488
297

2

318
425
(425)
276
(275)
184
(170)
205
(200)
226
(222)
191
(185)
127

1

184

2

78

3

95

5
7
7
0
3

—2

81

—2

78

—2

113

2

64

Ear Pressure gms
16cm

21cm

417
(385)
212

283

453

240

396

255
340
(325)
219
(210)
130
(130)
158
(160)
156
(146)
141
(135)
92
(80)
142
(129)
57
(53)
56
(55)
50

396
156

495
410

205

368

212

260

31
(28)
65
(60)
43
(35)

200

270

212

382

113

198

226
(250)
318
(300)
99

311
481

99

113

141

184

68
(50)
128
(80)
78

85

134

150
141

Cord
Length
mm
2500
(3000)
3000
3000
2450
(2500)
2380
(2500)
3120
(3000)
3100
(3000)
2860
(3000)
2050
(2000)
2950
(3000)
2920
(3000)
1480
(1500)
2370
(2500)
2000.
(2000)
3080 '
(3000)
3050
(3000)
2020
(2000)

The figures in parentheses are values taken from the manufacturer's specification
None of the manufacturers indica es the criteria for the claimed frequency response
The negative values in the ' room noise reduction' column indicate that the headphones actually enhanced the effect of external noise
Ear pressure values are given for two phone-phone separations representing small and large heads ( headband adjusted accordingly).

most of the -current designs permit more sound to leak out into the
room, though this leakage is generally unlikely to arouse criticism
except from people sitting close to the headphone user. Some of the
smaller designs having foamed plastic earcaps actually increase the
level of the external noise at the ears, presumably because of acoustic
resonance in the cavity formed under the ear cap. External noise was
most effectively attenuated by the Koss and AKG models.
Comfort
All the aspects of wearer comfort, or lack of it, cannot be measured,
but two aspects are measurable and these were assessed. High
pressure exerted orithe sides of the head is obviously uncomfortable
but note that weight itself did not appear to be as significant in
'determining wearer comfort as high pressure, the weight per unit
area. The pressure on the ears or side of the head is an aspect that
lends itself to an objective assessment. It is relatively.easy to design
the headband to produce any pressure thought desirable, but it is not
so easy to design aheadband that will ensure that this optimum
pressure is achieved on any size of head. We have measured the
pressure on the ears when the headphones are used on heads having
ears 16 cms and 21 cms apart. In agood design the pressure will be
substantially constant for both values of ear spacing.
Judging from the comments of the wearer's panel, lightweight and
small size are not thought to be highly advantageous, some of the
heavier models being thought to be more comfortable. Some wearers
disliked the feel of the foam earcap employed on many of the small
lightweight models.
Overall comfort was assessed over awide range of parameters by
having six subjects, three males and three females, rete the comfort
on ascale of 0to 10. Each subject was given apair of headphones
thought to be about average for comfort in wearing and asked to rank
these as comfort grade five on their own subjective comfort scale.
They then ranked all the other headphones on the suggested scale of 1
to 10 but note that they were not limited to these extremes in their
scaling, the subject's values being arithmetically corrected to the1 to
10 scale where an individual judgement fell outside the suggested
scale often.

Headphone cords
Three types of connecting cord were used, long single lightweight
cords, coiled cords of about one quarter the length and flat cords. In
use the coiled cords snarled less easily but were the heaviest, but the
flat cord seemed to be agood compromise. The long straight cords
appeared to be specially intended to get hooked round every
projection in the furniture or the equipment. Afew of the units had
only asingle cable from one headphone, the cable connection to the
second earpiece being carried over the headband. This was generally
- HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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preferred to the more usual lead from each earpiece joined some way
belowthe chin.
Sound quality
And finally the all-embracing check: what did they sound like? This
was separately estimated by allowing each member of the listening
panel to listen to ahigh quality signal reproduced from 15 in/s tape via
aQuad 405 amplifier, Each critic was allowed to listen to the phones
for as long as they liked and until they were satisfied with their
judgement on every pair.
The last member of the panel then listened to each pair again with
the measured performance data and the other panel members'
comments in front of him. This enabled him to investigate further
any aspect of the measured performance that appeared to justify a
subjective check. It is true to say that there was not asingle instance of
any conflict between objective data and subjective opinion.

The heaviest of all those tested, these circumaural phones have
quite bulky foam-padded surrounds with a simulated soft leather
texture. Position adjustment is automatic by virtue of the springloaded headband, afeature only possible with circumaural types.
Unlike the other phones which are either straightforward dynamic
(moving-coil) devices or pure electrostatic ones with separate HT
supply units, AKG have coined the phrase 'electrostatic- dynamic' to
describe these, their combination of an electret tweeter with adynamic
LF unit.
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'ONCEI-A'YEAR &ILE'
Britain's leading HiFi, Audio,
Video and Cassette Centre

Cavendish Sales, renowned for bringing you quality Home
Entertainment at prices which are hard to beat, are now holding
their Annual Sale'.

Illustrated are asmall selection of items at lower- than-ever prices
call along for ademonstration or phone 01-247 9791 for details
of our huge range of Hi -Fi.

SHARP VZ3000E

SHARP RT10
ADolby Cassette

Deck
that does dall at an
amazing price. Metal tape
facility, LED peak level
display, full auto-stop,
hard permalloy record/
playback head, digital
tape counter.
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FERGUSON 3948

ALPAGE FL 1500
Our bulk purchasing
power enables us to offer
you this superb quality
Japanese made Dolby
cassette deck at anew
lower-than-ever price.
The high specification includes aW & F
Only
of only 0.07% and afrequency response
of 30 to 15,000 Hz ( Cr0 2). Buy now while stocks last.

£39.95

Mini hi-fi system including UM/
VHF stereo tuner with LED
tuning and signal strength
indicators, stereo amplifier
giving 25W per channel, Dolby
cassette deck with LED channel
record meters and 3positions
tape-selector plus attractive,mini speakers.

Only

£184.95

JVC RACK SYSTEM ( CTRS 164)

GOODMANS 0.40

This system consists of JVC A-X1 30W per
channel stereo amplifier, JVC T-X1 3band
stereo tuner, JVC KD-All metal tape Dolby
cassette deck, JVC LA21 auto-return belt
drive turntable, Hi Fi speakers and all
leads. Complete with beautiful double
fronted glass door cabinet available in
teak, ask black,
rosewood or walnut
4
finish.

Unique combination of styling,
performance and special
features such as electronic LED
overload indicator make the Q40
one of the best speakers around
for its price. Handles up to
40 watts per channel.
0111Y

Aunique concept in audio design.
This superb vertical dual- play disc
compo system automatically plays
both sides of record and has linear
tracking mechanism; high
performance cassette deck with
Dolby, APSS and Metal Tape facility; On ,
l
y £299.95
MW/LW/FM Stereo Tuner; produces
y
25 watts output per channel and comes complete with speakers.

£35.95

only £3 9.95

SANSUI 1000 SYSTEM
(CTRS 291)

PIONEER PL 120

Tremendous value auto-return
belt-drive quick start turntable
complete with PC 220 cartridge, a
W & Fof only 0.05%, and a
Static-balanced low mass Polymer
Graphite straight pipe arm.

Asuperbly affordable system from
Sansui featuring the R5 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver giving 25 watts per channel;
FR- D25 auto-return PLL-Servo
turntable; D-95M Metal-Compatible
Dolby Cassette Deck; GX-65 audio
cabinet and our own selected Hi Fi
speakers.
ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

only £49.95

CaVendigh

ales

CASSETTE CENTRE kJ

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
Hi-Fi Centre 317 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Just 2mins. Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, London El .
Telephone 01-247 3453/4/5 ( 24 hour answerphone service).
Open 9.15 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Access/American Express/Barclaycard/Diners accepted with pleasure.

HOW TO ORDER ORDERING BY MAIL. To order by mail state the goods required and enclose cheque, poslal order or give your ACCESS, AMERICAN EXPRESS, BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD number ( it sending cash please coca registered envelope).
Please see P&P charge below. Mal order to- 2791283 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El . If paying by ACCESS, AMERICAN EXPRESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD you may phone in your order to ,prompt delivery. SECURICOR DELIVERY Add £6to order.
POST & PACKAGING add the following for P&P. Amps. `liner Amps. Stereo Tuners, Turntables. Radio Cassette Players. Dolby Decks in Car add £ 2.50. MusiC Centres & Speak°, add CE. ( SecuricOr only). Rack Systems add £ 12 ( Securicor only). Video and TV
(Personal Callers only). Prices and availability correct at lime of going to press.
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holding pressure to be always centred in the pad whatever the shape
of the user's ears.
Below 50 Hz the response shows the fall- off to be expected with the
relatively poor ear seal of this type of construction. There is a slight
enhancement broadly around 200 Hz; a fairly flat mickrange leads
up to asignificant peak at 4kHz, followed by afairly steady roll- off. The
pulse response shows the poorer rise time to be expected from the
lack of highs and the pronounced ring due to the resonances at 4 kHz.
The bass response of the sample pair was clearly better than the
equivalent point 5type and the resonances around 5kHz less obvious,
so these are preferred.

Predominantly black with a slim chrome ring highlight, they look
very professional. The cord, acoiled flat cable construction, terminates
at the left earpiece with the feed to the right being concealed in the
headband. This feature ( which also appears on a few others tested)
certainly avoids that feeling of entanglement.
As would be expected from the well designed surround, a good
head-to- phone seal is achieved with a resulting excellent low
frequency performance. This is to some extent offset by the noticeable
resonances at 4kHz and higher. Because of these resonances, it is only
just possible to support the ± 5 dB response of 20 Hz to 22 kHz. The
harmonic distortion is made to appear worse because of the
somewhat exaggerated low frequency response. The reverberant
decay exhibited in the pulse response is again due to the upper
frequency resonances. This might be expected to add coloration.
Subjectively, they were thought to provide marginally better sound
quality than the Beyers.

Manufacturer: Audio-Technica Ltd.,
Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds
LS10 1BL. 0532 771441
Price: £ 10

Manufacturer: Audio-Technica Ltd.,
Hunslet Trading Estate, ,_ow Road, Leeds
LS10 1BL. 0532 771441
Price: £22

Again it is difficult to avoid the comparison with its less expensive
counterpart, the Point 1. As one might expect, more attention is paid to
detail with the headband being covered in asimulated leather finish,
but the exposed foam pad treatment is similar. The method of
individual phone adjustment is unique and ingenious. As in the Point
1, the earpieces are mounted in two- axis gimbals but then the outer
ring of these has an integral radius arm of about 25 mm effective
length which is friction- pivoted to the ends of the fixed length
headband. Adjustment for head size is achieved by rotating these
radius arms up or down. The system works very well.

AUDIOTECHNICA 0.5

10dti

j_

55mV

These phones are typical of the modern trend in lightweight design
in that they make afeature of the foam pads. These are primarily for
comfort. The pads do nothing acoustically but they prevent the edges
of the earpiece mouldings coming into contact with the ear.
A fairly simple stainless steel springy strip is used for the headband
with the ear pieces movable along its ends. The earpieces themselves
are nicely suspended in atwo- axis gimbal system which causes the
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In terms of response, there is not alot to choose between the Point 1
and the Point 5. Both show similar resonances at 4 kHz. The distortion
at low frequencies is significantly less with the Point 5. Perhaps the
pulse respcnse says it all; there is remarkably little difference.
Subjectively the performance was dominated by the two peaks in
the response around 5kHz, giving atinny character to both speech and
music.

Audio Technica ATH-7
A truly electrostatic pair of phones, these have their own separate
converter of a similar size to the Stax: 170 x 90 x 60 mm. It has 1.8
metres of four- core cable to be connected to the amplifier loudspeaker
terminals. The headphone multi- pin plug is of asimilar size to that of
the Stax but has different pins and spacing — will these ever become
standard? Here again there is provision foronly oneset of phones to be
plugged in and aswitch for phones or loudspeakers.
These phones were supra-aural ( sitting on the ear) with a soft,
padded, vinyl-finished surround in aconventional circular doughnut
shape and were comfortable to wear.
Low frequency response is good and not over prominent, and
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BEYER
DT- 550

SOd0

Manufacturer: Audio-Tachnica Ltd.,
Hu nslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds
LS10 18L. 0532 771441
Price.: £80
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progresses smoothly and flat up to about 7or 8 kHz, only to be spo It
by apronounced dip at 12.5 kHz. However, response is recovered again
between 14 and 20 kHz for the fortunate few who can still heat it. Pulse
response is very good with a fairly clear decay and no dominant
frequency modes.
Very little weight should be attached to the high level of third
harmonic distortion at very low frequencies ( less than 30 Hz). At these
frequencies the diaphram excursion required to produce 90 dB is

very high and inevitably some non- linearity occurs. The problem
obviously only shows up on those phones which hold their response to
these low frequencies.
Subjective judged as short of bass in comparison to many of the
other models, and the severe dip at 12.5 kHz ( and of low Q) is apparent
as a ' top deficiency'.

Manufacturer: Beyer Dynamic ( GB) Ltd., 1
Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16
3DP. 0444 51003
Price: £.36

extended length more than adequate at over 3 metres.
The circumaural design leads to good low frequency responses and
again, like the AKG phones, the 6dB enhancement in the 100 to 500 Hz
region leads to an apparent worsening of the distortion. The peak in
second harmonic distortion to 3% at 4kHz is unusual, but since it is an
even- order harmonic its effects would be hard to detect. There are
noticeable resonances at 6kHz and above but these are well damped
as can also be seen from their relatively small contribution to the
decay in the pulse response. In fact these phones have one of the
cleanest of all pulse responses.
The measured data substantially confirmed the subjective comment, ' a bit toppy and bass rather over- emphasised, but fairly
transparent sound'.

Again an exposed foam earcap construction with asimple moulded
plastic headband and sliding earpiece adjustment. The earpieces
exert their very light pressure through alimited-travel ball joint at the
top of the housing. Because the pressure point is offset from centre,
the phones do not always sit comfortably on all ears.
Quite pronounced peaks occur in the response at 220 Hz and 3.5 kHz
with quite steep fall- off at both low and high frequency. There is an
unusual phase reversal between the acoustic pulse and the electric
pulse but this has no subjective effect. Of course this is only
permissible if both left and right phones show the same reversal: in
this case they did. The low frequency distortion is unusually high but
HOWLAND WEST
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A previous Beyer model, the DT44b, did extremely well in earlier
reviews, so it was intrigu ng to get our hands on the new DT550. It is a
circumaural phone with foam padded surrounds, with a similar
simulated soft leather texture to the AKG but not quite so bulky, and is
also agood deal lighter; in fact the lightest of the circumat.ral variety.
A dynamic model with 600 ohm impedance, they are acomfortable,
well made and well matched set with
Y type coiled cord with an
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fortunately the ear does not worry so much at this end of the
spectrum.
The sound was subjectively criticised as ' honkey sound lacking both
bass and top'.

JVC H-707

100

_L

Manufacturer: NC ( UK) Ltd., Eldonwall
Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8
Priestley Way, London NW2. 01-450 2621
Price: £ 19
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A fairly conventional design with some innovation in head- band
adjustment these phones are of the supra-aural variety with soft
leather texture coverings to the circular foam pads. Each earpiece is
pivoted about ahorizontal axis within an outer ring which is integral
with the main sprung headband. Movement about a vertical axis,
however, depends entirely upon flexure of the headband. Since no
offset is built into the arrangement and most ears slope inwards from
the back to front, the result is inevitably asomewhat higher pressure
on the rear part of the ear.

The temptation to say that these are just achrome- plated version of
the JVC H-505 is irresistible. Nevertheless, the silver finish is
undoubtedly attractive and achieves asolid engineered look. In fact,
the only measurable difference we could determine was the
impedance, this being 52 ohms for the 707 versus 10 ohms for the 505
(manufacturer data 63 ohms and 8ohms respectively).
Similarities in the frequency response lead one to conclude that
mechanically, the earphones are identical. Even the slight differences
in pulse response would be no more than might be obtained with
different samples of the same model type.
The sound quality was dominated by the peak at 3-5 kHz giving the
reproduction a rather shrill character that was disliked.
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In terms of the frequency response, it is hard to describe, either
having ahole in the 1to 2kHz region, or having ahump in the 50Hz to
500 Hz band! Afthough, if ± 5 dB is an acceptable criterion, the
response is good from 20 Hz to 7 kHz. Above this, however, the
response is jagged and on the poor side. The ring on the putse
performance is dominated by the resonances in the 3to 5kHz region
with minou additional perturbations from the higher order modes.
The broad dip in the 1 — 2kHz band was rather noticeable while the
peaky output in the 2-5 kHz region made background noisesathertoo
obvious.

These headphones had the most irregular frequency response and
the most irregular pulse response of any of the phones tested in this
group. They exert the highest pressure on the sides of the head but the
careful ' double-sprung' design of the earcaps makes them very
comfortable to wear. The cord is of the coiled variety with an extended
length in excess of 3metres and terminating at the left earpiece, with
the connection to the right earpiece carried over the headband.
This is one of these models which will cause endless argument. The
measured frequency response by normal standards leaves much to
be desired, with exaggerated low frequency response and very
pronounced resonances above 3 kHz. The pulse response shows a
reverberant decay which is undoubtedly more complex than any

JVC H-707
Manufacturer: JVC (
UK) Ltd., Eldonwall
Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8
Priestley Way, London NW2. 01-450 2621
Price: £25
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Here's just athird of our exciting headphone range. A line-up that includes three
ultra light 'point-series' mini-phones, four open back b-polar dynamic designs and
two uncompromisingly accurate electretcondenser models.
A range too that's styled to be both easy on the eye and on the ears with all the
sound advantages you'd expect from aworld leader in transducer technology.
Hear them at your Audio-Technica dealer or write to us for full information.

ATH - 6D
top dynamic
'phone with case
ASP £49.95

ATH - 0.1
mini- phone with
standard+ mini jack
RSP £9.95

ATH - 8
ultimate
electret
performance
ASP £139.90

11

audio-technica
Audio Technica Ltd. Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road Leeds LS101BL. Tel: (0532) 771441.

SOUND KNOWLEDGE
Expert and completely impartial
reports on nearly 80 pieces of hi-fi
equipment are packed between the
covers of the 1982 HiFi News &
Record Review Annual.
1982 is the year of the Compact
Disc — read the facts on digital audio.
An Audio Index sorts out the jungle
of brand names — listing 100's of
equipment manufacturers' and
importers' addresses.
Plus there's an updated guide to the
best Classical recordings for your library.
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out now - price £ 1.50.
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other tested and must lead to coloration in some passages. Third
harmonic distortion reaches 6% at 80 Hz and may be noticeable to
some — again this is not helped by the LF exaggeration.
Judged subjectively, the bass response and treble response were
thought to be over- prominent. The actual comments of one critic were
'severe lack of middle frequencies, very muddy sound, too much bass
—treble seems to be boosted but sounds very odd', all comments fully
supported by the measured data.

SANSUI SS-L5
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Manufacturer: Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB)
Ltd., Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, lver,
Bucks SLO 9JL. 0753 652222/7
Price: 1.60
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greater comfort, it inevitably results in some loss of low frequency
response due to leakage. The frequency response is further characterised by a broad peak around 2 kHz followed by a rapid fall- off at the
higher frequencies.
This is aclassic case of clear correlation between the pulse response
and the frequency response; the 2kHz peak shows up as an oscillating
decay at about this frequency and the high frequency roll- off is
indicated by the poor rise time of the acoustic pulse.
The rapid fall- off above 3 kHz removed ,the high frequency detail —
very good telephone- like quality.
Following a fairly conventional dynamic design pattern, these
supra- aural phones have a padded, soft vinyl finish surround. They
use a single straight cord of adequate length and are of medium
weight and not uncomfortable.
Although not exactly ruler flat, the low frequency response is good
and the phones perform well up to 3 kHz. They are marred by a
prominent dip at 3.5 kHz and again by asevere hole in the 9to 12 kHz
region.

Given the rather bumpy frequency response, it is not too surprising
that the post- pulse decay show some fairly complex features.
Subjectively judged they were thought to provide good bass but to
be a bit muffled at the top end. Comfortable to wear.

Manufacturer: Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House, Lichfield Road, Chalfont St.
Peter SL9 9EW. 02813 88447
Price: £ 19

Previously reviewed five years ago, and proved to be a ' classic'
model, these are a very colourful set with bright yellow foam
supra- aural pads; they have asimple but cleverly designed one-piece
plastic headband and a standard Y type cord. Ear contact pressure is
maintained by acentrally located ball-joint which, although limited in
travel, is adequate for the job. Interestingly, Cathay Pacific Airlines
supply these for the ' Marco Polo' class passengers' in-flight entertainment.
The response has aflat low frequency peak around 200 Hz but it is
probably not high enough to be objectionable. It helps of course in
keeping the response up in the 20 to 50 Hz region. High frequency
roll- off is a little erratic but the response is certainly useful out to
beyond 15 kHz. The pulse characteristics are one of the best in the
samples tested, showing very little after- pulse ringing.
Subjectively judged the step-down around 3-5 kHz was rather
noticeable as a lack of detail and definition.

Manufacturer: Sansui Audio Europe N.V.,
Unit'0A, Lyon Way, Rockware Av.,
Greenford, Middx. 01-575 1133
Price: £ 19

These inexpensive phones have only half the ear pressure of the
others in the supra- aural category and although this certainly leads to
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Manufacturer: Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House, Lichfield Road, Chalfont St
Peter SL9 9EW. 02813 88447
Price: £37

Last reviewed three years ago, there is a tendency, naturalfy, to
compare these to their less expensive stablemate, the HD- 400.
Somewhat less iazzy, the ear pads are covered with amore subdued
fabric and the outer surface is enclosed in a black basket- like
moulding. A similar ball joint is used and this, together with the more
conventional two-part headband, leads to avery comfortable snug fit.

In terms of the response, the sacrifices made to achieve this
featherweight are not as much as one would have expected. Although
the bass response is on the poor side, the midrange from 200 Hz to 3
kHz is very flat. The sharp peak at 5 kHz will be very noticeable and
indeed this resonance dominates the pulse response.
Subjectively considered to be short of bass, particularly noticeable
on music but speech was good. The single resonance peak was clearly
obvious as aringing noise at the end of words, etc. Surprisingly good
for such small lightweight units.

SENNHEISER
HD- 420

Sony MDR-80
10a8

Manufacturer: Sony ( U.K.) Ltd., Consumer
Inf. and Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
London W1. 01-439 3874
Price: £39.95
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The midrange response is almost dead flat from 100 Hz to 4 kHz
which, after all, is where most of the action is. At frequencies above 7
kHz, things are not so rosy; there are pronounced dips at 8and 16 kHz
with a pronounced peak at 11 kHz. Distortion levels are good on both
sets but sl -ahly better on the HD- 420 The 420's pulse response is
marred by tne pronounced ring due to the 12 kHz resonance but is
nevertheless superior to most of the other sets.
Sound quality was above average when judged subjectively. The
peak at 12 kHz WES a little too obvious but the smooth mid- range
largely compensated for this.

Manufacturet: Sony ( U.K.) Ltd., Consumer
Inf. and Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
London W1. 01-439 3874
Price: £ 16.95

Even though these fall into the exposed foam, miniature headphone
bracket, it is clear that a lot of thought has gone into their design. In a
manner normally associated with the more expensive phones, a
single cord goes to the left earpiece with the take-off for the right
concealed within the headband. A wide latitude of angular and vertical
movement is allowed for in the two- axis earpiece mounting and
should allow comfortable seating on almost any shape of ear. The
foam pads are rounded on all edges, whereas most others tend to be
square cut — asmall detail which adds nothing to comfort but a lot to
appearance.

SONY MDR- 80T
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Sony led the wOrld in the field of ultra- lightweight headphones and
these were the sma:lest and lightest headphones tested. Without the
lead, the total weight is an incredible 30 grams, slightly over 1ounce!
In some ways they are too light, falling too easily off the head if one
moves at all abruptly.
108

A sensible precaution here is that the 1/
4in plug adapter supplied
with the phones actually screws on over the 3.5 mm jack plug rather
than just being apush fit. This solves the problem as to which plug will
remain with the phones when disconnected.
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Truth...
Since their introduction in 1976, the Series 2CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL
and PAGEANT loudspeaker systems from Mordaunt-Short Ltd. have
won acclaim and given pleasure not only in the United Kingdom but
also in some 40 other countries throughout the world. Now, this small,/
specialist Company takes pride in presenting a new, successive
generation of advanced and outstanding products..

-/

As with their predecessors, the fundamental
, design objective of these new speakers has been to
/ achieve sound reproduction of the highest quality
from enclosures attractively styled and craftsmanfinished — yet at costs that will enable these benefits
to be accessible to the widest possible audience of
music- lovers, high-fidelity enthusiasts and homeentertainment seekers world-wide. Appropriately,
therefore, the new models are to be known as
CARNIVAL 3, FESTIVAL 3and PAGEANT 3.
In the present economic conditions, the actual
function and performance of any product are
increasingly important in relation to its cost and
presentation. Consequently, for the CARNIVAL 3,
FESTIVAL 3 and PAGEANT 3, Mordaunt-Short has
departed from the conventional veneered cabinet and
has evolved an elegant design, predominantly

CARNIVAL 3

PAGEANT 3
£296.70
per pair
Inc. V.A_T.

CARNIVAL 3
£128.80
per pair
Inc. V.A.T.

PAGEANT 3

FESTIVAL 3

finished in fabric, yet which still retains in
attractive proportion the real wood veneers
traditionally associated with quality furniture. This
has permitted full and appropriate emphasis to be
placed upog the essentials of advanced acoustic
design within ahighly cost-effective format. The
CARNIVAL 3, FESTIVAL 3and PAGEANT 3offer
in consequence exemplary sound reproduction,
pleasing, tasteful appearance and unrivalled value
for money. And that's the truth... -

...unvarnished_
w

ese

FESTIVAL 3
£197.80
per pair
Inc. V.A.T.

Stands
£34.50
per pair
Inc. VAT.

•
c
o)

Mordaunt-Short Ltd • béb
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 SAZ
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI

/
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The frequency response is a little better than that of the MDR-4T,
being particularly good in the 10 to 18 kHz region. It is again marred
somewhat by the resonance at 5.5 kHz which shows up clearly in the
pulse response.
The response is dominated by the peak around 5-6 kHz giving the
sound arather tinny character and one that favours the cymbals and
triangle. Rather a pity because the midrange is particularly smooth
and extends to 15-18 kHz.

Manufacturer: National Paeoasonic ( UK)
Ltd., 10?- 109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berks,
SL1 305. 0753 34522
Price: £11.95

Manufacturer: Wilmex Ltd., Compton
House, 35 High St, New Malden, Surrey
KT3 4PE. 01-949 2545
Price: £155.25

These electrostatic headphones come with their own separate
converter, ablack box about 200 x120 x70 mm. This has 1metre of
four core cable which has to be connected to the amplifier
loudspeaker terminals. The headphone cable plugs into the box with a
special multi- pin connector. The box has provision for two headphone
sets and also has aswitch which enables the selection of phones or
speakers. (To achieve this though, the speakers must also be wired to
the black box terminals provided). The converter uses some of the
energy available in the amplifier output to generate the DC polarising
voltage necessary for the electrostatic principle and for this reason the
power requirements are higher then for dynamic phones, but this
presents no problem for the vast majority of modern amplifiers.
The phones themselves have an unusual boxy or rectangular look
with shaped foam-filled surrounds covered by soft vinyl. The shaping

A neat, simple foam pad style design with a one-piece moulded
plastic headband. Here the side adjustments are by stainless steel
strips which are afriction fit into the hollow ends of the headband. The
earpieces have aball-joint mounting with a high degree of latitude.
The low frequency response is significantly poorer than the rest of
the samples tested, being about 30 dB down at 20 Hz. The peak at 5kHz
is very noticeable and shows as the prominent ring in the pulse
response. Nevertheless, there is useful response at high frequencies
out to 20 kHz.
The subjective judgement paralleled the measured data: restricted
low frequency performance and arather tinny top response.
TECHNICS
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is very obvious with almost astep where the pad would meet the rear
of the jaw bone.
The frequency response is almost ruler flat from 20 Hz to 2kHz and is
only spoilt by adip at about 9kHz. Even so the ± 5dB is maintained out
to beyond 30 kHz. Actually the data sheet shows atypical frequency
response with which we agree very closely, except that it does not
show the 9kHz dip. It is possible that we were alittle unlucky in our test
sample. The distortion is extremely low — the best in our tests. The
pulse response is good, spoilt only by the 9 kHz resonance.
The step-down in the measured response at 2 kHz is subjectively
obvious and was disliked, regrettable because the midrange response
was particularly smooth and the response above 3kHz well extended.
A failure of one earpiece brought the formal listening tests to a
premature end, but a further sample was obtained and briefly
auditioned. The sound has avery clean quality, aconsequence of the
low distortion levels. There is also arather surprising characteristic, in
that the recording studio always appeared rather larger with these
phones than when any of the others were used. A very good
performance, overall, but it is still difficult to justify the high price. An
audition is advisable.
110
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Excluding the question of price for the moment, two models stand
out for sound quality, the AKG 340 and Beyer DT550, with the AKG
mode( marginally preferred. Comfort-wise the Beyer were well ahead
of the AKG but as comfort- in-wearing depends so much on the shape
and size of your head the relatively moderate comfort score should
not exclude the AKG's from your close consideration.
When price is taken into consideration the Beyer DT550s at £36 are
clearly first choice, with the AKG 340s at £73 in second place.
The ultra-lightweight group of phones really appeal to aseparate
group of users, primarily those 'Walkman' enthusiasts who cannot
live without music in their ears at all times. The Sony MDR-4Tachieves
agood score for both comfort and sound quality and has amarginal
preference over the Audio Technica ATH-point 5e,
TABLE 2Sound Quality and Wearing Comfort Relation
The two parameters are based on awarding ten points to the best unit
Comfort Sound Quality
AKG 340
4
10
Audio Tech nica Point 1
5
7
Audio Tech nice Point 5
5
6
Audio Technica ATH-7
7
8
Beyer DT-550
9
9-5
Howland West CIS 100
4
4
JVC H-935
6
6
JVC H-707
6
5
Koss Pro«
8
6
Pioneer SE- M10
8
7-5
Sansui SS- L5
6
6.5
Sennheiser HD-400
6
8
Sennheiser HD-420
7
9
Sony MDR 4-T
8
7
Sony MDR-80
8
8
Stax SR-A
6
8
Technics EAH-01
6
5
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Lost in the Hifi Jungle?

Fiveways High Fidelity Ltd., 12 lalington Row,
Edghaaton, Birmingham BIS 1LD.
Telephone 021-456 0557.
9.30 6.00 Monday-Saturday

Phone Wilmslow

526213

1111 Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents: ADC. Aiwa, AKG. AR. A & R. Ariston.
Audioref. Audio Technica. B&W. Beyer. Celef. Celestion,
Chartwell.Crimson.Decca.Denon. Diesis. Dual, EAR. Electro,
Elite, Entre, Gale. Glanz. Grace. Grado. Hadcock, Harbeth.
Heybrook. JPW. KEF. Lentek, Linn Isobarik.Linn Sondek.
Maxell, Meridian MFSL. Michell. Mission. Monitor Audio.
Monster. Nagaoka. Nakamichi. Nightingale, Optonica.
Ortofon. QED. Quad. Radford. RAM. RCL, Reference.
Revox. Rogers. Sansui. Satin, Sennheiser. Spendor.
Stanton. Stax, STD. Sugden. Supex. Swallow. Syrinx.
Systerndek. Tangent. Technics. Trio. TSR. Yamaha, and
others.
ACTIVE SYSTEMS BY MERIDIAN. SWALLOW AND
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

Hampshire Audio ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road

Chandlers

Ford

2827 or 65232

Tel

AiLlt Dual

RADLETT AUDIO
CONSULTANTS

Opionicerr

HITACHI

OPTONICA

Plus
RESEARCH • 136W • Ci bh • EFEESEION
HI • iii • Kt • n.1 SHORT • rotHolon AUDIO
• •- t,,e,

•

• s ( 110M

IIEFI MARKETS
Sensible advice from expert staff
2 years

guarantee on HiFi

Service Department on Premises
Very competitive prices
4SINIFT
' ' '
SLOW

5Swan Street, wiensiew,
Cheshire Telephone 0625 526213

WEST SUSSEX

BOW RS&
WILKINS

For the
finest
names
in

WORTHING

HiFi

(BOWERS leji WILBINS)
Littlehampton Road •Tel.Worthing 64141

"SOUNDS SUPREM
ETh
Agents

for

Yamaha,

Rega, Celef, Oracle, Koetsu, Threshold,
ProAc, Linn Sondek, A & R, Lentek,
Systemdek, Electro-companiet, Supex,
Syrinx, Tresham Audio,
Dynavector,
Michell, Fidelity Research, J BE, Diesis,
Quad, Quantum, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Elite,
Mission, Heybrook, Nagatronics, Jeweltone, JBL, Sugden, Trio, Stax, Entre,
Nytech, Meridian, Discwasher,
Demonstrations by appointment.
Phone Radlett 3773 or 6497
Radlett Audio Consultants,
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

HOVE, SUSSEX

C11-111C1-11ESTIER
oce-i iurv
Appointed stockists of A & RCambridge,Lentek,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, NaimAudio,
Trandberg, Dual, Sansui, Ortofon, SME,
Goldring, Entre,
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
STOCKISTS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

IRELAND

YORKSHIRE

WE ARE HAPPY TO RECOMMEND AND
SUPPLY:ARISTON-DUAL-LOGIC-LUX-LINNS
PRODUCTS
MICHELL-REGA RESEARCH.SYSTEMDEK-THORENS
GRACE-ITTOK-MISSION.MAYWARE-S.M.E.-SYRINXHADCOCK-AUDIO-TECHNICA-ASAK-DYNAVECTOR
ELITE-GLANZ-GRAIDO-GOLDRING-KOETSU-SUPEXSHURE-A&R ( CAMBRIDGE). HAFLER-LENTEK-ONIXClUAD-ROTEL-ROGERS-CHARTWELL-HARBETH
NIGHTINGALE- TANGENT
AIWA- NACHAMICHI SEOUM-SENNHEISER-A.K.G.-STAX-BEYER etc etc etc
Hours of business: 9-30 em-5-30 pm. Tues
to Sat
CLOSED ON MONDAY
MAIL ORDER
PART EXCHANGE
BARCLIi)
VA

6 Harris Arcade
Friar Street,
Reading, Berks.
Telephone ( 0734)
585463
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We

IN IRELAND
LINNSONDEK
A&R A60
SUPEX
JR

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH
ELITE

NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

DISCWASHER

you

a

Phone

us.

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

QED, HEYBROOK

build

hi-fi system to

appraise—just

MERIDIAN

SPENDOR

will

better

MORDAUNT-SHORT

DENY°

Sansui,

Telephone: Brighton 723399

REAL HI-FI
ADVICE- DEMONSTRATION- DELIVERYINSTALLATION- FULL THREE YEAR
GUARANTEE' .... All part of the Service ,

KEF,

136 PORTLAND ROAD

For all that's best in real Hi -Fi

BERKSHIRE

JVC,

Spendor, Technics, Audio-Pro, Rogers,
STD, Raga, Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, NAD,
Mission, Thorens,

tor an expert guide to the
territories

AIWA

Demonstration facilities and specialist service for awide
range of carefully selected items including
ADC, Aiwa, AkaL AKG, A & R, Ariston, Audiomaster,
Audio Technica, B&W Beyer, Calrec, ChartwelL Crimson,
Denon, Dual Dynavector, Elite, Glanz, Goldring,
Grado,Hadcock,Harbeth,Helius,Heybrook,IMP,JR,JVC,
KEF, Klipsch, Lentek, Linn, LAI& Logic Lowther, Mayware,
Meridian MF5L, Michell,Mission,MonitorAudio, Nagaoka,
Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers,
Sennheiser, Shure, SME, Spendor, STD, Sugden,
Systemdek, Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy, Technics,
Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker.

HAMPSHIRE

THE
HI-FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI. TECHNICS, J V C.
AR., K.E.F, MORDAUNT SHORT. MARANTZ, SONY
QUAD, AKAI, ROTEL, TANNOY, TOSHIBA. TEAC
NAT- PAN,
TDK,
TRIO.
MONITOR
AUDIO
AUDIOMASTER, SENNHEISER,
FISHER, AUR EX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL: 22317

---

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

B + B HI fi

ENTRE

SATIN

GALE & MISSION

Errícits'oi Bradford
First Floor Rawson Square
Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4 lines

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
please phone

NOEL CLONEY
AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmines,
Dublin 6
Tel: 961 31 6

ERIC WILEY
64 & 85

BEANCROFT

CASTLEFORD,

WEST

ROAD

YORKSHIRE

0977-553066
ALL

LEADING

MAKES

STOCKED

Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

Video Stockists

hi -fi ramoins

local specialist guide

a. record review

SHROPSHIRE

EAST MIDLANDS

YYRVI

LONDON

NICK DAKIN

&M I
MI6

SYSTEMS

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN. MERIDIAN. QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL. LENTEK, HEYBROOK.
NAKAMICHI, TEAC, REVOX, TRIO

11.1.111LINSLEC HOOD
' .
300 SERIES
6- ,
e e• e f • , AMPLIFIERS

These latest designs from the drawing board of John

and many other leading makes at competence prices

Linsley- Hood. engineered to the very highest standard,
represent the very best that is available on the kit market
today The delicacy and transparency of the tone
quality enable these amplifiers to outperform, on aside

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

LEWISHAM HI-FI
We are main dealers for Technics. Trio, AR, Tannoy
Toshiba,
Wharfedale,
Sanyo,
Hitachi.
National, Rogers. Sony.
Competitive prices on all makes of Hi • Fi equipment

57 Lee High Road, Lewisham, SE13.
Telephone 01-852 5487

by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard set by his earlier 75 watt design
Three versions are offered. a 30 watt with Darlington

LEICESTERSHIRE

output transistors, and a 35 and 45 watt both with
Mosfet output devices All are of identical outside
appearance which is designed to match and stack with
our Linsley• Hood cassette recorder 2
Send for further details. Reprints of all articles 75p.
Post and VAT FREE
Hart triple purpose test cassette TC1.
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU
level, head azimuth and tape speed Invaluable when
fitting new heads
postage

Only C2 70 plus VAT and 5Ort

Practical Wireless Winton Tuner'
This is abrilliant new Ted Rule designed tuner
that has everything' Gives vox fantastic
stereo FM' reception with pilot
cancelling decoder IC Fluorescent
digital display of frequency with

WE NOW HAVE FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES IN OUR NEW

FACTORY AND WELCOME ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
ONE OF OUR EXCEPTIONAL AMPLIFIERS TO CONTACT US FOR A
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT
OUR ADVICE IS FREE AND A SELECTED RANGE OF COMPATIBLE
EQUIPMENT IS STOCKED SO THAT WE CAN SUPPLY COMPLETE
SYSTEMS MINIMISING THE CHANCE OF ANY MISMATCH
AGENCES INCLUDE:
CABLE ° ALLISON OHELIUS ° ROGERS OELEKRACABLE
OMISSION OCEOL OBADGER ° SWALLOW ° CLEARWATER
OSUPEX ° GRACE ° LOGIC DZEN OLE MAT °GALE OARISTON
ETC
WE ALSO SPECIAUSE IN ACTIVE & OW SYSTEMS
OrM_l
9CI AYMILL ROAD, LEICESTER 105331 76I92C

Descriptive series of articles are in
the current issues of ' Practical
Wireless' Send for your copy

Complete system design from
£10,000 to around £200

I
easy ordering,
rust telephone your requirements and

.

eores Caere

Please write

or telephone for our free lists
giving further information
on these and
other kits

ie te,„COSeltsee

•
Çte,` ›
stee.
stolg.e.e

t%Pe fee "

CORNWALL

Elem.« Audio
HI-FI

SPECIALIST

AGENCIES INCLUDE:
Quantum
Meridian

Lin
Rega Planar

Heybrook
Arc

A & R

Jeffries

t.1°

s

Nytech

Nairn etc

Demonstrations by Appointment
Tel: Newquay ( 063 73) 6380

6

4Abed Pde, Green St Eastbourne Tel 0323 31336
69 London Rd. Brighton (closed Mon) Tel 0273 609431

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

TELEPHONE 0656 4156
• STOCKIST OF MOST LEADie MAKES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
• EASY CREDIT TERMS + HP AVAILABLE
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MIMI lb

'

°/ LESS

C60
0.69
0.95
1.29
1.49
1.35
1.59
0.68
0.98
1.11
1.22
1.57
1.88

I
I-S
II
II-S

C90
C120
0.79
1.29
1.15
1.39
1.89
1.49
2.09 0.81 0
1.24
1.29.
1.82
1.58
1.48°
2.18
2.78

•Promotion prices whilst stocks last.
Fuji FX 1
0.97
LOS
Fuji FX II
1.1.3
1.39
Sony CEP
0.55
0.78
1.02
Sony BHF
0.74
0.89
1.12
Sony AHF
0.88
1.11 Sony Alpha
1.18
1.56
Sony FeCr
IL 10
1.74 .--- I
If any prices of our audio cassettes are not already the
lowest, we will supply at 1p per item less than NAMED
cassettes GENUINELY AVAILABLE from any
other advetiser. Limit 20 per customer. Please quote
our competitor's price when ordering.
VIDEO
All top brands (
cg Agfa, Maxell, Sony, etc)
VHS £60
5.45
E120
7.25
£180
8.35
Beta
1.500
L750
6.25
8.25
VIDEO LIBRARY
Hundreds of titles available at less than £ 1per day.
Mail order or personal shoppers. Telephone your
nearest Estuary Audio branch or write in for full
details.
Blank tapes despatched in 7days by RECORDED
DELIVERY. Postage and packing 65p per order.
Orders over £27.50 post free.
All mail to. ESTUARVAUDIO
LONDON yo
Dept
D/HF
1HIGHBURY
P:ccat,IIrStall,,
STATION, LONDON N5

Mae
oe
STATION
c et Hall
01 236 9480

SHEFFIELD 2
105 to do 110.1
0742 58 / 6

Hareaset irtrarrr
01 930 6566

WC?
IC?
BIRMINGHAM
legutster Sp Stn
5.0 Cross
'
tee, Rd 30
Sate Station
= St 1 n,_ ri SI rut
Cream See t
Dl- SOT 7294
01 606 4102 Cor Dr. MetriC
01439 9210
01 643 1766
BRIM ,.
ESSEX
MANCHESTER 3 LEEDS
29 DonnaS Dee
113 Recto, Grove
6Xeto,a Sta.
1,5/ho Sea
0sehni Hppodomel
Appmac
072 2905 to
0/02 1286
061 832 4592

a
8ndç Road
OBr Actora So
01 834

SETO

TO

-HOW CAN
ISELL MY
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

SURREY
WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

(BRIDGEND LTD.)

9THE BRACKLA CENTRE
BRIDGEND - GLAMORGAN

11
•

WALES

TELE ELECTRICAL
SERVICES

I

OM

TO BUY AT THESE PRICES C
WHICH ARE AT LEAST
.0 , 0
• I
THAN OUR NORMAL (
UNIT) SHOP PRICES

Maxell UL
Maxell UD
Maxell UDXL
Mimi' UDXL
Maxell UDXL
Maxell UDXL
TDK D
TDK AD
TDK OD
TDK SA
TDK SA-X
TDK MA

EAST SUSSEX

of our price list All prices
exclude VAT and postage

L

iql

rinisorLudiq

timer clock and S404:Mialch
functions
All this is not lust on the FM band, the tuner also
covers LW. MW. SW and even TV sound

Barclay/Access numbei

WCUT ME OUT
Mil

-WHY NOT TRY
HI-FI NEWS
CONTACT

248--256 STATION ROAD

ADDLESTONE, SURREY

Probably the largest range. of Audio,

TV & Video in the
Home Counties. Demonstrations anytime just pop int
MOST BRANDS STOCKED INCLUDING:
AR, JBL, KEF, LUXMAN, MARANTZ.

MISSION, OPTONICA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY. TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

WEYBRIDGE 54522 (
5 lines)

CHRIS BAUGENT
OR

MARTIN MILES
-686-2599
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £ 2.00
extra. Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £6.75. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MARCH issue must reach
these offices by 24th January addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall' Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

THOFtENS 160/2 mission arm. ortofon 20E/2, £ 180. Entre £45.
Sugden P.51. latest high current version £ 130. Quad 405 £ 1110.
Sansui 512838. superb £ 145. All boxed perfect. Quad valve:acre°.
FM I
Mono), handbooks. vgc £95. Whaley Bridge ( 06633) 2454.
Evenings. (
B)
NRDC AMBISONIC surround sound decoder. Built by Intergex.
Ideal decoding of stereo and ambisonic recordings. Kill working
order. £55. 061 973 5206. ( B)

FOR SALE- private

SPENDOR BC I 'sIyear olci as new with stands £200. Quad 303
mint £67. Shure VIS fit & Yamaha phones HP2 both excellent.
Offers 0323 29435. ( B)

QUAD 22 control unit. Two Quad IIpower amplifiers. Quad
mono FM Tuner. multiplex decoder, spare valves. £ 100. Dorking
889647. ( B)

LINSLEY HOOD 30 watt amplifier Kit ( Hart) unopened as
delivered £60. Panridge transformers chassis and handbooks for
1949 GEC/Williamson amplifier offers. Bloemendaal Langham
Dead, Robensbridge. East Sussex. ( B)

WHARFEDALE E30 speakers with stands. Hardly used. Bought
E70's £ 130. Quick sale Paul Davies. 22 Wrexham Road.
Whitchurch. Shropshire. Tel: ( Works) Crewe 0270 55155 Ext.
3652. ( B)

REVOX 877 half track reel to reel tape deck. Hardly used. two
AKG 0222 microphones. two 3.600 tapes. £520. ono. Tel. Hull
42141. ( B)

REVOX A77 4 track 33
4 -74 i.p.s. overhauled to original
/
specification Nov 1981. New heads etc. over £ 100 spent. Bill to
prove. £300 ono. Tel: 998 2156. ( Ealing) after 6pm. ( B)

REVOX A-77 4-track. Completely portable with clip-on.
lockable lid. Instruction-hook as new £260. Beyer stereo mikes for
above in case. £30. (Twickenham) 01 8945381. ( B)

BANG OLUFSEN Beocentre 3500 hardly used. FM stereo and 3
size record player, amplifier delivers 40 watts RMS. 75 Wails
music power per channel. Pair Beovox 845 speakers. £350 ono. ( 11
2890157. ( B)

REVOX SERVICE

PAIR .1111, 220 speakers £850. Revox A700 l'a track £800.
Ameron DC300A amp £250. Amcron IC150 preamp £ 150. Teas'
CI cassette deck £400 Pair. A R3A speakers. £250. Tel. Maidstone
814403. ( B)

A77. B77 & A700 Tape Recorders Line up & rebias•
ing. Replacement heads & brakes Full troubleshooting. repair and test facilities Other makes considered

MOBITRACK SOUND
PROCESSES LTD.,
QUAD 303 power amp £70. ono. Rotel 222 tuner £35 ono. Both
excellent condition and in good working -order. 01 942 6788
evenings. ( B)

4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW1 1BN, Mx;.
01-891-2815. ( 24 hours answering).

SDQ 63 Speaker Stands for Quad ESL-63 £35. Genuine reason
for sale of these superb accessories at £20. below retail. Ring 01
651 5180 ( Evenings) for details. ( B)

SERVICING
Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes, mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. I3a Hamilton
Way, London N3. Tel: 01-3460033.

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!

The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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STUDIO FACILITIES
'So you want to make your ass n rceord....' Free lnochu,
price list from Abigail Music. The Mill. Mill Lane. Godahning.
Surrey. Tel (04868)29229. ( B)

FOR SALE-trade
Pre-packed screws( nuts.washers. solder tags. studding. Send
for price list. A ISale). P.O Box 402 London SW66LU.
X

Van den WI stylii Mounted to all types of cartridges, speciality
Deccas. vast improvements in sonic structure. the Dedea mk6E
will track high velocity cuttings with sopranos, piano, alud inner
groove performance Improves tremendously, price total modification about £ 100.(81 for Deccas. other cartridges cheaper.
Please inquire stating make and if possible cantilever material.
Audio Consult ApS H.C. Oerstdvej 42. Dk 1879 Copenhagen V.
Denmark. Tel: 01045 I37 3680.

PERSONAL
Close Encounters Group, Personal introductions. dances.
parties. talks, social events. Meet interesting. attractive people.
All areas. Tel: ( Liverpool)051 931 2844(24 hours).
X
ORTOFON MC20 moving-coil (few hours only)£25 with STM-72
transformer. Ortofon A5212-Mk.2 tone-arm boxed. unused £25.
15-foot pair Monster cables £ 13.50, ditto Lucas £6. Evenings Dl
586 2898. ( B)

TO ADVERTISE
Armstrong HI-F1 Service Centre. Service and repairs to
Armstrong Produce and all brands of HI-FI. Armstrong
Amplifiers Ltd. 32a Blackhorse Lane. London E17 6HJ. Tel:
01-523 0051.

WILMSLOW
LMOTE1

Wilmslow. Cheshire.

Cassette copying. Super)) qun his one to one cassette copying.
Write for full details to Seltech A. V.
Lakelands Drive. Bolton
BU 4NN. ( B)

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters studio
mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. 1 Broomfield
Close. Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X

- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack Cabinet kits.
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available
-.404

SERVICES

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years' experience.
Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK. LEAK,SANSUL andelsewhere QUALFTY
VALVED EQUIPMENT Restored close to design wherever
possible. 7days personal service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel:
01-504 5467.

IN THIS SPACE
RING:
01 686 2599
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ADVERTISER'S INDEX
Absolute Sound

22

Estuary Audio

Academy Records

84

Eulipion

20

Acoustical Manufacturing

42

Eumig ( UK) Limited

40

Armstrong Amplifiers
Audio 82
Audio Technica
Azat

60
4, 23
106
98

B & B HiFi

111

B & W Loudspeakers

111

Bang & Olufsen Ltd

IFC

Boothroyd Stuart

34

Brady & Son, W. A

16

Cavendish Sales

102

112

Falcon Electronics

26

Five Ways High Fidelity

111

74

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd

112

Sony

Herts HiFi

15

Howland West

92, 93

111

112

D JB Systems

112

Dakin HiFi, Nick

112

Denmead HiFi

22

Dominus

26

Donnington Audio

11

Eastcote HiFi
Erricks of Bradford

13
111

36

Shure Electronics Ltd

Cloney, Noel

Crimson Elektrik

S.M.E. Ltd

111

46, 47

112

26
11, 112

Hampshire Audio Ltd

J.V.C. ( UK) Ltd

Cosmic HiFi

111

Russ Andrews

111

76

111

Reading HiFi Centre

12

Chichester HiFi

Conifer Records

Rays Electrical

G L Products

13

6

111

Ron Smith Aerials

IMF Electronics

Condor Electronics

80

Radlett Audio

10

Goldring Products

64

RCA Records

Fotronix

32

Celestion International

Ortofon

Jeffries HiFi

112

Jimmy Smith

24

Kernow Audio

112

Linn Products

5

Logic Ltd

28

Maxell Tapes

56

Mayware

11

Memorex Ltd

38, 39

Mission Electronics

OBC

Mobitrack Sound Processes Ltd

113

Mordaunt Shorts

109

O'Brien M

72

9

. 30, 54, 55, 62, 63, 90

Sounds Supreme

111

Strathclyde Transription
Subjective Audio

-

16

7, 26

8

Superfi
Swisstone
Swift of Wilmslow

111

Tannoy Products

14, 44

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd

48

TEAC

IBC

Tele Electrical Services

112

Teledyn Acoustic Research

68

Thomas Heinitz

22

Transonic Imports

88, 89

Whitetower Records

60

Wicks D. T.

20

Wiley, Eric
Wilmslow Audio

111
24, 26, 113

Please send me Hi Fi News & Record Review for 12 issues. I
enclose a cheque/postal order/International Money Order
payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for £
14.75 ( UK)/£15.50
(overseas)/USA $35.00.
Or debit my credit card account
BARCLAYCARD Eli ACCESS El DINERS CLUB El ( please tick
box)
CREDIT CARD NO
SIGNATURE
Credit card holders can order simply by ringing 01-686 2599,
ext 432, quoting your credit card number.
NAME
ADDRESS

Throughout the industry, Hi Fi News & Record
Review is used not only as asource of up-to-date
information, but each issue is also consulted as a
reference.
Keep your copies in asmart FREE binder, ensuring
that the information is always at hand.
To receive your free binder ( 6 copy size), just
complete the subscription form and send your
remittance to the address as shown.
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(please print in block capitals)

Iunderstand that I
am committed to one year's subscription to
HiFi News & Records Review, and should I
wish to cancel my
subscription, no refund will be made.
To the Subscriptions Department, Link House Magazines
(Croydon) Ltd., Link House Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9
2TA, Registered in England and Wales — No. 1341560
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Published by Link House Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd on behalf of Link House
Publications P.L.C. Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH15 1LU
Typeset in Great Britain by Artwork Group. Printed at Alabaster Passmore & Sons Ltd, London and Maidstone.
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TEAC

V-3RX

Stereo Cassette Deck

V-3RX 3- motor, IC full logic transport control, Newly developed CA (Cobalt Amorphous) head

Dynamic Range:
110dB. It will
astonish you.

TEAC.

If you haven't heard a TEAC dbx*
cassette deck, you have a big surprise
in store. The dbx system
can give you dynamic ranges
up as high as 110 dB— that is as
wide as a five orchestra,
big band or rock group. From
the mighty blast of the
full orchestra, to the tiniest
sound of a pianissimo
soloist, you get it all.
And tape hiss? Gone. Banished
by the incredible dbx system.
Until you've heard it, you simply don't
know how fantastic cassettes can
sound. From TEAC, naturally.

V-SRX Stem Cassette Dick

V-5RX
3- motor, IC full logic
transport control

TEAC

Wheee Art and Technology Meet

harman tAUDIO) U.K. LTD.: Mill Street. Slough Berks.. SLZ.5DD Slough (0753) 76911
cademerk

ti

r,

iv I

For your comprehensive Mission booklet
please send this coupon to:—
MISSION ELECTRONICS LTD.,
P.O. Box 65, London SW7 1PP.
Tel: 01-589 0048.
Name
Address

HF1

